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1-1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the Report 

In 1995, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) adopted a policy stating the following: 
 

[t]he use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) technology should be increased 
in all regulatory matters to the extent supported by the state-of-the-art in PRA 
methods and data and in a manner that complements the NRC’s deterministic 
approach and supports the NRC’s traditional defense-in-depth philosophy.  [1]   

 
PRA models the reliability of systems and personnel to mitigate a system abnormality and 
prevent it from developing undesired consequences.  It addresses three key questions:  what 
can go wrong, how likely is it to go wrong, and what are the consequences [2].  Human reliability 
analysis (HRA) is an essential part of PRA.  HRA is an engineering approach that systematically 
analyzes human performance for events or specified conditions.   
 
This report presents a new HRA methodology, referred to as the General Methodology of an 
Integrated Human Event Analysis System (IDHEAS-G) and the work performed to develop it.  
The development work, described in the appendices to this report, serves as supplementary 
guidance for using IDHEAS-G and also can be used as a reference resource for HRA in 
general.  
 
The NRC staff highlights the following intended uses of IDHEAS-G:  
 
• IDHEAS-G is a method to perform HRA for all nuclear applications.  Based on cognitive 

science, it analyzes human failures with a cognition model.  

• IDHEAS-G is a general methodology and can be used as high-level guidance for 
developing easy-to-use, application-specific HRA methods or tools. 

 
• IDHEAS-G can serve as a platform to generalize and integrate human error data from 

various sources for human error probability (HEP) estimation.  IDHEAS-G uses the 
cognition model as the basis to analyze an event scenario, model important human 
actions, and quantify HEPs.  The cognition model has a structured taxonomy that can 
model human errors from cognitive perspectives at different levels of detail and link the 
errors to causal factors.  The generalized data can also serve as anchors in addressing 
HRA variability (see the third area for HRA method improvement in Section 1.2). 

 
• IDHEAS-G is also a method for systematically analyzing human events, including 

identifying potential human failures and root causes.  The NRC staff has used 
IDHEAS-G to analyze and document human events, including the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear power plant (NPP) accident in 2011, in order to test the methodology. 

 
1.2 Background 

To date, about 50 HRA methods have been developed worldwide.  In the United States, notable 
HRA methods used in the nuclear industry include the following: 
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• “The Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant 
Applications” (i.e., Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP)) [3]  

• Accident Sequence Evaluation Program Human Reliability Analysis Procedure [4]  

• Success Likelihood Index Methodology (SLIM) Multi-Attribute Utility Decomposition 
(MAUD) (SLIM-MAUD) [5], [6]  

• Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Human Reliability Analysis method (SPAR-H) [7]  

• “A Technique for Human Event Analysis (ATHEANA)” [8], [9]  

• Human Cognitive Reliability (HCR)/Operator Reliability Experiments (ORE) method 
[10] 

• Cause-Based Decision Tree (CBDT) method [10] 

Improving HRA has been an NRC research focus since the 1995 publication of the NRC PRA 
policy statement [1].  In 2005, the NRC published NUREG-1792, “Good Practices for 
Implementing Human Reliability Analysis” [11].  After evaluating various HRA methods against 
these practices, the NRC issued NUREG-1842, “Evaluation of Human Reliability Analysis 
Methods Against Good Practices,” in September 2006 [12].  In Staff Requirements 
Memorandum (SRM) M061020 [13] to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), 
dated November 8, 2006, the Commission directed the ACRS to “evaluate the different human 
reliability methods to propose a single model for the agency to use or guidance on which 
model(s) should be used in specific circumstances.”  To evaluate the methods, the NRC staff 
performed two international collaborative research projects, the International HRA Empirical 
Study [14]–[17] and the U.S. HRA Empirical Study [18], comparing HRA methods and simulator 
experiments.  These studies provided valuable lessons from use of the HRA methods and 
identified areas for HRA improvement.  Based on the results of the empirical studies, the NRC 
decided to develop an enhanced HRA method, referred to as the Integrated Human Event 
Analysis System (IDHEAS).  The method was intended to integrate the strengths of existing 
HRA methods and enhance HRA in the four areas described below: 

(1) Application scope—Each existing HRA method was developed for a specific 
application domain, and most were developed for a procedure-based response to 
internal events occurring at-power in NPPs.  As a result, the methods are not necessarily 
adequate to model human actions for NPP events that result from external hazards or 
events in other domains.  The use of PRA is expanding to include many diverse 
applications.  As the application of PRA grows and covers broader contexts, HRA must 
be able to expand with it and support the growth areas.  Over the years, some HRA 
studies have been performed for contexts other than internal, at-power events.  The 
studies either adapted the methods used for internal, at-power events or used the 
general HRA concepts.  A consistent methodology is needed to address HRA across 
different applications and different domains. 

(2) Scientific basis—Existing HRA methods were built on behavioral observations of 
human performance and cognitive science.  Without explicitly modeling the intrinsic 
cognitive mechanisms underlying human errors, an HRA method may result in different 
interpretations of the same observed phenomena and poor understanding of the causes 
of human errors.  HRA methodology should be enhanced to include the advances made 
in cognitive and behavioral science in the past decades. 
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(3) HRA variability—HRA results, especially the HEP for a human failure event (HFE) can 
vary significantly, depending on the HRA model or method used and the analyst 
applying the method.  The International HRA Empirical Study [14]–[17] and the 
U.S. HRA Empirical Study [18] identified three types of HEP variability in a given 
scenario:  method-to-method, analyst-to-analyst, and crew-to-crew.  The International 
HRA Empirical Study indicated that key sources of the variability including weak 
guidance for performing the qualitative analysis and poor understanding of 
performance-influencing factors (PIFs) could affect the HEP. 

(4) Data for HRA—The use of empirical data for HEP estimation has been limited in past 
studies by the lack of relevant data and discrepancies between the formats of available 
data and HRA methods.  A lack of a strong data basis in the methods may challenge the 
method validity and introduce additional variabilities in HEP estimation. 

1.3 Strategic Approach to Human Reliability Analysis Method Development 

Based on lessons learned from previous studies, the NRC staff took the following strategic 
approach to develop IDHEAS and improve the state of HRA.  Figure 1-1 illustrates the 
interaction of the activities in the strategic approach. 

• Developed a cognitive basis for HRA.  The purpose of the cognitive basis is to 
synthesize the fundamentals of human cognition into a structure that supports HRA 
method development and HRA practices.  NUREG-2114, “Cognitive Basis for Human 
Reliability Analysis,” issued January 2016, documents the cognitive basis [19]. 

• Developed a generic HRA methodology based on cognitive and behavioral sciences.  
The methodology should be independent of specific HRA applications and apply to a 
wide range of HRA applications in the nuclear domain.  The methodology should also 
integrate the strengths of existing HRA methods and conform to existing PRA standards.  
This methodology, documented in this report, is referred to as IDHEAS-G. 

• Documented and generalized human error data from various sources and generalized 
the data in the IDHEAS-G framework to inform HEP quantification.  Along with the 
development of IDHEAS-G, the NRC staff used the cognition model to generalize 
empirical data from the literature and various operational databases to inform HEPs.  
This will be a longer-term and ongoing effort as more data become available. 

• Implemented the methodology in the context of internal NPP events that initiate while the 
reactor is at power.  The work, a collaboration with the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI), was documented in NUREG-2199, Volume 1, “An Integrated Human Event 
Analysis System (IDHEAS) for Nuclear Power Plant Internal Events At-Power 
Application” [20], published in March 2017.  Experience gained from the 
application-specific approach informed the approach to the general methodology 
presented in this report. 

• Developed quantification tools for other applications using IDHEAS-G. 
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Figure 1-1 Strategic Approach to HRA Method Development 

1.4 Overview of IDHEAS-G 

Performing HRA requires both qualitative analysis (analyzing the human event) and 
quantification (estimating HEPs).  Key HRA results include (1) scenarios describing expected 
and deviating human and system activities, (2) identification of important human actions that 
may lead to an undesired or an unsafe system state, (3) identification of the ways that a human 
can fail, (4) identification of the factors that affect human performance, and (5) estimation of 
HEPs.  HRA methods achieving these results include qualitative analysis, which is to 
understand event scenarios and the context of important human actions in the scenario, and 
quantitative analysis to estimate HEPs. 
 
IDHEAS-G consists of two parts:  a cognition model of human performance and reliability, and 
an IDHEAS-G-specific HRA process that implements the cognition model.  The cognition model 
integrates current research in cognitive and behavioral science.  It consists of a cognitive basis 
structure and a PIF structure.  The cognitive basis structure describes how humans succeed or 
fail at a task and the underlying cognitive mechanisms for the success or failure.  The PIF 
structure describes which factors affect the likelihood of success or failure and how those 
factors impact the effectiveness of the cognitive mechanisms and increase the likelihood of 
human failures.  Both structures have cognition-based taxonomies representing an important 
human action and the associated context of the action. 
 
IDHEAS-G implements its cognition model to the full span of the general HRA process (see 
Section 4.1.1).  The HRA process of IDHEAS-G consists of four stages:  
 
(1) Stage 1—Scenario analysis.  The purpose of this stage is to understand the event and 

collect information about human actions from broad perspectives.  This includes 
developing an operational narrative, analyzing the scenario context, and identifying 
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important human actions (i.e., the ones considered in a PRA).  IDHEAS-G provides a 
structured process to query and document the qualitative information used as the 
foundation of HEP quantification. 

(2) Stage 2—Modeling of important human actions.  The purpose of this stage is to model 
important human actions for structured analysis and HEP quantification.  This includes 
identifying and characterizing critical tasks in an important human action, representing 
potential task failure with cognitive failure modes (CFMs), and representing the context 
of the important human action with PIFs.  IDHEAS-G provides guidelines for task 
analysis, as well as a basic set of CFMs and a comprehensive taxonomy of PIFs from its 
cognition model. 

(3) Stage 3—HEP quantification.  The purpose of this stage is to estimate the HEP for 
important human actions.  IDHEAS-G provides several approaches to HEP estimation, 
along with the human error data generalized in the IDHEAS-G framework.  

(4) Stage 4—Integrative analysis.  While Stages 2 and 3 analyze individual important 
human actions, Stage 4 analyzes all the important human actions as a whole.  This 
includes addressing the dependencies between important human actions and 
documenting uncertainties in the event and its analysis.  IDHEAS-G provides 
supplementary guidance for uncertainty analysis by consolidating existing guidelines. 

 
Figure 1-2 illustrates the composition of IDHEAS-G.  The cognition model is incorporated into all 
four stages of the IDHEAS-G HRA process.  In particular, the cognition model is the basis for 
modeling important human actions.  The cognition model allows integration of human error data 
available from various sources (i.e., experiments, operating experience, and expert judgments), 
and the integrated data can inform HEP quantification.  The outputs of one stage serve as the 
inputs to subsequent stages.  Moreover, each stage represents the analysis of an important 
human action from a different perspective, and the outputs of each stage provide valuable 
insights into the success and failure of an important human action. 
 

 

Figure 1-2 IDHEAS-G Diagram 

While IDHEAS-G follows the general analysis flow used by most existing HRA methods, it has 
new features, briefly described below, that advance the state of practice of HRA: 
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• The cognition model explains how and why humans succeed and fail at a task and why 
PIFs affect the likelihood of failure. 
 

• A basic set of CFMs models human errors independent of application domain, and 
structured PIF states represent the context in which the important human action occurs. 

• A time uncertainty model calculates the HEPs attributed to uncertainties in time available 
and time needed (required) to perform important human actions. 

• Integrated human error data support HEP quantification. 

• A framework is used for generalizing and integrating human error data to inform HEP 
estimation. 

 
1.5 Organization of the Report 

This report is organized into seven chapters and 13 appendices.  The seven chapters represent 
the main body of the text and describe IDHEAS-G with a focus on new developments.   
Chapter 1 provides an introduction and overview of IDHEAS-G.  Chapters 2 and 3, respectively, 
describe the two parts of the cognition model, cognitive basis structure and PIF structure.  
Chapter 4 explains the IDHEAS-G HRA process (i.e., the four stages:  scenario analysis, 
modeling of important human actions, HEP quantification, and integrative analysis) that 
implements the cognition model.  Chapter 5 describes the time uncertainty model.  Chapter 6 
explains the IDHEAS-G framework for generalizing human error data.  Chapter 7 discusses 
perspectives on applying IDHEAS-G, future research, and concluding remarks.  Chapter 8 lists 
the references used in this report. 
 
The 13 appendices document the work performed to develop IDHEAS-G and serve as 
supplemental guidelines for performing the various stages of the HRA process.  These 
supplemental guidelines are intended to help HRA analysts use IDHEAS-G.  The 
supplementary guidelines use many examples to facilitate readers’ understanding of the 
guidance.  Many side-by-side examples demonstrate different perspectives on a topic or 
demonstrate the implications of the guidance in different HRA applications, such as NPP 
operations, radioactive medical equipment operation, or response to chemical material release.  
In addition, the appendices demonstrate how to perform the stages of the HRA process in 
IDHEAS-G and give full examples of using IDHEAS-G for event analysis.  Each appendix can 
be viewed as a standalone document to assist with a specific part of the HRA process.  Below is 
a brief summary of the appendices. 

APPENDIX A.  “Cognitive Mechanisms Underlying Human Performance and Reliability”—This 
appendix presents prevalent cognitive mechanisms that have been studied in cognitive and 
behavioral science and their association with macrocognitive functions. 

APPENDIX B.  “Links of PIF Attributes to Cognitive Mechanisms”—This appendix generalizes 
experimental findings and operational experience on how PIF attributes can lead to 
ineffectiveness of cognitive mechanisms.  The information explains why and how PIFs affect 
human performance and increase the likelihood of human errors. 

APPENDIX C.  “Insights into Performance-Influencing Factors from the Cognitive Literature”—
This appendix explains the insights obtained from the cognitive literature about the PIF 
attributes and their effects on HEPs. 
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APPENDIX D.  “Cognitive Basis for the Combined Effect of PIFs on HEPs.”—This appendix 
describes the cognitive basis for the quantitative treatment of PIF combinations. 

APPENDIX E.  “Scenario Analysis”—This appendix provides step-by-step guidance for 
performing scenario analysis to establish an overall understanding of event context and event 
evolution.  The guidance provides structured ways to acquire information on human aspects of 
an event evolution and organize context information for modeling and quantifying important 
human actions. 

APPENDIX F.  “Identification and Definition of Important Human Actions”—Important human 
actions (or HFEs) are the objects of HRA quantification.  PRA models prospectively identify 
human actions for modeling, but actual events may involve actions that are not included in PRA 
models.  This appendix provides guidance on identifying and defining critical human actions with 
and without the presence of PRA models. 

APPENDIX G.  “Task Analysis”—This appendix provides guidance for identifying and 
characterizing critical tasks in a human action.  Task characterization includes, but is not limited 
to, cognitive activities demanded by a task, timing, and relation between tasks.  The guidance 
also includes several task analysis methods for HRA. 

APPENDIX H.  “Identification of Cognitive Failure Modes”—This appendix discusses the basic 
set of CFMs in IDHEAS-G and provides guidance and examples of adapting the basic set of 
CFMs for a specific HRA application. 

APPENDIX I.  “Assessment of Performance-Influencing Factors”—This appendix provides 
guidance and examples of how to structurally represent the context of an important human 
action with PIFs. 

APPENDIX J.  “Quantification of Human Error Probability”—This appendix provides guidance 
and examples of using different approaches to quantify HEPs based on HRA methods and data 
available. 

APPENDIX K.  “Insights into the Treatment of Dependency between Human Failure Events”—
The present version of IDHEAS-G does not include a new development for treating 
dependency. However, this appendix provides the current understanding of modeling 
dependency between HFEs and potential future directions in advancing dependency modeling 
in HRA. 

APPENDIX L.  “Uncertainty Analysis and Documentation”—This appendix generalizes existing 
guidance on uncertainty analysis and documentation.  It emphasizes that uncertainty analysis is 
not an add-on to the HRA process.  Instead, analysis and documentation of uncertainties are 
embedded in every stage of the IDHEAS-G HRA process. 

APPENDIX M.  “Demonstration of the IDHEAS-G HRA Process”—This appendix provides two 
examples of implementing the IDHEAS-G process for performing HRA. The first example is an 
actual event— the March 28, 2010, fire event at the H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, 
Unit 2— and the second example analyzes a hypothetical event. 
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1.6 Perspectives on the Development of the IDHEAS-G Human Reliability 
Analysis Method 

IDHEAS-G includes advances in several HRA areas.  First, it is an application-independent 
HRA method.  Also, it can be used for any nuclear-related HRA application for human event 
analysis, including various types of NPP events such as internal and external hazards, 
important human actions within and outside the main control room, during at-power and 
shutdown operations, and nuclear material handling events.  Second, it is based on cognitive 
and behavioral science.  Its underlying cognition model makes HRA more explainable:  it 
explains how and why a person may fail an action, as well as why and how various contexts of 
an important human action affect the likelihood of its success or failure.  Third, IDHEAS-G 
delineates a structured HRA process for consistently analyzing an event and documenting the 
results in a transparent manner.  IDHEAS-G also provides step-by-step guidance for qualitative 
analysis and quantification that clearly specifies the objective, process, inputs, and outputs of 
each stage.  IDHEAS-G makes the HRA process transparent and traceable.  Therefore, it 
improves the consistency of HRA performed by different analysts.  If there is analyst-to-analyst 
variability in the outcomes of HRA, the differences can be easily traced for reconciliation. 

Last and probably most important, IDHEAS-G has a built-in interface with human error data, 
which allows the use of empirical data for HEP estimation.  The cognition model makes it 
possible to generalize human error data from different events that share the same CFMs and 
PIFs.  In particular, in responding to SRM 090204B, dated February 4, 2009 [21], on developing 
an HRA database, the NRC staff developed an operator simulator training database, referred to 
as the Scenario Authoring, Characterization, and Debriefing Application (SACADA) [22].  
SACADA collects simulator training data on licensed NPP operators.  It is structured on the 
same set of macrocognitive functions as those in IDHEAS-G, but its taxonomy of operator 
failure modes and PIFs is oriented towards operator simulator training.  The NRC staff 
developed the mapping between SACADA and IDHEAS-G taxonomies.  Therefore, the 
SACADA data directly support HEP estimation in IDHEAS-G.  An additional benefit of IDHEAS-
G is that it connects to an operational human performance database and makes use of the data.  
In the longer term, the NRC staff should continue generalizing human error data from a variety 
of sources to support HEP estimation. 
 
Throughout the development of IDHEAS-G, the ACRS guided the NRC staff in developing 
structured guidelines for all the HRA areas to enhance HRA quality.  For example, scenario 
analysis has been recognized as an essential step in HRA.  Yet, existing HRA methods 
generally lack explicit guidelines on how to perform scenario analysis and what information 
should be collected for HRA through scenario analysis.  As a result, HRA analysts may seek 
various ways to perform the analysis or even skip some steps.  The International HRA Empirical 
Study [14]–[17] found that lack of clear guidance for qualitative analysis led to inconsistent 
information collection for HRA and that was a major cause leading to HRA variability.  The NRC 
staff’s approach was to integrate the strengths of existing HRA methods and develop additional 
guidelines for the areas where guidance is lacking or weak.  The staff documented the 
appendices as IDHEAS-G supplementary guidance.  While the supplemental guidance supports 
the use of IDHEAS-G, it also supports HRA practices performed with other methods. 
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2 COGNITION MODEL—COGNITIVE BASIS STRUCTURE 

2.1 Overview of the Cognition Model for Human Performance and Reliability 

One of the objectives in developing IDHEAS-G is to have an HRA methodology based on 
cognitive science showing why and how personnel fail actions.  Through extensive literature 
review and analysis, the NRC staff developed the Cognition Model for Human Performance and 
Reliability as the basis for IDHEAS-G.  The cognition model describes the nature of human 
performance in applied work domains where human tasks are complex and often involve 
multiple individuals or teams.  Figure 2-1 shows a diagram of the cognition model. 
 

 

Figure 2-1 The Cognition Model for Human Performance and Reliability 

The inputs to the cognition model are the critical tasks of an important human action (including 
its cognitive activities) and its context (the conditions under which the action is performed).  The 
output is the success or failure of the task.  The cognition model explains why and how a task is 
a success or failure and what influences the success or failure.  The cognition model consists of 
two parts:  a cognitive basis structure, which explains how personnel perform a task correctly 
and reliably and a PIF structure, which describes why the task is a success or failure and what 
influences the success or failure.  The cognition model can be used for HRA to (1) represent 
how a task may fail through the cognitive basis structure, (2) represent the influence of context 
on human reliability through the PIF structure, and (3) explain why the context or PIFs affect 
task failure.  These establish the basis for HEP quantification.  The cognition model can also 
guide HRA analysts as they inquire and organize information in the HRA qualitative analysis. 

In the first phase of the IDHEAS project, the NRC staff led the development of a cognitive basis 
framework for HRA, documented in NUREG-2114 [19].  This early cognitive basis framework 
synthesizes research in cognitive and behavioral models and theories, cognitive mechanisms, 
and some examples of PIFs.  Given the broad scope of IDHEAS-G application, the NRC staff 
performed an expanded review and synthesis of literature in cognitive and behavioral 
psychology, human error analysis, and human factors.  The scope of the additional work spans 
to human performance in complex situations or severe operating conditions such as multiple 
simultaneous events, multiple teams and organizations involved, distributed locations, and 
dynamic decisionmaking.  As a result, the NRC staff extended the cognitive basis framework in 
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NUREG-2114 into the structured cognition model to support HRA in various applications.  This 
chapter presents the cognitive basis structure, and Chapter 3 presents the PIF structure.  
Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the cognition model in HRA. 
 
2.2 Overview of the Cognitive Basis Structure 

A human action can be divided into several tasks.  Any human task involves various cognitive 
activities such as monitoring parameters or operating equipment.  Performing cognitive activities 
demands brain resources.  The cognitive basis structure is a way to model the cognitive 
demands of a task.  It is based on the concept of macrocognitive functions, which are the 
high-level brain functions that must be successfully accomplished to achieve the cognitive 
activities demanded by a task.  As illustrated in Figure 2-2, the cognitive basis structure 
represents a task, and this representation is founded on five macrocognitive functions:  
detection, understanding, decisionmaking, action execution, and teamwork.  The 
macrocognitive functions describe human performance at the individual or team level.  The first 
four macrocognitive functions may be performed by an individual, a group or a team, and the 
teamwork macrocognitive function is performed by multiple groups or teams. 
 

 

Figure 2-2 Cognitive Basis Structure Representation of a Human Task  

Each macrocognitive function is described as follows: 
 
• Detection is noticing cues or gathering information in the work environment.  

Emphasized in this macrocognitive function are the sensory and perceptual processes 
that allow humans to perceive copious amounts of information and focus selectively on 
those pieces of information that are pertinent to the task being performed. 

• Understanding is the integration of pieces of information in the work environment with a 
person’s mental model to make sense of the scenario or situation.  Cognition in this 
macrocognitive function ranges from automatic, effortless recognition and understanding 
to more effortful thinking and deliberate attempts to make sense of multiple pieces of 
information.  
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• Decisionmaking includes selecting strategies, planning, adapting plans, evaluating 
options, and making judgments on qualitative information or quantitative parameters.  

• Action execution is implementation of the decision or plan to make a change in some 
physical component or system.   

• Teamwork is the macrocognitive function that focuses on how various teams interact 
and collaborate on a task.  In the present effort, IDHEAS-G uses this macrocognitive 
function primarily to include coordination, collaboration, and communication between 
teams.  This macrocognitive function focuses on the emergent aspects of interteam 
interaction to avoid duplicating cognitive functions already described by previous 
macrocognitive functions. 

 
Each macrocognitive function is achieved through a series of microcognitive information 
processes, referred to as processors.  Performing a cognitive activity may demand some or all 
the processors of a macrocognitive function.  For each macrocognitive function, the cognitive 
basis structure provides a causal tree, shown in Figure 2-3, describing the processors 
accomplishing the macrocognitive function and the cognitive mechanisms.  A processor 
integrates multiple cognitive mechanisms. 
 

 

Figure 2-3 The Cognitive Basis Structure 

Cognitive mechanisms are behavioral or neural processing aspects that enable the success and 
reliability of the processors.  Examples of cognitive mechanisms of the detection macrocognitive 
function are attention, working memory, and vigilance.  Some mechanisms are essential for the 
macrocognitive function to be accomplished; others ensure the reliability of a macrocognitive 
function.  For example, in the detection macrocognitive function, working memory is essential 
for retaining perceived information in the brain, while vigilance maintains the brain’s neural 
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network to actively respond to external stimuli.  Cognitive mechanisms work randomly (i.e., it 
involves a chance or probability) because of the brain’s random neural activities.  Thus, human 
errors that result from the ineffectiveness of cognitive mechanisms are probabilistic, not 
deterministic. 

Cognitive mechanisms work effectively under certain conditions, referred to as capacity limits.  
Outside its capacity limits, a cognitive mechanism becomes less effective or completely 
ineffective.  For example, in the detection macrocognitive function, working memory has a 
capacity limit of approximately 7 to 11 items, beyond which working memory deteriorates [23].  
Cognitive experiments show that the percentage of correctness of remembered items 
decreases as the number of items to be remembered in the task exceeds seven [24].  Working 
memory can also be influenced by other capacity limits.  For example, it needs attention to be 
consolidated, it decays with time, and other concurrent tasks can interfere with it [25]. 

The purpose of including cognitive mechanisms in the cognition model is to understand how the 
processors and macrocognitive functions can be achieved reliably and how they are affected by 
various PIFs.  Thousands of research papers have reported findings on cognitive mechanisms, 
many of which are interrelated or intermingled.  This report did not intend to make an exhaustive 
list of all the mechanisms reported in the literature, nor to reconstruct the mechanisms known to 
be orthogonal or independent of each other.  The cognitive basis structure includes only the 
cognitive mechanisms that are well studied and demonstrated to be prevalent in the success 
and reliability of the processors.  The cognitive basis structure also includes the well-studied, 
prevalent capacity limits outside of which a cognitive mechanism becomes less effective. 

Ineffectiveness of a cognitive mechanism increases the chances of errors in the associated 
processors.  PIFs influence the effectiveness of cognitive mechanisms and subsequently 
influence the likelihood of the success or failure of a task. 

Overall, the cognitive basis structure is a multilevel model, which bridges neural information 
processing (i.e., cognitive mechanisms), to microcognitive processes (i.e., processors), and 
then to macrocognitive functions.  It also bridges individual and within-team performance to 
interteam and organizational level performance.  It provides a comprehensive and explicit 
picture of how personnel perform tasks in a work environment.  As illustrated in Figure 2-2, 
macrocognitive functions corresponding to the cognitive activities involved can represent a 
human task.  They can also be viewed as generic tasks that constitute complex human 
performance.  Also, the cognitive activities can be viewed as the observable aspects of the 
macrocognitive functions.  A human task can be decomposed into these cognitive activities and 
thereby represented by corresponding macrocognitive functions. 
 
2.3 Macrocognitive Functions 

This section describes the details of each macrocognitive function, including (1) the types of 
cognitive activities demanded for the function, (2) the processors, and (3) related cognitive 
mechanisms. 
 
2.3.1 Detection 

2.3.1.1 Cognitive Activities for Detection 

The macrocognitive function detection obtains meaningful information in the work 
environment.  It allows personnel to focus on target information pertinent to the task from 
copious amounts of information.  Personnel may perceive information through various 
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senses (e.g., seeing, hearing, touching, smelling) or with the use of instruments.  Detection 
recognizes the meaning of the perception.  

The following are general types of cognitive activities that require detection: 
 
• Detect cues.  Cues are brief indications of system or personnel status important for the 

task being performed.  Cues usually need to be detected as soon as they are present.  
Examples of cues include system alarms, alert signs or signals, abnormal parameters, 
trends, or changes in indications.  Some cues such as alarms are salient and can 
automatically capture a person’s attention for detection; other cues may not be salient or 
even ambiguous, and they can be detected only through careful monitoring, searching, 
inspecting, or comparing.  

• Acquire (gather) information.  Information to be detected can be as simple as a 
parameter or as complex as pages of a status report.  Sources of information can be in 
various formats such as physical indicators in the work environment, computer displays, 
telecommunication devices, or a person’s voice or body gesture.  Humans acquire 
information by attending to known sources or by searching for sources. 

2.3.1.2 Processors for Detection 

In a complex scenario where large volumes of information are presented dynamically, humans 
perceive abundant sensory inputs (images, voices, etc.), while they actively process the 
information needed for the task.  That is the purpose of detection.  It is not a snapshot 
perception of stimuli in a work environment.  It is also not just passively responding to the onset 
of a cue.  Personnel need to actively seek cues to perform a detection task.  This is true even 
when responding to alarms.  Although alarms are salient to capturing human attention and 
triggering detection, in actual operations, experienced personnel have mental models of alarms, 
and they use those mental models to guide alarm detection.  Detection begins with having the 
mental model of what is to be detected.  Before information processing occurs for perception, 
detection requires forming a mental model about the target information, filtering out irrelevant 
information, and locating the target information to be detected.  The mental model includes 
knowledge (templates) and criteria for the target information, where the target information may 
be located, and how the target information may be acquired. 

Humans can attend to only a limited amount of information at a time.  Detection filters raw 
information in the environment; selects, perceives, and processes meaningful information; and 
finally retains or communicates the meaning of the perceived information.  Past experience and 
training affect the meaning associated with a particular percept.  That is, the raw sensory stream 
is imbued with meaning, and meaning is thus subject to the cognition of the individual beholding 
it.  Therefore, the outcome of detection is determined by the sensory stimuli; the processes of 
filtering, selecting, and perceiving information; and the knowledge that recognizes the meaning 
of the information. 

Although perception is achieved through human sensory organs, some tasks may need special 
equipment or devices to detect the presence or measure the parameters of the target 
information.  With or without the aid of special equipment, sensory (e.g., visual or auditory) 
information is perceived as stimuli through means such as attending to alarms, monitoring 
parameters, searching through an area, reading, etc.  The perceived information needs to be 
recognized for its meaning and classified to match one’s mental model of the cues of detection.  
Mental model matching involves verification (through self-checking, peer-checking, or 
supervising) and iteration of the detection processes as needed.  Finally, the detected 
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information needs to be exported for its use.  The information may be retained mentally as 
inputs to other macrocognitive functions, communicated with others, or physically recorded. 

The processors for detection are summarized as follows: 
 

D1. Initiate detection—Establish the mental model for information to be detected. 
D2. Select, identify, and attend to sources of information. 
D3. Perceive, recognize, and classify information. 
D4. Verify and modify the outcomes of detection. 
D5. Retain, document/record, or communicate the outcomes. 

While an individual can achieve these processors, each processor may involve within-team 
collaboration through information sharing, supervision, and peer-checking.  For example, 
information sharing among members of a team can help individuals form the correct mental 
model for a cue or information to be detected, especially in unfamiliar scenarios or 
environments.  Peer-checking and supervision are also important for verifying the outcomes of 
detection so that errors can be noticed and corrected. 
 
2.3.1.3 Cognitive Mechanisms for Detection 

The following cognitive mechanisms are included in the cognitive basis structure for detection.  
The open circle bullets list some prevalent capacity limits of the cognitive mechanism. 
D.a. Mental model of the cues:  The mental model guides all other cognitive mechanisms.  It 

sets up one’s expectation for the cues and criteria for the cues.   

o wrong or biased expectation  

o narrowly focused expectation leads to missing relevant information  

o failure to adjust the expectation based on situation 

o ambiguous mental model (such as ambiguous or conflicting criteria for the cues 
to be detected)  

D.b. Perception of sensory information:  The neuronal process of perceiving sensory 
information is based on responses of sensory neurons to stimuli.   

o The sensory signal is too weak to be perceived. 
o The signal is embedded in noise, and thus the perception may be incorrect. 

D.c. Attention:  This is the control mechanism for selecting pertinent information. 

o failure to focus attention at the expected signal 
o failure to maintain sustained attention 
o failure to shift attention 

D.d. Working memory:  This control cognitive mechanism retains the perceived information 
and the objects to be monitored or searched.  

o Working memory overflows (i.e., it exceeds the working memory capacity). 

o Working memory is lost or erroneous because of interruption or disruption. 
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o Working memory for one task is interfered with by the memory for other 
concurrent tasks. 

o Memory is not consolidated 

o Memory decays over time.   

o Similar information or past experience interferes with memory. 

D.e. Vigilance:  The alertness of the brain is necessary for perceiving stimuli, continuously 
monitoring, searching for information, and retaining information in working memory.  

o Vigilance is reduced after sustained cognitive activities.  
o Vigilance is attenuated after a sustained “no signal” period. 

 
D.f. Information filtering: This is the neuronal process of filtering out irrelevant information 

and detecting salient changes in the environment. 

o Irrelevant information cannot be filtered out because it is unorganized or the 
mental model of the target information is unclear. 

o Salient signal or changes may not pop out for perception because the signal is 
not salient enough or there are many competing salient signals.  

D.g. Pattern recognition:  Perceived information is recognized and classified as meaningful 
cues.  The brain’s sensory systems compare and match perceived patterns with the 
templates and criteria stored in the mental model. 

o wrong templates 
o criteria too complex to classify meaning of the perceived patterns 

D.h. Shared cognition within a team:  Shared cognition allows individuals within a team to 
perform detection processes such as establishing mental models, verifying perceived 
information, or exporting the outcomes of detection.   

o Mental models do not have a common ground. 

o Shared cognition is not adequate or updated. 

o Shared cognition fades as the result of mental fatigue. 

o Communication is broken (not initiated, not perceived, or miscommunicated). 

o Peer-checking or supervision is missing. 

o Group bias causes other potentially correct models to be self-censured, not 
considered, or rejected. 

D.i. Infrastructure for exporting the information detected:  The information detected by an 
individual or team needs to be retained or communicated with others. 

o Hardware for recording or transmitting is not available or does not work. 
o Personnel are unable to use the infrastructure. 
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As stated in Section 2.2, many of the cognitive mechanisms are not orthogonal and may have 
substantial dependencies with each other.  For example, vigilance and attention have 
substantial overlap, mental model selection is also addressed under information foliage, signal 
not salient falls under both information foliage and perception, and narrowly focus expectation 
seems akin to failure to shift attention.  With such dependencies among the cognitive 
mechanisms, their failure or ineffectiveness is not a meaningful indicator of failure modes of 
human tasks.  Rather, the cognitive mechanisms can explain how macrocognition may fail and 
what may lead to the failure. 

Figure 2-4 summarizes the components of detection by showing the link between 
macrocognitive function, processors, and cognitive mechanisms.  In reality, the links between 
the mechanisms and processors are not one to one:  one mechanism can influence several 
processors.  Figure 2-4 illustrates the prevalent links reported in the literature.  Appendix A to 
NUREG-2114 [19] presents some examples of studies of the links. 
 

 

Figure 2-4 Components of the Detection Macrocognitive Function 

2.3.2 Understanding 

2.3.2.1 Cognitive Activities for Understanding 

The macrocognitive function understanding means to mentally interpret the situation in which a 
task is performed.  The output of understanding is an evaluation of current conditions to 
determine if they are within acceptable limits to conclude a diagnosis or to identify the 
underlying causes of any abnormalities.  

This macrocognitive function integrates individual pieces of cues or information with a person’s 
mental model of the task being performed to form a coherent interpretation of the situation.  This 
macrocognitive function allows humans to question what is known, evaluate what is 
conjectured, hypothesize and diagnose, and integrate facts with theories.  Understanding can 
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result in situational awareness, diagnosis of symptoms, resolution of conflicting information, or 
hypothesis or prediction about an event progression.  Humans may generate different 
understandings of a situation because of different mental models or different integration of the 
information and mental models.  The following types of cognitive activities require 
understanding: 
 
 Maintain situational awareness.  In becoming aware of the system status, such as the 

occurrence of a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), there is no single indication for 
the status.  An operator must determine that an SGTR has occurred based on evaluation 
of multiple pieces of information such as main steamline radiation, steam generator (SG) 
water levels, and blowdown line radiation.  Moreover, information on SG water levels 
may not be helpful in that the SG level control system (at least when the plant is at 
power) will maintain levels within the control band; the operator would then need to rely 
on information such as main feed/main steam flow mismatches or increasing charging 
flow.  These pieces of information must be integrated to determine whether there is an 
SGTR and to identify the ruptured SGs.  

• Assess status based on indirect information.  Assessing system status typically involves 
integration, processing, and inference from many pieces of information to interpret the 
information.  For example, assessment of NPP core damage involves many aspects of 
the plant status, such as whether core debris has relocated, whether the reactor 
pressure vessel is breached, and whether the containment has uncontrolled leakage.  
These plant conditions do not have instruments to provide a direct indication; the crew 
must integrate multiple pieces of information to determine the status.  

• Diagnose problems and resolve conflicts in information.  This involves understanding the 
causes of abnormal signals or the reason for conflicting information.  Examples of 
diagnosis are determining the causes of a pump vibration simultaneously with multiple 
component malfunctions.  

• Make predictions or form expectations for the upcoming situation development. 

2.3.2.2 Processors for Understanding 

The process of achieving understanding involves establishing the mental model of the situation, 
interpreting pieces of information using the mental model, integrating the information with the 
mental model, and generating the output.  The central theme of the process is its dynamic 
aspect (i.e., the process iterates until a satisfactory outcome is achieved).  
The understanding function involves three concepts:  data, mental model, and mental 
representation.  Data are what one perceives from the external world.  In complex scenarios, 
humans select and process the data for understanding.  The data that serve as the input to the 
understanding function may already represent the integration of both the perceived external 
world and the person’s initial understanding of what was perceived.  The mental model, also 
referred to as a person’s knowledge base, consists of a person’s internal framework for the 
physical and functional characteristics of the systems, tasks, and mission.  Formal education, 
training, and experience are the basis for this model.  People use their mental model to interpret 
the data to generate a mental representation of the situation, which is understanding.  In this 
paradigm, the knowledge base or mental model is considered relatively static (at least for the 
period of interest), but the mental representation can be dynamic based on the person’s attempt 
to explain observed data.  It is important to recognize the static nature of what people know 
versus the dynamic understanding of the situation they create. 
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Klein et al. [26] explain that “sensemaking” (i.e., understanding) is a process of fitting data to a 
mental model that helps to filter and interpret the data.  The process generates a mental 
representation or a frame of the situation.  A frame defines the elements of the situation, 
describes the significance of these elements, describes their relationship to each other, filters 
out irrelevant data, and highlights relevant messages.  Frames can organize relationships that 
are spatial (maps), causal (stories and scenarios), temporal (stories and scenarios), or 
functional (scripts).  The process iterates through testing and improving the frame.  

The processors for understanding are organized as follows: 
 
U1.   Assess/select data. 
U2.   Select/adapt/develop the mental model. 
U3.   Integrate data with the mental model to generate the outcome of understanding 

(situational awareness, diagnosis, resolving conflicts). 
U4.   Verify and revise the outcome through iteration of U1, U2, and U3. 
U5.   Export the outcome. 

While an individual can achieve these elements, some or all of the elements may involve 
interaction of team members to carry out a task.  For example, all of the processors require 
within-team interaction to develop a team-level situational awareness; team leadership is 
important to ensure that adequate iteration is made for a thorough diagnosis or resolution of 
conflicts.  The processors model the macrocognitive function understanding of an individual, if 
the task is performed by a single person or by a coherent team working together to achieve 
understanding. 

2.3.2.3 Cognitive Mechanisms for Understanding 

The following cognitive mechanisms are included in the cognitive basis structure for 
understanding.  The open circle bullets list some prevalent capacity limits of the cognitive 
mechanisms. 
 
U.a. Data:  This is the input for understanding a situation; it includes all the evidence 

available in the work environment (including the cues and information detected). 

o Data are not sufficient to support the complete and correct understanding of the 
situation.  

o Data are not current. 

U.b. Selection of data:  Personnel selectively use data for understanding. 

o Data are not properly recognized, classified, or distinguished. 
o Attention is given to wrong or inappropriate data. 
o Improper data or aspects of the data are selected.  

U.c. Mental model:  This includes frames of past experience and knowledge of the situation. 

o Personnel use an incorrect or inadequate mental model to interpret or integrate 
information. 

o A mental model is inappropriately preserved or confirmed when it should be 
rejected. 
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o A mental model is inappropriately rejected when it should be preserved or 
confirmed. 

o No mental model exists to interpret the information or situation. 

U.d. Integration of data with mental model:  Data are evaluated, manipulated, and compared 
with the mental model to generate the outcomes of understanding. 

o Improper data or aspects of the data are selected for comparison with or 
identification of a mental model. 

o The integration is incorrect or fails to match data to a mental model. 

o Mental manipulation or evaluation of the data is inadequate, inaccurate, or 
otherwise inappropriate. 

U.e. Working memory:  Working memory maintains the data “online” in one’s awareness for 
integration of the data and mental model. 

o Memory overload occurs. 
o Memory fades over time. 

U.f. Shared cognition within a team: Members in a team share their mental models of the 
situation as the team works toward completion of the goal.  Team cognition describes 
the cognitive processes at the individual level that are dependent on and interact with 
the processes at the team level. 

o Individuals’ mental models do not have a common ground. 
o Shared cognition is not adequate or updated. 
o Shared cognition fades as the result of mental fatigue. 
o Communication is broken (not initiated, not perceived, or miscommunicated). 

Figure 2-5 summarizes the components of understanding by showing the linkage between 
macrocognitive functions, processors, and cognitive mechanisms.  Just as for detection, in 
reality, the links between the mechanisms and processors are not one to one:  one mechanism 
can influence several processors. Figure 2-5 illustrates only the prevalent links reported in the 
literature.  Note that links are drawn between working memory to essentially every processor of 
understanding.  Because working memory holds information online for use and combines pieces 
of information, it is essential for understanding. 
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Figure 2-5 Components of the Understanding Macrocognitive Function 

2.3.3 Decisionmaking 

2.3.3.1 Cognitive Activities for Decisionmaking 

Decisionmaking is to determine the optimal choice among alternatives or develop a plan or 
strategy to achieve the task goals.  Decisionmaking can be determining whether an existing 
strategy should be implemented or how and when it should be implemented to respond to the 
situation.  Alternatively, it can involve developing complex strategies or plans for a situation.  
Decisionmaking can be done by an individual or a coherent team (interteam decisionmaking is a 
part of the teamwork function).  Decisionmaking can be a one-time activity (i.e., the decision or 
plan is to be executed once it is made).  Also, decisionmaking can be dynamic:  “Dynamic 
decisionmaking is interdependent decisionmaking that takes place in an environment that 
changes over time either due to the previous actions of the decision maker or due to events that 
are outside of the control of the decision maker” [27].  Klein [28] defines naturalistic 
decisionmaking in operational environments associated with crew systems with features such 
as dynamic and continually changing conditions, real-time reactions to these changes, ill-
defined tasks, time pressure, significant personal consequences for mistakes, and experienced 
decision makers. The outcomes of decisionmaking can be as simple as a single instruction or 
as complicated as an emergency response plan including personnel or organizational 
collaboration; multiple interdependent actions; and subgoals, criteria, and contingencies for the 
planned activities.  Regardless of decision variety and complexity, the macrocognitive function 
of decisionmaking is to achieve tasks of which the output is an explicit decision, strategy, or plan 
to guide personnel’s action. 

In some operational settings, decisionmaking is characterized as being dictated or largely driven 
by procedures.  For example, control room operation of NPPs involves well-trained licensed 
operators following normal or emergency procedures.  It may appear that operators only need to 
select proceduralized decision paths.  In reality, however, decisionmakers may need to change 
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existing procedures or guidelines to address unusual or unexpected situations; they may also 
need to develop additional plans to supplement an existing high-level instruction. 
 
The types of cognitive activities that require decisionmaking include the following: 
 
• Make a go/no-go decision for a prespecified action.  This is a decision on whether an 

action should be performed. 

• Select among multiple options or strategies.  This often involves prioritization. 

• Change or add to a preexisting plan or strategy.  Changes to a preexisting plan or 
strategy may include changes of personnel, criteria, subgoals, or other factors. 

• Develop a new strategy or plan. Decisionmakers need to develop a strategy or plan for 
unforeseen events or situations changing dynamically and requiring real-time reactions 
to these changes. 

2.3.3.2 Processors for Decisionmaking 

Decisionmaking is the judgment of what should be done and the decision to do it.  People make 
decisions based on different decisionmaking models.  Normative decisionmaking models 
emphasize finding the optimal solution.  The prospect theory of decisionmaking focuses on 
minimizing risks or losses in the outcome of a decision.  Naturalistic decisionmaking (NDM) 
theories consider the decisionmaker in a real-world setting in which decisions are typically 
embedded in a larger task.  Researchers in this area focus on studying “time pressure, 
uncertainty, ill-defined goals, high personal stakes, and other complexities that characterize 
decisionmaking in real-world settings” [29].  In NDM, decisions are typically based on finding a 
sufficient solution instead of finding an optimal solution, because the uncertainties and 
complexities of the situation often make it impossible to determine what is optimal.  Rather than 
choosing a sufficient alternative among many candidates, Klein’s models point more toward a 
recognition-primed approach, in which the solution is selected based on the experience of the 
individual. 
 
Researchers have studied NDM in different work domains, such as aviation [28], [30], 
firefighting [28], military combat [28], [31], and NPPs [32] and developed a generalized model of 
the decisionmaking process.  First, a decisionmaking infrastructure needs to be built or adapted 
if it is not preexisting.  The infrastructure includes personnel and their responsibilities, the ways 
information for decisionmaking is assessed and used, the strategy or rules of integrating 
judgments, and the decision approval or authorization chain.  Within the infrastructure, 
decisionmakers manage the goals and criteria for decisions.  For complex scenarios, often there 
are many goals and many possible criteria for the success of a goal, so selecting goals and 
criteria is a necessary part of the decision process. 

In deciding to achieve the selected goals and meet the selected criteria, decisionmakers assess 
the situation based on relevant cues from the situation, understanding of the situation, and 
expectations about how the situation may evolve, or the stated goals for success in comparing 
the situation to previously encountered situations.  A decisionmaker can respond to a typical 
situation with typical and known solutions.  A novel situation, on the other hand, will require new 
solutions.  Decisionmakers review alternative solutions to the problem.  The solutions that are 
considered most typical would be considered first.  The solutions are evaluated one at a time, 
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as the decisionmaker mentally simulates the implementation of the solution and the outcome.  
Based on this simulation, the decisionmaker implements the solution as-is, changes it 
somewhat, or discards it and chooses or develops another solution. 

A large body of research in NDM has explained real-world decisionmaking by accounting for the 
environmental and situational impacts on the decision.  Zsambok [33] defines NDM as “the way 
people use their experience to make decisions in field settings.”  It considers the decisionmaker 
in a real-world setting in which decisions are typically embedded in a larger task.  Researchers 
in this area focus on studying “time pressure, uncertainty, ill-defined goals, high personal 
stakes, and other complexities that characterize decisionmaking in real-world settings” [29].  
NDM theories describe the decisionmaking process as recognizing the information or data in the 
situation and forming initial response plans, evaluating the plans through mental simulation, 
seeking more information to modify the plan or select alternative plans, and finally selecting an 
applicable course of action. 

NDM provides a good framework for modeling the decisions made by NPP operators in accident 
situations.  Within an NPP, the situation consists of an experienced decisionmaker who is 
largely directed by procedures.  Greitzer, et al. [34] present an integrated NDM model that can 
be used to represent decisionmaking by operators.  The model includes the idea of critiquing by 
modeling additional loops of mental simulation during the pattern recognition process.  In the 
case of experienced operators trained in many situations and recovery strategies, when several 
procedures are available, the operator may take three approaches when planning a response 
[35]: 

(1) In a very familiar setting in which the cues match the procedural guidance almost 
perfectly, the operator may follow the procedures with little diagnosis needed. 

(2) In a familiar setting that deviates just slightly from either procedural guidance or from 
previously encountered situations, the operator will have to adapt some and plan a 
response based on an analogous experience. 

(3) In a novel setting, the operator will have to construct a new response plan using his or 
her knowledge of the plant and system and previous experience. 

One of the defining features of decisionmaking in an NPP is the dynamic nature of the event.  
Maintaining appropriate situational awareness of the event, updating the mental representation 
of the situation, and planning the response accordingly are important steps [36].  These steps 
continue even when procedures exist.  During the evolving and dynamic NPP event, operators 
were found to follow their procedures, but they also “actively construct a mental representation 
of plant state and use this mental representation to identify malfunctions, anticipate future 
problems, evaluate the appropriateness of procedure steps given the situation, and redirect the 
procedural path when judged necessary” [37].  Overall, NDM fits within what seems to be a very 
structured, procedurally driven environment.  The key (and reason why NDM is a fit for nuclear 
plant operators) is that while decisions are executed through procedures, operators do much 
cognitive decisionmaking in selecting and implementing procedures (e.g., deciding what an 
uncontrolled rise in SG water level means is a difficult task). 
 
Largely based on the concepts of NDM, the processors for decisionmaking are organized into 
the following: 
 
DM1. Adapt the infrastructure of decisionmaking.  
DM2. Manage the goals and decision criteria. 
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DM3. Acquire and select data for decisionmaking. 
DM4. Make decision (judgment, strategies, plans). 
DM5. Simulate or evaluate the decision or plan. 
DM6. Communicate and authorize the decision. 

Depending on the characteristics of the decision to be made, some or all of the processors may 
be needed.  For example, if a decision is solely made by one person, then DM1 (adapt the 
infrastructure of decisionmaking) is not needed.  Decisionmaking on a team may adopt various 
infrastructures.  All of the team members may be interactively involved in each of the 
processors.  Alternatively, the infrastructure may allocate the processors within the team.  For 
example, in normal or emergency operations in an NPP control room, the decisionmaking 
infrastructure is already specified; the shift supervisor performs DM2 (manage the goals and 
decision criteria) through DM6 (communicate and authorize the decision) according to 
procedures, while other crew members assist the shift supervisor.  However, procedures may 
not be applicable or detailed enough for a scenario, and then the entire crew may iterate the 
decisionmaking process and make a decision.  Nevertheless, the processors model the 
cognitive process of decisionmaking for decisionmakers within a team, regardless of whether 
the processors are carried out by one person or multiple individuals on a team. 
 
2.3.3.3 Cognitive Mechanisms for Decisionmaking 

The following cognitive mechanisms are included in the cognitive basis structure for 
decisionmaking.  The open circle bullets list some prevalent capacity limits of the cognitive 
mechanisms. 
 
DM.a. Decisionmaking model: 

o Incorrect goals selected.  Errors may arise if the operators select the wrong goal.  
In a variant of this cognitive mechanism, the operator selects an implausible goal 
that cannot be achieved. 

o Lack of or incorrect goal prioritization.  Goals may be ordered incorrectly in an 
operator’s mind or given the wrong priority, such that less important goals are 
addressed first.  

o Incorrect judgment of goal success.  The threshold used by the operator to judge 
goal success may be incorrectly set too low or be incorrectly determined to be 
met when it was not. 

DM.b. Data for decisionmaking: 

o incomplete data  
o incorrect or unreliable data 
o ambiguous data sources or data characterization  

DM.c. Selection or judgment: 

o failure to retrieve previous experiences 
o incorrect recall of previous experiences 
o incorrect comparison of the mental model to previously encountered situations 
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DM.d. Cognitive biases: 

o Confirmation bias and availability bias may be particularly pertinent to causing 
errors in this phase of decisionmaking.  The confirmation bias occurs when 
people seek data or information that are likely to be compatible with the beliefs 
the currently hold [38].  The availability bias (or heuristic) occurs when people 
judge an event as likely or frequent if instances of the event are easy to imagine 
or recall [39]. 

o Overconfidence and anchoring are two other types of biases.  Overconfidence 
affects the operator’s confidence in the ability of an action to work.  Especially if 
the operator has had previous success with an action, he or she may be 
overconfident in its ability to work in the present case.  The anchoring effect 
states that people are biased toward the first option they see or the first judgment 
they make.  Therefore, an operator may take an unsuitable action because of 
bias toward choosing the first action that occurs to him or her. 

o Other types of biases may affect decisionmaking. 

DM.e. Deliberation or evaluation of decision: 

o Inaccurate portrayal of action.  This cognitive mechanism includes incorrectly 
characterizing the action (i.e., forgetting a step of the action during the mental 
stimulation) or incorrectly predicting how the action will be implemented. 

o Incorrect inclusion of alternatives.  The operator may forget to include some 
alternatives that should be considered. 

o Inaccurate portrayal of the system response to the proposed action.  This 
cognitive mechanism manifests in the operator incorrectly predicting how the 
system will respond to the proposed action. 

o Misinterpretation of procedures.  Response planning within the NPP is done by 
consulting procedures.  An error may occur because either incorrect procedure 
selection or inaccurate interpretation of the procedures has complicated logic, 
making the procedures difficult to use and understand. 

Figure 2-6 summarizes the components of decisionmaking by showing the linkage between 
macrocognitive function, processors, and cognitive mechanisms.  Compared to other 
macrocognitive functions, the mechanisms and their capacity limits are less delineated in the 
literature, and links between decisionmaking mechanisms and processors are more obscure. 
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Figure 2-6 Components of the Decisionmaking Macrocognitive Function 

2.3.4 Action Execution 

2.3.4.1 Cognitive Activities for Action Execution 

Action execution is implementation of an intended action to achieve the task goal.  This function 
involves human manipulation of hardware or software that would consequently alter the status 
of the target objects (e.g., machines, systems).  Action execution can be as simple as carrying 
out a few physical steps, or it can involve performing a complex control action in which multiple 
physical steps are interdependent and require personnel to monitor the status of the target 
object.  Action execution may involve one person, multiple individuals, or a coherent team.  
Action execution may be completed in a few minutes, days, or even months.  While routine 
actions are typically executed with step-by-step procedures or trained scripts, nonroutine 
actions often need personnel’s skill of craft. 

Although action execution appears to be achieved through physical movement, it requires many 
microcognitive processes, such as reading instructions, assessing the action scripts, evaluating 
action criteria, attending to the target object, monitoring parameters for execution, or assessing 
system status for controlling the execution.  Moreover, complex action execution by teams 
requires cooperation, coordination, and communication.  

There are many ways to classify human actions.  Examples are individual versus team actions, 
or discrete versus continuous actions.  Actions are also classified by the ways that actions are 
performed (e.g., simple versus complex actions).  Because IDHEAS-G models human 
performance with macrocognition, it classifies action execution as executing simple versus 
complex actions based on the cognitive demands of the action.  The cognitively simple or 
complex action can be further characterized as a long-lasting action, control action, fine motor 
action, or physically strenuous action.  

The types of activities that require action execution include the following: 
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• Execution of a cognitively simple action.  A simple action can be executed through one 
or several action steps.  

• Execution of a cognitively complex action.  A complex action is one that has 
interdependent steps or requires personnel collaboration.  Below are some 
characteristics of complex actions: 

o Intermingled action sequences.  The action involves many steps that must be 
performed in a particular sequence, and there are multiple simultaneous, 
intermingled sequences.  

o Multiple locations.  The action is performed at multiple locations. 

o Multiple system functions.  Multiple systems or system functions need to be 
addressed in the execution of an action.  Those system functions may be 
interconnected. 

• Long-lasting action.  Executing the entire action takes multiple hours or days.  

• Control action.  The execution of action steps is not continuous and need to wait for 
system parameters to meet certain criteria.  

• Fine motor action.  Action execution requires fine motor skills, such as operating a 
delicate piece of equipment. 

• Physically strenuous action.  Actions are physically strenuous, such as lifting heavy 
equipment or traveling with heavy materials. 

2.3.4.2 Processors for Action Execution 

Action execution includes receiving the action commands; confirming, clarifying, and 
questioning the action commands; adapting or developing action scripts or procedures for 
implementing the action; executing the motor activities according to scripts or procedures 
(including obtaining needed access keys, tools, and equipment; traveling to the action locations; 
verifying the target of action; monitoring system status or parameters).  Action execution at the 
macrocognitive function level also includes verifying the action completion and monitoring the 
action’s effectiveness.  Compared to relatively simple motor activities in a control room such as 
using computer interfaces, pushing a button, or turning a switch, action execution outside a 
control room is more apt to require motor skills (e.g., turning a manual valve or actions needed 
to transport and set up equipment in flood or high winds). 

The processors for action execution include the following: 

E1. Assess action plan and criteria. 
E2. Develop or modify action scripts. 
E3. Prepare or adapt infrastructure for action implementation. 
E4. Implement action scripts. 
E5. Verify and adjust execution outcomes. 

Not all of the elements are needed for every action execution.  For individuals performing 
simple, routine tasks, E4 (implement action scripts) may adequately represent the underlying 
cognitive process; other elements may not be needed or may be an automatic part of E4.  
However, if the manual action is complicated or is performed in an unusual scenario or with a 
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different setting from the routine, or the action is performed collaboratively by a team, then most 
or all of the elements may be needed.  For example, team leadership is important to initiate and 
ensure E1 (assess action plan and criteria) and E2 (develop or modify action scripts); E5 (verify 
and adjust execution outcomes) may encompass peer-checking by teammates.  Thus, these 
elements model the cognitive process of individuals and within-team interactions. 

2.3.4.3 Cognitive Mechanisms for Action Execution 

The following cognitive mechanisms are included in the cognitive basis structure for action 
execution.  The open circle bullets list some prevalent capacity limits of the cognitive 
mechanisms. 
E.a. Physical movement and motor skills: 

o Personnel are physically unable to perform the action. 

o Learned motor skills fade with time.  

o There is a tradeoff between motor speed and accuracy.  

o There are limitations in fine motor skill.  The time a user takes to reach or hit a 
target in a human-system interface (HSI) increases with the decreasing size of 
the target (Fitts’ Law of motor movement) [40]. 

o There are limitations in physical movement.  Humans have ergonomic limitations 
(e.g., the amount and duration of force personnel can exert, body coordination, 
speed of motor activities). 

E.b. Mental model of the actions and the systems to be acted on: 

o Population stereotypes.  This involves whether mappings are consistent with 
expectations based on experience and conventions.  Mappings that are 
inconsistent with population stereotypes will be more error prone.  For example, 
a typical population stereotype is that green is used for “go” and red for “stop.”  
Personnel tend to make errors if it is the other way around.  This is a pertinent 
issue for nuclear plant design—sometimes, red is used to indicate energized/flow 
and green for off/no flow.  At other times, green denotes “normal position” and 
red an abnormal condition.  Both population stereotypes are typically 
encountered.  

o Indication of system status may be different from the design.  For example, 
manual control can lead to system instability; excessive oscillations 
(overshooting and undershooting target values and trajectories) may result in 
inadvertently exceeding critical parameter limits (e.g., the SG level may exceed 
reactor trip setpoints).  Another example is that indication of the actual state of a 
system is incompatible with the personnel’s knowledge of the system. 

o The expected responses of the systems to be acted on may have changed.  For 
example, the unexpected dynamics of the system response to the forces applied 
differently from the conventions (i.e., there are response lags or shrinks and 
swells that complicate the ability to control a parameter). 

o Movement incompatibility involves the mapping between the direction of 
movement of the control and the corresponding value being controlled.  When 
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personnel move a position switch, rotary, or sliding control, movement 
compatibility defines the set of expectations that the personnel will have about 
how the display will respond to the control action.  For example, an operator 
would expect that moving a switch up would make the corresponding parameter 
displayed go up.  Violations of movement compatibility are more likely to result in 
errors. 

E.c. Working memory is the same mechanism as described for the detection function (see 
Section 2.3.1.3).  In the context of action execution, only one example of capacity limits 
is provided.  

o Memory decays over time.  If an action is planned but is not executed 
immediately or the action is executed with long time intervals between the steps, 
the unexecuted action scripts are maintained through working memory.  Working 
memory decays over time when it is not attended.  Errors of omission typically 
occur as the result of excessive demands on working memory. 

E.d. Attention is the same cognitive mechanism as described for the detection function (see 
Section 2.3.1.3). 

E.e. Vigilance is the same cognitive mechanism as described for the detection function (see 
Section 2.3.1.3) 

E.f. Sensory feedback of motor movement:  To ensure that motor movements are precise 
and coordinated, the brain neural-motor system must constantly receive sensory 
information to adjust and correct the movements.  According to closed-loop accounts of 
motor control, movement errors are detected by comparing sensory feedback to an 
acquired reference state.  Also, movement programming has been shown to be 
optimized when the participant is permitted to see his or her hand resting on the starting 
base before movement initiation. 

o Error monitoring and correction.  Differences between the reference state and the 
movement-produced feedback result in an error signal that serves as a basis for 
a correction. 

o Errors of commission often occur because of failures to detect stimulus deviance.  
Precise and continuous sensory inputs adjust to motor functions to enhance 
action correctness and accuracy.  

o Incorrect mental computation. 

o Incorrect comparison of parameter. 

E.g. Automaticity:  Action automaticity is the ability to implement actions without occupying 
the brain with the low-level details required, allowing the action to become an automatic 
response pattern.  It is usually the result of learning, repetition, and practice.  The 
sequence of actions appropriate to solve a problem often must be discovered by trial 
and error and recalled in the future when faced with the same problem.  Many routine 
tasks are performed almost automatically. 

o Automaticity control.  Automaticity is limited to the scope of the learning and 
training environment or context.  Such actions become invalid if the context is 
changed, at which point personnel need to switch behavior by overcoming 
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actions that are otherwise triggered automatically.  Such behavioral switching 
can occur either retroactively based on error feedback or proactively by detection 
of a contextual cue. 

E.h. Action programming:  Execution of an action typically requires multiple steps of motor 
movement.  The brain mechanisms programming the execution can program only one 
action at a time [41].  

o Interference.  If a task requires simultaneous action goals, the action programs 
for different goals can interfere with each other, resulting in loss of one action, 
incomplete action programming (e.g., missing a movement step or following the 
wrong order of movement), or transposing movement steps in two action 
sequences. 

o Cost of switching.  Performing concurrent tasks requires switching between 
them.  A performance switch cost is observed in that switching to a new task 
results in slower and more error-prone execution of the actions.  The aspects of 
the task set, including task variations, task-set overlap, and task-set structure, 
and modalities of the actions are related to action error rates caused by task 
switching. 

E.i. Executive control:  A cognitive system must be capable of running mental processes that 
virtually simulate action sequences aimed at achieving a goal.  The lateral prefrontal 
cortex is critically involved in broad aspects of executive behavioral control.  Neurons in 
this area take part in selecting attention for action and in selecting an intended action.  
Furthermore, the lateral prefrontal cortex is involved in the implementation of behavioral 
rules and in setting multiple behavioral goals.  This area is responsible for strategic 
planning of macrostructures of event-action sequences. 

o incorrect executive control 
o attention not focused on the intended action  

E.j. Error monitoring and correction:  When executing goal-directed actions, brain neural 
systems monitor and correct for different types of errors in motor movement, especially 
for delayed or sequences of actions.  This requires attention to be focused on the 
outcomes of motor movement and the criteria of the goals. 

E.k. Initiation of action execution:  Action execution consists of motor movements necessary 
for a goal-directed activity.  Initiating an action execution includes planning and enacting 
a series of motor movements.  Initiation is controlled by brain areas that collectively 
interact to exert governance and control over executive function and intentionality of 
movements that require anticipation and the prediction of movement of others.  Both 
planning and enactment require intention, attention, and working memory; therefore, 
they are subject to capacity limits of those mechanisms. 

E.l. Spatial precision or accuracy of action execution:  Spatial accuracy is the type of 
accuracy required of aiming movements for which spatial position of the movement's 
endpoint is important to the performance.  A cognitive system is dedicated to the 
temporary maintenance of spatial–motoric representations, which are dynamically 
updated based on the feedback of the motor movement executed.  Spatial accuracy is 
affected by attention, working memory, and sensory feedback of the motor movement.  
Spatial accuracy decreases with the duration and complexity of the motor movements. 
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E.m. Timing precision of action execution:  Timing precision is the type of 
accuracy required of rapid movements in which accuracy of the movement time is 
important to the performance.  Human’s ability to follow instructions depends in part on a 
limited-capacity working memory store dedicated to the temporary retention of the 
motoric, spatial, and temporal features of intended actions.  Timing accuracy is subject 
to the capacity limits of working memory and attention. 

E.n. Coordinated motor movement of action execution:  Planning of action execution involves 
transformation of sensory inputs and execution instructions into sequences of movement 
steps.  Feedback from one’s and others’ movement aids in planning and executing 
subsequent motor action.  This feedback allows perceiving change, which in turn feed to 
plan subsequent action steps or movements. The planned messages of motor 
movement originating from the motor cortex of the brain stop at the Basal Ganglia, a 
complicated system that selects which “instructions” will be executed and which are 
inhibited.  The selection is based on predicted variation in feedback control with changes 
in task demands and the correlation structure between different personnel.  Feedback 
control relies on feedback information of one’s and others’ execution of planned 
movement steps.  Coordination of motor movements is subject to the capacity limits of 
execution planning and feedback control.   

Figure 2-7 summarizes the components for action execution by showing the links between 
macrocognitive function, processors, and cognitive mechanisms.  
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Figure 2-7 Components of the Action Execution Macrocognitive Function 

2.3.5 Teamwork 

2.3.5.1 Teamwork Activities 

Complex work often involves interactions among personnel from multiple entities, such as 
distributed individuals, cohesive teams, organizations, and authorities.  The teamwork 
macrocognitive function models interteam collaborative activities including cooperation, 
coordination, and communication.  This function focuses on how the various distributed entities 
collaboratively carry out a mission. 
 
In contrast to interteam collaborative activities, within-team interactions are part of the other four 
macrocognitive functions.  Within-team interactions consist of those activities performed by a 
coherent team such as an NPP control room crew.  Examples of within-team interactions 
include adaptability, shared situational awareness, mutual performance monitoring, motivating 
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team members/team leadership, mission analysis, sharing information, team decisionmaking, 
assertiveness, interpersonal relations, and conflict resolution.  Such interaction takes place to 
support the other four macrocognitive functions.  Ineffective interaction is modeled within the 
failures of those macrocognitive functions. 
 
The other four macrocognitive functions all share some cognitive processes with the teamwork 
function, such as maintaining shared situational awareness, monitoring task performance of 
other entities, collaboratively making decisions, and collaboratively executing an action.  The 
teamwork function is distinct from those cognitive processes in that its focus is on 
communication, coordination, and collaboration among distributed entities to achieve the 
mission.  The teamwork macrocognitive function is to achieve between-team communication, 
coordination, and collaboration, while the goal of the within-team personnel interaction in the 
other four functions is to achieve those functions.  An example of within-team interaction is an 
NPP control room crew.  It consists of three or more NPP operators working together to perform 
control room tasks.  In contrast, an emergency operation involves control room crew, field 
operators outside the control room, and personnel in a technical support center (TSC).  The 
interactions among these distributed entities are achieved through the teamwork macrocognitive 
function.  Figure 2-8 illustrates the scope of the teamwork function and its distinction from 
within-team interaction. 
 

 

Figure 2-8 Teamwork between Teams versus Interaction within a Coherent Team 

The following types of activities are included in the teamwork macrocognitive function: 
 
• Communication.  These activities relate to the transmission of information between the 

involved entities.  Such communication often involves a chain of transmission stages 
involving different team entities.  Interteam communication typically requires 
communication equipment such as phones and radios.  

• Cooperation.  These activities provide infrastructure and instructions and monitoring of 
the activities of other entities.  Cooperation ensures that personnel activities are properly 
authorized and implemented and rules and regulations are enforced.  Cooperation may 
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occur with clear chains of supervision or authority, or it may occur in entities with no 
specified formal leadership structure.  Cooperation may also occur with individuals or 
teams under the supervision of multiple parallel leadership structures.  

• Coordination.  These are activities that oversee the performance of the entities to ensure 
that all aspects of the work are properly addressed.  Coordination includes prioritizing 
and coordinating tasks and resources, commanding and controlling task execution, 
changing requirements of a task or situation flexibly, and helping other entities.  

The purpose of the teamwork function is to achieve between-team collaborative tasks such as 
management, authorization, and command and control.  Often, achieving tasks that require 
teamwork involves resources such as personnel with different expertise, information displays 
and decision support systems, and communication systems. 
 
2.3.5.2 Processors for Teamwork 

The processors for teamwork include the following: 
 
T1. Establish or adapt teamwork infrastructure.  

T2. Manage information (e.g., collect, analyze, and distribute information).  

T3. Maintain shared situational awareness. 

T4. Manage resources (e.g., allocation of personnel; allocation of equipment, water, 
electricity, etc.; prioritization of shared structure). 

T5. Plan interteam collaborative activities (e.g., prioritize goals of the mission, make 
decisions, and generate commands for cooperation, coordination, or communication).  

T6. Implement decisions and commands (i.e., manage and direct activities that can include 
information gathering; diagnostic activities; resource procurement; planning; action 
execution; allocating and directing resources; communicating with the entities involved to 
ensure common understanding of the current state, goals and priorities, pending tasks, 
and roles and responsibilities up and down the command chain). 

T7. Verify, modify, and control the implementation. 

2.3.5.3 Cognitive Mechanisms for Teamwork 

The following cognitive mechanisms are included in the cognitive basis structure for teamwork:  

T.a. Teamwork infrastructure:  The roles and responsibilities of the teams involved and 
authority chains. 

T.b. Command:  The exercise of authority based on certain knowledge to attain an objective. 

T.c. Control:  The process of verifying and correcting activity such that the objective or goal 
of the command is accomplished. 

T.d. Line of communication:  Ability to exercise the necessary liaison to achieve effective 
command between tactical or strategic teams or units. 
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T.e. Data processing and information management:  The human or computer systems and 
compatibility of computer systems for collecting and processing data. 

T.f. Shared mental model:  Shared understanding of the task, team members, and 
objectives.  

Figure 2-9 summarizes the components of teamwork by showing the links between 
macrocognitive function, processors, and cognitive mechanisms.  

 

Figure 2-9 Components of the Teamwork Macrocognitive Function 

2.4 An Example of Macrocognitive Functions across Distributed Teams 

This section uses an example to demonstrate that macrocognitive functions are distributed 
across different teams that collaborate on a mission.  The example is a hypothetical abnormal 
event response.  When the emergency plan is activated, the emergency director assumes 
control—initially, this would be the shift manager, but responsibility would shift to a licensee 
manager as the response facilities come on line (first to the TSC and then often to the remote 
emergency operations facility (EOF)).  The many distributed teams must be coordinated:  TSC, 
main control room, ex-control room individuals or teams (such as field operators), EOF, local 
emergency response personnel, within-plant field teams, offsite field teams, and others.  Each 
team has its own role to be achieved through interteam teamwork. 
 
The tasks for each team are as follows: 
 
• The TSC would direct the main control room to dispatch the field operator (and this may 

involve formation of a small team, depending on the situation). 

• The field operator checks the symptom and reports back (via radio). 

• The TSC supervisor combines this information with other information available to the 
team in the TSC and forms an understanding of the situation.  This leads the supervisor 
(and his support staff of experts) to determine that action needs to be taken to restore a 
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safety function.  They develop a plan for how to accomplish this and obtain the 
equipment needed to execute the plan.  They communicate their plan to the EOF 
managers and seek approval. 

• The EOF gives approval and directs control room operators to execute the plan that was 
developed in the TSC. 

• Control room operators take action and report back. 

Figure 2-10 illustrates the teams and macrocognitive functions involved. 
 

 

Figure 2-10 An Example of Macrocognitive Functions in Emergency Response 
Management 

This example highlights several points: 
 
• The macrocognitive functions are distributed across different people in different 

locations. 

• Macrocognitive functions have a nested nature (e.g., an action directed from one team to 
another may trigger the entire set of macrocognitive functions for the team that will carry 
out the action, while an individual team may perform only a subset of macrocognitive 
functions). 

• Because the macrocognitive functions are distributed across people and locations, it is 
very important that the members of the distributed team establish a shared situational 
awareness—they need to have a common understanding of the situation and a common 
understanding of the goals to be achieved.  If a shared situational awareness is not 
established, there is an increased chance of communication errors, as well as errors in 
perception (e.g., the field operator may look at the wrong thing or misinterpret what he or 
she saw) or action (e.g., the operating crew may take an incorrect action because it did 
not fully understand the situation).  
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2.5 Failure of Human Actions 

The cognitive basis structure describes how humans succeed at tasks, which helps to explain 
how humans may fail a task: 

 Failure of any macrocognitive function demanded by a task leads to the failure of the 
task. 

 Failure of a macrocognitive function results from errors of one or more processors. 

 Errors of a processor may occur if one or more associated cognitive mechanisms do not 
work properly or reliably. 

A cognitive mechanism has capacity limits within which it works properly.  When task demands 
or the context of the task approach or exceed the capacity limits, the mechanism works 
unreliably and may lead to errors of the associated processors.  It may take the failure of 
several mechanisms for an error to occur.  Nevertheless, exceeding capacity limits of cognitive 
mechanisms increases the likelihood of errors. 

Here is a simple example to illustrate the failure of a human task (monitoring the status of an 
NPP).  The task requires the macrocognitive function detection, and it demands monitoring 
multiple parameters and tracking their changes.  This requires personnel to hold the parameters 
in working memory.  The capacity limit of working memory is limited.  If the number of the 
parameters to be tracked exceeds the capacity limit, personnel may miss changes in some 
parameters and, therefore, fail to correctly track the trends of the parameters.  As a result, the 
overall likelihood of failing the task increases because of working memory overload.  The 
context of the task also plays a role in working memory.  For instance, a well-designed HSI 
alleviates personnel’s working memory load by visually presenting the trends of parameter 
changes.  Conversely, a poorly designed HSI may exacerbate personnel’s working memory 
load by displaying the parameters in different locations.  Also, factors such as mental fatigue or 
sleep deprivation can affect personnel’s working memory span. 
 
2.6 Summary 

This chapter describes the cognitive basis structure as a part of the Cognition Model for Human 
Performance and Reliability.  The cognitive basis structure includes the following components: 
• Human tasks are achieved through the five macrocognitive functions. 

• Cognitive processors accomplish the macrocognitive functions. 

• Cognitive mechanisms enable processors to be achieved reliably; challenges to the 
capacity limits of the mechanisms can lead to errors in processors.   

The cognitive basis structure explains how and why humans may succeed or fail at a task.  It 
addresses the full scope of cognitive activities in complex scenarios.  It serves as a basis for 
understanding human performance and reliability.  The next chapter will describe PIFs that can 
affect cognitive mechanisms and thus the likelihood of success or failure of human tasks. 
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3 COGNITION MODEL—PERFORMANCE-INFLUENCING FACTOR 
STRUCTURE 

The conditions that affect human performance of an action are the context for that action.  HRA 
has been using PIFs to represent context and thereby quantify HEPs.  Based on existing HRA 
methods and a review of the literature, operational experience, and various human performance 
databases, the NRC staff developed a PIF structure, as a part of the Cognition Model for 
Human Performance and Reliability, to model important human action context and its effect on 
HEPs.   

PIFs, also referred to as performance-shaping factors in some HRA methods, are the factors 
that positively or negatively affect human performance.  The cognitive basis structure described 
in the previous chapter explains that the success or failure of a task can be traced to failures of 
macrocognitive functions, processors of the functions, and underlying cognitive mechanisms.  
PIFs affect tasks demanding cognitive resources and capacity limits of cognitive mechanisms.  
PIFs can challenge cognitive mechanisms to make them less effective and thus increase the 
likelihood of human errors.  PIFs may also decrease the likelihood of human errors by 
alleviating some challenges to cognitive mechanisms.   

This chapter presents the PIF structure.  Section 3.1 introduces the context of important human 
actions and how to model the context for HRA purposes.  Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the PIF 
structure, including the definitions of the PIFs and the attributes characterizing the impact of 
PIFs and their effects on human performance.  Section 3.4 describes links between PIF 
attributes and processors of macrocognitive functions through underlying cognitive 
mechanisms.  Finally, Section 3.5 discusses how to quantitatively assess PIFs and their impacts 
on HEPs. 
 
3.1 Modeling the Context of Important Human Actions 

Personnel work with systems to perform required actions and achieve the mission of the work.  
The context of an important human action describes all the conditions that can affect human 
performance.  Context can be classified as one of four types: 
 
(1) Environment and situation context—This consists of conditions in personnel’s work 

environment and the situation in which important human actions are performed.  It 
includes weather, radiation or chemical materials in the workplace, and any extreme 
operating conditions. 

(2) System context—Systems are the objects of important human actions, through which 
the work missions are achieved.  Systems include operational systems, supporting 
systems, instrumentation and control (I&C), physical structures, HSI, and equipment and 
tools. 

(3) Personnel context—Personnel are the people who perform the action.  They include 
individuals, teams, and organizations.  Personnel context describes who the personnel 
are; their qualifications, skill, knowledge, ability, and fitness to perform the action; how 
they work together; and the organizational measures that help personnel work 
effectively. 
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(4) Task context—An important human action may consist of one or more discrete tasks.  
Task context describes cognitive and physical tasks demanding for personnel and 
special conditions in the event scenario that make tasks difficult to perform.  

HRA uses PIFs to represent the context that would enhance or adversely impact human 
performance.  The cognitive basis structure models the cognitive process of performing an 
important human action.  Meanwhile, the PIF structure models how the context of an important 
human action influences the performance by affecting the cognitive process.  Figure 3-1 
illustrates this approach:  given an event, the context (environment and situation, system, 
personnel, and task) consists of the conditions affecting the performance of an important human 
action, and the PIFs model the context.  Then, the PIFs influence the capacity limits of the 
cognitive mechanisms, which may cause an error in the cognitive process of performing an 
action and thus affect the outcomes of the performance. 

 

Figure 3-1 Overview of the PIF Structure 

Because the IDHEAS-G cognition model aims to provide a basis for modeling important human 
actions in any HRA application, the NRC staff established the following criteria to develop a PIF 
structure to model the context of important human actions: 

 
• Pertinence and comprehensiveness in lieu of completeness—It is desirable that PIFs in 

an HRA method include all of the characteristics of systems, environment, tasks, and 
personnel that may affect human performance.  In reality, modeling everything would 
lose the practicality of a model.  In addition, new systems, or changes in systems, and 
new concepts of operation introduce new characteristics.  Thus, modeling context for 
HRA should use a set of PIFs that are pertinent to the likelihood of human errors and are 
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comprehensive enough to address the current knowledge base of human performance 
issues. 

• Independence—PIFs should be orthogonal to each other, and no PIF is the result of 
other PIFs.  Changes in one PIF should not result in changes in other PIFs. 

• Specificity—Every PIF models a distinctive aspect of the context, and the scope of what 
it models should be unambiguous.  The scope should have no overlap.  A PIF should not 
be a subset of others. 

• Explainable—PIFs should be able to explain why and how they affect the likelihood of 
task success or failure.  Quantification of the effect of a PIF on human errors needs to 
account for how the PIF leads to certain types of human errors. 

• Assessable—A PIF should have objective criteria for its assessment so that the given 
context of an important human action can be consistently interpreted as the states of 
relevant PIFs. 

• Quantifiable—To quantify the effects of PIFs on HEPs, PIFs need to be behaviorally 
observable and link to human performance measures or, more desirably, human error 
data. 

The developed PIF structure is intended to comply with these criteria.  The development of a 
comprehensive, but not exhaustive, set of PIFs for IDHEAS-G was based on an extensive 
review of the literature, existing HRA methods, performance databases, and operational 
experience in various domains (e.g., nuclear, aviation, transportation, chemical processing).  
The cognitive basis structure allows the linking of PIFs, through the cognitive mechanisms and 
processors, to the macrocognitive functions of task performance. 
 
3.2 Performance-Influencing Factor Structure 

3.2.1 Overview 

As a starting point, the NRC staff first reviewed and consolidated all the PIFs in existing HRA 
methods.  The American Society of Mechanical Engineers/American Nuclear Society 
(ASME/ANS) PRA standard [42] mentions the following PIFs in the definition of 
“performance-shaping factor”:  level of training, quality and availability of procedural guidance, 
and time available to perform an action.  The NRC staff organized the PIFs according to the four 
types of context:  environment and situation, systems, personnel, and tasks.  The staff also 
defined some new PIFs to address the comprehensiveness and specificity of a PIF model.  For 
example, cognitive studies have shown that performing concurrent tasks increases human error 
rates compared to performing each task alone.  Without a specific PIF for concurrent tasks, 
HRA analysts have modeled it under the PIFs of mental stress or task complexity.  However, 
the impacts of these two PIFs on human errors are very different. 

With the high-level definition of PIFs like those in the PRA standard, interpreting a PIF can be 
very subjective.  This causes the PIFs to be interdependent or to overlap.  Also, PIFs defined in 
a general way are not specific enough to link to underlying processors.  The NRC staff used a 
set of attributes to specify every PIF; each attribute represents one distinctive aspect of the PIF 
that impacts the underlying processors by challenging one or several cognitive mechanisms.  
Characterizing a PIF with a set of such attributes makes the PIF specific, assessable, and 
explainable.  The NRC staff identified the attributes from cognitive and behavioral studies, as 
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well as human error data from various sources; thus, the attributes inherently have the capability 
to link to existing human error data for HEP quantification.  Using attributes to specify a PIF also 
allows the analyst to examine, if not completely eliminate, the interdependency between PIFs. 
 

 

Figure 3-2 Illustration of the PIF Structure 

Figure 3-2 illustrates the four-layer PIF structure: 
 
(1) PIF Category/Context:  PIFs are classified according to the four types of context:  

environment and situation, system, personnel, and task. 
 

(2) PIFs:  Each category has several high-level PIFs modeling the corresponding context.  
Below are the PIFs in the four categories. 
 
● environment- and situation-related PIFs 

o accessibility/habitability of workplace including travel paths 
o workplace visibility 
o noise in workplace and communication pathways 
o cold/heat/humidity 
o resistance to physical movement  

● system-related PIFs 
o system and I&C transparency to personnel 
o HSI 
o equipment and tools 

● personnel-related PIFs 
o staffing 
o procedures, guidance, and instructions 
o training 
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o teamwork and organizational factors  
o work processes 

● task-related PIFs 
o information availability and reliability 
o scenario familiarity  
o multitasking, interruptions, and distractions 
o task complexity 
o mental fatigue  
o time pressure and stress 
o physical demands 

 
(3) PIF attributes:  These are the assessable traits of a high-level PIF.  A PIF attribute 

describes a way that the PIF challenges cognitive mechanisms and increases the 
likelihood of errors in the processors.  In Figure 3-2, the PIF attributes shown correspond 
to the PIFs highlighted in red.  Section 3.3 discusses the attributes for all the PIFs. 
 

(4) PIF attribute links to the cognitive mechanisms:  A PIF attribute may affect one or more 
processors of macrocognitive functions by challenging cognitive mechanisms.  For 
example, distraction challenges working memory and attention, which may lead to 
multiple processor failures, such as not perceiving critical information or incorrectly 
executing simple actions.  (Note that this has significant impacts on the ability to isolate 
the influence of these PIFs on a single cognitive mechanism or macrocognitive function.)  
Section 3.4 introduces the PIF attribute links to the cognitive mechanisms, and 
APPENDIX B explains them further. 

The PIF structure connects to the cognitive basis structure through cognitive mechanisms, as 
illustrated in Figure 3-3.  The two structures together allow a systematic analysis of a human 
event.  Looking at the flow from left to right in Figure 3-3, an analysis can begin with collecting 
information on event context, then represent the context with applicable PIFs and attributes, 
evaluate which cognitive mechanisms are challenged by the PIF attributes, and then identity 
potential human failure modes as the failure of processors and their associated macrocognitive 
functions.  Or, an analysis can begin with a task; identify applicable macrocognitive functions, 
processors, and cognitive mechanisms; and then identify PIFs that can potentially affect the 
processors and macrocognitive functions through the links with cognitive mechanisms.  In short, 
the PIF structure can serve as the bridge linking observable event context to the internal 
processes of human cognition. 
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Figure 3-3 Connection of the Cognitive Basis Structure and PIF Structure 

3.3 Details of the Performance-Influencing Factor Structure 

This section presents the details of the PIF structure.  For each PIF, Table 3-1 through Table 
3-17 present the high-level PIF definition, a discussion, the associated attributes, and some 
examples of the attributes.  APPENDIX B presents the links between PIF attributes and 
cognitive mechanisms.  The PIF structure in this report has the following features: 
 
• The high-level PIFs cover all those in existing HRA methods (not in one-to-one 

mapping). 

• A PIF has multiple attributes.  Every attribute included has been reported in one or more 
research papers, event or accident reports, or human event databases. 

• A PIF attribute challenges one or several cognitive mechanisms, as reported in the 
literature. 

The list should be considered a living document, as new PIF attributes can be introduced by 
new research, modern technologies, changes in operational concepts, and new HRA 
applications.  For example, upgrades to digital I&C systems in NPP control rooms may 
introduce new PIF attributes associated with the use of computerized procedures.  The PIF 
structure provides a framework to add new PIF attributes. 
 
3.3.1 Environment- and Situation-Related Performance-Influencing Factors 

Hazards such as steam, fire, toxic gas, seismic events, or flooding can introduce environmental 
conditions that impede personnel performance.  According to NUREG/CR-5680, “The Impact of 
Environmental Conditions on Human Performance,” Volumes 1 and 2, issued September 1994 
[43], [44], many environmental conditions can adversely affect human performance.  Risk 
analysis typically considers the following environmental conditions: 
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• temperature and humidity 
• noise 
• radiation or chemical contamination 
• light 
• smoke and fog 
• high wind 
• standing or running water 
• debris 
• vibration  
• seismic aftershocks  

The following are examples of environmental factors that can adversely impact human 
performance: 
 
• Noise, smoke, and precipitation affect information detection. 

• Harsh environmental conditions, such as extreme heat or cold, may lead to early 
termination of situation assessment because personnel are unwilling to seek additional 
data to reconcile conflicts in the information. 

• Harsh environmental conditions adversely affect decisionmaking (e.g., reducing 
decisionmakers’ ability and effort in evaluating available strategies, thoroughly 
deliberating decisions, or mentally simulating action plans). 

• Environmental conditions on travel paths and at worksites can restrict personnel’s motor 
movement, reduce their motor skills, or limit the time that they can steadily perform 
motor activities.  Examples of these conditions are wearing heavy protective clothes, 
high water on travel paths, high winds, extreme heat or cold, earthquake aftershocks, 
and chemical or other toxic contamination. 

• Environmental conditions such as noise or smoke can impede interteam collaboration. 
 
The following PIFs represent environmental and situational context: 
• accessibility or habitability of workplace, including travel paths 
• workplace visibility 
• noise in workplace and communication pathways 
• cold, heat, and humidity 
• resistance to personal or vehicles’ physical movement  
 
In addition, environmental conditions may affect information and tools available for personnel to 
perform tasks.  Although those two PIFs are classified in the category of task-related and 
system-related context, assessments of the states of such PIFs should consider different 
categories of context. 
The tables in this chapter show the PIF definition, the no-impact state, and the attributes.  Each 
table is for one PIF, except for Table 3-2, which summarizes several environment-related PIFs. 
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Table 3-1 PIF Workplace Accessibility and Habitability 

Definition 
 
Workplace has hardware facilities, physical structures, and travel paths to support 
personnel in task performance.  Those should not impede personnel in performing 
required tasks. 
Discussion 
 
Accessibility issues are most likely because of adverse environmental conditions 
and security system operation.  For example, accidents or hazards may cause 
workplace conditions to become less habitable or accessible for a period of time.  
The following are example situations that could affect habitability and accessibility: 
 
• adverse environmental conditions such as steam, high water, fire, smoke, 

toxic gas, radiation, electric shock risk, and roadblocks (e.g., because of 
extreme external hazards) 

• doors and components that are normally locked and require keys to unlock   

• external hazard damage to stairways and corridors 

Attributes 
 
• Accessibility (travel paths, security barriers, and sustained habituation of 

worksite) is limited because of adverse environmental conditions, such as 
steam, high water, fire, smoke, toxic gas, radiation, electricity shock risk, 
and blocked roads. 

• There is limited accessibility because of security system operation.  Doors or 
components that are normally locked require keys to unlock.  A fire or flood 
may cause electric security systems to fail locked.   

• Habitability is reduced.  Personnel cannot stay long at the worksite because 
of factors like radiation or earthquake aftershocks. 

• The surface of systems, structures, or objects cannot be reached or touched 
(e.g., because they are hot). 

• The worksite is flooded or underwater. 
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Table 3-2 Environment- and Situation-Related PIFs Other than Workplace Accessibility 
and Habitability 

 PIF  Attributes 
 Workplace visibility - poor lighting in workplace 

- glare or reflection on physical structure 
- smoke- or fog-induced low visibility 

 Noise  - loud noise in workplace impeding face-to-face communication 
- noise in communication devices  

 Cold, heat, 
humidity 

- extreme cold 
- extreme heat 
- high humidity 

 Resistance to 
personal or vehicle 
physical movement 

- wearing heavy protective clothes and/or gloves 
- slippery surface (e.g., icing) 
- traffic impeding vehicle movement 

 
3.3.2 System-Related Performance-Influencing Factors 

System context consists of conditions in operating and supporting systems, I&C, HSI, and 
portable equipment and tools.  While system availability and reliability are modeled in PRA 
outside of HRA, system design, maintenance, and administrative control can create conditions 
impeding human performance.  
System context is represented with the following PIFs: 
• system and I&C transparency to personnel 
• HSI 
• equipment and tools 

These PIFs are presented in Table 3-3, Table 3-4, and Table 3-5, respectively.  In addition, 
systems and I&C can affect information availability and reliability.  The PIF information is 
described in the task-context category.  Assessments of the PIF information should also 
consider system context. 
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Table 3-3 PIF System and I&C Transparency to Personnel 

Definition 
 
Systems and I&C should be designed for personnel to understand their behaviors 
and responses in various operating conditions. 

 Discussion 
  
 This PIF models the impact of design logic on human performance.  If the operation 

of system or I&C is not transparent to personnel, or personnel are unclear about 
system interdependency, they can make errors because of not understanding the 
systems in unusual scenarios.  
Attributes 
 
• System or I&C does not behave as intended under special conditions.  

• System or I&C does not reset as intended.   

• System or I&C is complex, making it hard for personnel to predict its behavior 
in unusual scenarios.  

• System or I&C failure modes are not transparent to personnel. 
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Table 3-4 PIF Human-System Interface 

Definition 
 
HSI refers to indications (e.g., displays, indicators, labels) and controls used by 
personnel to execute actions on systems. 
Discussion 
 
HSIs are expected to support human performance.  For example, advanced alarm 
displays in NPP control rooms organize alarms according to their urgency to help 
operators focus on what is most important.  HSI design of NPP control rooms 
generally undergoes rigorous human factors engineering; thus, HSIs should comply 
with human factors engineering requirements and not impede human performance in 
normal and typical emergency operation.  However, poorly designed HSIs can 
impede task performance in unusual event scenarios.  Even a well-designed HSI 
may not support human performance in specific scenarios that designers or 
operational personnel did not anticipate.  HSIs may also become unavailable or 
unreliable in hazardous scenarios. 
Attributes 
 
HSI attributes depend on the specific interfaces used in an application.  New HSI 
technologies may introduce additional attributes. 
• The source of indication (e.g., indicators, labels) is similar to other sources 

nearby. 
• The source of indication is obscured or masked in many potentially relevant 

indications. 

• The indications have low salience; for example— 

o Indications are located outside of personnel’s direct view (e.g., they 
are viewed from far away or blocked by constructs, poor lighting). 

o Indications appear similar to the surrounding information. 

o Indications are difficult for visual perception, such as small fonts, 
labels that are difficult to read, low legibility, or misuse of colors. 

• Related information is spatially distributed or unsynchronized. 

o Personnel must look around or walk around to get all pieces of 
information in an information-gathering task. 

o Pieces of information needed for a task are not presented at the same 
time; thus, personnel must remember and relate the various pieces. 
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Table 3-4 PIF Human-System Interface (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued): 

• Indications are confusing or nonintuitive.  

o The indication or label can be interpreted differently for reasons such 
as imprecise axis labeling in an X-Y plot. 

o The same information is presented in different formats, which may lead 
to recognition errors. 

o HSI presents information in confusing ways such that interpreting the 
indications involves complex graphics or complicated logic operations 
(e.g., AND, OR, NOT, and NOR). 

• Secondary indications are not promptly available, or personnel are not aware 
of them.  

o Personnel rely on secondary indications when the primary sources of 
information are not available, but personnel may not know of the 
existence of secondary indications or may not know how to use them. 

• Controls are difficult to maneuver. 

• Personnel do not anticipate the failure modes of controls and their impacts. 

• Indications of states of controls are inadequate.   

• There is confusion in action maneuver states. 

o Transition in system control states is not acknowledged. 
o Controls reset following trips or spurious actions.  

• Controls provide inadequate feedback (i.e., lack of adequate confirmation of 
the action executed (incorrect, no information provided, measurement 
inaccuracies, delays)). 

• Labels on the controls do not agree with document nomenclature.  

Controls are not reliable, and personnel are unaware of the problem. 
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Table 3-5 PIF Tools and Parts Availability and Usability 

Definition 
 
The tools, equipment, and parts assessed in an event include all the things needed 
to support personnel actions.  They should be available and readily usable. 
Discussion 
 
In event scenarios, portable or special tools may be needed.  Examples are portable 
radios, portable generators, torque devices to turn wheels or open flanges, 
flashlights, ladders to reach high places, and electrical breaker rack-out tools.  The 
tools assessed in an event include all the things needed to support personnel 
actions.  For example, use of a portable diesel pump would include the vehicle to tow 
the pump to its staging location, the water source, pipes, hoses, junctions and fittings 
(e.g., to connect to fire hydrants), and other things. 
Attributes 
 
• Tools are difficult to access or to use (e.g., lack of administrative control of 

tools). 

• Tools are unfamiliar to personnel. 

o Personnel do not know how to calibrate or use the tools. 

o Instructions for use do not state what to do if the equipment or tool is 
operating outside of the specified range. 

• Failure modes or operational conditions of the tools are not clearly presented 
(e.g., ranges, limitations, and requirements). 

• Critical tool does not work properly because of aging, lack of power, 
incompatibility, improper calibration, lack of proper administrative control, or 
other reason. 

• Tools or parts needed are missing or not available. 

• Document nomenclature does not agree with equipment labels. 

 
3.3.3 Personnel-Related Performance-Influencing Factors 

Personnel context includes the conditions related to individuals, teams, and organizations.  The 
following PIFs represent personnel context: 
• staffing 
• procedures (including guidance, protocols, and instructions) 
• training  
• teamwork factors 
• work process 

These PIFs are presented in Table 3-6 through Table 3-10, respectively. 
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Table 3-6 PIF Staffing 

Definition 
 
Staffing refers to having adequate, qualified personnel to perform the required tasks.  
Staffing includes the number of personnel, their skill sets, job qualifications, staffing 
structure (individual and team roles and responsibilities).  Adequate and qualified 
staff is normally expected.   
Discussion 
 
In event scenarios, there may be a shortage of staffing, lack of staff with specific 
skills, or unclear staff roles and responsibilities.  Even in normal operation scenarios, 
staffing can become a concern—for example, key personnel may be temporally 
called away for other duties. 
  
Fitness for duty is a part of staff job qualification.  It refers to whether an individual is 
fit to perform the required actions.  Factors that may affect fitness for duty include 
fatigue, illness, drug use (legal or illegal), and personal problems.  Personnel may 
become unfit for duty as the result of excessively long working hours or illness 
caused by the harsh environment.  
  
Staffing assessment in an event should consider unusual situations like the following: 
 
• Some personnel may not be available for a period after an initiating event.  

For example, in an NPP external event, the offsite personnel may not be 
available for a time because of site inaccessibility. 

• Staffing consideration should not be limited only to the HFE being analyzed, 
but it should be considered within the scope of the entire event.  A limited 
number of staff may have to perform multiple tasks (or HFEs) simultaneously.  
Staffing can be inadequate when many time-critical important human actions 
are concurrent. 

• For an extreme event blocking access to the site for a time, onsite personnel 
must be able to perform the tasks before the offsite personnel are available.  
A staffing analysis would be necessary to ensure that sufficient personnel and 
needed skills are available for all tasks.   

• If an important human action is performed through teamwork, the team can 
collectively fulfill the minimum requirement of staffing, knowledge, and 
abilities.  For example, in an external hazard, the plant security force may be 
required to support the trained plant staff to remove debris on the road and 
move the portable equipment to the equipment staging location.  These 
activities may need only a trained staff (e.g., to operate a special vehicle) and 
many helping hands.  The other plant staff can supplement the manpower 
needed if they are supervised by plant staff with the specific skills and 
knowledge needed.  
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Table 3-6 PIF Staffing (continued) 
 

Attributes 
 
• shortage of staff (e.g., key personnel are missing, unavailable, or delayed in 

arrival; staff pulled away to perform other duties) 

• lack of backup or lack of peer-check or cross-checking (e.g., an overseer or 
independent reviewer is not available) 

• ambiguous or incorrect specification of staff roles and responsibilities 

• inappropriate staff assignment (e.g., lack of skills needed) 

• key decisionmaker’s knowledge and ability are inadequate to make the 
decision (e.g., lack of required qualifications or experience) 

• lack of administrative control of fitness for duty  

 

Table 3-7 PIF Procedures, Guidance, and Instructions 

Definition 
This PIF refers to availability and usefulness of operating procedures, guidance, 
instructions, and protocols.  Procedures should be validated for their applicability and 
usefulness.  Following procedures should lead to the success of important human 
actions. 
Discussion 
Normally, procedures are expected to be available and facilitate human performance.  
However, there are situations in which procedures give incorrect or inadequate 
guidance for important human actions.  Procedures may not apply to the scenario.  
Other common problems with procedures include ambiguity of steps, lack of 
adequate detail, or conflict with the situation.   
Attributes 
• Procedure is inadequate. 

o Guidance is not specific about searching for additional information 
when the primary cues are not available or not reliable.  

o Procedures do not warn about all the conditions that should be 
avoided during performance. 

o Contingency steps are insufficient.  

o Logic is unclear such that the operators are likely to have trouble 
identifying a way to move forward through the procedure. 

o Procedures do not warn about the pitfalls of the decision. 
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Table 3-7 PIF Procedures, Guidance, and Instructions (continued) 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• The procedure design is difficult to use. 

o The procedure is difficult to use because of factors such as formatting 
problems, ambiguity, or lack of consistency.  

o Multiple guidance documents must be referenced or open at the same 
time. 

o There are no place-holders to maintain one’s place in the document. 

o The logic to follow procedures is complex:  e.g., sequential 
presentation of a procedure requires the crew to go through several 
loops before finding the correct indications to diagnose the plant 
status. 

• The procedure lacks details. 

o The procedure or guidance does not provide sufficient details. 

o Engineering judgments are needed to supplement the lack of 
procedure details. 

o The procedure is not specific for the situation so personnel have to fill 
in the details to make the procedure work for the situation. 

• The procedure is confusing.  

o The procedure requires complex calculations or logic reasoning 
(e.g., complex logic to follow; a sequentially presented procedure 
requires personnel to go through several loops before finding the 
correct indications; procedure logic or layout makes it difficult to follow 
the procedure step-by-step). 

o Procedures that are used for the same important human action are 
inconsistent (e.g., procedures use different parameter units such as 
radius versus diameters, percent versus direct numeric value). 

o Procedures conflict with existing policies, requirements, or other 
documents. 

• The procedure is available but does not fit the situation (e.g., it requires 
deviation or adaptation). 

• The procedure is not available for skill-based tasks. 

• The procedure is not available; thus, personnel have to find ways to perform 
the task based on their knowledge. 

• The procedure is misleading. 
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Table 3-8 PIF Training 

Definition 
 
This PIF refers to training that personnel receive to perform their tasks.  Included in this 
consideration are personnel’s work-related experience and whether they have been trained 
on the type of the event, the amount of time passed since training, and training on the specific 
systems involved in the event.  It is expected that adequate training is required for 
professional staff. 
Discussion 
 
Training may not address all possible event scenarios.  For example, NPP operator training 
focuses on use of normal and emergency operating procedures (EOPs); the training may not 
adequately emphasize how operators need to develop novel strategies to handle unusual 
accident or hazard situations. 
Attributes 
 
• Training frequency is low (greater than 6 months between sessions). 

• Training duration or the amount of training is not adequate.  

• Training on procedure adaptation is inadequate.  The training focuses on following 
procedures without adequately training personnel to evaluate all available 
information, seek alternative interpretations, or evaluate the pros and cons of 
procedural action plans. 

• Training is inadequate on collaborative work process as a crew (e.g., inadequate 
supervision in monitoring actions and questioning current mission; inadequate 
leadership in initiating assessment of action scripts, facilitating discussion, and 
avoiding tunnel vision). 

• Training or experience with sources of information (such as scope and limitations of 
data and information on the failure modes of the information sources) is inadequate. 

• Experience in diagnosis (e.g., not being aware of and coping with biases, not seeking 
additional information, and not avoiding tunnel-vision) is inadequate. 

• There are gaps in team knowledge and expertise needed to understand the scenario. 

• There is inadequate specificity on the urgency and criticality of key information such 
as key alarms, system failure modes, and system design to the level of detail needed 
for responding to the situation. 

• The training is inadequate or practice is lacking in the step-by-step completion of 
action execution.  

• The training lacks practicality. 

• Hands-on training on action execution is lacking (e.g., training consists of virtual 
training, classroom training, or demos only without hands-on practices). 
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Table 3-8 PIF Training (continued) 
 
Attributes (continued) 
 
• Experience or training is lacking on procedures, guidelines, or instructions for the type 

of event (e.g., use nonoperators to perform some actions outside the control room). 

• The action context is infrequently part of training or personnel rarely perform the 
actions under specific context (greater than 6 months between performance). 

• Personnel are not trained on the procedures or for the type of actions. 

 

Table 3-9 PIF Teamwork and Organizational Factors 

Definition 
 
Teamwork factors refer to everything affecting team communication, coordination, 
and cooperation. 
Discussion 
 
Teamwork activities include planning, communicating, and executing important 
human actions across individuals, teams, and organizations.  Examples of teamwork 
problems seen in event analysis are problems caused by information not being 
communicated during shift turnover and loss of command and control between the 
operational center team and field maintenance personnel. 
 
Teamwork factors intersect with other PIFs in the personnel category.  For example, 
specific training on understanding the teamwork process can be considered as a part 
of the PIF “training.”  To avoid overlap, IDHEAS-G defines teamwork factors as 
including attributes that influence interteam teamwork.  Accordingly, the scope for 
other personnel-related PIFs, such as staffing, training, and procedures, does not 
include interteam teamwork. 
Attributes 
 
• Inadequate team information management 

o Distributed information—The information needed for understanding 
the situation is distributed across team entities in distributed locations 
and needs to be communicated and integrated. 

o Unsynchronized information—Information presented to 
decisionmakers comes from various sources and represents situations 
at various times.  

o Information overload—Information allocated to an individual is too 
overwhelming to be processed promptly. 
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Table 3-9 PIF Teamwork and Organizational Factors (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• Inadequate teamwork resources 

o lack of sufficient personnel resources to address all issues of concern 
(shortage of personnel) 

o lack of sufficient equipment resources to address the issues of 
concern (shared equipment) 

o resources not under direct control (need to persuade others to provide 
the resources) 

o lack of awareness of resources available (e.g., personnel available) 

o lack of required expertise of staff  

• Distributed or dynamic operational teams  

o Teams have been drilled together. 

o Action requires coordination between multiple parties at different 
locations.  Distributed locations increase the likelihood of breakdowns 
in communication, increase the work required to maintain shared 
situational awareness (common ground) and the possibility of 
divergence in understanding the situation and the goals to be 
achieved, and make it less possible to catch and correct other errors.  

o Teams that involve multiple crafts or multiple organizations 
(e.g., contractors) may have differences in mental models and 
disciplinary goals. 

o Team cohesion may be inadequate (e.g., lack of understanding of 
other team members, lack of the required knowledge or experience on 
the team, lack of a clearly designated decisionmaker on the scene, 
and not having well-defined roles and responsibilities for team 
members). 

o Leadership or supervision is inadequate to ensure that personnel have 
a common understanding of evolving situation and goals. 

o Roles and responsibilities are not specified or are ambiguous for the 
situation (i.e., no clear roles and responsibilities).  Personnel may be 
unclear as to their roles and responsibilities or unwilling to take on 
responsibilities, or there may be no plan for specifying roles and 
responsibilities for this type of situation. 
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Table 3-9 PIF Teamwork and Organizational Factors (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• Inadequate team decisionmaking infrastructure 

o Making the decision requires consensus, approval, or both along a 
chain of command that can lead to delay and possibly increase risk 
aversion. 

o The team does not have an “open” decisionmaking style, which would 
encourage everyone to volunteer suggestions and raise concerns.  An 
open style may result in more resilient performance (with team 
members more likely to catch and correct errors). 

o Work process is poor in reconciling different viewpoints. 

o The locus of decisionmaking is distributed or shifts from one location 
to another, with some decisions centralized and others local.  Control 
room operators may act without informing or getting permission from 
higher level management.  Groups with different situational awareness 
and expertise and in various locations need to make decisions and 
develop plans.  The transfer of the locus of control from one location 
to another can contribute to delays or loss of information. 

o Making the decision requires varied expertise distributed among 
multiple individuals or parties who may not share the same information 
or have the same understanding of the situation. 

• Team coordination difficulty 

o Close coordination of activities is necessary.  Activities are 
interdependent, such that the action of one person cannot be 
achieved until the action of the other is achieved, or the action of one 
person can complicate or block the action of another. 

o There is inadequate coordination between site personnel and 
decisionmakers to adapt or modify planned actions based on the site 
situation.  

o The team is unable to verify the plan because of inadequate 
communication (of the goals, negative impacts, deviations) with 
decisionmakers. 

o Supervision is inadequate in monitoring actions and questioning the 
current mission. 
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Table 3-9 PIF Teamwork and Organizational Factors (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• Authorization difficulty 

o too many levels and roles of authorization entities 
o no clear lines of authority  
o approval required from higher level management chain 

• Inadequate communication capabilities between teams 

o no clear guidance for the content of communication for different 
purposes (e.g., communication to upper or lower levels, with other 
parties) 

o no guidance or protocol for communicating the decisions 

o unavailable, degraded, or unreliable communication equipment 
(e.g., signals of wireless devices become unstable in radioactive 
environment; battery for communication devices is out or not working; 
unreliable communication channel because of noise or other 
environmental conditions) 

o communication difficulties: 

 using unfamiliar equipment 

 different communication protocols between the parties 
(e.g., three-way communication requirement is a protocol) 

 partial or full abandonment of routine communication means  

 unfamiliarity of communication parties (e.g., required to 
communicate with offsite support party with which there is a 
joint drill less than once per year; involvement of different work 
groups or organizations) 

 complex content  

• Inadequate teamwork practices or drills together 

o There have been no drills on the command and control structure for 
the situation. 

o The involved parties have not drilled together. 

o Good practices are lacking for the following: 

 identifying and communicating priorities 
 monitoring and coordinating actions 
 tracking pending action 
 maintaining common ground across the distributed team 
 ensuring that time-critical actions are addressed 
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Table 3-10 PIF Work Processes 

Definition 
 
Work processes refer to aspects of doing work, supervision, management support, 
policies, and safety‐conscious work environment at the organizational level. 
Discussion 
 
A safety-oriented work process in an organization should foster a strong safety 
culture and have mechanisms for identifying, reporting, and correcting HFEs or 
factors that may lead to HFEs.  For example, an organization should document and 
treat any evidence obtained during the review of an operating event indicating 
intergroup conflict or indecisiveness or an uncoordinated approach to safety.  An 
organization should also maintain an effective corrective action program to address 
safety issues such as failure to prioritize, failure to implement, failure to respond to 
industry notices, or failure to perform risk analyses as required by regulation.  
Attributes of poor work processes that impede safety can vary greatly among 
organizations. 
Attributes 
 
• poor work prioritization or scheduling 

• lack of or ineffective instrumentation (e.g., prejob briefing) to inform personnel 
of potential pitfalls in performing the tasks 

• lack of or ineffective instrumentation (e.g., supervision) for safety issue 
monitoring and identification  

• lack of or ineffective instrumentation for safety reporting  

• lack of or ineffective instrumentation for corrective actions 

 
3.3.4 Task-Related Performance-Influencing Factors 

Task-related PIFs include the following: 
 
• information availability and reliability 
• scenario familiarity  
• multitasking, interruptions, and distractions 
• task complexity 
• time pressure, stress, and anxiety 
• mental fatigue 
• physical demands 

These PIFs are presented in Table 3-11 through Table 3-17, respectively. 
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Table 3-11 PIF Information Availability and Reliability 

Definition 
 
Personnel need information to perform tasks.  Information is expected to be 
complete, reliable, and presented to personnel in a timely and user-friendly way. 
Discussion 
 
In complex scenarios, large volumes of information are expected to be preprocessed 
and organized for personnel.  Information in event scenarios may be incomplete, 
unreliable, untimely, or even incorrect or misleading. 
 
A particular type of information for personnel responding to events is the cues of an 
event.  The cues are the initial signs or symptoms for personnel to perform required 
actions.  Personnel could receive a cue via instrumentation, alarms, communication, 
engineering judgments, or other means.  It is assumed that if cues are not available, 
then the personnel will not respond to the problem, and the required actions will not 
be performed. 
 
• Sensors or indicators may be unreliable or misleading (e.g., damaged or 

degraded while appearing to be working, false alarms in design, out-of-range, 
inherently unreliable sources, or flaws in system state indication). 

• Primary sources of information are not available, and secondary sources of 
information are not reliable or readily perceived. 

• Information source is obscured because of environmental factors (e.g., labels 
on the source are difficult to read). 

Attributes 
 
• Updates of information are inadequate (e.g., information perceived by one 

party who fails to inform another party). 

• Information from different sources is not well organized.  

• Conflicts in information 

o Multiple alternative explanations exist for the pattern of symptoms 
observed. 

o The available information contradicts or does not converge to yield a 
coherent understanding of the situation. 

o Information or cues do not match procedures or guidance.   

• Information updates are inadequate 

• Different sources of information are not properly organized 

• Personnel are unfamiliar with the sources or meaning of the information. 
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Table 3-11 PIF Information Availability and Reliability (continued) 
Attributes (continued) 
 
• Pieces of information change over time at different paces; thus, they may not 

all be current by the time personnel use them together.  

• Feedback information is not available in time to correct a wrong decision or 
adjust the strategy implementation. 

• Information is unreliable or uncertain.   

• Primary sources of information are not available, while secondary sources of 
information are not reliable or readily perceived. 

• Information is misleading or wrong. 

o Sensors or indicators may be unreliable or misleading (e.g., they may 
be damaged or degraded while appearing to work; false alarms in 
design, out-of-range, inherently unreliable sources; conflicting data 
indicate a false situation or a flaw in the system state indication). 

o An important cue is masked.  
 

Table 3-12 PIF Scenario Familiarity 

Definition 
 
The scenario is familiar to personnel, with predictable event progression and system 
dynamics, and does not bias personnel in their understanding of what is happening. 
Discussion 
 
Unfamiliar scenarios typically pose challenges to personnel in understanding the 
situation and making decisions.  In addition, responses to unfamiliar scenarios could 
entail greater uncertainty compared to those for familiar scenarios.  In unfamiliar 
scenarios, personnel are more likely to perform situation-specific actions not 
identified in the procedures. 
Attributes 
 
• Scenario is unfamiliar. 

o The situation does not match prior training or experience. 

o No mental model exists for the situation. 

o The scenario is not recognized based on procedures or guidance; 
personnel have to rely on knowledge to develop a mental model. 
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Table 3-12 PIF Scenario Familiarity (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• A bias or preference for wrong strategies exists.   

o An example is anchoring bias.  In this case, the mental model that is 
correct for most situations is not correct for the specific situation.  This 
refers to the stereotype violations or “not the usual suspect” in 
psychology.  That is, in most situations, there is a stereotypical 
explanation for a set of data.  In this scenario, the “usual suspect” 
explanation is not the best explanation. 

• Personnel are unfamiliar with system failure modes. 

• Personnel are unfamiliar with worksites for manual actions. 

• Plans, policies, and procedures to address the situation are lacking. 

• Unpredictable dynamics refers to a situation in which systems behave 
differently from what is expected or external factors make it difficult to predict 
event progression.  Personnel may need to monitor multiple parameters, 
synchronize information, and constantly update their mental models to 
understand the situation and make decisions.  

o The event evolution and system responses are unpredictable. 

o Feedback information is not available in time to correct a wrong 
decision or adjust the strategy implementation. 

o The decision has unintended side effects that are hard to predict. 

o Personnel are unable to effectively evaluate the strategies’ pros and 
cons. 

o The situation involves fast-changing information and cues.  

• Dynamic decisionmaking is required.  Complex system dynamics require 
constant collection of information to adjust the decision. 

• Shifting objectives mean that tasks originally given to personnel change over 
time.  This requires a revision in personnel’s mental models and plan for 
meeting the original goals. 
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Table 3-13 PIF Multitasking, Interruptions, and Distractions 

Definition 
 
Multitasking refers to performing concurrent and intermingled tasks.  Distraction and 
disruption refer to things that interfere with personnel’s performance of their critical 
tasks. 
Discussion 
 
Because each task requires multiple cognitive functions, such as detecting cues or 
parameters, assessing information, and mentally programming sequences of actions, 
personnel must frequently switch between these tasks during multitasking.  Switching 
between tasks can make errors more likely.  An example of multitasking is 
concurrently implementing multiple procedures; personnel may skip procedure steps 
when switching between procedures.  An example of extreme multitasking is a 
situation in which decisionmakers must handle several operational systems 
(e.g., reactor units) that are in different critical states.  In this example, related items 
of information about different systems may be mixed or transposed.   
Examples of distractions and interruptions are phone calls, requests for information, 
and the concurrent activities going on in the work environment.  Prolonged 
interruption refers to situations in which personnel are kept from their critical tasks for 
a prolonged period or interrupted by cognitively demanding requests.   
Attributes 
 
• excessively frequent or long interruption during the continuous performance 

of critical tasks 

• distraction by other ongoing activities that are relevant to the critical task 
being performed  

• concurrently detecting (monitoring or searching) multiple sets of parameters 
when the parameters in different sets may be related 

• concurrently diagnosing more than one complex event that requires 
continuous seeking of additional data to understand the events 

• concurrently making decisions or plans that may be intermingled 

• concurrently executing intermingled or interdependent action plans  

• Command and control multitasking 

o The decisionmaker has multiple issues to address in parallel. 

o The decisionmaker has multiple individuals (or groups) working 
independently and in parallel to monitor and control or to manage 
and supervise. 
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Table 3-14 PIF Task Complexity 

Definition 
 
Task complexity, also referred as cognitive complexity, measures task demand for 
cognitive resources (e.g., working memory, attention, executive control).  Nominal 
complexity refers to the level of complexity that does not overwhelm personnel. 
Discussion 
 
The cognitive complexity of a task has two parts:  the complexity in processing the 
information to achieve the macrocognitive functions of the task, and the complexity in 
developing and representing the outcomes to meet the task criteria.  For example, a 
task is to monitor a set of parameters, and the outcome is to identify the parameters 
outside a certain range or determine the trends of the parameters.  The latter 
imposes higher cognitive demands on personnel’s working memory; thus, it is more 
complex.  Complexity is characterized by the quantity, variety, and relation of the 
items to be processed or represented in a task.   
Attributes 
 
• Detection criteria are complex.  For example, there are multiple criteria to be 

met or complex logic; information of interest must be determined based on 
other pieces of information and may involve complex computation; or 
detection criteria are ambiguous. 

• Detection overloading.  For example, personnel may need to concurrently 
track the states of multiple systems, monitor many parameters, and memorize 
many pieces of information detected. 

• Detection requires sustained attention.  For example, determining a 
parameter trend during unstable system status or monitoring a 
slow-response-system behavior without a clear time window to conclude the 
monitoring requires attention for a prolonged period. 

• Cues for detection are not obvious.  That is, alarms or instructions do not 
directly cue detection, so personnel must actively search for information. 

• Multiple causes for situation assessment:  Multiple independent “influences” 
affect the system, and system behavior cannot be explained by a single 
influence. 

• Relations of systems involved in an action are too complicated to understand 

• Key information is cognitively masked (e.g., hidden coupling, cascading 
effects, cognitive masking, and complex logic), and the source of a problem is 
hard to diagnose because of cascading secondary effects that make it difficult 
to connect the observed symptoms to the originating source. 

• The potential outcome of the situation assessment consists of multiple states 
and context (not a simple yes or no). 

• Decisionmaking involves developing strategies or action plans. 
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Table 3-14 PIF Task Complexity (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• Decision criteria are ambiguous and subject to different interpretations. 

• Multiple, intermingled goals or criteria need to be prioritized.  

• Goals conflict (e.g., choosing one goal will block achievement of another goal, 
and multiple competing goals cannot be prioritized). 

• Decisionmaking requires integration of a variety of types of information with 
complex logic. 

• Decisionmaking requires diverse expertise distributed among multiple 
individuals or parties who may not share the same information or have the 
same understanding of the situation. 

• Competing strategies:  Multiple strategies can achieve the same goal but with 
different benefits and drawbacks.  These strategies affect each other 
(e.g., competing resources or delaying critical actions that affect the likelihood 
of success). 

• Personnel may need to unlearn or break away from automaticity of trained 
action scripts. 

o Negative transfer between tasks (not used to doing it this way):  
Identical or similar tasks performed in different settings, modes, or 
procedural sequences require different approaches. 

• Controlled actions may require monitoring of action outcomes and adjusting 
action accordingly.  

o Initiation of the action requires monitoring of certain parameters for a 
period of time or waiting for a period of time (until the parameters 
reach a specified threshold). 

• Action criteria are difficult to use:  

o too restrictive to meet 
o no indication that the criteria are met  
o not explicit or concrete  
o too many criteria  

• Action requires out-of-sequence steps. 
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Table 3-14 PIF Task Complexity (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• Long-lasting, noncontinuous action sequences, or long-time gap between the 

cues for execution to initiation of the execution are necessary. 

o Actions demand prospective memory (i.e., long lapse time before 
commencing a follow-up activity).  

o An action sequence includes a disconnected activity in the future for 
which there is no strong memory cue.  Performing the action 
sequence requires personnel to memorize past status over a 
prolonged period (longer than several hours). 

• Action sequences are parallel and intermingled.  

• Action execution requires close coordination of multiple personnel at different 
locations. 

• Action execution requires long sustained attention. 

 

Table 3-15 PIF Mental Fatigue 

Definition 
 
In the normal status of mental fatigue, personnel do not experience decrement of 
vigilance and abilities to perform complex cognitive tasks. 
Discussion 
 
Mental fatigue can result from performing a task for an extended period of time, 
nonroutine tasks, and cognitively demanding tasks.  Mental fatigue leads to loss of 
vigilance, difficulty in maintaining attention, reduced working memory capacity, and 
use of shortcuts in diagnosing problems or making decisions. 
Attributes 
 
• sustained, high-demanding cognitive activities (e.g., mismatches between 

procedure and situation demand constant problem-solving and 
decisionmaking; information changes over time and requires sustained 
attention to monitor or frequent checking) 

• long working hours with cognitively demanding tasks 

• sleep deprivation, exposure to noise, disturbed dark and light rhythms, and air 
pollution) 
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Table 3-16 PIF Time Pressure and Stress 

Definition 
 
Time pressure refers to the sense of time urgency to complete a task, as perceived 
by personnel.  This sense of time urgency creates psychological pressure affecting 
personnel performance.  
Discussion 
 
Time pressure arises when making a tradeoff between thoroughness in performing 
the task and completing the task in time.  Because time pressure is based on 
personnel’s perception and understanding of the situation, it may not reflect the 
actual situation.  Therefore, although time pressure is most likely to occur when 
marginal or inadequate time is available, it also could occur in scenarios with 
adequate available time, but personnel have an incorrect understanding of the 
situation.  Other stresses and anxieties, such as concern for families in emergency 
conditions, fear of potential consequences of the event, and worrying about personal 
safety, can also increase the level of psychological stress and affect performance. 
Attributes 
 
• reluctance to execute an action plan because of potential negative impacts 

(e.g., adverse economic impact or personal injury) 

• high time pressure because of perceived lack of adequate time to complete 
the task 

• emotional stress (e.g., anxiety, frustration) 

• physical stress (e.g., noise, disturbed dark and light rhythms, air pollution) 

 

Table 3-17 PIF Physical Demands 

Definition 
 
Physical demands indicate that a task requires extraordinary physical efforts, such as 
twisting, reaching, dexterity, or strong force. 
Attributes 
 
• Action execution requires highly accurate fine motor skills, fine motor 

coordination, or skills of craft.  

• Fine or difficult motor actions, such as installing or connecting delicate parts, 
must be performed. 

• The task is physically strenuous (e.g., lifting heavy objects, opening or closing 
rusted or stuck valves, moving heavy things in water or high wind). 
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Table 3-17 PIF Physical Demands (continued) 
 

Attributes (continued) 
 
• There is resistance to motor movement (e.g., wearing heavy clothing; lifting 

heavy materials; opening or closing rusted or stuck valves; executing actions 
in water or high wind, in extreme cold or heat, or on unstable ground). 

 
In summary, the PIF attributes listed in this section are described in terms of their potential 
adverse impact on macrocognitive functions.  The list is independent of work domains or HRA 
applications.  Specific applications may introduce additional PIF attributes.  This comprehensive 
list serves as a basis for developing HRA methods for nuclear-related applications. 
 
3.4 Links between Performance-Influencing Factor Attributes and Cognitive 

Mechanisms 

Every PIF attribute in the comprehensive list of PIFs challenges one or several cognitive 
mechanisms.  The challenges to the cognitive mechanisms increase the likelihood of a 
processor error and subsequent failure of a macrocognitive function (i.e., human error).  
However, the presence of one or several PIF attributes does not always result in error of the 
processors—rather, they increase the likelihood of the failure.  To use the PIF list for HRA, 
potential links between the PIF attributes and cognitive mechanisms, which may lead to 
processor error and subsequent failure of the macrocognitive functions, are inferred.  Below are 
some examples demonstrating that a PIF attribute may affect several processors and vice versa 
(Appendix A to NUREG-2114 [19] provides more examples). 

For every challenge to the cognitive mechanism that may lead to processor error and 
subsequent failure of the macrocognitive functions, IDHEAS-G generalizes the PIF attributes 
that can affect the likelihood of macrocognitive failure.  The tables in APPENDIX B to this report 
present the links between the cognitive mechanisms and PIF attributes.  The tables are an 
enhancement of Appendix A to NUREG-2114 [19] in that they provide explicit links between 
cognitive mechanisms and PIF attributes, while NUREG-2114 links a limited set of processors 
to high-level PIFs.  On the other hand, Appendix A to NUREG-2114 provides a larger set of 
examples from the research literature to show how a PIF may affect the processors through 
cognitive mechanisms.  

3.5 Effects of Performance-Influencing Factor Attributes on Macrocognitive 
Functions 

Abundant evidence in the research literature and operational experience demonstrate that PIF 
attributes increase the likelihood of errors in macrocognitive functions or their processors.  Yet, 
the quantitative relationship between PIFs and HEPs has been ambiguous.  IDHEAS-G needs 
substantial data to explain the following three aspects: 
 
(1) assessing states of PIFs or attributes 
(2) quantifying HEPs that change with the state of a PIF or its attributes 
(3) combining the effects of multiple PIFs on the HEP 

To gain insights into these aspects, the NRC staff performed a metadata analysis of cognitive 
and behavioral literature as well as human event databases in various safety-critical work 
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domains (e.g., aviation, transportation, manufacturing, and healthcare).  A metadata analysis 
combines the data from multiple studies to arrive at a conclusion or obtain insights into the 
answer of an inquiry.  The following sections briefly summarize the insights learned from the 
metadata analysis. 
 
3.5.1 Assessing Performance-Influencing Factor States 

In quantifying the contribution of PIFs to HEPs, HRA methods may model individual PIFs in a 
binary fashion.  Some methods use several discrete levels to model the state of a PIF.  
Examples of labels for different levels include the following: 
 
• binary states: 

o present versus not present 
o low versus high 
o good versus poor 
o nominal versus poor 

• multiple discrete states: 

o low, medium, high 
o good, nominal, poor 

In contrast to HRA methods, most empirical studies in the literature or operational databases 
assess specific PIF attributes rather than using the entire PIF as a single variable.  The 
attributes are continuous or discrete variables.  For example, when assessing the PIF task 
complexity, simply denoting it as low, medium, or high does not link its impact on HEPs.  Thus, 
to quantify HEPs, assessment of PIF states should be based on the states of its attributes.  
Each PIF should have a baseline state for reference; that is, all its attributes have no impact on 
human errors. 
 
3.5.2 Quantifying the Effects of Performance-Influencing Factors 

Cognitive and behavioral research examines the effects of PIF attributes through experimental 
measures of human error rates under controlled conditions.  The research typically measures 
human error rates in performing cognitive tasks while systematically varying certain PIF 
attributes.  There have also been metadata studies [45]–[48] that synthesized experimental 
results for a particular PIF attribute.  After performing an extensive literature review, the NRC 
staff synthesized data and evidence on the effects of PIF attributes on human errors.  The 
identified studies measured human error rates, while varying the states of attributes of one or 
more PIFs. 
 
The quantitative relationship between human error rates and PIF attributes depends on the 
definition of the impact of attribute states on human error rates.  Experimental studies typically 
measure human error rates at the no-impact or low-impact state versus higher impact states.  
With such data, the NRC staff can calculate the effect of the PIF as a weighting factor, defined 
as the following: 
 

 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
 (3.1) 
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where 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the human error rate at the given PIF state and 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 is the human error 
rate at the base state of the PIF.  APPENDIX D presents several examples of weighting factors 
derived from the literature. 
 
3.5.3 Quantifying the Effects of Multiple Performance-Influencing Factors 

HFEs modeled in PRA involve multiple PIFs.  HRA methods typically treat the effects of a 
combination of PIFs in two ways: 
 
(1) holistic estimation—Experts estimate the probability of an HFE or a failure mode for a 

given set of PIFs considering, but not explicitly modeling, the combination of factors.  

(2) combination of individual effects—The HEP is the combination of the impacts of 
individual PIFs.  Existing HRA methods have generally used multiplicative combination, 
(i.e., the combined HEP is calculated as a baseline probability multiplying the multipliers 
associated with individual PIFs).  

To understand the cognitive basis for the quantitative treatment of combinations of PIFs, the 
NRC staff studied the experimental literature that examines the individual and combined effects 
of two or more PIF attributes.  APPENDIX D summarizes the NRC staff’s study.  The NRC staff 
used the weighting factor defined in Equation (3.1) as a measure of the PIF effect.  The staff did 
not systematically mine the experimental data, nor did it perform a full metadata analysis of the 
limited sample of the literature.  Nevertheless, the initial observation from the data reviewed 
suggests that the effect of combined PIFs can be roughly estimated by adding the effect of 
individual PIF weights.  Future research, including an extensive metadata analysis of the data in 
the literature, should be performed to establish the cognitive basis for combining the effects of 
multiple PIFs. 
 
3.6 Summary 

This chapter consolidates knowledge about factors affecting human errors into a PIF structure.  
The NRC staff intended to model the context of an important human action with a PIF structure 
that has the desired traits—it should be comprehensive and pertinent, independent, specific, 
explainable, assessable, and quantifiable.  With respect to comprehensiveness and pertinence, 
the PIF structure presented in this chapter covers all the PIFs in the reviewed HRA methods 
and the factors reported in the broad literature and nuclear-specific human event databases, 
with the intent to make it comprehensive enough for nuclear applications.  The PIF categories 
correspond to different types of context, which supports the independence of the individual 
PIFs.  Moreover, every PIF is characterized by a set of attributes, which make the PIFs specific.  
Moreover, attributes were identified from empirical data from experimental studies and 
operational experience, and they are linked to cognitive mechanisms and, therefore, to the 
processors of macrocognitive functions.  These make the PIFs explainable and quantifiable with 
human error data.  This structure advances the state of practice of using PIFs in HRA.  

A specific HRA application may involve only a subset of PIFs from the structure, and various 
applications may involve different subsets of PIFs.  Nevertheless, the subsets of PIFs for 
various HRA applications share this common structure.  This increases consistency between 
methods and allows comparisons of the HRA quantification results from different methods. 
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4 AN INTEGRATED PROCESS FOR HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
WITH IDHEAS-G 

This chapter describes the IDHEAS-G HRA process as a method to perform HRA.  The method 
implements the cognition model in the general HRA process.  The method has four stages:  
scenario analysis, modeling of important human actions, estimation of HEPs, and integrative 
analysis.  Each stage analyzes a human event with different perspectives and levels of detail.  
The NRC staff developed step-by-step guidelines for the first three stages and detailed 
supplemental guidance for practical use of the method.  The appendices to this report present 
the step-by-step guidelines for the first three stages and supplemental guidance.  The last 
stage, integrative analysis, includes documenting uncertainties in the event analysis and 
treating dependencies between important human actions.  The NRC staff did not make new 
developments for the integrative analysis stage.  Instead, the staff adapted and synchronized 
the guidelines for uncertainty and dependency analysis from existing HRA methods and 
regulatory guidance documents.  The appendices to this report also present the synchronized 
guidelines. 
 
4.1 Overview of the IDHEAS-G Human Reliability Analysis Process 

4.1.1 General Human Reliability Analysis Process 

HRA requires both qualitative analysis and quantification of HEPs, as illustrated in Figure 4-1.  
Qualitative analysis involves understanding the event and systematically collecting information 
for quantification.  The full span of performing an HRA generally includes the following activities: 

 Collect information about the event being analyzed:  The event being analyzed is 
described with a baseline scenario and potential deviating scenarios.  Information about 
scenario context is also collected. 

 Identify important human actions:  Important human actions (IHAs) in a scenario are 
identified. In the context of a PRA, an IHA is the same as an HFE.  In the context of an 
integrated safety analysis (ISA)1, an IHA is the same as an item relied on for safety 
(IROFS).2 

 Perform task analysis of important human actions:  An important human action may 
consist of one or multiple discrete tasks for analysis.  Task analysis identifies and 
characterizes the critical tasks in an important human action. 

 Perform time analysis and assess feasibility of the important human actions. 

 Evaluate potential failure modes of an IHA or its critical tasks and assess relevant PIFs.  

 Estimate failure probability of the IHA (i.e., the HEP). 

                                                 
1  An ISA is a systematic analysis developed for facilities subject to the requirements of Subpart H of Title 10 of the Code 

of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 70, which identifies “facility and external hazards and their potential for initiating 
accident sequences, the potential accident sequences, their likelihood and consequences, and the [IROFS].” 

2  IROFS are “structures, systems, equipment, components, and activities of personnel [emphasis added] that are relied 
on to prevent potential accidents at a facility that could exceed the performance requirements in 10 CFR 70.61 or to 
mitigate their potential consequences.” 
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 Analyze dependency between IHAs and adjust the probabilities of the dependent IHAs 
accordingly. 

 Identify and document sources of uncertainties throughout the HRA process. 

Not every HRA method includes all these steps.  Some methods begin with quantification 
without explicitly requiring qualitative analysis.  Many HRA methods do not have a separate step 
for task analysis.  In practice, some HRA analysts may perform task analysis along with 
collecting qualitative information, while others implicitly identify tasks to be modeled as a part of 
identifying the failure modes of an IHA. 
 

 

Figure 4-1 General HRA Process 

4.1.2 IDHEAS-G Human Reliability Analysis Process 

The IDHEAS-G HRA process includes all the activities described in Section 4.1.1 and organizes 
the activities into four distinct stages, as described below and shown in Figure 4-2. 
 
• Stage 1:  Scenario analysis—The purpose of this stage is to understand human 

performance in the event and collect information for quantification.  It includes 
developing operational narratives and identifying scenario/event context that affects 
human performance and important human actions in the event. 

• Stage 2:  Modeling of important human actions—The purpose of this stage is to model 
the challenges to human performance of an important human action.  It includes 
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identifying and analyzing critical tasks in an important human action, identifying potential 
CFMs of the critical tasks, and assessing the PIFs relevant to the critical tasks. 

• Stage 3:  HEP quantification—The purpose of this stage is to estimate the HEP of an 
important human action.  It has two parts:  (1) estimating the error probability attributed 
to the uncertainties and variability in the time available and time needed to perform the 
action and (2) estimating the error probabilities attributed to the CFMs. 

• Stage 4:  Integrative analysis—The purpose of this stage is to document the 
uncertainties in the event analysis and assess the dependency between the analyzed 
important human actions in the scenario/event. 

 

Figure 4-2 IDHEAS-G HRA Process 

The IDHEAS-G Cognitive Model for Human Performance and Reliability is implemented in every 
stage.  For Stage 1, Scenario Analysis, the cognitive model asks questions to collect context 
information pertinent to the macrocognitive functions and PIFs and organizes information for 
input to subsequent stages.  Stage 2, Modeling of Important Human Actions, is based on the 
cognitive model, representing the failure of a human action with the CFMs derived from the 
cognitive basis structure and representing the event context in the PIF structure.  Stage 3, HEP 
Quantification, is based on the CFMs.  The estimation of HEPs relies on human error data 
generalized using the cognition model.  For Stage 4, Integrative Analysis, the NRC staff 
developed insights on how to use the cognition model to assess the dependency between the 
important human actions in an event, as documented in APPENDIX K.  

The output of each stage serves as the inputs to subsequent stages.  Moreover, the outputs of 
the various stages represent the understanding of the event from different perspectives and at 
different levels of detail.  The outputs of all of the stages together provide an integrated, 
systematic understanding of the event on what may happen to human performance and how 
personnel may succeed or fail the action. 

Note that Stage 2, Modeling of Important Human Actions, is distinct from HEP quantification in 
Stage 3.  The purpose of modeling an important human action is to construct a failure model for 
the action.  A failure model is independent of the ways of estimating the HEPs.  Stage 2 
describes what can go wrong with the important human action, how it may fail, and what factors 
affect the failure.  Based on this failure model, the HEP may be estimated in different ways, 
depending on the availability of human error data relevant to the failure model. 
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4.2 Stage 1:  Scenario Analysis 

4.2.1 Overview of Scenario Analysis 

The objective of this stage is to understand human performance in the event and collect 
information that may influence important human actions.  A PRA event has its safety-related 
goal or mission.  Scenario analysis helps HRA analysts to understand important actions that 
personnel must perform to achieve the goal and the challenges personnel may face in the event 
scenario.  The analysis allows HRA analysts to gain perspectives on the broad spectrum of 
scenario-specific conditions that may require personnel attention.  Such perspectives are 
essential for an analyst to perform an integrated assessment of the factors that may influence 
personnel performance in the context of the evolving scenario.  This stage includes the 
following:  development of operational narrative, identification of event context, and identification 
of important human actions. 

Development of operational narrative.  The operational narrative provides a detailed account of 
the event scenario, including a storytelling-style representation and timeline.  The objective of 
an operational narrative is to develop an in-depth understanding of the event evolution.  The 
operational narrative specifies the initial conditions, initiating event, and boundary conditions of 
the event, as well as the scenario progression and consequence.  A baseline scenario describes 
the expected event evolution.  Then, the baseline scenario is used as a reference to identify the 
alternative scenarios that could affect the goal of the event.  Several representative scenarios 
(including the baseline scenario) may be identified and together represent different potential 
evolutions of the event. 
 
Identification of event context.  The event context provides a broad view of the conditions that 
affect human performance, including those imposed by the environment, systems, personnel, 
and the actions to be performed.  The context influences event progression, human actions to 
be performed, and human failure modes. 
 
Identification of important human actions.  Important human actions are those that personnel 
must perform to achieve the event goal.  A PRA model typically indicates the important human 
actions required to achieve the success of the event in the event diagram.  Identification of 
important human actions involves working from a PRA model to define those human actions 
from HRA perspectives, identify additional important human actions that are not included in the 
PRA model but may affect the goal of the event, and identify important human actions when a 
PRA model does not yet exist. 

The three parts of the analysis support one another to provide a holistic representation of the 
event.  They should be performed iteratively to obtain an integrated understanding of the event.  
Figure 4-3 illustrates the iterative process of scenario analysis. 

 

Figure 4-3 Iterative Process for Scenario Analysis 
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4.2.2 Development of Operational Narrative 

The initial conditions of an event define the beginning status of an event.  An event scenario 
begins with an initiating event that disturbs the systems and initial conditions.  The baseline 
scenario of an event is the typical operational progression following the initiating event.  The 
baseline scenario is used as the reference for PRA/HRA analysts to gain an understanding of 
the event progression and to identify additional scenarios deviating from the baseline scenario.  
The operational narrative is a means for HRA analysts to develop an in-depth understanding of 
the scenario progression.  The operational narrative includes two parts:  scenario narrative and 
scenario timeline.  The scenario narrative is a storytelling-style documentation of the scenario 
progression.  The scenario timeline documents important human actions and system responses 
in chronological order.  Figure 4-4 illustrates the content of an operational narrative. 

 

Figure 4-4 Composition of an Event Operational Narrative 

A PRA model has the baseline scenario including the narrative and event progression diagram.  
The objective of an HRA operational narrative is to identify and document information specific to 
human performance along with the PRA model. 
 
4.2.2.1 Baseline Scenarios 

The baseline scenario should describe the expected event evolution and information about 
human performance at the appropriate level of detail along a timeline of the scenario 
progression.  It should also include operating experience related to the scenario.  

For NPP events, baseline scenarios can be derived in the following situations: 

• For basic PRA analysis or the condition analysis of the Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) and Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program:  These address 
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baseline scenario describes the expected system responses and personnel actions to 
the event. 

• For the event analysis in the SDP and ASP program:  These address actual events.  The 
baseline scenario describes what actually occurred in an event, including the actual 
system and personnel responses. 

Initiating Event 

An initiating event originates from an internal or external hazard.  It causes abnormalities, which 
may require system automatic interventions, human interventions, or both, to protect safety.  
The ASME/ANS PRA Standard [42] defines an initiating event for nuclear reactor safety as 
follows: 
 

an event either internal or external to that which perturbs the steady state 
operation of the plant by challenging plant control and safety systems whose 
failure could potentially lead to core damage or release of airborne fission 
products.  These events include human-caused perturbations and failure of 
equipment from either internal plant causes (such as hardware faults, floods, or 
fires) or external plant causes (such as earthquakes or high winds). 

Initial Conditions 

The initial conditions describe the beginning status of systems and personnel that have 
implications for the scenario progression.  The PRA model generally defines the initial 
conditions of an event.  The HRA activities of describing initial conditions should consider the 
conditions that can affect human performance.  

Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions describe the expected systems, site, and personnel status immediately 
after the initiating event.  The boundary conditions specify the consequences of the initiating 
event.  The boundary conditions also specify the scope and the assumptions applied to the 
HRA.  They limit the analysis scope to focus on the primary issues and to make simplified 
assumptions about the status of systems (e.g., damage associated with the initiating event) and 
personnel. 

Scenario Progression and End State 

The scenario progression documents the scenario development following the given initiating 
event, initial conditions, and boundary conditions.  The purpose is to describe the scenario 
progression with the emphasis on important human actions involved.  The description should 
include the safety issues and the expected responses of systems and personnel.  At a high 
level, those responses can be summarized using an analogy to the following macrocognitive 
functions: 
 
• cues for detection 
• diagnostic information for understanding and decisionmaking 
• action execution that manipulates systems to achieve the event goal  

The cues are the information that raises attention for detection and triggers personnel’s 
cognitive processes to address the safety issue.  The diagnostic information is the information 
required to make a diagnosis and gain situational awareness for understanding.  
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Decisionmaking refers to making a response decision based on the situational awareness and 
diagnosis.  Action execution refers to implementing the response decision.  Table 4-1 provides 
guiding questions to collect the narrative information. 

Table 4-1 Guideline Questions To Collect Information for the Operational Narrative 

Hypothetical Events 
Safety issue: 
- What is the safety issue? 
- How does it occur? 
- What is the safety significance? 
Cues: 
- What are the credible cues?  
- How are the cues generated? 
- What are the credible means to detect the cues? 
Diagnosis and making decision: 
- What is the credible information for diagnosis? 
- How are the diagnosis and decisionmaking performed?  
- What are the basis of and constraints on diagnosis and decisionmaking? 
- What may mislead personnel to make a wrong diagnosis or decision? 
Actions: 
- What are the automatic system responses to the safety issue? 
- What are the manual actions needed to mitigate the safety issue?  How are 

the actions performed?  What are the constraints on performing the actions? 
Overarching considerations: 
- Specify who does what for each macrocognitive function. 
- Discuss the considerations that could have significant effects on operator 

responses. 
- Teamwork and communication should be discussed when applicable. 

 
Timeline 

The scenario timeline describes the event progression in chronological order.  Important timing 
of system status changes and cues for important human actions should be included.  Along the 
timeline are different types of information for understanding human-system interactions.  Each 
information type is described below. 
 
• System automatic responses:  A system automatic response is a system status change 

based on the setpoints or logic of the automatic component actuations or that a system 
failed to perform its designed function.  An example is “safety injection (SI) injected 
coolant into the reactor coolant system (RCS) at 1,600 pounds per square inch gauge 
(psig).” 

• Human responses:  These are important human actions that include detecting the cue, 
making a diagnosis, entering and exiting procedures, making decisions important to the 
scenario, and performing actions.  The actions could be either physical interference with 
a system to change the scenario course or actions that should be performed but are not 
performed, which allows safety degradation in the scenario.  Each human response 
should identify the task and the crew or individual who performs the task. 
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• Critical data for situational awareness:  This refers to the information generated from a 
system or other source for personnel to diagnose the situation or make decisions.  
Examples are the alarms that notify the operator of a system abnormality. 

Notes:  Included in the notes is information about background, explanation, context, or 
supplemental information to the system responses, human response, and key data.  For 
example, a required human response is “depressurize the reactor pressure vessel to a certain 
pressure range at a rate less than 100 °F/hr”; included in the notes is “the task takes about 
2 hours by periodically manually opening and closing a safety relief valve.” 
 
4.2.2.2 Additional Scenarios 

To perform a risk assessment, the PRA identifies possible event scenarios leading to undesired 
consequences.  Failure of the system or required important human actions may generate new 
scenarios deviating from the baseline scenario.  Additional scenarios are identified by asking 
“what if” questions on the failures and consequences of the systems responses and important 
human actions.  The focus on identifying additional scenarios is to develop a high-level risk 
perspective of the system responses and important human actions that, if failed, would change 
the scenario progression. 
 
4.2.3 Identification of Event Context 

Identification of event context refers to the search for the conditions that challenge or facilitate 
human performance in the event.  Event context serves as the high-level guidance for defining 
and analyzing important human actions.  It provides a basis for estimating the HEPs of the 
important human actions in the event.  In HEP estimation, the context is represented by the 
states of the PIFs.  Event context is documented in the following categories: 
● environment and situation context 
● system context 
● personnel context  
● task context  
 
Identification of event context is an exploration of the conditions that are likely to lead to 
cognitive challenges, as well as the conditions that may positively affect human performance.  
Context affects personnel performance by directly impacting systems and personnel or 
mitigating the adverse effects of other conditions.  Event context should describe all of the 
conditions that may affect human performance in the entire event.  Practically, the process of 
searching for event context should focus on the conditions that can affect the macrocognitive 
functions and lead to undesirable consequences of the event. 
 
Environment and Situation Context 
Environmental conditions can impact system responses and human performance.  Typical 
causes of environmental conditions include fire, smoke, flood, earthquake, tornado, temperature 
extremes, and radiation.  NUREG/CR-5680 [43], [44] describes the following environmental 
conditions that should be considered in risk analysis: 

• temperature and humidity 
• noise 
• radiation or chemical contamination 
• light and glare 
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• smoke and fog 
• high wind 
• standing or running water 
• debris 
• vibration 
• seismic aftershocks 

Environmental conditions may change during the evolution of an event, and they may vary in 
the different locations where important human actions are performed.  Thus, documenting 
environmental context should annotate the scope to which the context applies. 
 
System Context 

IDHEAS-G uses the term “systems” to broadly refer to structures, systems, and components, as 
well as sensors, equipment, I&C, and HSIs.  Systems typically include the following: 
 
• Physical structures (and their locations) for personnel and systems to do the work. 

• Frontline systems that perform accident mitigation functions. 

• Supporting systems that help primary systems or personnel to achieve their functions.  
NUREG-2122, “Glossary of Risk-Related Terms in Support of Risk-Informed 
Decisionmaking,” issued November 2013 [49], interprets supporting systems as follows: 

In a PRA, support system failures are evaluated to determine the effect of 
these failures on the operability of other plant systems and components.  
Often one support system, such as component cooling water, provides 
functionality to multiple systems or components, and therefore, needs to 
be considered in PRA modeling to assess what happens if that capability 
is lost to multiple systems.  Examples of support systems include 
electrical power, cooling water, instrument air, and heating, ventilation, 
and air conditioning.  Support systems (e.g., cooling water) can require 
other support systems for operation (e.g., electric power may be needed 
to operate the cooling water pumps).  Front-line systems typically require 
one or more support systems.  In some instances, a failed support system 
can lead to an undesired plant condition that requires successful 
mitigation by plant equipment and personnel to prevent core damage 
from occurring. 

• Event-related systems that do not support the mission and expected outcomes of the 
event but are related to the event by sharing common resources, personnel, or physical 
structures.  

• I&C, sensors, equipment, HSIs, and any subjects needed by the systems or personnel. 

To identify system context, it is important to understand the operational concepts of the systems 
(i.e., how the systems are intended to work and how they are intended to interact with 
personnel).  Examples of different types of human-system interactions include the following: 
 
• Personnel operate systems—Systems perform their functions as directed by personnel; 

for example, a radiologist operates a remote after-loading brachytherapy system to 
perform radiotherapy for patients. 
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• Personnel supervise process control systems—Such systems, under normal operating 
conditions, require only occasional fine tuning of system parameters to maintain 
satisfactory performance, and personnel have overall responsibility for control of the 
system.  Examples are NPP control systems and medical patient-monitoring systems. 

• Personnel support autonomous systems—Systems automatically perform all of the 
mission-critical tasks, and the major tasks for personnel are to program changes in 
inputs or control routines and to serve as a backup in case of a failure or malfunction in a 
system component.  Examples of autonomous systems are small modular reactors and 
unmanned vehicles. 

• Passive system—The system operates on gravity and does not need personnel for 
operation (it would still need personnel for installation and maintenance, and personnel 
may decide to intervene in its operation). 

The system context includes the conditions that could negatively or positively affect human 
performance.  Identification of system context should focus on conditions that create conflicting 
priorities, confusion, and distractions to human performance.  Those conditions often involve 
nonsafety systems and equipment that are not the focus of an event analysis (so they may not 
be modeled in the PRA).  For example, NPP operators may be concerned about possible 
damage to major plant equipment that is not directly relevant to the PRA event scenario, failures 
or interruptions of nonsafety power supplies that are not explicitly modeled in the PRA, 
disruptions of low-voltage I&C power supplies that are not modeled, investigation of false fire 
alarms, and other conditions.  System context should include these elements of the event 
scenario. 
Below are some general considerations for identifying system context: 
 
• Systems may become unavailable or behave abnormally because of accidents, 

incidents, hazards, maintenance, repairs, aging, or concurrent activities to protect 
workers or major equipment.  For example, computer systems may become temporarily 
unavailable because of network congestion; some sensors of NPP reactor systems may 
become unreliable as the result of an electrical fault; operational system components or 
equipment may be disabled because of problems in related systems (such as other 
reactor units in multiunit NPPs). 

• Electrical faults may reset systems or components to an undesirable status. 

• The designed operational range of the system, structure, or component could be 
exceeded and functions needed to support the component or instrument operation may 
be inadequate. 

• Structures may have degraded environmental conditions or be inaccessible because of 
hazards or construction activities. 

• Automated systems could be intentionally turned off because of personnel’s 
well-intentioned but incorrect belief. 

Personnel Context 

Personnel include all of the people who perform the required actions in an event.  Personnel 
may work in various structures: 
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• Individuals—Every person has his or her own roles, responsibilities, and assigned tasks. 

• Team or crew—A group of individuals work collaboratively for common goals. 

• Organization—This is a framework outlining authority and communication processes for 
individuals and teams.  The framework usually includes policies, rules, and 
responsibilities for each individual in the organization.  

Explicit consideration of personnel structures and team processes is important in analyzing 
human performance.  This allows HRA analysts to systematically identify the performance 
challenges and opportunities for errors that arise when the event involves a complex 
organization distributed across multiple locations with complex communication and command 
and control structures.  Communication, cooperation, and coordination across multiple 
individuals distributed in time and space are essential in emergency responses.  The personnel 
structure, lines of communication, and chain of command play a critical role in successful 
performance.  The Fukushima event provides multiple examples of performance delays and 
performance failures resulting from miscommunications, lack of clear understanding of roles and 
responsibility, and complex chains of command and control. 
 
Personnel context includes the conditions that challenge or facilitate personnel to perform the 
tasks.  Personnel context specifies the conditions affecting individuals, teams, or organizations.  
The context affects personnel’s task performance in detecting information, understanding the 
situation, making decisions, executing planned actions, and teamwork.  Below are some 
considerations for the personnel context: 
 
• Availability of personnel—Consider the amount and types of personnel available to 

respond to the event relative to the personnel needed.  Personnel may become 
unavailable for reasons such as multiple simultaneous events, environmental effects, or 
duties unrelated to the event.  

• Operational limitations of personnel—Personnel may not perform work as expected for 
reasons such as physical limitations, not being prepared or trained for the type of events, 
or conformance to special safety or regulatory requirements. 

• Organizations may not have adequate infrastructure to support teamwork for reasons 
such as safety culture, authorization restrictions, conflict of interest or goals, or lines of 
communication. 

• Availability of personnel support—Personnel may lack necessary support such as 
training, tools, procedures or protocols, and expertise for reasons such as hazards, 
“surprise” of the event, beyond-design-basis accidents, lack of experience using the 
supporting items, and need to share the limited supporting items.   

• Personnel not in their normal locations—For example, in an NPP fire event, the shift 
manager and the shift technical advisor were in another building away from the main 
control room for shift turnover. 

• Operating team not in normal configuration:  For example, one individual is temporarily 
performing dual responsibilities for a missing team member.   
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• Personnel substitution:  Temporary substitution of an individual familiar with the tasks by 
another individual who does not normally perform the tasks is likely to affect human 
performance. 

Considerations for personnel context may also address safety culture.  Safety culture is the 
attitude, beliefs, perceptions, and values that employees share about safety.  Different 
organizations define various safety culture metrics.  The NRC defines nuclear safety culture as 
the core values and behaviors resulting from a collective commitment by leaders and individuals 
to emphasize safety over competing goals to ensure protection of people and the environment.  
The NRC defines safety culture traits such as leadership safety value and actions, problem 
identification and resolution, and effective safety communication.  Event analyses and research 
indicate that the extent to which an organization prioritizes safety over competing goals 
(e.g., cost, production, schedule) primarily has indirect effects on human performance by 
affecting the state or condition of other PIFs.  For example, in response to perceived financial 
pressure on the organization, leaders may decide to defer maintenance of equipment, reduce 
staffing, delay or cut training, choose not to purchase enough tools and field equipment, or 
otherwise limit the amount and condition of resources available to support human performance. 

Task Context 

Task context includes special conditions for tasks that need to be performed and how these 
tasks are expected to be performed.  The characterization of human-system interaction and 
conduct of operations specify how tasks are performed.  Some aspects such as burden and 
pace of the tasks may be better understood from the perspective of operational experience.  
The conditions affect the task requirements, task difficulty, and demands for resources.  In 
identifying task context, these conditions should be evaluated against the five macrocognitive 
functions to determine if the situation challenges these functions. 
Below are some general considerations for task context: 
 
• Use of computerized HSIs and supporting systems increase work for personnel. 

• Multiple simultaneous events may lead to multitasking, interruptions, and distraction. 

• Failure or unavailability of operational system components may make event progression 
unpredictable. 

• Unusual event evolution may reduce the time available for required important human 
actions. 

• Complex events often require personnel to perform tasks in distributed locations. 

• Personnel may need to perform additional tasks upon failures of automated systems. 

• Personnel may make nonrequired changes to system status or interfere with system 
automation with good intentions, yet the changes may lead to undesirable 
consequences. 

The four categories of context are not intended to represent an exclusive classification system.  
Rather, they are intended to guide the search for important context that can significantly affect 
human performance.  HRA analysts may develop questions to probe the possible conditions 
that can lead to impacts on the macrocognitive functions. 
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4.2.4 Identification and Definition of Important Human Actions 

This part of Stage 1 is to identify important human actions as the analysis units of an HRA and 
define the actions at a high level.  Important human actions are those required in the event 
progression to achieve the mission or goal of the event.  PRA models represent some important 
human actions as HFEs, including pre-initiator, initiator, and post-initiator actions.  The definition 
of important human actions includes success criteria of the action, consequence of the HFE, 
relevant procedural guidance, cues and indications, and available time (whether or not the 
action is time critical).  The definition establishes the scope for further analysis of the important 
human action. 
 
Identification of Important Human Actions  

Identification of important human actions involves searching for important human actions in 
baseline and deviation scenarios.  The search process is outlined as follows: 
 
• Important human actions from the baseline scenario:  This is the identification of the 

important human actions from the baseline scenario that affect mission-critical systems.  
In a PRA model, these are the HFEs that are the top events in event trees or the basic 
events in fault trees.  

• New important human actions may be identified in deviation scenarios.  

• The search process identifies important human actions interacting with mission-critical 
systems as well as noncritical systems; manipulations of noncritical systems may impact 
mission-critical system functions and personnel performing key actions with 
mission-critical systems. 

• The search process also identifies errors of commission that impact mission-critical 
system functions. 

Definition of Important Human Actions 

An identified important human action is defined at the level describing the human failure of the 
action and linking it to the affected systems.  The definition should describe the success criteria 
of the important human action and the consequences of the failure.  The definition may include 
the following: 
 
• success criteria that define the desired end states or outcomes of the systems with the 

success of the important human action 

• consequence of failing the action 

• beginning and ending points of the action 

• procedures available for the action 

• the cues and other indications for initiating the action 

• accident sequence-specific timing of cues and the time available for the action 
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4.2.5 Summary of Stage 1 Analysis 

The outcomes of Stage 1, Scenario Analysis, consist of event context, operational narrative, 
and important human actions. 

• Event context provides a holistic view of conditions that influence system and human 
performance. 

• Operational narrative, including the baseline scenario and deviation scenarios, provides 
the evolutionary perspective of the event progression. 

• Important human actions are the analysis units of an HRA. 

These establish a holistic understanding of the event and constitute the foundation for 
performing an HRA.  Scenario analysis provides a framework to systematically document the 
basic information about an event and enhances HRA analysts’ understanding of the scenario.  
The information and understanding serve as the basis for the rest of the HRA process.  The 
outcomes of scenario analysis also serve as a means to communicate with PRA/HRA analysis 
team members with different technical disciplines to ensure a cohesive understanding of the 
assumptions that are applied to the analysis. 
 
4.3 Stage 2:  Modeling of Important Human Actions 

4.3.1 Overview of Modeling Important Human Actions 

Stage 2 is to model an important human action for reliability analysis based on the information 
identified in Stage 1.  This stage includes three parts:  identification and characterization of 
critical tasks in an important human action, identification of CFMs of the critical tasks, and 
representation of the important human action context with PIFs.  The outcomes of these three 
parts generalize the information obtained in Stage 1, Scenario Analysis, and establish the basis 
for Stage 3, HEP Quantification. 

Task analysis.  A task is a set of related human activities to achieve a common goal.  In 
IDHEAS-G, the term “task” refers to a clearly defined piece of an important human action, 
assigned to expected personnel and required to achieve the success criteria of the action.  In 
short, an important human action can be divided into a set of discrete tasks.  Different people or 
teams, at various locations, and in different time intervals may perform an important human 
action.  Breaking an important human action into discrete tasks can facilitate the assessment of 
PIFs and HEP estimation.  The objective of task analysis is to identify and characterize critical 
tasks in an important human action.  HEP quantification of an important human action is 
performed on its critical tasks (i.e., the HEP of an important human action is the combined HEPs 
of all its critical tasks). 

Identification of CFMs.  HRA methods use human error failure modes as a taxonomy to 
describe the ways that important human actions may fail and to quantify the HEP of an action.  
IDHEAS-G uses macrocognitive functions and their processors to model the cognitive process 
of performing human tasks.  Therefore, the failures of the macrocognitive functions or their 
processors are used as CFMs to represent various types of task failures.  The failure of a task 
can be represented with one or several CFMs.  Identification of CFMs applicable to a task 
means identifying all the CFMs that can potentially occur for that task. 
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Assessment of PIFs.  The scenario analysis in Stage 1 identifies the event context that 
challenges or facilitates human performance.  The context is descriptive.  HRA methods use a 
set of PIFs to generalize and represent the context.  The IDHEAS-G PIF structure (details in 
Chapter 3) consists of a comprehensive set of PIFs and their attributes.  The objective of this 
part of the analysis is to assess the states of the PIFs relevant to the critical tasks.  PIF states 
describe the impact of a PIF on HEPs.  PIF states can be discrete or continuous variables.   

The Stage 2 analysis begins with organizing the outcomes of Stage 1 as the input to Stage 2, 
including the following: 
• important human actions as the units of analysis 

• scenario boundary conditions and event context for assessing the states of PIFs 

• operational narrative for performing task analysis and identifying CFMs applicable to the 
critical tasks of important human actions 

• definition of the important human action for developing task diagrams and characterizing 
tasks  

With the information organized, Stage 2 starts with task analysis to identify and characterize 
critical tasks of the important human action being analyzed.  Identification of applicable CFMs is 
then performed for every critical task.  Assessment of PIF states should be first performed for 
the entire important human action.  Yet, because PIF states may vary for different critical tasks 
of the important human action, the PIF states assessed for the whole action need to be verified 
and may change for every critical task.  On the other hand, the assessment of PIF states may 
modify task analysis and CFM identification.  If two critical tasks have identical PIF states, they 
can be merged into the same task.  However, if the PIF states are different for different portions 
of a critical task, then the task should be further broken down.  Figure 4-5 illustrates the iterative 
process of these activities. 
 

 

Figure 4-5 Iterative Process for Modeling of Important Human Actions 

4.3.2 Task Analysis 

The objective of task analysis is to identify critical tasks in an important human action and 
characterize the tasks.  The critical tasks are the ones that are essential to the success criteria 
of the important human action, and failure of any of the critical tasks will cause the failure of the 
important human action.  Thus, each critical task represents an opportunity for failure of the 
important human action.  Not all of the tasks in an important human action are essential to its 
success.  For example, some required tasks are confirmatory, and incorrectly performing them 

Task Analysis

Identification of 
CFMs

Assessment of 
PIFs
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would not necessarily lead to failure of the important human action.  Personnel may also 
perform secondary tasks that do not necessarily relate to the success criteria of the important 
human action.  However, those noncritical tasks may compete for resources with critical tasks, 
and they may also interfere with the performance of critical tasks.  Thus, they should be 
identified as a part of the characterization of the critical tasks. 

Figure 4-6 illustrates how the critical tasks in an important human action relate to the various 
stages of IDHEAS-G analysis.  A human event has one or multiple important human actions, 
and an important human action is divided into one or multiple critical tasks, which are the basic 
units of HEP quantification.  A critical task consists of cognitive activities, which are achieved 
through macrocognitive functions; the failure of a critical task is represented with applicable 
CFMs. 

 

Figure 4-6 IDHEAS-G Task Structure 

4.3.2.1 Identification and Graphic Representations of Critical Tasks 

In performing an HRA, it is important to capture all of the critical tasks along with their relations, 
cues for the tasks, and timing information.  Graphic representations of the tasks and their 
relations help identify critical tasks and organize the outcomes of task analysis.  Graphic 
representation of the task is developed for the purpose of communication, illustration, and 
documentation of the task analysis.  A thorough task analysis should use the combination of 
three graphic representations to identify and represent the tasks:  a task diagram, a teamwork 
diagram, and a timeline. 
 
• A task diagram represents the success paths of critical tasks required to achieve the 

important human action; the paths indicate that failure of a critical task can lead to the 
failure of the important human action.  A task diagram also illustrates the orders and 
relations of the critical tasks to be performed. 
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• For an important human action that involves collaborative teamwork among multiple 
entities, a teamwork diagram represents the task sequences of the teams and the 
required interteam interactions such as communication, coordination, command and 
control, distribution of decisionmaking, and authorization chains.   

• The timeline of an important human action represents the occurrence of cues, critical 
tasks, and important transitions of system states in a chronological order.  It also 
includes necessary noncritical tasks along the timeline to assess their interference with 
critical tasks. 

 
One issue in developing task diagrams is the level of breaking down an action into tasks.  The 
outcome of task diagrams for the same action may represent various levels of task breakdown 
or diverse ways of grouping simple activities into a single task.  Breaking an action into too 
many detailed tasks tends to hide the action context and results in the tedious work of 
quantifying HEPs for all the tasks.  Because the critical tasks identified for an important human 
action are just one way to model the action, there are no universally applicable rules on the level 
at which an action should break down into tasks.  After all, the purpose of representing an 
important human action with critical tasks is to facilitate PIF assessment and HEP estimation.  
The NRC staff offers the following guidelines for developing task diagrams: 
• Start from the highest level of breaking down an action (i.e., use as few tasks as 

possible to represent the action. 

• Further break down the important human action or a high-level task only when the PIF 
states vary for different portions of the action or task. 

• Stop breaking down the tasks at the level where there are performance indications or 
empirical data available to inform HEPs.  For example, expert judgment has been a 
prevalent way to estimate HEPs; if expert judgment is used, the important human action 
should be broken down to critical tasks at the level with which experts are familiar.  
Thus, they are able to make proper judgment. 

4.3.2.2 Characterization of Critical Tasks 

The objective of task characterization is to define the context of the critical tasks that can impact 
task performance.  The characterization of a task determines the states of many PIFs relevant 
to the task.  The characterization also includes identifying cognitive activities involved in the 
task.  The cognitive activities determine the macrocognitive functions and processors required 
for the task.  These are the basis for identifying CFMs applicable to the critical task.  
Characterization of a critical task should include, but is not limited to, the characteristics listed in 
Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2 Task Characterization in Task Analysis 

Task characteristics Description 
Task goal  The expected outcome of the task with respect to the success criteria 

of the action.  
Specific requirements Specifications on the task goal such as timing requirements, criteria of 

task outcomes, and how the task goal should be achieved 
(e.g., monitoring parameters at a certain time interval, using secondary 
cues when the primary cues are not available, cooling down the RCS 
within a certain rate). 

Cues and supporting 
information 

The cues to initiate the task and key information needed to perform the 
task.  A cue could be an alarm, an indication, a procedure instruction, 
or others (e.g., an onsite report).  The supporting information is in 
addition to the cue required to perform the task. 

Procedures  Available procedures, guidance, or instructions designed for the task. 
Personnel  Types of workers needed for the task, minimum staffing required, 

special skillset required. 
Task support  Job aids, tools, and equipment needed. 
Location Places where the task is performed, special environmental factors 

about the locations.   
Cognitive activities Cognitive activities that are involved in the task and that place 

demands on their corresponding macrocognitive functions. 
Concurrent tasks Concurrent tasks (critical or noncritical) that compete for personnel’s 

cognition and resources.  
Teamwork 
considerations 

Interteam collaborative activities required for the task and 
requirements for communication facilities (e.g., equipment, tools, 
devices). 

 
The information in the task characterization can be mapped to various PIF attributes, and thus, 
along with the action context, it determines the PIF states.  For example, assessment of 
concurrent tasks determines the applicable attributes for the PIF Multitasking, Interruptions, and 
Distractions (see Table 3-13); specific requirements of a task can be mapped to some attributes 
of task complexity, such as the attribute “complexity and uncertainties in task criteria.” 
 
4.3.2.3 Assessment of Cognitive Activities Involved in a Task 

Cognitive activities in a task are assessed to determine the macrocognitive functions and 
processors needed to achieve the task goal.  Performing a critical task involves the successful 
performance of one or more specific cognitive and behavioral activities, such as collecting 
information for decisionmaking and authorizing the decision.  In operational documents and 
domain expert interviews, tasks are generally described in terms of human behaviors with 
respect to systems.  Such descriptions usually provide information about what cognitive 
activities are involved in a task.  The IDHEAS-G cognition model (described in Chapter 2) 
provides a taxonomy of cognitive activities for each macrocognitive function.  This taxonomy 
can be used to assess cognitive activities involved in a task and subsequently identify the 
macrocognitive functions and processors needed.  Table 4-3 summarizes the taxonomy. 
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Table 4-3 Taxonomy of Cognitive Activities 

Macrocognitive 
function 

Types of cognitive activities 

Detection • Detect cues (through carefully monitoring, searching, 
inspecting, or comparing, etc.). 

• Acquire information (checking, reading, communicating or 
chatting, computing, etc.). 

Understanding • Maintain situational awareness. 
• Assess status based on indirect information. 
• Diagnose problems and resolve conflicts in information 
• Make predictions or form expectations for the upcoming 

situation development. 
Decisionmaking • Make a GO/NO-GO decision for a prespecified action. 

• Select among multiple options or strategies. 
• Make changes or additions to a preexisting plan or 

strategy (e.g., changes of personnel, criteria, subgoals). 
• Develop a new strategy or plan.  

Action Execution • Execute complex actions. 
• Execute simple actions. 
• Execute fine motor actions. 
• Execute strenuous dexterous actions. 

Teamwork (within-team 
and between-team 
interaction) 

• Communicate. 
• Coordinate (including command and control). 
• Cooperate. 

 
In summary, the outcomes of task analysis consist of a list of critical tasks, the relations of the 
tasks, and task characterization including the cognitive activities involved in the tasks.  In this 
way, task analysis provides the input for identifying CFMs and PIF states.  With this information, 
HRA analysts can screen which of the CFMs are applicable for a critical task and assess the 
states of relevant PIFs. 
 
4.3.3 Representation of Task Failure with Cognitive Failure Modes 

4.3.3.1 Criteria for Cognitive Failure Modes in Human Reliability Analysis 

CFMs are the classifications of the various ways that a task may fail.  A complete set of CFMs 
should adequately represent failure of any human task within the application scope of an HRA 
method.  Ideally, CFMs in an HRA method should have the following characteristics: 
 
• Completeness:  CFMs should adequately represent the ways in which tasks might fail. 

• Non-overlapping:  The scope of individual CFMs should not overlap (i.e., the human 
failure represented by one CFM is not represented by other CFMs). 

• Specificity and sensitivity:  The CFMs should be specific enough to differentiate failures 
caused by different contexts.  That is, a CFM should specifically link to a limited set of 
PIF attributes and be sensitive to changes in the attributes. 
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• Observability:  To estimate the HEP of the CFMs using available data or evidence, 
CFMs should be behaviorally observable and related to data or evidence from existing 
human performance operating experience. 

In addition, since IDHEAS-G is a general methodology, the CFMs in IDHEAS-G should be 
independent of the HRA application. 
 
4.3.3.2 The Basic Set of Cognitive Failure Modes in IDHEAS-G 

The NRC staff used the cognitive basis structure of the cognition model (described in Chapter 2) 
to develop a basic set of CFMs.  In the cognitive basis structure, any human task can be 
achieved through the macrocognitive functions, and each function is achieved through a set of 
processors.  Thus, the failure of a task can be represented by the failure of macrocognitive 
functions required for the task or the failure of applicable processors.  This classification 
scheme, failure of macrocognitive functions, results in five high-level CFMs, as shown in Table 
4-4. 

Table 4-4 Failure of Macrocognitive Functions as the High-Level CFMs 

Macrocognitive function Cognitive Failure Mode 
Detection Failure of detecting cues/information  
Understanding Failure of understanding/assessing situation 
Decisionmaking Failure of making decisions/planning actions 
Action execution Failure of executing planned actions 
Teamwork Failure of interteam teamwork 

 
This set of high-level CFMs constitutes a complete representation of cognition failure of a task.  
They are, theoretically, non-overlapping because each macrocognitive function is defined with 
its own scope.  However, these CFMs are not specific enough.  For example, two tasks that 
demand the same macrocognitive function may involve different sets of processors, which are 
affected by different sets of PIFs and may result in different HEPs.  However, if the two tasks 
are modeled with the failure of the same macrocognitive function, then their HEPs would be the 
same.  Thus, the failure of the processors is used as a classification scheme to develop a set of 
middle-level CFMs.  These CFMs are more specific than the high-level CFMs.  Table 4-5 shows 
the middle-level CFMs for failure of detection. 
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Table 4-5 Middle-Level CFMs 

Processors for Detection Middle-Level CFMs for Detection 
D1.  Initiate detection—Establish mental 
model and criteria for information to be 
detected 

D1—Fail to establish the correct mental 
model or to initiate detection 

D2.  Select, identify, and attend to sources of 
information  

D2—Fail to select, identify, or attend to 
sources of information  

D3.  Perceive, recognize, and classify 
information   

D3—Incorrectly perceive or classify 
information   

D4.  Verify and modify the perceived 
information  

D4—Fail to verify perceived information  

D5.  Retain, document/record, or 
communicate the acquired information 

D5—Fail to retain, record, or communicate 
the acquired information 

 
Theoretically, the middle-level CFMs are more specific than the high-level CFMs.  However, 
they do not necessarily warrant adequate observability for HEP estimation.  The processors 
represent the internal cognitive process of achieving the macrocognitive functions.  Most of 
those internal processes are not behaviorally observable, and they are not directly related to 
data or evidence of existing human performance measures.  Thus, it is difficult to assess the 
effects of PIFs on these CFMs in order to estimate the HEPs. 

To make the middle-level CFMs assessable, the NRC staff recommends developing 
application-specific, behaviorally observable CFMs by adapting the middle-level CFMs for 
specific HRA applications.  There is no universal rule for developing detailed CFMs because 
they should be adapted for specific applications.  The four criteria for CFMs (see Section 
4.3.3.1) should be preserved in developing detailed CFMs.   

The NRC staff has developed a reference set of detailed CFMs from the middle-level CFMs.  A 
specific HRA application may either develop its own set of CFMs from the middle-level CFMs or 
adapt this reference set of detailed CFMs.  Shown in Table 4-6 through Table 4-9, these 
detailed CFMs represent the behaviorally observable failures of the processors, along with the 
middle- and high-level CFMs for detection, understanding, decisionmaking, and action 
execution.  The staff did not develop specific, detailed CFMs for failure of teamwork because 
middle-level CFMs for failure of teamwork are already behaviorally observable.  Also, compared 
to other macrocognitive functions, the teamwork function is less studied, and thus there is 
limited empirical data to inform any detailed failure modes.  Therefore, the middle-level and 
detailed CFMs for failure of teamwork, presented in Table 4-10, are the same.  The CFMs for 
failure of teamwork should be updated as more empirical data or evidence on specific modes of 
teamwork failure becomes available. 
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Table 4-6 Detection CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Detection 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Detection 

Fail to initiate 
detection 

D1-1 Detection is not initiated (e.g., skip steps of procedures for 
detection, forget to check information, fail to realize the need to 
check information, no mental model for detection) 

D1-2 Wrong mental model for detection (e.g., incorrect planning on when, 
how, or what to detect) 

D1-3 Failure to prioritize information to be detected 

Fail to select, 
identify, or 
attend to 
sources of 
information 

D2-1 Fail to access the source of information  
D2-2 Attend to wrong source of information 

Fail to perceive, 
recognize, or 
classify 
information 
 

D3-1 Unable to perceive information 
D3-2 Key alarm not perceived 
D3-3 Key alarm incorrectly perceived 
D3-4 Fail to recognize that primary cue is not available or misleading 
D3-5 Cues not perceived 
D3-6 Cues misperceived (e.g., information incorrectly perceived; failure to 

perceive weak signals; reading errors; incorrectly interpret, organize, 
or classify information) 

D3-7 Fail to monitor status (e.g., information or parameters not monitored at 
proper frequency or for adequate period of time, failure to monitor all 
of the key parameters, and incorrectly perceiving the trend of a 
parameter) 

Fail to 
verify the 
perceived 
information 

D4-1 Fail to self-verify the perceived information against the detection 
criteria 

D4-2 Fail to peer-check the perceived information  

Fail to 
communicate 
the acquired 
information 

D5-1 The detected information not retained or incorrectly retained 
(e.g., wrong items marked, wrong recording, and wrong data entry) 

D5-2 The detected information not communicated or miscommunicated 
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Table 4-7 Understanding CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Understanding 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Understanding 

Fail to assess 
or select data 

U1-1 Incomplete data selected (e.g., critical data dismissed, critical data 
omitted) 

U1-2 Incorrect or inappropriate data selected (e.g., failure to recognize the 
applicable data range or recognize that information is outdated) 

Incorrect 
mental model 

U2-1 No mental model exists for understanding the situation 
U2-2 Incorrect mental model selected 
U2-3 Failure to adapt the mental model (e.g., failure to recognize and adapt 

mismatched procedures) 
Incorrect 
integration of 
data and 
mental model 

U3-1 Incorrectly assess situation (e.g., situational awareness not 
maintained, and incorrect prediction of the system evolution or 
upcoming events) 

U3-2 Incorrectly diagnose problems (e.g., conflicts in data not resolved, 
underdiagnosis, failure to use guidance outside main procedure steps 
for diagnosis) 

Fail to iterate 
the 
understanding 

U4-1 Premature termination of data collection (e.g., not seeking additional 
data to reconcile gaps, discrepancies, or conflicts, or failing to revise 
the outcomes based on new data, mental models, or viewpoints 

U4-2 Failure to generate coherent team understanding (e.g., assessment or 
diagnosis not verified or confirmed by the team, and lack of 
confirmation and verification of the results) 

Fail to 
communicate 
the outcome 

U5-1 Outcomes of understanding miscommunicated or inadequately 
communicated 
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Table 4-8 Decisionmaking CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Decisionmaking 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Decisionmaking 

 Inappropriate 
decision model 
 

DM1-1 Incorrect decision model or decisionmaking process (e.g., incorrect 
about who, how, or when to make decision, the decision model or 
process does not support the decision goal 

DM1-2 Incorrect decision criteria 

Incorrect goals 
or priorities 

DM2-1 Incorrect goal selected  
DM2-2 Unable to prioritize multiple conflicting goals 

Data are 
under- 
represented 

DM3-1 Critical information not selected or only partially selected (e.g., bias, 
undersampling of information) 

DM3-2 Selected information not appropriate or not applicable to the 
situation  

DM3-3 Misinterpretation or misuse of selected information 
Incorrect 
judgment or 
planning 

DM4-1 Misinterpret procedure 
DM4-2 Choose inappropriate strategy or options 
DM4-3 Incorrect or inadequate planning or developing solutions (e.g., plan 

wrong or infeasible responses, plan the right response actions at 
wrong times, fail to plan configuration changes when needed, plan 
wrong or infeasible configuration changes) 

DM4-4 Decide to interfere or override automatic or passive safety-critical 
systems that would lead to undesirable consequences 

Failure to 
simulate or 
evaluate the 
decision/ 
strategy/plan 

DM5-1 Unable to simulate or evaluate the decision’s effects (e.g., fail to 
assess negative impacts or unable to evaluate the pros and cons) 

DM5-2 Incorrectly simulate or evaluate the decision (e.g., fail to evaluate 
the side effects or components, or fail to consider all key factors) 

DM5-3 Incorrect dynamic decisionmaking 

Failure to 
communicate 
or authorize 
the decision 

DM6-1 Decision incorrectly communicated  
DM6-2 Decision not authorized 
DM6-3 Decision delayed in authorization 
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Table 4-9 Action Execution CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Action Execution 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Action Execution 

Fail to assess 
action plan and 
criteria 

E1-1 Action is not initiated 
E1-2 Incorrect interpretation of the action plan (e.g., wrong 

equipment/tool preparation or coordination) 
E1-3 Wrong action criteria  
E1-4 Delayed implementation of planned action 
E1-5 Incorrect addition of actions or action steps to manipulate safety 

systems outside action plans (e.g., error of commission) 
Fail to develop 
or modify action 
scripts 

E2-1 Fail to modify, adapt, or develop action scripts for a high-level action 
plan  

E2-2 Incorrectly modify or develop action scripts for the action plan 
Fail to 
coordinate 
action 
implementation 

E3-1 Fail to coordinate the action implementation (e.g., fail to coordinate 
team members, errors in personnel allocation) 

E3-2 Fail to initiate action 
E3-3 Fail to perform status checking required for initiating actions 

Fail to perform 
the planned 
action 

E4-1 Fail to follow procedures (e.g., skip steps in procedures)  
E4-2 Fail to execute simple action 
E4-3 Fail to execute complex action (e.g., execute a complex action with 

incorrect timing or sequence, execute actions that do not meet the 
entry conditions) 

E4-3A Fail to execute control actions 
E4-3B Fail to execute long-lasting actions 
E4-4 Fail to execute physically demanding actions 
E4-5 Fail to execute fine-motor actions 

Fail to verify or 
adjust action 

E5-1 Fail to adjust action by monitoring, measuring, and assessing 
outcomes 

E5-2 Fail to complete entire action scripts or procedures (e.g., omit steps 
after the action criteria are met) 

            

Table 4-10 Teamwork CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Teamwork 

Middle-Level 
CFMs 

T1 Fail to establish or adapt the teamwork infrastructure 
T2 Fail to manage information 
T3 Fail to maintain shared situational awareness 
T4 Inappropriately manage resources 
T5 Fail to plan or make interteam decisions or generate commands 
T6 Fail to implement decisions or commands 
T7 Fail to control the implementation 
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4.3.3.3 Identification of Cognitive Failure Modes Applicable to a Critical Task 

For each critical task of an important human action, the applicable CFMs are identified.  A 
prerequisite for identification of CFMs applicable to a critical task is the characterization of the 
critical tasks in terms of the specific activities identified as essential for the task goal, since this 
information will be used to identify the relevant CFMs.  The outcomes of task analysis, along 
with other outputs of scenario analysis, provide the structured context for the critical tasks of an 
important human action. 

The rationale for identifying potentially relevant CFMs is based on task characterization.  The 
identification is first performed at the high-level CFMs (i.e., the failure of macrocognitive 
functions).  Only those functions involved in the cognitive activities of a critical task need be 
addressed.  For example, if the critical task being evaluated does not involve action execution, 
then none of the action execution CFMs would apply.  Then for each macrocognitive function, 
every middle-level or detailed CFM is examined with questions probing the relevance of the 
CFM to cognitive activities.  If the answer to the probing question of a CFM is yes for the task 
being evaluated, the CFM applies to the task.  Table 4-11 provides examples of probing 
questions. 

Table 4-11 Example Probing Questions To Assess CFM Applicability 

Middle-Level or Detailed CFM Example Probing Question 

D3-2  Key alarm not perceived 
or incorrectly perceived 

Does the critical task require responding to an alarm as the 
primary cue for success? 

U1  Fail to assess or select 
data 

Does the success of the task require data collection to 
assess system status? 

DM4-1  Misinterpret 
procedures 

Does success require making a decision based on 
procedures (e.g., transfer to another procedure, or initiate 
action)? 

DM4-2  Choose inappropriate 
strategy 

Does the procedure allow a choice of strategies? 

E3-2 Fail to initiate action Does the task require action on plant systems? 

 
4.3.3.4 Summary of Representing Task Failure with Cognitive Failure Modes 

Based on the IDHEAS-G cognition model, the NRC staff developed a basic set of CFMs to 
represent human failure.  The set of the CFMs is structured in three hierarchical levels.  The first 
level is failure of macrocognitive functions, the second (middle) level is failure of the processors 
for every macrocognitive function, and followed by the third level in which each middle-level 
CFM is divided into several detailed, behaviorally observable failure modes.  This hierarchical 
structure allows flexibility in applying the CFMs to specific HRA uses.  This flexibility allows 
adaptation for different levels of detail in the empirical data available for HEP estimation.  A 
specific HRA application may choose the level of CFMs based on the purpose of the application 
and the empirical data available, or it may choose to use a mixture of different levels for different 
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macrocognitive functions.  For example, an HRA application modeling a large amount of 
detailed manual actions may use the detailed CFMs for failure of action execution and the high-
level CFMs for failure of other macrocognitive functions.  A specific HRA application may 
include only a subset of these CFMs.  In short, failure of any task can be represented with one 
or several applicable CFMs. 
 
4.3.4 Representation of Important Human Action Context with Performance-Influencing 

Factors 

4.3.4.1 Performance-Influencing Factor Structure 

The PIF structure (described in Chapter 3) in the IDHEAS-G cognition model provides a 
comprehensive set of PIFs to represent the context of important human actions.  The influence 
of a PIF on task performance is described with its attributes, representing the ways that the PIF 
challenges cognitive mechanisms underlying macrocognitive functions and processors.  Table 
4-12 recaptures all the PIFs described in Chapter 3. 

Table 4-12 IDHEAS-G PIFs 

• Environment- 
and 

situation-related 
PIFs 

 System-related 
PIFs 

 Personnel-related 
PIFs 

 Task-related PIFs 

o Accessibility/ 
habitability of 
workplace, 
including travel 
paths 

o Workplace 
visibility 

o Noise in 
workplace and 
communication 
pathways 

o Cold/heat/ 
humidity 

o Resistance to 
physical 
movement  

o System and 
I&C 
transparency 
to personnel 

o HSI 
o Equipment and 

tools 
•  

o Staffing 
o Procedures, 

guidance, and 
instructions 

o Training 
o Teamwork and 

organizational 
factors  

o Work processes 
•  

o Information 
availability and 
reliability 

o Scenario 
familiarity  

o Multitasking, 
interruptions, and 
distractions 

o Task complexity 
o Mental fatigue 
o Time pressure 

and stress 
o Physical 

demands 
•  

 
4.3.4.2 Mapping Event Context and Task Characterization to Performance-Influencing Factor 

States 

A base state is defined for every PIF in IDHEAS-G.  The base state means that the PIF has no 
observable impact on HEPs.  The other PIF states are poor states that increase HEPs.  Every 
attribute of a PIF represents different levels of poor PIF states because some attributes increase 
HEPs more than others.  The purpose of the assessment of PIF states is to determine 
applicable attributes based on the context identified in scenario analysis and task 
characterization.  When the context challenges task performance, it maps to applicable PIF 
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attributes.  When the context facilitates task performance, it moves the corresponding PIFs to 
their base state. 
 
4.3.4.3 Modeling Performance-Influencing Factor States 

To assess the contribution of PIFs to HEPs, the PIFs need to be quantified.  Existing HRA 
methods typically use binary or several discrete levels to model PIF states.  Examples of labels 
for different levels include the following: 
 
• binary states: 

o present versus not present 
o low versus high 
o good versus poor 
o nominal versus poor 

• several arbitrary discrete states: 

o low, medium, high 
o good, nominal, poor 

Contrary to most HRA methods, empirical human error data in the literature and operational 
databases assess specific PIF attributes rather than using the entire PIF as a single variable.  
For example, when assessing the PIF task complexity, simply denoting it as low, medium, or 
high does not link to its impact on HEPs.  Some attributes themselves are continuous or 
discrete variables.  For example, task interruption is an attribute for the PIF multitasking, 
interruption, and distraction, while cognitive studies show that human error rates continuously 
increase with interruption time.  Thus, to quantify HEPs, defining PIF states should be based on 
available empirical data and knowledge.  Consequently, different PIFs may be defined 
differently (binary, several arbitrary discrete states, or multiple states for different attributes). 

Modeling PIFs with binary or several arbitrarily defined states requires grouping the attributes 
into arbitrarily defined states based on their effects on HEPs.  In modeling PIFs, the analyst 
needs to clearly define the meaning of each state.  Because the effects of PIF attributes on 
HEPs generally vary continuously, the “poor” state can represent any place between no impact 
and maximal impact.  As a result, the HEP for the poor states can vary greatly.  Thus, modeling 
of PIF states should comply with the following guidance: When modeling PIFs with binary or 
several discrete states, the definitions of each state must be specified, used consistently in HEP 
estimation, and documented as the contingency for using the estimated probabilities. 
 
4.3.5 Summary of Stage 2 Analysis 

In summary, Stage 2 analysis establishes a model for analyzing the reliability of an important 
human action.  The model consists of critical tasks and their characterization, applicable CFMs 
of the tasks, and PIF states associated with the tasks.  The critical tasks identified indicate what 
may go wrong with human performance of the action, the applicable CFMs of the critical tasks 
represent how the important human action can go wrong, and the PIF states explain what can 
lead to the failure of the important human action.  Ultimately, the model serves as the basis of 
HEP quantification. 
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4.4 Stage 3:  Estimation of the Human Error Probability of an Important Human 
Action 

4.4.1 Overview of Human Error Probability Estimation in IDHEAS-G 

Estimation of the HEP of an important human action is based on the modeling of the important 
human action in Stage 2.  Figure 4-7 illustrates the IDHEAS-G process for estimating HEPs.  
IDHEAS-G models the HEP of an important human action in two parts:  the error probability 
attributed to uncertainties in time available and time needed for the action (𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡) and the error 
probability attributed to the CFMs of all the critical tasks of the important human action (𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐).  The 
estimation of the HEP of an important human action is the probabilistic sum of 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 and 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐: 
 

 𝑃𝑃 = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡)(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐) (4.1) 
 
where 𝑃𝑃 is the HEP of the important human action being analyzed, and 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 and 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 have already 
been defined.  Note that 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 can also be viewed as the probability that the time required to 
perform an action exceeds the time available for that action, as determined by the success 
criteria. 
 
The cognitive failure part of the overall HEP (𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐) is the probabilistic sum of the error probabilities 
of every critical task.  It is estimated as follows: 
 

 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 1 − ��1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖�
𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1

= 1 − �1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶1��1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2� … �1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚� (4.2) 

 
where 𝑚𝑚 is the total number of critical tasks and 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 is the error probability of the 𝑖𝑖th critical task.  
The error probability of every critical task (𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖) is the probabilistic sum of the error probabilities 
of all its applicable CFMs and it is estimated as follows: 
 

 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 1 − � �1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗�
𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

= 1 − �1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶1��1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶2� … �1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛� (4.3) 

 
where 𝑛𝑛 is the total number of CFMs applicable to the critical task, and 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 is the error 
probability of the 𝑗𝑗th CFM applicable to the critical task.  The error probability of a CFM 
applicable to the critical task is a function of the PIF states associated with the critical task. 
 

 
Finally, Figure 4-7 shows that different PIFs (there are 20 PIFs in IDHEAS-G; see Section 3.2.1) 
can be associated with the error probabilities of the CFMs applicable to the critical task. 

 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶1, 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶2, 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶3, … ) (4.4) 
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Figure 4-7 Overview of Process for HEP Estimation in IDHEAS-G 

4.4.2 Estimation of Time Needed for the Important Human Action 

For time-critical actions, 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 can be calculated using the convolution method described below. 

In the convolution method, 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 denotes the time available for an important human action, which 
is the time from the onset of the cues indicating that the action is needed to the time beyond 
which the action is no longer useful in mitigating the event consequence, and 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 denotes the 
time required for personnel to accomplish the action.  The time required consists of the time to 
recognize the needed action, diagnose the problems, make the decision or plan to perform the 
action, and execute the action. 

To calculate 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 , 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 is represented by its cumulative distribution function 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛
(𝑡𝑡), and 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 is 

represented by its probability density function 𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡).  HRA analysts need to estimate the 
distribution (central tendency and range) of time required and time available.  𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 is the 
convolution of the two distributions, that is— 

Chapter 5 presents details on performing time uncertainty analysis to estimate 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡. 
 
4.4.3 Estimation of the Error Probability of a Cognitive Failure Mode 

4.4.3.1 Approaches for Estimating Human Error Probability 

HEP can be interpreted as the number of errors in performing an important human action 
divided by the number of times that the action is performed.  The error probability of a CFM, 
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𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶, is interpreted as the number of times the failure mode occurs divided by the number of 
times that actions or tasks having the CFM are performed.  𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶  in IDHEAS-G can be estimated 
in one, or a combination, of the following three ways: 

Data-based computation.  When adequate human error data are available in the form of 
number of errors and number of times the task involving the CFM is performed for the given set 
of PIF states, 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 for the set of PIF states can be computed from the data.  The IDHEAS-G 
framework can generalize and integrate various sources of human error data.  Chapter 6 
describes using human error data to inform HEP estimation.  
 

• Expert judgment.  When available numerical data are sparse, expert judgment is used to 
estimate the distribution of HEPs.  This approach relies on the knowledge of the experts who 
arrive at “best estimates” of the distribution of the probability of a parameter or a basic event.  
This approach is typically used when detailed analyses or evidence concerning the event are 
very limited.  Ideally, this approach provides a mathematical probability distribution that 
represents the experts’ “best available” knowledge about the probability of the parameter or 
basic event.  The estimated HEPs are also referred to as subjective probabilities because they 
may be informed by, but are not derived from, objective data.  The IDHEAS At-Power 
Application [20] used expert judgment to estimate the HEPs of the failure modes, using the 
NRC’s guidance document for eliciting expert judgment [50], [51].  APPENDIX J summarizes 
the guidance.  Note that obtaining formal expert judgment of HEPs is very resource demanding. 
 
HEP quantification model.  In reality, the available human error data are far from adequate to 
derive HEPs for any combination of PIF states.  Thus, many HRA methods rely on a 
quantification model to calculate HEPs from a set of ad hoc parameters about base HEPs and 
PIF effects.  Employing a quantification model is a tradeoff between the “good enough” 
estimation and resource availability.  Based on the extensive study of cognitive literature and 
operational databases on human errors, the NRC staff developed the IDHEAS-G quantification 
model.  Obtaining the parameters in the quantification model requires data-based computation 
and expert judgment.  Once all the parameters in the model are estimated, the quantification 
model can be used to calculate HEPs for IDHEAS-G CFMs (i.e., 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶) at any given combination 
of PIF states.  This is described in the next section. 
 
4.4.3.2 IDHEAS-G Human Error Probability Quantification Model 

The quantification model is based on two assumptions that are derived from cognitive 
experimental literature. 
 
Assumption 1:  Base PIFs and Base HEPs 
 
Some PIFs may affect HEPs significantly more than other factors do.  Through an extensive 
literature study, the NRC staff found that three PIFs, information availability and reliability, task 
complexity, and scenario familiarity, can result in a HEP that varies from a minimal value to 1.  
The NRC staff refers to these three PIFs as the “base PIFs.”  The HEPs at various states of 
these base PIFs are referred to as “base HEPs,” which can vary from a minimum value to 1.  
Moreover, the cognitive literature suggests that the effect of the base PIFs on HEPs generally 
follows a logarithmic function, as shown in Figure 4-8.  The rest of IDHEAS-G PIFs are referred 
to as “modification PIFs.”  The data in the literature show that they typically modify base HEP 
values with a weight factor.  Figure 4-8 illustrates the impacts of these two types of PIFs:  the 
states of the base PIFs set up the base HEP varying logarithmically from some minimal value to 
1, as indicated by the blue curve, and the modification PIFs modify the base PIFs by moving the 
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base logarithmic function up to higher HEP values, as illustrated by the orange and green 
curves. 

 

Figure 4-8 A Logarithmic Function 

Assumption 2:  Linear Combination of PIF Effects 

At present, data are not adequate to allow calculation of the HEPs of all CFMs for any given 
combination of PIF states, nor has cognitive research clearly explained the mathematical 
relationship between PIFs and HEPs.  The NRC staff performed a limited metadata analysis on 
experimental studies in which human error rates (i.e., the percentage of human errors) were 
measured with several PIFs varying independently and jointly.  From the metadata analysis, the 
staff found that the human error data fit well to the simplest linear combination of individual PIF 
effects, that is, (𝑤𝑤1 + 𝑤𝑤2 + 𝑤𝑤3 + ⋯ ), where 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 is the percent of increment in error rates when a 
PIF varies from its base state to a poor state (see Equation (4.6)); in other words, 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 is the PIF 
impact weight.  APPENDIX D documents the analysis for this assumption. 
 
With the above assumptions, the IDHEAS-G quantification model is described as follows: 
 
(1) Modeling PIF states.  Every PIF has a base state and multiple poor states.  The base 

state of a PIF has no observable or negligible impact on HEPs.  PIF poor states can be 
defined by their attributes.  For instance, every PIF attribute can be one PIF state.  
Alternatively, PIF states can be simplified into several discrete states by grouping the 
attributes according to their impacts on HEPs.  For example, the PIF attributes can be 
grouped into three PIF states (low, moderate, and high impact). 

(2) Modeling the impact of PIF states on HEPs.  The impact of a PIF state is modeled as 
follows: 

States of Base PIFs

HE
P
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where 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the human error rate at the given PIF state and 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 is the human 
error rate at the base state of the PIF.  The NRC staff generalized human error data for 
many IDHEAS-G PIF attributes [52].  The generalized data can be used as an initial 
estimation of PIF impacts.   

(3) Estimating base HEPs for every CFM.  The quantification model requires base HEPs 
for the poor states of the three base PIFs (information availability and reliability, scenario 
familiarity, and task complexity).  The generalized data have human error rates or 
estimated HEPs for most attributes of these PIFs.  

(4) Calculating the HEP of a CFM for a given set of PIF states.  The following equation is 
used to calculate the HEP of a CFM for any given set of PIF states, provided that all the 
PIF impact weights and base HEPs are obtained: 
 

 
where 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 is the base HEP of a CFM for the given states of the three base PIFs; 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 
is the PIF impact weight for the given state of modification PIFs, which is calculated using 
Equation (4.6); 𝐶𝐶 is a factor that accounts for the interaction between PIFs, and it is set 
to 1 for linear combination of PIF impacts unless there are data suggesting otherwise; 
and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is a factor that accounts for the potential recovery from failure of a task, and it is 
set to 1 unless there are empirical data suggesting otherwise.  

 
Note that the current version of this report does not provide the numeric values of the base 
HEPs and PIF weights.  Although the NRC staff generalized much human error data to obtain 
the parameters in Equation (4.7), the staff performed only limited integration of the data to 
derive the parameters.  Therefore, some parameters are not yet based on data and, 
consequently, need expert judgment.  More importantly, given the current state of knowledge, 
those parameters should not be fixed values.  Rather, they should be updated periodically as 
more human error data become available. 
 
4.4.4 Documentation and Communication of the Assumptions Made for Estimating 

Human Error Probabilities or Parameters in a Quantification Model 

Stage 3 recommends three approaches to HEP estimation, computation of HEPs from data, 
expert judgment, and calculation of HEPs from the quantification model.  Each approach has its 
limitations, uncertainties, and assumptions.  These should be documented and communicated 
along with the estimated HEPs of the important human actions of an event.  Communicating the 
assumptions made for the HEPs ensures that HRA analysts properly use the estimated HEPs in 
HRA applications.  It also helps to resolve analyst-to-analyst and method-to-method HEP 
variation. 
 

 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
 (4.6) 

 
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 = 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ∙ �1 + � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

� ∙ 𝐶𝐶 ∙
1

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
 

                         =
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ∙ (1 + 𝑤𝑤1 + 𝑤𝑤2 + ⋯ + 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛) ∙ 𝐶𝐶

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
 

(4.7) 
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4.5 Summary of IDHEAS-G Human Reliability Analysis Process 

Figure 4-9 illustrates the flow of the IDHEAS-G HRA process and the elements of analysis in the 
four stages.  While the analysis progresses with increasing level of detail from Stage 1 to 
Stage 3, the process maintains the relations between the elements of different stages.  Stage 4 
goes back to analyze and document the dependencies between high-level important human 
actions and the uncertainties in the entire analysis.  Table 4-13 summarizes the activities to be 
performed and the outcomes of each stage. 
 

 

Figure 4-9 Overview of the IDHEAS-G Process 
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Table 4-13 Summary of IDHEAS-G 

 
 

Stage Activities Outputs 

Stage 
1 

Development of 
operational 
narrative 
Identification of 
event context 
Identification and 
definition of 
important human 
actions 

• Event context—System, personnel, and task context 
• Operational narrative   

o Initial conditions, initiating events, boundary 
conditions, and consequences of interest  

o Description of scenario:  Event progression described 
in timeline and narrative stories, including the baseline 
event sequence and deviation event sequences 

• Important human actions as the basic unit of an HRA and 
the definitions of the actions, including success criteria, 
beginning and end points, cues, and key information, etc. 

Stage 
2 

Task analysis 
Identification of 
applicable CFMs of 
a task 
Representation of 
action context with 
PIF states  

• Task diagram representing the expected personnel tasks 
and their relationships 

• Timeline representing when cues and important 
information are expected to become available and timing 
of the tasks   

• Teamwork diagram representing required collaborative 
activities between teams 

• Task characterization such as task goal and requirements, 
cognitive activities involved, tools needed, etc. 

• Macrocognitive functions required for achieving a critical 
task and applicable CFMs for every critical task 

• States of PIFs relevant to the task 

Stage 
3 

Time uncertainty 
analysis 
Estimation of HEPs 
of the CFMs of 
every critical task 

• Uncertainties in time available and time needed to perform 
an important human action 

• 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡, the HEP attributed to time uncertainties  
• 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, the HEPs attributed to CFMs 
• Limitations, uncertainties, and assumptions made in HEP 

estimation 

Stage 
4 

Dependency 
analysis 
Uncertainty 
analysis and 
documentation 

• Dependency factors between the important human actions 
• Adjustment of the HEPs of the important human actions 

based on the assessment of dependency factors 
• Identification and documentation of the three types of 

uncertainty in the analysis (model, parameter, and 
incompleteness uncertainty) 
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5 TIME UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

Cognitive studies show that human errors increase in time-constrained conditions (i.e., when the 
time available for task performance is less than the time needed to complete the tasks).  It is 
important to allocate adequate time for personnel to complete time-critical important human 
actions.  However, real-world events have inherent uncertainties in both the time available for 
performing an action and the time that personnel need to complete the action.  For example, the 
symptoms of a chemical release may take an uncertain amount of time to become significant 
enough to be noticed, while the time needed for workers to flee from the building would also 
vary in different scenarios (e.g., it is uncertain how long it takes to go through unfamiliar 
corridors and stairs).  This chapter introduces the IDHEAS-G time uncertainty model to account 
for HEPs attributable to time uncertainties.  The model also includes guidance for estimating 
uncertainties in time available and time needed. 
 
5.1 Time Uncertainty Model 

IDHEAS-G quantifies the HEP of an HFE in two parts:  the error probability attributed to time 
uncertainty and the error probability attributed to failure of the macrocognitive functions.  The 
HEP equation is the following: 
 

 𝑃𝑃 = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡)(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐) (5.1) 
 
The terms in Equation (5.1) are defined as follows: 
 
• 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 is the error probability resulting from time uncertainties in the time available and time 

needed to perform an action, assuming that actions are performed at a normal pace 
without complications. 

• 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 is the error probability resulting from failures of macrocognitive functions for all the 
critical tasks, assuming that the time for performing the tasks is sufficient.  Sections 4.4.1 
and 4.4.3 and APPENDIX J discuss the estimation of 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐. 

𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 accounts for human errors caused by insufficient time available to perform the action at a 
normal work pace.  When there is not enough time to perform an action, personnel either do not 
complete the action or they rush the action; either one increases the likelihood of errors.  𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 
does not account for human errors caused by time pressure, which means that personnel have 
adequate time, but they are under time pressure so they may try to complete the action as fast 
as possible.  Time pressure is treated as a PIF and contributes to 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐.  IDHEAS-G treats 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡   and 
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 independently. 

When personnel have adequate time to perform tasks, the likelihood of human errors is not 
significantly affected by having more time available, except that more time may yield more 
opportunities for recovering from human errors.  If the time available for an action is only 
somewhat longer than the time required, then the possibility arises that some individuals might 
fail to complete the actions.  In contrast, even if the time available is less than the time needed 
for a task, some individuals may still complete the task correctly.  In real-world events, time 
needed cannot be represented by a single number because it is associated with many sources 
of uncertainty (e.g., the time one person needs to perform a task may be different for another 
person under identical conditions because of individual differences, and the time one person 
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needs can vary in different trials).  Thus, time needed by personnel to perform the actions in an 
HFE should be represented with a probability distribution function to capture the uncertainties. 

Time needed represents the time taken for the actions in the HFE to be completed, including 
information detection, diagnosis, decisionmaking, executing the action, and the time needed for 
teamwork if multiple teams or distributed individuals are involved.  This assumes that all of 
these activities are performed at a normal pace without complication (i.e., the outliers are 
excluded).  Because individuals have their own pace for performing the actions in the HFE, time 
needed is expected to be a distribution for many individuals performing the same actions in the 
same scenario.  This is consistent with the general HRA assumption that actions within an HFE 
are performed by a nominal crew. 

Similarly, because of various uncertainties associated with environment and situation, systems, 
personnel, and tasks, the time available for the action to be completed (i.e., achievement of the 
end state of an HFE) should also be described with a probability distribution function.  For 
example, a medium loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in an NPP is a class of events covering a 
range of pipe break sizes (e.g., from 5.08 centimeters (cm) (2 inches) to 15.24 cm (6 inches) in 
diameter).  The simulation for a medium LOCA scenario uses only a representative break size 
(e.g., 10.16 cm (4 inches) in diameter to represent a range from 5.08 to 15.24 cm (2 to 
6 inches)).  The system time window for recovering the system to desired states can vary greatly 
for specific applications; the time window for recovering from a LOCA for a 5.08-cm (2-inch), 
10.16-cm (4-inch), and 15.24-cm (6-inch) pipe break could be significantly different. 

𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 denotes the time needed to perform an important human action, and 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 is the time available 
for personnel to complete the action.  The basic assumption in calculating 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 is that personnel 
fail the important human action if 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 is greater than 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵.  Thus, 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 is the convolution of the 
probability density functions of 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 and 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛, that is— 
 

 

𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 = 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 > 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵) = � 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 > 𝑡𝑡 ∩ 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 = 𝑡𝑡) = � 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 > 𝑡𝑡|𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 = 𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 = 𝑡𝑡) 
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(5.2) 

 
In Equation (5.2), 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) is the cumulative distribution function of 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛, and it is equal to the 
probability that 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 is less than or equal to a value of time 𝑡𝑡 (i.e., 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑡𝑡)); 𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) is the 
probability density function of 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛; 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) is the cumulative distribution function of 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵, and it is 
equal to the probability that 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 is less than or equal to a value of time 𝑡𝑡 (i.e., 𝑃𝑃(𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 ≤ 𝑡𝑡)); and 
𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) is the probability density function of 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵.  The relationship between 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) is 
given by the following: 
 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛
(𝑡𝑡) = � 𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛

(𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑡

0
 

and 

𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) =
𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
 

 

The relationship between 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) is similar to the two equations provided above 
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Figure 5-1 illustrates that 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 corresponds to the shaded area in the convolution of 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎

(𝑡𝑡) 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛
(𝑡𝑡).  In the illustration, although the mean value of 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 is significantly greater than 

that of 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛, there is still an error probability as indicated in the shaded area because of the 
overlapping tails of the two probability density functions. 
 

 

Figure 5-1 Illustration of Pt as the Convolution of the Probabilistic Distribution Functions 
of Time Available and Time Needed. 

The time needed for personnel to perform the action assumes a normal work pace.  It includes 
the time to detect the cue, understand the situation including diagnosing problems, make 
decisions or response plans, and execute the planned action (including the time to obtain the 
needed equipment, travel to the workplace, and perform the action steps).  The NRC staff used 
the cognition model described in Chapters 2 and 3 to develop guidance for estimating the time 
distribution. 

Notice that the time uncertainty model does not credit situations where the time available is 
excessively greater than the time needed.  Experimental studies [53]–[56] show that having 
excessive time has no impact on human error rates in task performance.  Some PRA models 
credit recovery actions (i.e., personnel realize the failure of an important human action and 
perform the same action again or different actions to recover from the error).  Having excessive 
time makes recovery possible but does not guarantee recovery.  The guideline for the IDHEAS 
At-Power Application [20] has a set of criteria for crediting recovery, and one of the criteria is 
having excessive time available. 
 
5.2 Guidance on Estimating the Distribution of Time Available 

Sufficient time means that an important human action can be successfully performed within the 
time window that the system allows, denoted as 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵.  In the definition of an important human 
action described in scenario analysis, a system time window determines the starting and ending 
time of the action.  Within the system time window, the time available for personnel to complete 
an important human action should account for the time delay before the cues are present or 
available to personnel for detection. 

𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶 𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡

𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵 𝑡𝑡

𝑃𝑃 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 ≅ 𝑡𝑡 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 > 𝑡𝑡
sum over all 

possible values

Note:  The area in red corresponds
to the value of 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 .
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Estimating 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 may require reference to engineering calculations.  For NPPs, 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 is typically 
generated by thermal-hydraulic studies or computer simulations.  It represents the time lapse 
from time zero to the time that a selected key parameter would exceed its safety threshold 
without human intervention.  The nuclear industry has been developing computer codes to 
simulate plant behaviors in various conditions and scenarios.  Performing many simulations that 
include various combinations of plant and equipment conditions can be very resource 
demanding and thus is not practical.  On the other hand, many questions concerning event 
sequence timing are thermal-hydraulic problems.  Often low-cost, relatively simple calculations 
would have adequately answered the question at hand (e.g., the time taken to boil dry the 
steam generators in a loss of feedwater event).  The analytic approach starts by reviewing the 
preliminary risk results to identify the dominant risk contributors.  The calculations can help 
analysts identify areas where uncertainty analysis is needed and where more sophisticated 
analyses should be performed to better define the success criteria.  This phased approach 
makes uncertainty analysis feasible.  Traditional engineering analyses tend to use point 
estimates (e.g., the “best estimate”) and deterministic analysis, but there are physical and 
analytical uncertainties and operational variability for 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵.  Sensitivity studies allow analysts to 
evaluate the effects of the uncertainties and the variability associated with plant operation. 

Estimation of the 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 distribution should also consider the effect of human performance, which is 
the time dependency between important human actions in a PRA scenario.  Studies show that 
there is significant crew-to-crew variability in performance time [14]–[18].  Some crews moved 
through the response efficiently, resulting in more time available for subsequent actions.  Other 
crews responded less efficiently than expected, resulting in less time available for subsequent 
actions.  Therefore, any time dependency between the actions in an event may substantially 
affect the distribution of 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵. 
 
5.3 Guidance on Estimating the Distribution of Time Needed 

Estimating the distribution of 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 should consider three key aspects:  nominal contributors, 
uncertainty factors, and bias factors.  IDHEAS-G recommends the following process for 
estimating the probability distribution of time needed: 
 
• Obtain an initial distribution of time needed including the central tendency and range.  

This information can be obtained by reviewing operational and simulator data and 
interviewing operators.  HRA analysts should collect a range of times (using multiple 
independent estimates to the extent possible).  Average crew response time should be 
obtained, as well as an estimate of the time by which the slowest operating crews would 
be expected to complete the actions. 

• Calibrate the initial estimation by reviewing the factors contributing to 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛.  For example, 
factors such as retrieving the tools needed or traveling to the location need to be 
included when estimating time to line up a pump.  Table 5-1 provides some typical 
contributing factors for 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛. 

• Modify the distribution by identifying and reviewing uncertainty factors that may change 
𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛.  For example, operators’ familiarity with the scenario can significantly change the 
time needed for diagnosing problems.  Table 5-2 provides some typical uncertainty 
factors for 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛. 

• Verify the estimate by reviewing the bias factors that may occur in the estimation 
process.  Research shows that estimation of time needed for human actions tends to be 
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heuristic, and various biases often result in underestimation [57]–[59].  Several common 
bias factors in time estimation [38], [60], [61] are presented below. 

Estimation of 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 is based on the baseline scenario and its context identified in the scenario 
analysis of an HRA.  Experiments on NPP control room operation showed that there was not a 
consistent set of operational scenarios and context for all crews, especially for emergency 
operation [14]–[18].  In other words, the EOPs had many branching points for crews to choose, 
and different crews started from the same point but followed different paths.  Once a crew 
followed a different path, it essentially was working on a different scenario.  In some cases, 
different scenarios may yield a different set of important human actions for HRA to analyze.  In 
other cases, crews perform the same important human action in a different context; therefore, 
the time needed to perform the action can vary.  Such context variability should be considered 
in the estimation of 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛.  Note that context variability, although caused by crew differences, is not 
the same as crew-to-crew variability, which accounts for crew difference in performance time 
when performing the same action in the same scenario in the same context. 

Table 5-1 Typical Factors Contributing to Tn 

Macrocognitive 
Function Factors Contributing to Time Required 

Detection 
 

Travel to source location of information. 
Prepare and calibrate equipment needed for detection. 
Detect and attend to an indication. 
Confirm and verify the indicators. 
Record and communicate the detected information. 

Understanding Assess the information needed for diagnosis, such as knowledge and 
status of a valve, pump, heater, battery, etc. 

Integrate low-level information to create and/or determine high-level 
information. 

Identify plant status and/or conditions based on several parameters, 
symptoms and the associated knowledge; collect information and 
delineate complex information such as a mass and/or energy flow with 
which two or more systems function. 

Delineate conflicting information and unstable trends of parameters 
(e.g., interpret SG pressure trends when one train has failed). 

Wait for continuous or dynamic information from the system to complete 
diagnosis. 

Verify the diagnosis results or reach a team consensus. 
Decisionmaking Prioritize goals; establish decision criteria; collect, interpret, and 

integrate data to reach a satisfying decision. 
Make decision based on parameters, choose strategies, or develop a 

plan. 
Coordinate the decisionmakers (especially with hierarchy of 

decisionmaking or distributed decisionmaking team), achieve 
consensus needed for the decision, or wait for certain information to 
make a decision. 

Simulate or evaluate the outcome of the decision. 
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Table 5-1 Typical Factors Contributing to Tn (continued) 
 

Macrocognitive 
Function Factors Contributing to Time Required 

Action Execution Evaluate the action plan and coordinate staff. 
Travel and gain access to the action site. 
Acquire (deploy, install, calibrate) the tools and equipment (e.g., put on 

gloves) to perform the actions. 
Implement the action steps or continuous action and required timing of 

steps. 
Confirm completion of the actions and wait for system feedback. 

 

Table 5-2 Uncertainty Factors that Modify the Distribution of Tn 

Uncertainty 
Factors Considerations 

Environmental 
factors 

Environmental factors affecting allowable time for work (e.g., radiation 
dose limit to work in a high-radiation environment) 

Delay in personnel and equipment movement because of external hazards 
Continuous habitation 

Plant condition Multiunit events 
Other ongoing activities that compete for resources 

Work site 
accessibility 

Different paths to worksite 
Hurdles to access the worksite (e.g., security system denies access) 

Information 
availability 

Visibility of information 
Familiarity with sources of information 

Procedures/ 
instructions 
applicability and 
training 

Applicability of procedures or instructions 
Recency of training 

Decisionmakers Variability of decisionmakers 
Variability in decision infrastructure 
Communication in distributed decisionmaking 

Staff Staff adequacy (e.g., whether concurrent activities would reduce the staff 
available for the action or whether tasks can be performed concurrently 
with more than adequate staff) 

Command and control 
Staff experience (e.g., whether less trained, nonregular staff is used) 

Equipment, 
tools, parts, and 
keys 

Familiarity with the use of equipment 
Potential failure modes of equipment and recovery or backup 

Scenario 
familiarity 

Familiarity with scenario 

Fatigue (mental 
and physical) 

Time of day 
Duration of being on shift 

Crew-to-crew 
variability 

Crew-to crew-variability in time needed to perform the same actions; 
different crews may take different procedure paths, which leads to 
variability in time needed   
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Cognitive biases are tendencies to think in certain ways that can lead to systematic deviations 
from a standard of rationality or good judgment.  Some cognitive biases are referred to as 
“heuristics.”  Many kinds of bias are identified in psychology.  The following are examples: 
 
• Frequency bias:  This bias pertains to habit intrusion and means that an individual’s 

performance can often be captured by familiar behavioral patterns that occur frequently 
in the individual’s experiences. 

• Similarity bias:  This bias results from relying on a few key features for similarity 
matching.  An example is the confusion arising from being presented with a set of 
initiating events with overlapping similarity in plant symptoms. 

• Confirmation bias:  The human tendency is to seek and accept information that confirms 
hypotheses and beliefs. 

• Salience bias:  Human attention is often captured by more salient and prominent 
indicators and diverted from subtle and modest indicators or information displayed. 

• Cognitive trap (bounded rationality):  In emergency situations, all of a person’s resources 
may be occupied by a primary concern that is psychologically prominent (e.g., a fire), 
and the implications of other information are likely to be dismissed or discounted.  This 
could delay diagnosis or impede situational awareness, particularly if cues related to the 
nonprimary concerns occur simultaneously with the psychologically prominent event.  

Studies show that those biases can change, or mostly underestimate, the time needed to 
perform tasks.  The following paragraphs summarize the three bias effects on the estimation of 
time needed. 
 
Underrepresentation/incomplete representation of the range of times: Estimating 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛  relies 
on subject matter experts’ judgment or their calibration to simulator data.  Given that individuals 
vary greatly in the time they need to complete tasks, HRA analysts should ensure that the time 
estimates are representative of a normal operator population.  In fact, when estimating 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 for 
assessing feasibility, HRA analysts should strive to collect a range of crew response times, 
using multiple independent estimates to the extent possible.  Although an estimate of the 
average crew time for 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 should be obtained, it is also critical to obtain an estimate of the time 
by which the slowest operating crews would be expected to complete the action.  In other 
words, the maximum time by which all crews could be expected to complete the action under 
the conditions in the scenario should be estimated.  Although the availability of training and 
operations staff may be limited, it is important to interview several trainers or operators for cases 
in which a small change in the time estimated could render a feasible operator action infeasible 
or significantly affect the resulting HEP.  For actions that occur well after the initiating event or 
for actions with a long time window, a bounding estimate can often be useful. 
 
Underestimation for complex scenarios:  When estimating task completion time, people tend 
to focus on optimistic aspects of the scenarios and disregard pessimistic aspects, resulting in 
underestimation of time for complex scenarios.  Therefore, analysts, in discussing the time 
needed with trainers and operators, should thoroughly analyze the nominal contributors and 
modifying factors involved in complex scenarios.  In particular, the time needed to work through 
the relevant procedures (including verification steps that may not be critical to achieve the 
necessary actions but nevertheless can require time) should be carefully evaluated (especially 
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when operators are working with multiple procedures).  The potential for operating crews to get 
“stuck” in a procedure while waiting for particular conditions or to have trouble transitioning to 
the correct procedure because of misleading or confusing indications should be evaluated. 
 
Underestimation of the effects of interruption: Cognitive studies demonstrate that the effect 
of interruption on task completion time is typically more severe than expected.  Depending on 
types of tasks, interruption can result in a 30–100 percent increase in task completion time 
(without counting the interruption time).  Analysts will need to discuss with the operators and 
trainers the types and likely occurrence of any potential interruptions given the scenario 
conditions and decide how much time should be added in estimating the time needed.  A related 
issue is time available for personnel to perform actions.  Activities that can slow personnel 
response time (e.g., peer-checking, routine monitoring, communication and coordination, 
responding to alarms) or extend response time (e.g., simultaneous or parallel activities) should 
be included in estimates of the time needed.  In other words, it should not be assumed that 
personnel are only processing cues, stepping through the procedures, and taking actions. 
 
5.4 Summary 

This chapter presents an improved approach to time uncertainty analysis for HRA.  The analysis 
emphasizes identifying time uncertainties and accounting for the effects of the uncertainties in the 
overall HEP for the HFE.  The time uncertainty model in IDHEAS-G accounts for time 
uncertainties based on whether there is sufficient time for personnel to complete the required 
time-critical actions.  The model is consistent with findings on the effects of time on human 
performance in many cognitive experiments reported in the research literature.  The model also 
includes guidance on identifying sources of uncertainties and estimating time available and time 
needed to perform an important human action.  IDHEAS-G expands the current HRA practice of 
treating time-critical actions in the structure of the model of human performance. 
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6 GENERALIZATION OF HUMAN ERROR DATA FOR ESTIMATION OF 
HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITIES 

Without explicitly modeling the intrinsic cognitive mechanisms underlying human errors, an HRA 
method may result in different interpretations of the same observed phenomena and poor 
understanding of the causes of human errors.  Furthermore, the use of empirical data for HEP 
estimation has been limited by the lack of abundant human reliability data.  Lack of a strong 
data basis in the methods challenges method validity and introduces additional variability in 
HEP estimation.  On the other hand, there are various sources of human error data that have 
not been used by HRA, mainly because there are significant discrepancies between the formats 
of available data and HRA methods.  Human error data are available from performance of tasks 
in various domains, in different formats, and at a range of levels of detail.  Most of the human 
error data either cannot be directly used for HRA or they were formatted to support only one 
application-specific HRA method. 

IDHEAS-G enhances HRA methodology by incorporating the advances made in cognitive and 
behavioral science in the past decades.  IDHEAS-G uses its cognition model to represent 
human failures with a basic set of CFMs and represents the human event context with a PIF 
structure.  The basic set of CFMs represents human failures at three levels of granularity 
(i.e., failures of macrocognitive functions, failures of the processors in each macrocognitive 
function, and behaviorally observable failure modes of the processors).  Similarly, the PIF 
structure represents event context at two levels of granularity:  PIFs and their attributes.  
Underlying cognitive mechanisms can link CFMs and PIFs at any level of granularity.  Thus, 
IDHEAS-G is inherently capable of generalizing human error data of different types of tasks to 
inform HEP quantification.  The CFMs and PIF structure together form a framework for 
generalizing human error data of various sources and integrating them to support the 
IDHEAS-G quantification model. 
 
6.1 Human Error Data 

For a given context, the HEP of an event can be calculated as the number of failure events 
divided by the total number of times the events has been attempted.  The event can be a human 
action, a task, or a defined CFM.  To date, human error data to support calculation of HEPs of 
all kinds of tasks or CFMs for all possible combinations of PIFs are not abundant.  Most HRA 
methods use a quantification model to estimate HEPs or direct HEPs to expert judgment; the 
quantification models typically consist of base HEPs for a set of human failure modes and PIF 
multipliers to adjust base HEPs.  Data were not adequate to support the base HEPs and PIF 
multipliers in the quantification models. 
 
Over the last two decades, much human error data have become available in various fields 
such as nuclear, aviation, manufacture, and health care.  Many cognitive behavioral studies 
produced experimental data on human error rates in various contexts.  Moreover, several 
human performance databases have been developed to systematically collect operator 
performance data in NPPs for HRA.  Such efforts include the SACADA database [22], 
developed by the NRC staff, and the Human Reliability Data Extraction (HuREX) database [62] 
developed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute.  In addition, there have been many 
HRA expert elicitation studies to obtain expert judgment of HEPs for specific applications.  While 
individual sources of human error data may not be sufficient to yield HEPs for all kinds of tasks 
and contexts, consolidating the available data and using the data together would yield more 
robust and valid HEPs. 
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Ideally, the data to inform HEPs would have the following features: 
 
• The known numerator and denominator of human error rates are collected within the 

same context. 

• Human error rates are measured repetitively to minimize uncertainties in the data. 

• Human error rates are collected for a variety of personnel so that the data can represent 
average personnel or operators. 

• Human error data are collected for a range of task types or failure modes and 
combinations of PIFs.   

Such ideal data do not exist.  However, these features can be used as criteria to evaluate real 
data for their applicability to HRA. 

Along with the development of IDHEA-G, the NRC staff documented human error data in the 
literature and human performance databases.  The NRC staff examined the data for their ability 
to inform HEPs.  The following list contains several example types of human error data to 
demonstrate if and how the data can be used to inform HEP estimation. 
 
• Human error rates with known states of PIFs 

 
This type of data provides the numerator and denominator of human error rates for types 
of tasks performed in the same context or in a known range of contexts.  Such data can 
inform the base HEPs for the CFMs (i.e., 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵) relevant to the tasks.  Below are two 
examples: 
 
(1) Quantification of unsatisfied task performance in NPP operator simulator training, 

as collected in the SACADA database by the NRC staff.  The SACADA database 
was built with the same macrocognitive model as that in IDHEAS-G and collects 
operator unsatisfied task performance for different types of failures in various 
contexts.  The different types of failures can be mapped to the detailed level 
CFMs in IDHEAS-G, and the various contexts can be mapped to IDHEAS-G PIF 
attributes.  Thus, the SACADA database can inform baseline HEPs of IDHEAS-G 
CFMs and the quantitative effects of some PIF attributes. 

(2) The analysis of human errors in maintenance operations of German NPPs.  
Preischl and Hellmich [63], [64] studied human error rates for various basic tasks 
in maintenance operations.  Below are some example human error rates they 
reported: 

o 1/490 for operating a circuit breaker in a switchgear cabinet under normal 
conditions 

o 1/33 for connecting a cable between an external test facility and a control 
cabinet 

o 1/36 for reassembly of component elements 

o 1/7 for transporting fuel assemblies 
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This type of data from operational databases inherits uncertainties in the data 
collection process.  For example, the definitions of human failure vary from one 
database to another, so caution is needed when aggregating human error rates 
from different sources. 

• Human error rates with unknown or mixed context 
 
This type of data reports statistically calculated human error rates for specific tasks 
across a mixture of contexts.  Such data cannot inform HEPs of the failure modes 
because neither the failure modes nor the context was specified.  The data could 
represent the best or worst possible scenarios or the average scenario.  This type of 
data can be used to validate the distribution of HEPs obtained by other means. 

• HEPs estimated through expert judgment 

This type of data is not true human error data.  They are generated through a formal 
expert elicitation process, representing the beliefs of the representative technical 
community on the likelihood of human failure for a given HRA application.  Nevertheless, 
expert judgment has been widely used in risk-informed applications.  The resulting 
estimates of HEPs bear validity and regulatory assurance if the judgment was obtained 
through a formal, scientifically founded expert elicitation process.  This type of data can 
be used to inform the central tendency and range of HEPs for the context in which the 
expert judgment was made.   
An example of an expert elicitation process used to estimate HEPs is the judgment of 
HEPs of the crew failure modes in the IDHEAS At-Power Application [20].  The method 
has 14 crew failure modes, which are a subset of IDHEAS-G behaviorally observable 
failure modes.  A very limited set of PIF attributes is considered for each failure mode.  
An expert panel estimated the HEP distributions of the failure modes for the 
combinations of the PIF attributes. 
This type of data has a limitation in that the full context in which the HEPs were 
estimated is often not well documented.  Because expert judgment is typically elicited for 
a very specific domain of application and the expert panel consists of experienced 
domain experts, the expert panel makes its own assumptions about the context.  For 
example, in the expert elicitation of HEPs for the IDHEAS At-Power Application [20], the 
expert panel assumed that NPP operators perform control room tasks by following 
procedures, and they would make a correct diagnosis with procedures as long as they 
have the right information.  This assumption may not be true for tasks performed outside 
control rooms.  Thus, caution is needed when generalizing expert judgment HEPs to 
other applications. 

 
• Quantification of PIF effects 

Many sources present the changes in human error rates when varying the states of one 
or more PIFs.  Such data can inform the quantification of PIF effects in the IDHEAS-G 
quantification model.  Below are several examples: 
 
o NUREG/CR-5572, “An Evaluation of the Effects of Local Control Station Design 

Configurations on Human Performance and Nuclear Power Plant Risk,” issued 
September 1990 [65], estimated the effects of local control station design 
configurations on human performance and NPPs.  It estimated that  
HEP = 2 x 10-2 for ideal conditions and HEP = 0.57 for challenging conditions 
with poor HSIs and distributed work locations. 
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o Prinzo et al. [66] analyzed aircraft pilot communication errors and found that the 
error rate increased nonlinearly with the complexity of the message 
communicated.  The error rate was around 4 percent for an information 
complexity index of 4 (i.e., the number of messages transmitted per 
communication), 30 percent for an index of 12, and greater than 50 percent for 
indices greater than 20. 

o Patten et al. [67] studied the effect of task complexity and experience on driver 
performance.  The PIF states of the tasks manipulated in the experiment were 
low experience versus high experience, and low complexity versus high 
complexity.  The mean error rates were 12, 21, 25, and 32 percent respectively 
for the four combinations of PIF states:  low complexity and high experience, low 
complexity and low experience, high complexity and high experience, high 
complexity and low experience. 

When documenting this type of data, the objective description of PIF states needs to be 
carefully considered.  For example, the PIF state of “high complexity” in one data source 
can be referred to as “low complexity” in another data source.  The NRC staff found that 
PIF attributes more accurately represent the actual context than the subjective 
assessment of “high” or “low” PIF states.  In fact, using PIF attributes can make the 
definition for PIF states more objective. 
 

• PIF interaction 
 
Most HRA methods treat the combined effects of PIFs on HEPs as the multiplication of 
the effects of the individual PIFs.  Xing et al. [68] reviewed a limited set of cognitive 
literature in which human error rates were measured, as two or more PIFs varied 
independently and jointly.  They observed that the combined effect of PIFs fits better to 
the addition than the multiplication of the individual PIF effects.  In fact, the broad 
cognitive literature indicates that the combined effect is not simply the addition or 
multiplication of individual PIF effects.  Instead, the interaction between PIFs may not fit 
to a single rule and can vary greatly for different combinations of PIFs.  The interaction 
effect can be inferred from human error rates that are collected in a single study or 
database and with more than one PIF varying independently and jointly. 
 

• The significance or ranking of PIFs or types of errors 

Studies in human error analysis and root causal analysis typically classify and rank the 
frequencies of various PIFs in reported human events.  Some studies correlate PIFs with 
various types of human errors.  Those studies only analyze the relative human error data 
without reporting how many times personnel performed the kind of tasks.  The data from 
such studies cannot directly inform HEPs, but they can inform which PIFs or attributes 
are more relevant to the CFMs of the reported human errors.  Below are several 
examples: 
o Virovac et al. [69] analyzed human errors in airplane maintenance and found that 

the prevalent factors with frequent occurrence in human errors are 
communication (16 percent), equipment and tools (12 percent), work 
environment (12 percent), and complexity (6.5 percent). 

o Kyriakidis et al. [70] analyzed U.K. railway accidents caused by human errors 
and calculated proportions of PIFs in the accidents.  They reported that the most 
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frequent PIFs in the accidents were safety culture (19 percent), familiarity 
(15 percent), and distraction (13 percent). 

• The above examples are just a few in the large body of human error data the NRC staff 
has documented so far.  The staff performed a meta-analysis of a subset of the 
documented data and noticed that the error rate data were generally convergent across 
different sources.  For example, most studies of dual tasks showed that the error rate in 
dual tasks was 1 to 2 times higher than that in a single task.  The staff also observed 
the consistency between the results obtained in controlled cognitive experiments and 
those from complex scenario simulation.  The observation suggests that human error 
rates measured from cognitive experiments could serve as a baseline reference for 
estimating HEPs in more complex, real-life scenarios. 

 
6.2 Data Generalization and Integration 

Sources of human error data measure different types of human actions, tasks, or failure modes 
and in different contexts.  They also describe human errors at different levels of detail.  To use 
different sources together to inform HEPs, the NRC staff generalized them into a common 
format.  IDHEAS-G is based on the cognition model, which is inherently capable of generalizing 
human error because (1) IDHEAS-G can model any human task with its basic set of CFMs, 
(2) the CFMs are structured in different levels of detail, and (3) the PIF structure models the 
context of an important human action with high-level PIFs and detailed PIF attributes.  Thus, the 
NRC staff used IDHEAS-G to generalize various sources of human error data and then 
integrated the data to inform HEP estimation.  Figure 6-1 illustrates this approach. 
 

 

Figure 6-1 Illustration of IDHEAS-G Data Generalization and Integration 
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The NRC staff used IDHEAS-G to generalize human error data in the following steps, as shown 
in Figure 6-2: 

(1) Analyze the tasks and the context of a data source to identify cognitive activities involved 
in the tasks and whether the tasks are performed with time constraints. 

(2) Map the human errors of the source data to IDHEAS-G CFMs. 

(3) Represent the task context with IDHEAS-G PIF structure. 

(4) Load the human error data into three IDHEAS-G human error tables. 

(5) Evaluate and document uncertainties in the data and mapping. 

Through this process, human error data can be generalized to IDHEAS-G CFMs and PIFs and 
represented in one of the three tables:  the HEP Table, the PIF Impact Table, and PIF 
Interaction Table.  Each of these tables provides a factor, as shown in Figure 6-2, used in 
Equation (4.7) to estimate the error probability of a CFM, 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶.  Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3, 
respectively, describe these tables. 
 

 

Figure 6-2 IDHEAS-G Steps to Generalize Human Error Data 
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 time information, i.e., whether the human error rate or HEP is for tasks performed 
without time constraints, with time constrains but adequate time, or with inadequate time. 

 brief narrative of the task or types of failure in the data source, including the work 
domain (e.g., nuclear, aviation) and type of data source (e.g., experiment, training 
simulation, event database) 

 uncertainties in the data source and in the mapping to IDHEAS-G CFMs and PIFs 

As more sources of data are consolidated into the HEP table, a CFM could have multiple data 
points under the same or different set of PIF states.  These data points together can inform the 
HEP distribution of the CFM. 
 
Integrate the data to inform base HEPs 
 
As more sources of data are consolidated into the HEP and PIF Tables, there are multiple data 
points of various sources for a CFM or a PIF.  Before using the data to inform HEP estimation, 
the context and uncertainties of the data should be evaluated for their reliability and relevance to 
the HRA application of interest.  For example, if the HRA application is for a well-trained crew 
implementing EOPs in an NPP control room, the analyst may choose to use only the data 
collected from NPP operator training simulation and not use the data from cognitive experiments 
in which tasks were performed by college students.  However, if there is no NPP operation data 
available, then using data from other domains is better than not using any data to inform the 
HEPs of NPP operation. 
 
Multiple data points for a CFM or PIF need to be integrated to inform the HEP or PIF weights.  
Integration of multiple data points depends on the intended use.  The major purpose of 
developing the Human Error Data Tables is to support the IDHEAS-G quantification model.  The 
data can be used to generate base HEPs.  The base HEPs are the error probabilities of every 
CFM at various states of the three base PIFs (information availability and reliability, scenario 
familiarity, and task complexity).  The base HEPs vary with CFMs and the states of the base 
PIFs.  To infer the base HEPs, expert judgment or statistical analysis is needed to address the 
following issues in data: 
 
• Some error rates for a base PIF were complicated by other PIFs. 

• There could be multiple data points from different sources for the HEP of a base PIF; the 
multiple data points should be carefully integrated to form the HEP distribution. 

• The HEP distribution should consider the uncertainties annotated for the data point. 

• Some base HEPs have no data available or generalized. 

 
6.2.2 PIF Impact Table 

The PIF Impact Table documents the data points at which the human error rates or HEPs of a 
task are measured for two or more states of a PIF.  Such data points would allow calculation of 
the weight of the PIF between the states.  The PIF Impact Table has many subtables, one for 
each PIF.  Within a subtable, data points for the same attribute are grouped in the same section 
of the rows.  If a data point has a PIF attribute that is not in the IDHEAS-G PIF structure, the 
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attribute is added to the end of the subtable and annotated.  New subtables will likely be added 
if data sources reveal new PIFs.  A PIF subtable contains the following types of information: 
 
 PIF states or attributes  
 the PIF description in the original data 
 error rates or HEPs for the PIF states  
 PIF weight, calculated using Equation (4.6) 
 macrocognitive functions of the task or failure mode of the data point 
 brief description of the task and context 
 uncertainties in the data and the mapping of task context to IDHEAS-G PIF structure 
 
Integrate human error data to inform PIF weights 
 
The first step is to define PIF states.  A PIF may be best represented with binary states or 
multiple states.  This can be done by ranking the weights of a PIF in its subtable against the PIF 
attributes, then aggregating the PIF attributes into different states.  Figure 6-3 illustrates this 
concept.  Once the PIF states are defined, the PIF weight can be inferred from the data in the 
PIF Impact Table. 
 

 

Figure 6-3 Illustration of Human Error Data to Inform PIF Weights 

6.2.3 PIF Interaction Table 

The PIF Interaction Table documents data sources in which the human error rates or HEPs of a 
task are reported as two or more PIFs varying independently and together.  The PIF Interaction 
Table has many subtables, one for each data point, containing the information about human 
error rates of different states of individual PIFs as well as the error rates under the combination 
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addition of the individual weights.  On the other hand, if there is interaction, the combined weight 
would not be the linear combination of the individual weights. 
 
Table 6-1 illustrates an example subtable, documenting a study [67] that explored the effect of 
(a) task complexity and (b) experience on driver performance.  Table 6-1 shows the error rates 
for two PIFs: low experience vs high experience, and low complexity (simple) vs. high 
complexity tasks: 

Table 6-1 Mean Error Rate (% incorrect) in Patten et al. study [67] 

 High Experience Low Experience 
Low complexity 12 21 
High complexity 25 32 

 
Here: 
 
The weight for driving experience is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 = (21 − 12) 12 = 0.75⁄  
 
The weight for task complexity is 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = (25 − 12) 12 = 1.08⁄  
 
The joint weight for both PIFs is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 = (32 − 12) 12 = 1.67⁄  
 
The sum of the individual weights is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 + 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = 0.75 + 1.08 = 1.83, which is slightly higher than 
the joint weight 1.67.  Therefore, the additive rule appears to roughly model the combined PIF. 
Like the HEP Table and PIF Impact Table, the PIF Interaction Table also documents a brief 
narrative of the task and its context, as well as uncertainties in the data. 
 
Integrate human error data to inform interaction of PIFs 
 
The data in the PIF Interaction Table can inform the PIF in the IDHEAS-G quantification model.  
The NRC staff performed a preliminary analysis of 23 data points in which two PIFs were varied 
independently and jointly (APPENDIX D).  The results showed that the combined weights of two 
PIFs are roughly equal to the sum of the weights of the two PIFs.  This preliminary analysis 
suggests a weak interaction effect of PIFs on human error rates.  The NRC staff recommends 
setting the interaction factor C equal to 1 unless the data suggest otherwise.  In the long run, the 
interaction effect for different PIF combinations can be individually inferred from the PIF 
Interaction Table as more data become available and analyzed. 
 
6.3 Demonstration of Human Error Data Generalization and Integration 

This section shows examples of generalizing human error data to the HEP Table, integrating the 
data in the HEP Table to inform HEPs in the IDHEAS-G quantification model, and generalizing 
data to the PIF Impact Table. 
 
6.3.1 Generalizing Expert Judgment of Human Error Probabilities for IDHEAS At-Power 

Application to IDHEAS-G HEP Table 

The first example is generalizing expert judgment of HEPs for the IDHEAS At-Power Application 
[20] to the HEP Table.  The IDHEAS At-Power Application models 14 crew failure modes which 
are a subset of IDHEAS-G detailed failure modes.  For every crew failure mode, the experts 
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estimated the HEP distributions under different combinations of PIFs affecting the failure mode.  
The PIF combinations of a crew failure mode are graphically illustrated through a decision tree.  
In a decision tree, each branching point represents a PIF, which has binary states.  Table 6-2 
shows the mapping of all the crew failure modes to the HEP Table.  To keep the table concise, 
Table 6-2 shows only the best case (PIFs are no impact) and the worst case (all the relevant 
PIFs are in the poor state) HEPs for each failure mode. 

Table 6-2 Mapping the HEPs in IDHEAS At-Power Application to IDHEAS-G HEP Table 

D* 
U 
DM 
E 

IDHEAS-G 
CFMs 

Failure mode in 
original data 

Mean 
HEP PIF states 

D D3-1 Fail to 
recognize data 
misleading 

Data misleading 
or not available 

3.4E-3 No impact 
3.6E-1 High distraction 

Confusing indication 
Lack of details in procedure 

D2-2 Attend to 
wrong sources 

Wrong data 
source attended 
to 

2.3E-3 High workload 
8.2E-2 High workload 

Poor HSI 
Unfamiliarity with data 

source 
D3-3 Data not 
perceived or 
misperceived 

Critical data 
misperceived 

1.6E-4 No impact 
5.6E-1 High workload 

Poor HSI 
Poor training 

U U1-2 
Incomplete data 
selected 

Critical data 
dismissed 

1.3E-4 No impact 
4.9E-1 Bias 

Indication not reliable 
No confirmatory information 

U4-1 Premature 
termination of 
data collection 

Premature 
termination of 
critical data 
collection 

3.5E-4 No impact 
1.1E-1 Bias 

High workload 
Poor HSI 

DM DM4-1 
Misinterpret 
procedure 

Misinterpret 
procedure 

3.2E-3 No impact 
2.3E-1 High workload 

Less than adequate training 
DM4-2 Choose 
inappropriate 
strategy or 
options 

Choose 
inappropriate 
strategy 

9.3E-3 
 

No impact 

5.2E-1 Low preference for correct 
strategy 

No advantage to the correct 
strategy 
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Table 6-2 Mapping the HEPs in IDHEAS At-Power Application to IDHEAS-G HEP Table 
(continued) 

 
D* 
U 

DM 
E 

IDHEAS-G 
CFMs 

Failure mode in 
original data 

Mean 
HEP PIF states 

E E1-4 Delayed 
implementation 
 

Delay 
implementation 

1.7E-5 No impact 
1.7E-1 Reluctance and viable 

alternative exists 
Incorrect assessment of time 

margin 
No additional cues 

E3-3 Fail to 
perform status 
checking  

Critical data not 
checked with 
appropriate 
frequency 

2.3E-3 No impact 
3.2E-2 Monitoring not optimized 

Importance of data not 
understood 

No alarm 
E3-2 Fail to 
initiate action 
 

Failure to initiate 
execution 

8.2E-3 No immediacy 
1.5E-1 No immediacy 

High workload 
E4-2 Fail to 
execute simple 
action 

Failure to 
correctly execute 
response (simple 
task) 

9.3E-6 No impact 
3.3E-2 Poor interface 

High workload 

E4-3 Fail to 
execute 
complex action  

Failure to 
correctly execute 
response 
(complex task) 

3.8E-2 Execution not 
straightforward 

1.0E-1 Execution not 
straightforward 

Poor training 
Poor work practice 

*Macrocognitive functions:  D—detection, U—understanding, DM—decisionmaking,  
E—action execution 

 
6.3.2 Integration of the Data in the HEP Table to Inform the Base Human Error 

Probabilities 

The second example demonstrates the integration of the data in the HEP Table to inform the 
base HEPs in the IDHEAS-G quantification model.  The base HEPs are the error probabilities of 
every CFM at various states of the three base PIFs:  information availability and reliability, 
scenario familiarity, and task complexity.  The base HEPs of a CFM vary with the states of a 
base PIF or its attributes.  Table 6-3 shows some generalized human error data for the base PIF 
task complexity. Each row of Table 6-3 shows one data point from a study. A data point consists 
of the human error rates or HEPs obtained from the study at one or more different measures (or 
states) of the PIF attributes.  The first column is the macrocognitive function required for the 
task performed in the study, and the second column is the CFMs tested in the study or 
applicable to the task.  Depending on the information available from the study, the NRC staff 
may model the failure of the task at all the CFM levels (i.e., macrocognitive functions, 
processors, and detailed CFMs) or may only be able to model the failure of the task at the 
macrocognitive function level. If the failure of the task is modeled at the macrocognitive function 
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level, the second column of Table 6-3 is marked as “Unspecified.”  The third column is the PIF 
attribute examined in the study. Most studies examined human errors at one or more measures 
of the PIF attribute. The fourth column shows the human error rates or HEPs obtained for the 
corresponding attribute measures.  The last column documents other existing PIFs that also 
contributed to the human error rates.  The term “Unknown” is used to annotate the study that 
may also involve other PIFs. 

Table 6-3 An Example of Data Integrated for Base HEPs Varying with Task Complexity 

D* 
U 
DM 
E 
T 

Processors/ 
Detailed CFMs 

PIF attribute examined in the 
original data 

Error 
rate 
or 

HEP 
Other PIFs 

PIF 
attribute 

Attribute 
measures 

D D3-2 Failure to 
respond to alarms 

Number of 
compelling 
signals 

Few  
Several 
Many 

3E-3 
1E-2 
1E-1 

None 
 

D3 Failure of 
getting information 

Number of 
criteria for the 
cue 

Simple  
Low-Complex 

0.273 
0.253 

Time 
constrained 

Multitasking 
Low training 
No peer 

checking 
D3 Failure of 
getting information 

Number of 
messages 
communicated 

1  
5  
8  
11  
15  
17  
>20   

0.005 
0.036 
0.05 
0.11 
0.23 
0.32 
>0.5 

Mixed levels 
of stress 

Multitasking 
No peer-

checking 

U Unspecified Comprehen-
sion and skill 

High level  0.15 Unknown 

Unspecified 
Cognitive 
complexity 

Typical 
Moderate 
High 

3E-3 
0.03 
0.05 

Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 

U4 and U5  # of aviation 
topics in one 
communication 

1 
2 
3 
4 

0.038 
0.060 
0.086 
0.26 

No peer 
checking 

 

DM Unspecified Decision 
complexity 

Moderate 0.1 Unknown 

 Unspecified # of information 
cues 

<10 cues 
27 cues 

0.274 
0.45 

Time 
constrained 

Low training 
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Table 6-3 An Example of Data Integrated for Base HEPs Varying with Task Complexity 
(continued) 

D* 
U 
DM 
E 
T 

Processors/ 
Detailed CFMs 

PIF attribute examined in the 
original data Error 

rate 
or 

HEP 

Other PIFs PIF 
attribute 

Attribute 
measures 

E Unspecified # of lock outs 1–4 
4–10 
11–100 

1E-5 
5E-4 
3E-4 

None 

Unspecified Procedure 
complexity 

Simple 
Complex 

8.2E-4 
1.3E-3 

None 

T Unspecified Complexity of 
information 
communicated 

Simple 
Moderate 
Extremely high 

1E-3 
5E-2 
5E-1 

None 

*Macrocognitive functions:  D—detection, U—understanding, DM—decisionmaking,  
E—action execution 

 
The next example demonstrates generalizing data to the PIF Impact Table.  Table 6-4 shows an 
example subtable for the PIF multitasking, interruption, and distraction.  There is a large volume 
of cognitive experimental studies on the effects of this PIF.  Table 6-4 shows a small portion of 
the human error data that were generalized for this PIF.   Each row of Table 6-4 shows one data 
point from a study.  A data point consists of the human error rates or HEPs obtained from the 
study at two or more different measures of the PIF attributes.  The first column is the PIF 
attribute examined in the study.  The second column shows the task performed in the study and 
the macrocognitive functions required for the task. The third column is the PIF attribute 
measures examined in the study, and the attribute is typically varied at two or more measures. 
The fourth column shows the human error rates or HEPs obtained for the corresponding 
attribute measures.  The last column is the PIF weight calculated according to Equation (4.6) of 
this report. 
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Table 6-4 Example Subtable for the PIF Multitasking, Interruption, and Distraction 

IDHEAS-G 
PIF attribute 
mapped from 
the data source 

Tasks and 
macrocognitive 
functions* 
examined 

Measures of the 
PIF attribute 
examined  

Human error 
rates (% of 
incorrect)  

PIF 
weight 

Multitasking—
intermingled 

D—missing cue Single vs. dual 
task  

2.8% vs. 21%  6.5 

D—missing 
changes 

Single vs. dual 
task  

5% vs. 20%  
 

3 

U—wrong 
diagnosis 

Single vs. dual 
task 

1% vs. 37%  36 

Excessively 
frequent or long 
interruption 

E—sequence 
task 

0, 3s, 30s 2%, 4%, 16% 1, 
7 

E—
nonsequence 
task 

0, 3s, 30s 2%, 2%, 2% 0 

Interruption by 
same task 
modality 

D—perceive 
visual or aural 
information 

No interruption 
vs. interruption 

4% vs. 8% 1 

Distraction—
irrelevant to the 
task  

D—monitoring 
target 

Without vs. with 
distraction 

2.5% vs. 7% 1.8 

*Macrocognitive functions:  D—detection, U—understanding, DM—decisionmaking,  
E—action execution, T—teamwork 

6.3.3 Mapping between SACADA Database and IDHEAS-G 

This section shows the mapping between the SACADA database and IDHEAS-G.  The NRC 
developed the SACADA database with the purpose of making it suitable for collecting operator 
performance information for use in the NPPs’ operator simulator training program.  The 
collected data would support plant operator training and be shared with the NRC to improve 
HRA quality, in particular, HEP estimation.  Each SACADA data point consists of two 
information segments:  context and performance results.  Context is a characterization of the 
performance challenges to task success.  The performance results are the outcomes of a crew 
performing the task.  The data taxonomy uses a macrocognitive function model for the 
framework.  At a high level, the collected information is categorized according to the 
macrocognitive functions of detecting the plant abnormality, understanding the abnormality, 
deciding the response plan, executing the response plan, and team-related aspects 
(i.e., communication, teamwork, and supervision).  The structured data allow analysis of the 
relations between context and error modes in human performance. 

Although SACADA and IDHEAS-G are based on the same set of macrocognitive functions, the 
scope of the macrocognitive functions in IDHEAS-G is broader than those in SACADA.  The 
scope of the functions in SACADA are specific for NPP control room actions performed by 
licensed crew members.  As a result, SACADA has fewer but more specific error modes than 
IDHEAS-G CFMs.  Also, the team-related aspects in SACADA are tuned to NPP control room 
crew structure, while the teamwork function in IDHEAS-G focuses on interaction between 
teams.  The within-team communication and supervision are modeled as processors of 
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individual macrocognitive functions.  Nevertheless, IDHEAS-G and SACADA taxonomies share 
the same framework; therefore, the elements can be mapped to each other, but not necessarily 
in a one-to-one mapping.  With the mapping, the error mode statistics of NPP operator simulator 
training in the SACADA database can be generalized to IDHEAS-G HEP tables, and data on the 
SACADA context factors can be generalized into the PIF Impact Table and PIF Interaction 
Table. 

Table 6-5 shows the mapping between IDHEAS-G CFMs and SACADA error modes.  For 
brevity, Table 6-5 shows only the IDHEAS-G CFMs that have corresponding SACADA error 
modes.  Thus, the CFMs in this table are a subset of the full list of IDHEAS-G CFMs presented 
in Chapter 4. 

Table 6-5 Mapping between SACADA Error Modes and IDHEAS-G CFMs 

IDHEAS-G 
failure of processors 

IDHEAS-G 
detailed failure modes 

SACADA error mode 

D3 Fail to perceive 
information   

D3-2 Key alarm not attended to 
D3-3 Critical information not 
perceived or misperceived  
 

Alarm issues:  key alarms not 
detected or not responded to 
Indicator issues:  key 
parameter value not detected 
or incorrectly read 

U1 Fail to assess or 
select data 

U1-2 Incomplete data selected  
U1-3 Incorrect or inappropriate 
data selected  

Misinterpreted:  critical data 
misinterpreted 
Discredited:  critical data 
dismissed, discredited, or 
discounted 

U3 Incorrect integration 
of data and mental 
model 

  

U3-2 Incorrectly assess situation  
U3-3 Incorrectly diagnose 
problems  
 

Incorrect/incomplete:  failure 
to form a correct 
understanding or revise initial 
false concept 
Awareness:  lack of 
awareness of plant conditions 

DM4 Incorrect 
integration of data and 
mental model 

DM4-1 Misinterpret procedure 
DM4-2 Choose inappropriate 
strategy or options 
  

Failed to consult available 
procedure 
Following problem:  trouble 
following or using procedure 
(e.g., misinterpret 
procedures) 
Choice:  made incorrect 
choice. 
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Table 6-5 Mapping between SACADA Error Modes and IDHEAS-G CFMs (continued) 
 

IDHEAS-G 
failure of processors 

IDHEAS-G 
detailed failure modes 

SACADA error mode 

DM5 Fail to simulate/ 
evaluate the decision 

DM5-1 Unable to simulate or 
evaluate the decision’s effects  
DM5-2 Incorrectly or 
incompletely simulate or 
evaluate the decision against 
other options 
DM5-3 Incorrect dynamic 
decision-making 

Comprehensive:  failed to 
consider all options 

DM6 Fail to 
communicate or 
authorize the decision 

DM6-1 Decision incorrectly 
communicated 
DM6-2 Decision not authorized 
or delayed in authorization  

Delayed:  delayed making 
decision 

E2 Fail to develop/ 
modify action scripts 

E2-1 Fail to modify, adapt, or 
develop action scripts for a 
high-level action plan  
 

Action not adapted 

E3 Fail to coordinate 
action implementation 

E3-1 Fail to coordinate the 
action implementation  
E3-2 Fail to initiate the action 
E3-3 Fail to perform status 
checking required for initiating 
actions 

Action not taken:  forget to 
take required actions 

E4 Fail to perform the 
planned action 

E4-1 Fail to follow procedures 
(e.g., skip steps)  
E4-2 Fail to execute 
nonprocedural simple action 
E4-3 Fail to execute complex 
action (e.g., control actions, 
long-lasting actions) 

Executed discrete action(s) 
incorrectly 
Dynamic manual control:  
dynamic manual control 
problem 

D4 Fail to verify information  
D5 Fail to communicate detected information  
U4 Fail to iterate the understanding 
U5 Fail to communicate the outcome of understanding 
DM6 Fail to communicate or authorize the decision 
E3 Fail to coordinate action implementation  
E5 Fail to verify or adjust action 

Team aspects:  errors in 
supervision, teamwork, and 
communication* 

*Note: The SACADA error modes for team aspects do not have specific correspondence in 
IDHEAS-G.  They are mapped to multiple IDHEAS-G CFMs related to within-team (crew) 
interaction. 

 
The above mapping shows that most SACADA error modes can be mapped to IDHEAS-G 
CFMs of different levels.  Therefore, the error probabilities collected in SACADA data can 
inform HEP estimation in IDHEAS-G. 
 
Next, Table 6-6 shows the mapping between the SACADA context factors and IDHEAS-G PIF 
structure.  Because SACADA is designed to be suitable for operator simulator training in NPPs, 
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SACADA context factors constitute only a subset of IDHEAS-G PIFs.  Table 6-6 lists all the 
IDHEAS-G PIFs but only the PIF attributes that have corresponding items in SACADA.  
SACADA context factors are categorized by their effects on macrocognitive function while 
IDHEAS-G are not. 

Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 

IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors  
PIF Attributes Context factor/ 

error cause 
Affected 
function 

 Accessibility/ 
habitability  

   

 Workplace 
visibility 

   

Noise   Loud noise in 
workplace 
impeding 
communication 

Noisy background:  loud 
background noise makes 
communication challenging 

All 

  Change of indicator 
status is not 
intuitive and needs 
working memory for 
mental comparison 

Degree of change: 
• slight change (i.e., requires 

some effort to detect the 
change) 

• distinct change 
(i.e., prominent and readily 
detected) 

D 

  No mimics:  requires operator to 
rely on memory 

D 

 Low salience Small indications:  can be read 
only from a close distance 

D 

 The source of 
indication is similar 
to other sources 
nearby 

Similar displays:  multiple 
identical displays in the same 
bank of control panel 

D 

 Location of controls 
is distributed or not 
in front of work 
panel 

Location: 

• main or auxiliary control 
board 

• back panel 

E 

 Confusion in action 
maneuver states 

Unintuitive controls:  the control 
requires counter-intuitive action 

E 

 Controls are 
difficult to 
maneuver 
(e.g., confusing 
labels, unit 
translation, or 
mental calculation) 

Additional mental effort:  
performing the action requires 
performing activities such as unit 
translation or mental calculation. 

E 
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Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 
(continued) 

 
IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors 

PIF Attributes Context factor/ 
error cause 

Affected 
function 

 Controls have 
inadequate 
feedback 

Inadequate feedback:  
system/control state feedback is 
missing or slow. 

E 

 Appearance of 
controls is not 
salient (e.g., many 
similar controls 
nearby and the 
labels are not 
visually distinctive) 

Similar controls:  similar controls 
in the same bank of control 
panel. 

E 

 Training Inadequate training 
on procedure 
adaptation 

Familiarity: 
• standard:  crew has 

previously trained on this 
challenge. 

• novel:  this involves a change 
in the way the challenge is 
addressed, such as a new 
procedure, scenario, or role. 

• anomaly:  standard training 
must be adapted to fit an 
anomalous situation (e.g., the 
procedures do not cover the 
circumstances). 

D, U 

Procedures, 
guidance, and 
instruction 

Procedure lacks 
details—Procedure 
does not direct 
personnel to 
perform specific 
tasks 
(e.g., monitoring 
parameters, looking 
for changes of 
status) 

Detecting mode: 
• procedure-directed check:  

procedure directs crew to 
check a specific indicator or 
parameter 

• procedure-directed monitoring 
• knowledge-driven monitoring:  

knowledge of the situation or 
expectation of change in the 
parameter prompts crew to 
monitor. 

• awareness/inspection:  
nonprocedurally directed 
monitoring or awareness of 
plant parameters 

D 

 Procedure lacks 
details—
engineering 
judgments are 
needed 

Diagnosis basis: 
• skill 
• procedure 
• knowledge based 

U 
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Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 
(continued) 

 
IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors 

PIF Attributes Context factor/ 
error cause 

Affected 
functions 

 Procedure lacks 
details— 
procedure is not 
available; thus, 
personnel must find 
ways to perform the 
task based on their 
knowledge 

Decision basis: 
• procedure:  the decision is 

driven by procedures or other 
guidance 

• skill:  skill-driven decision; 
without procedure, operator 
can make decision from 
memory 

• knowledge:  no procedure 
applicable; crew relies on 
engineering or technical 
knowledge and operating 
experience 

D 

 Procedure lacks 
details 
 
Procedure is not 
available for 
skill-based tasks 
 

Guidance: 
• procedure:  action guided by 

procedures 
• skill of craft (nonfaulted 

hardware):  in situations 
without faulted indications or 
hardware, the action is guided 
by skill of the craft, not a 
written procedure 

E 

Teamwork and 
organizational 
factors 

Inadequate 
teamwork 
resources 
o lack of sufficient 

personnel 
resources  

Communicator unavailable:  
designated communicator is 
needed but is not available 
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Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 
(continued) 

 
IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors 

PIF Attributes Context factor/ 
error cause 

Affected 
functions 

 Information 
availability and 
reliability 

  

Inadequate 
updates of 
information 
(e.g., information 
perceived by a 
party who fails to 
inform another 
party) 
 
Information is 
confusing or 
uncertain 

Information integration 
• timing of information:  

includes slow information 
feed or delayed information 

• ambiguous information:  
information provided by 
system is vague, unclear, or 
does not point to the nature of 
the problem 

U 

Information is 
incomplete or 
logically masked;  
information is 
unreliable—high 
chance it is 
misleading or 
wrong; 
conflicts in 
information 

Information quality: 
• missing information:  includes 

masked information 
• misleading information:  

information points to an 
incorrect diagnosis 

• conflicting information:  
information points to more 
than one possible diagnosis 
or conflicts with other alarms 
or indications. 

U 

 Scenario 
familiarity  

  

Scenario is 
unfamiliar 
 

Nonstandard:  anomalous 
conditions forcing the operator to 
account for previous discoveries/ 
incidents/failures 

All 

Unpredictable 
dynamics   

Expectation of alarm/indication 
change 
• expected:  given the 

understanding of current plant 
status (including systems out 
for maintenance or testing), 
the alarm or indication is 
expected to change 

• not expected:  operators do 
not anticipate this alarm or 
change in indications 

 

Unpredictable 
dynamics   

Unintuitive plant response:  plant 
behavior contradicts intuition. 

E 
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Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 
(continued) 

 
IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors 

PIF Attributes Context factor/ 
error cause 

Affected 
functions 

 Multitasking, 
interruptions, 
and 
distractions 

  

Multitasking and 
Work process 
(Note: Two 
IDHEAS-G PIFs 
are involved in 
SACADA 
“Workload” factor) 

Workload 
• normal:  all crew members 

have peer-check and backup 
• concurrent demand:  one 

crew member has own task 
with no backup; all others 
have normal peer-check and 
backup 

• multiple concurrent demands:  
overloaded, no peer-check, 
everyone has own tasks with 
no backup 

All 

Multitasking on 
parallel 
nonintermingled 
tasks; 
multitasking on 
intermingled tasks 

Multiple demands:  multiple 
competing demands on attention 
and distractions 

 

Task 
complexity 

Detection 
overloading  
 

Status of alarm board 
• dark:  individual alarm or a 

group of alarms points to the 
system problem 

• busy:  the alarm boards show 
some (but not many) other 
alarms in addition to the 
critical alarm 

• overloaded:  the alarm boards 
show many other alarms in 
addition to the critical alarm 

Detect alarm 

Cues for detection 
are not obvious, 
(i.e., detection is 
not directly cued by 
alarms or 
instructions); 
personnel need to 
actively search for 
information. 
 

Detection mode: 
• self-revealing:  the detection 

is based on one or more self-
revealing cues. 

• procedure-directed check:  
procedure directs operators to 
check the alarm 

• procedure-directed 
monitoring:  the alarm is in the 
procedure-specified 
monitoring list 

• aware/inspection:  driven by 
information obtained earlier 

D 
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Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 
(continued) 

 
IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors 

PIF Attributes Context factor/ 
error cause 

Affected 
functions 

Task 
complexity 

Multiple causes for 
situation 
assessment:  
Multiple 
independent 
“influences” affect 
the system and 
system behavior 
cannot be 
explained by a 
single influence; 
key information is 
cognitively masked. 

Information specificity: 
• specific:  alarm/alarm 

pattern/indication(s) point to 
the specific system problem 

• not specific:  the alarm(s) 
and/or indication(s) do not 
directly point to the specific 
system problem, which 
requires operator cognitive 
effort to integrate the 
information and identify the 
specific system problem 

U 

Multiple, 
intermingled goals 
or criteria need to 
be prioritized.  
Conflicting goals. 
 
Decision criteria 
are ambiguous and 
subject to different 
interpretations. 

Uncertainty: 
• clear:  no uncertainty or 

competing goals—clear 
decision criteria 

• uncertain:  lack of information 
or ambiguous decision criteria 

• competing priorities:  multiple 
competing goals, foreseeable 
severe consequences 

DM 

Conflicting 
guidance in 
policies, practices, 
and procedures 
involved in 
decisionmaking. 

Conflicting guidance in policies, 
practices, and procedures 

DM 

Controlled actions 
that require 
monitoring of action 
outcomes and 
adjusting action 
accordingly  
 

Type of action: 
• simple and distinct 
• order:  a sequence of discrete 

actions needs to follow a 
certain order 

• monitoring:  dynamic control 
actions that require constant 
monitoring and manipulation 
to control and maintain a 
parameter within a certain 
boundary 

E 
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Table 6-6 Mapping between SACADA Context Factors and IDHEAS-G PIF Structure 
(continued) 

 
IDHEAS-G PIF structure SACADA context factors 

PIF Attributes Context factor/ 
error cause 

Affected 
functions 

 Teamwork 
factors 

Communication 
required 

Extent of communication: 
• normal:  standard level of 

three-way communication 
within control room, with 
occasional onsite 
communication 

• extensive onsite:  high level of 
close communication with 
onsite operators 

• extensive within control room:  
high level of close 
communication within control 
room 

All 

 Time pressure 
and stress 

 High time pressure 
because of 
perceived lack of 
adequate time to 
complete the task 

Time criticality: 
• extensive time 
• normal time 
• barely adequate time  

All 

 
Most SACADA context factors can be mapped to the IDHEAS-G PIF structure.  The NRC staff 
could not map the SACADA factors “workload,” “coordination,” and “memory demands,” 
because IDHEAS-G does not have one specific PIF for these factors.  For example, workload 
has many traits that affect HEPs differently.  Thus, IDHEAS-G models workload in multiple PIFs, 
such as multitasking, time pressure, staffing, and task complexity.  IDHEAS-G also does not 
model “communication level,” “recoverability,” and “outcomes of diagnosis” because there is no 
empirical evidence showing the relation between these factors and HEPs.  One aspect of the 
SACADA “communication level” is complexity of communication contents, and IDHEAS-G 
models this in the PIF task complexity.  

The SACADA taxonomy has definitions of several discrete states of a context factor.  Thus, 
human error rates aggregated for different states of a PIF can inform PIF weight.  This will be 
valuable information to support the IDHEAS-G quantification model.  Yet, the SACADA context 
factors have neutral factors (e.g., skill-rule-knowledge bases) and negative factors (e.g., noisy 
background).  The language used in SACADA for a neutral state (e.g., procedure-directed 
check) does not mean that the procedure is good.  Care is needed when using SACADA data 
with the context factors in neutral states. 
 
6.4 Summary 

The CFMs and PIFs of IDHEAS-G can be used as a framework to generalize human error data.  
Specifically, the CFMs are in the same framework as the SACADA database; thus, it is relatively 
straightforward to use SACADA data for the HEP estimation in IDHEAS-G.  The human error 
data are generalized into three tables:  the HEP Table, PIF Impact Table, and PIF Interaction 
Table.  The data in these tables inform base HEPs, PIF weights, and PIF interaction factors in 
the IDHEAS-G quantification model.  The data in the PIF Impact Tables can be used to define 
PIF states and relate these states to the weights of HEPs.  Nevertheless, the available human 
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error data are as yet incomplete to inform all the parameters in the IDHEAS-G HEP 
quantification model (i.e., the base HEPs for all the CFMs at any combination of PIF states and 
the weights of all PIF states).  Expert judgment is still needed to bridge the data gaps.  Also, 
more data and analysis are needed to improve the validity of the data-informed HEP 
quantification model. 
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7 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS 

During the IDHEAS-G development, the NRC staff released two early versions of the 
IDHEAS-G report to over 20 experts in the HRA technical community for review and comment.  
This chapter generalizes the NRC staff’s insights and the reviewers’ comments on 
enhancements made in IDHEAS-G and questions for future research. 
 
7.1 Areas for Human Reliability Analysis Method Enhancement 

IDHEAS-G includes the Cognition Model for Human Performance and Reliability and its 
implementation in HRA.  In addition, the NRC staff developed supplemental guidance on using 
IDHEAS-G.  This methodology is intended to enhance HRA methods by addressing the four 
areas discussed in Section 1.2:  

• Expand application scope.  
• Enhance the scientific basis.  
• Reduce HRA variability.  
• Enable the use of data for HRA.   

IDHEAS-G addressed the basic questions in these areas by integrating the inputs from the 
broad technical community, adopting the strengths of existing HRA methods, and incorporating 
state-of-art cognitive and behavioral science.  This chapter consolidates the NRC staff’s insights 
and reviewers’ comments on improvements IDHEAS-G made in these areas.  Also, this chapter 
documents the areas where IDHEAS-G needs further improvement. 
 
In addition, this methodology is intended to be high-level guidance to provide basic principles for 
HRA; it is not intended to be a handbook or manual for HRA practices.  Thus, it does not include 
techniques, tips, or strategies for tradeoffs between the thoroughness and the required 
resources for performing an HRA.  Therefore, some commonly used HRA practices are not 
included in the general methodology.  Included at the end of this chapter is a list of some 
common HRA practices omitted from IDHEAS-G. 
 
7.1.1 Application Scope 

IDHEAS-G is broad enough to apply to all nuclear-related HRA applications, while still 
generating a meaningful HRA.  The IDHEAS-G approach as presented in this report is an 
application-independent process for performing HRA, from which application-specific 
quantification models can be developed.  This approach provides a scientific theoretical basis to 
guide the HRA process.  The approach should reduce the variability that could result in applying 
the methodology across different applications.  The structure of the process is general enough 
to incorporate data across domains, and the guidance for using the structure (such as the 
identification of standard CFMs and PIFs) should also contribute to reducing the variability that 
could result in applying the methodology across different applications.  Yet, the kinds of 
important human actions associated with various applications can be much different from those 
commonly modeled in internal events PRAs, which primarily model actions directed by EOPs.  
The differences may lead to the need for more specific CFMs and PIF attributes in new HRA 
applications. 
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7.1.2 Scientific Basis 

An HRA approach based on cognitive and behavioral science should enable analysts to better 
model human performance.  IDHEAS-G offers a detailed cognition-based approach that is more 
comprehensive than that found in today’s HRA methods.  A potentially larger set of PIFs 
expands on what is presented in the HRA state of practice. 

Cognitive modeling of human performance has involved concepts of human cognition at various 
levels.  Early cognitive modeling focuses on microcognitive or neural information processing in 
the human brain (e.g., perception, working memory, attention, learning, psychomotor skill).  
More recent cognitive engineering research models human performance with macrocognitive 
functions.  The term “macrocognition” was created by Cacciabue and Hollnagel [71] to 
distinguish the systemic approach to modeling cognitive systems from the traditional 
microcognitive approach.  West et al. [72] proposed that a macrocognitive architecture exists in 
the brain of individuals and enables humans to apply information processing abilities 
(microcognition) to complex, dynamic, multiagent, real-world tasks (macro-cognition).  There is 
also cognitive modeling for “team cognition,” “shared cognition,” or “shared mental models,” 
which describes cognitive processes of teams in a sociotechnical context.  The cognitive basis 
structure for IDHEAS-G is a multilevel model, bridging neural information processing (i.e., the 
cognitive mechanisms) to microcognitive processes.  Then, bridging the microcognitive 
processes to microcognitive functions, and bridging individual-level performance into team-level 
and interteam or organizational level performance.  The cognitive basis structure provides a 
large yet explicit picture of how personnel perform expected tasks through interaction with 
systems to achieve the mission of human performance in a complex work environment.  Thus, 
IDHEAS-G is built on a state-of-the-art scientific foundation. 
 
• The five macrocognitive functions (i.e., detection, understanding, decisionmaking, action 

execution, and teamwork) provide the cognitive foundation for IDHEAS-G.  The 
taxonomy in the cognitive basis structure (e.g., the processors and cognitive 
mechanisms) is similar to those modeling or measuring human performance capabilities 
in the literature.  For example, NUREG/CR-5680, Volume 2 [44], lists the following as 
human capabilities needed to perform actions:  (1) attention, (2) vision, (3) perception, 
(4) psychomotor skill, (5) manual dexterity, (6) cognitive function (reading, arithmetic, 
and reasoning), and (7) mood and comfort; the U.S. Army Research Institute has 
developed operation and mission evaluation software around the following task 
taxonomy: (1) perception, (2) cognition—numerical analyses, (3) cognition—information 
processing and problem solving, (4) motor skill—fine motor discrete, (5) motor skill—fine 
motor continuous, (5) motor skill—gross motor light, (6) motor skill—gross motor heavy, 
(7) communications—oral, and (8) communications—reading and writing. The Cognition 
Model in IDHEAS-G organizes these low-level cognitive processes into the 
macrocognition structure. 

• Though it was impossible to be exhaustive, the list of PIFs in IDHEAS-G is 
comprehensive and represents the state of the art of cognitive and behavioral science.  
The structure of organizing the factors is compatible with those in existing HRA methods 
and the literature.  Table 7-1 shows the categorization of PIFs in IDHEAS-G and the 
literature. 
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Table 7-1 Example Categorizations of PIFs 

Groth & Mosleh 
[73] 

Organization-
based 

Team-based Person-
based 

Situation/Stressor-based Machine-
based 

Moray [74] Organization 
and 

Management 
Behavior 

Team and 
Group 

Behavior 

Individual 
Behavior 

Physical Ergonomics Physical 
Devices 

IDHEAS-G Personnel Task System Environment 
and Situation 

 
7.1.3 Human Reliability Analysis Variability 

IDHEAS-G improves on HRA theory because it delineates a structured and comprehensive 
HRA process.  The guidance is capable of producing good transparency and traceability of an 
HRA process.  This reduces analyst subjectivity and enhances analyst-to-analyst consistency.  
The traceability of every IDHEAS-G step allows analysts to identify sources of variability in the 
outcomes of the HRA and attempt to reconcile differences in the outcomes.  

IDHEAS-G improves on the qualitative analysis process in HRA.  The analysis includes 
scenario analysis, important human action identification and definition, and task analysis with 
graphic representations and task characterization.  These provide an adequate modeling 
structure for presenting the HRA analysis.  These steps are often overlooked in HRA method 
descriptions and yet have a considerable influence on the overall thoroughness and quality of 
the final HRA.  IDHEAS-G includes these in the guidance and emphasizes their importance and 
the need for analysts to spend some time on these more qualitative aspects of the HRA before 
performing any quantification.  The very detailed description of the macrocognitive task analysis 
approach is a significant step toward reducing interanalyst variability and subjectivity.  This 
guidance provides clear instructions on how to identify and describe personnel actions, 
associated PIFs, and the influence of these PIFs on the overall HEP.  

The approach of providing a scientific theoretical basis to guide the process should contribute to 
reducing the variability that could result in applying the methodology across different 
applications.  Once standard sets of CFMs and PIFs are identified and sufficient data are 
compiled for these failure modes and factors, the consistency between analysts applying the 
methodology is likely to increase.  The guidance provided on the basic quantification structure 
(such as the identification of standard failure modes and influencing factors to support the 
structure) should also contribute to reducing the variability that could result when applying the 
methodology across different applications. 

The breakdown of the macrocognitive functions, CFMs, and associated cognitive mechanisms 
has the potential to improve how HRA analysts define, describe, and justify HEPs.  This 
approach provides a systematic method for analysts, forces analysts to be more transparent 
when describing PIFs and their influence on the HEP, and should help to reduce interanalyst 
variability.  At first glance, this seems to be a complex, and perhaps overly burdensome, 
approach as the analyst systematically works through the CFMs and PIF structures to select the 
appropriate information.  However, the perceived time burden should be significantly reduced as 
the analyst becomes more familiar with the approach.  
The methodology also has an improved approach to time uncertainty analysis.  This is an 
expansion of the current HRA practice of treating time-critical actions in the structure of the model 
of human performance.  The analysis emphasizes identifying time uncertainties and counting the 
effects of the uncertainties on the overall HEP of the HFE.  The approach appears novel but 
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reasonable.  It would be more useful to demonstrate how the various time uncertainties can 
significantly change the HEPs.  

Nevertheless, some reviewers are skeptical about reducing variability.  They consider 
IDHEAS-G to be more complex than some other HRA methods, which could introduce more 
variability.  Also, the steps in the IDHEAS-G process still require subjective judgment, and thus 
subjectivity and variability may exist as in other methods.  The methodology needs validation 
and testing to demonstrate whether IDHEAS-G really reduces variability. 
 
7.1.4 Data in Human Reliability Analysis 

Perhaps the major contribution that the IDHEAS-G approach can make to improving HRA 
practice is to leave the methodology open to incorporating human error data across a number of 
domains.  The basic quantification structure allows for generalization of data in different 
domains and at different levels of detail.  The structure of the process is general enough to 
incorporate data across domains.  Moreover, the NRC staff has been developing an HRA 
database drawing from NPP operator simulator data.  The database is structured using the 
same cognitive framework as IDHEAS-G so that the data can be used to support HEP 
estimation.  The availability of data to support the application of IDHEAS-G will significantly 
increase the feasibility of its use.  Given that IDHEAS-G emphasizes context, the compilation of 
data pertaining to the impact of environmental and organizational factors on personnel actions 
will be needed.  An important asset of the IDHEAS-G methodology is that its structure allows 
the use of data from other domains besides nuclear power.  Over time, as more applicable data 
are compiled, this asset should become one of the major strengths of the approach. 
 
7.2 Areas that Need Further Research in IDHEAS-G 

7.2.1 Treatment of Errors of Commission 

A systematic way to identify errors of commission is not provided.  The supplemental guidance 
in APPENDIX F, “Identification and Definition of Important Human Actions,” describes a range of 
errors of commission, yet the guidance on errors of commission is geared towards event 
response actions.  Other applications (e.g., spent fuel handling, medical applications) are in a 
context where personnel are doing more “routine” functions.  Errors of commission become very 
relevant in these applications.  Some traditional hazard analysis methods such as Hazard and 
Operability Analysis and Failure Modes and Effects Analysis may be useful in identifying errors 
of commission for those applications. In addition, the ATHEANA method [8], [9] provides 
guidance to find errors of commission. 
 
7.2.2 Dependency between Important Human Actions 

IDHEAS-G does not advance the state of dependency analysis in HRA.  It describes only the 
current state-of-practice approaches to dependency analysis.  The existing dependency 
approaches are subject to the same set of criticisms as described in APPENDIX K.  The HRA 
technical community has stressed the need for a new HRA methodology that is better informed 
by cognitive and behavioral science.  Future research should develop a more appropriate 
approach to performing dependency analysis based on the IDHEAS-G framework.  A successful 
IDHEAS-G methodology would necessarily identify the dependencies as an integrated element 
of the analysis process. 
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The state-of-practice approaches are of limited usefulness when attempting to identify and 
quantify dependent human performance failures that result from failures of higher level cognitive 
and collaborative processes.  In particular, the approaches assume that dependencies would 
not be present (or would be extremely low) if actions involved different people or different 
locations, or if the tasks were not immediately adjacent to each other.  These approaches to 
identifying dependency fail to cover dependencies that might result from higher level cognitive 
failures such as misunderstanding the situation, deciding on the wrong goal, or misprioritizing 
goals.  In those cases, there could be causal dependencies across actions that are performed 
by different people (e.g., because the supervisor gave incorrect guidance to operators); in 
different locations (e.g., because operators were trying to achieve the wrong goal in both 
locations); and also when the tasks are not immediately adjacent to each other (e.g., again, 
because operators misunderstood the situation and were trying to achieve the wrong goals). 

Moreover, HFE dependencies can only be captured appropriately in IDHEAS-G if it is an 
integral part of the IDHEAS-G modeling process.  Like uncertainty analysis, it should be treated 
in every step of the IDHEAS-G process rather than as an add-on to the end of the process.  
Future work should more thoroughly investigate how to appropriately model and incorporate 
dependencies in IDHEAS-G. 
 
7.2.3 Guidance on Combined Effects of Performance-Influencing Factors 

The IDHEAS-G documentation acknowledges that there are challenges associated with 
consideration of multiple PIFs.  For most or all important human actions, more than one PIF 
could apply.  Other than a preliminary exploration in APPENDIX D, IDHEAS-G does not address 
how the impact of multiple PIFs should be combined (e.g., is the total impact a sum of the 
impact of individual factors or does a more complex relationship need to be considered?).  It is 
possible that combinations of PIFs could have negative synergistic effects.  The number of 
variations of possible PIF combinations could be large.  It is not clear whether data for all 
important combinations of PIFs for CFMs can eventually be compiled.  If the impact of PIFs 
cannot be derived from data, then the ability to consider multiple factors may not differ much 
from the way they are considered in current HRA approaches.  Another problem with having too 
many PIFs is the insensitivity of individual factors (i.e., the effect of important PIFs may be 
averaged out by a large number of less important factors).  Future research should demonstrate 
how the effects of multiple PIFs are combined and how to differentiate the effects of different 
combinations within a large number of PIFs. 
 
7.2.4 Potential Variability in Application-Specific Quantification Models 

IDHEAS-G has flexibility in PIF selection to the extent that experts (i.e., HRA method 
developers) can use the available list to select a subset of PIFs for specific HRA applications.  
While guidance on selecting PIFs is provided, it is still possible that different expert groups may 
select different subsets of factors for the same application.  Further research needs to validate 
this and improve the guidance, as needed.  Perhaps having several examples of 
application-specific PIF subsets is the best way to improve consistency in factor selection.  The 
same concern applies to magnitudes of effects for PIFs.  This is left up to expert judgment.  
Individual expert sessions may lead to different magnitudes of HEP estimation. 

The multiple approaches to quantification can be a concern as different quantification 
approaches could potentially yield significant differences in estimated HEPs.  Thus, future 
research should perform validation to determine whether decision trees, Bayesian updating, 
simulation, and expert sessions yield comparable findings. 
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7.2.5 Updating the Basic Quantification Structure—Refining Cognitive Failure Modes 

and Performance-Influencing Factors 

While the IDHEAS-G approach seems general enough to be used in an array of nuclear-related 
HRA applications, its cognition model is based on current literature and experience in cognitive 
science, human factors, HRA, and human error analysis.  It is possible that there are gaps and 
biases in the state of knowledge supporting the model.  For example, application of the 
approach to actions outside of the control room, such as level-2 or level-3 PRA actions, may 
need additional CFMs and PIF attributes that are beyond the current state of knowledge.  The 
context and actions associated with response to external hazards, such as external flooding, 
can be very different from most of the human event analysis that has been conducted.  
Personnel response to external hazards typically includes actions in various harsh work 
environments, which are not well addressed by current HRA methodologies.  Examples of such 
environmental conditions include accidental aircraft impact, extreme winds, tornado-generated 
missiles, turbine-generated missiles, external fires, accidents from nearby facilities, release of 
chemicals, transportation accidents, pipeline accidents, and seismic events.   

The IDHEAS-G approach does not adequately model detailed cognitive or neural processes 
specifically related to psychomotor or neuromotor skills.  The concept of motor skills suggests 
the need for physical ability as much as higher level cognition.  The neuromotor processes 
required for an action execution may be affected differently from the cognitive part of the same 
action.  For example, an action like driving a forklift would include the physical movements 
associated with driving, as well as other cognitive functions such as detection and 
understanding that could be affected differently by an environmental condition such as adverse 
weather.  An application of IDHEAS-G involving modeling fine or strenuous motor actions may 
require expansion of the cognitive basis related to neuromotor skills. 
 
7.2.6 Definition of Critical Tasks 

HEP quantification in IDHEAS-G is based on the identification of critical tasks, which are treated 
as binary—a task in an HFE is either critical or noncritical.  However, even when the task is 
critical, the importance of the task for the HFE may vary depending on the scenario.  The same 
is true for the importance of the CFMs to the failure of a macrocognitive function—the CFMs of 
a macrocognitive function are treated as equally important to the failure of the function.  It is 
possible that a PIF might have a very important impact on a macrocognitive function or CFM but 
have only minor significance to the important human action.  While IDHEAS-G, like any 
methodology, had to make simplifications in modeling human performance, future research 
should explore ways to determine and allocate importance among macrocognitive functions or 
CFMs, or develop a justification for why such an allocation approach is not necessary. 
 
7.3 Common Human Reliability Analysis Practices Not Included in IDHEAS-G 

IDHEAS-G is a methodology for what should ideally be performed in HRA, rather than a 
practical manual for how to efficiently perform HRA and make tradeoffs between the 
thoroughness and resource demands.  Therefore, IDHEAS-G does not include some commonly 
used HRA practices for those purposes.  Below is a list of some common practices left out of 
the general methodology in this report: 
 
● preparation for PRA/HRA [11] 
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● HFE feasibility assessment [75] 

● HFE screening analysis [7]–[9], [75] 

● minimum joint HEP—The NRC does not have official guidance on this. 

● creditable recovery opportunities—IDHEAS-G does not provide guidance for 
quantifying the effects of the preinitiator HFE and sequence-based recovery actions (at 
the cutset or scenario level), which is allowed by the PRA standard [42] (see High 
Level Requirement HR-H).  

● Baseline HEP values—Many HRA methods provide some base failure rate or guidance 
on magnitude of effects for PIFs [3], [7], [10]. 

The guidelines for these HRA practices can be found in the associated references above. 
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APPENDIX A 
COGNITIVE MECHANISMS UNDERLYING HUMAN PERFORMANCE 

AND RELIABILITY 

This appendix presents the prevalent cognitive mechanisms and their associated 
macrocognitive functions. This information is presented in Section 2.3 for each macrocognitive 
function and it is reproduced here in a different format for the reader’s convenience. Table A-1 
through Table A-5 present the cognitive mechanisms for the detection, understanding, 
decisionmaking, action execution, and teamwork macrocognitive functions, respectively. 

Table A-1 Cognitive Mechanisms for Detection 

Macrocognitive Function: Detection 
Identifier Cognitive Mechanism 

D.a Mental model of the cues 
D.b Perception of sensory information 
D.c Attention 
D.d Working memory 
D.e Vigilance 
D.f Information foliage 
D.g Pattern recognition 
D.h Shared cognition within a team 
D.i Infrastructure for exporting the information detected 

Table A-2 Cognitive Mechanisms for Understanding 

Macrocognitive Function: Understanding 
Identifier Cognitive Mechanism 

U.a Data 
U.b Selection of data 
U.c Mental model 
U.d Integration of data with mental model 
U.e Working memory 
U.f Shared cognition within a team 

Table A-3 Cognitive Mechanisms for Decisionmaking 

Macrocognitive Function: Decisionmaking 
Identifier Cognitive Mechanism 

DM.a Decisionmaking model 
DM.b Data for decisionmaking 
DM.c Select, judge, or develop plans, strategies, or working instructions 
DM.d Cognitive biases 
DM.e Deliberation or evaluation of decision 
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Table A-4 Cognitive Mechanisms for Action Execution 

Macrocognitive Function: Action Execution 
Identifier Cognitive Mechanism 

E.a Physical movement and motor skills 
E.b Mental model of the actions and the systems to be acted on 
E.c Working memory 
E.d Attention 
E.e Vigilance 
E.f Sensory feedback of motor movement 
E.g Automaticity 
E.h Programming sequences or order of execution steps 
E.i Executive control 
E.j Error monitoring and correction 
E.k Initiation of action execution 
E.l Spatial precision or accuracy of action execution 

E.m Timing precision of action execution 
E.n Coordinated motor movement of action execution 

Table A-5 Cognitive Mechanisms for Teamwork 

Macrocognitive Function: Teamwork 
Identifier Cognitive Mechanism 

T.a Teamwork infrastructure 
T.b Command 
T.c Control 
T.d Line of communication 
T.e Data processing and information management 
T.f Shared mental model 
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APPENDIX B 
LINKS OF PERFORMANCE-INFLUENCING FACTOR ATTRIBUTES TO 

COGNITIVE MECHANISMS 

This appendix presents the links of the PIF attributes to the cognitive mechanisms as a series of 
tables. Each table corresponds to each PIF presented in Chapter 3.  The links are inferred from 
the cognitive and psychological literature and some links are based on the NRC staff’s 
judgment. 
 
Each row of every table in this appendix is for one PIF attribute.  The cognitive mechanisms that 
the PIF attribute can impact are shown in the right columns of the tables, indicated with the 
cognitive mechanism identifiers provided in APPENDIX A. 
 
Several PIF attributes do not have explicit links to specific cognitive mechanisms because those 
attributes are not specific enough.  For example, the attribute for the PIF Training and 
Experience “Training is infrequent” can impact many or most cognitive mechanisms of all 
macrocognitive functions.  The word “Overarching” is used in the cognitive mechanism identifier 
column for those attributes. 

Table B-1 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Work Place Accessibility and Habitability 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Accessibility (travel paths, security barriers, and sustained habituation 
of worksite) is limited because of adverse environmental conditions, 
such as steam, high water, fire, smoke, toxic gas, radiation, electricity 
shock risk, and blocked roads. 

D.b, E.a, E.l, E.m 

There is limited accessibility because of security system operation.  
Doors or components that are normally locked require keys to unlock.  
A fire or flood may cause electric security systems to fail locked. 

D.b, E.a 

Habitability is reduced.  Personnel cannot stay long at the worksite 
because of factors like radiation or earthquake aftershocks. 

D.b, E.a 

The surface of systems, structures, or objects cannot be reached or 
touched (e.g., because they are hot). 

D.b, E.a, E.l, E.m 

The worksite is flooded or underwater. D.b, E.a, E.l, E.m 

Table B-2 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Work Place Visibility 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Poor lighting in work place D.b, E.a, E.f, E.i, E.j 
Glare or reflection on physical structure D.b, E.a 
Smoke- or fog-induced low visibility D.i, E.i, E.j 
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Table B-3 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Noise 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Loud noise in work place impeding face-to-face 
communication 

D.b, D.c, D.i, E.f 

Noise in communication devices D.i, E.i, E.j 

Table B-4 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Cold/Heat/Humidity 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Extreme cold Overarching 
Extreme heat Overarching 
High humidity Overarching 

Table B-5 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Resistance to Personal or Vehicle’s Physical 
Movement 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Wearing heavy protective clothes and/or gloves E.a, E.l, E.m 
Slippery surface (e.g., icing) E.a, E.l, E.m 
Traffic impeding vehicle movement E.a 

Table B-6 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF System and I&C Transparency to Personnel 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

System or I&C does not behave as intended under special conditions. D.g, U.a, U.b, U.c, 
E.f, E.j 

System or I&C does not reset as intended. D.g, U.c, E.f, E.j 
System or I&C is complex, making it hard for personnel to predict its 
behavior in unusual scenarios. 

D.g, U.c, U.d, E.f, 
E.j 

System or I&C failure modes are not transparent to personnel. D.g, U.c, U.d, E.f, 
E.j 
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Table B-7 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Human-System Interface 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

The source of indication (e.g., indicators, labels) is similar to other 
sources nearby. 

D.b 

The source of indication is obscured or masked in many potentially 
relevant indications. 

D.f 

The indications have low salience. D.b 
Related information is spatially distributed or unsynchronized. D.b 
Indications are confusing or nonintuitive. D.b, D.g 
Secondary indications are not promptly available, or personnel are not 
aware of them. 

D.a 

Controls are difficult to maneuver E.a 
Personnel do not anticipate the failure modes of controls and their 
impacts. 

E.b 

Indications of states of controls are inadequate. E.b 
There is confusion in action maneuver states. E.b 
Controls provide inadequate feedback (i.e., lack of adequate 
confirmation of the action executed (incorrect, no information provided, 
measurement inaccuracies, delays)). 

E.f, E.j 

Labels of the controls do not agree with document nomenclature. E.b 
Controls are not reliable, and personnel are unaware of the problem. E.b 

Table B-8 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Tools and Parts Availability and Usability 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Tools are difficult to access or to use (e.g., lack of administrative control 
of tools). 

E.a 

Tools are unfamiliar to personnel. E.a, E.b 
Failure modes or operational conditions of critical tools are not clearly 
presented (e.g., ranges, limitations, and requirements). 

E.a, E.b 

Critical tool does not work properly because of aging, lack of power, 
incompatibility, improper calibration, lack of proper administrative 
control, or other reason. 

E.a 

Tools or parts needed are missing or not available. E.a 
Document nomenclature does not agree with equipment labels. E.b 
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Table B-9 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Staffing 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Shortage of staffing (e.g., key personnel are missing, unavailable or 
delayed in arrival, staff pulled away to perform other duties) 

Overarching 

Lack of backup/lack of peer check or cross-checking (e.g., an overseer 
or independent reviewer is not available) 

D.h, U.f, DM.e, E.j 

Ambiguous or incorrect specification of staff roles and responsibilities D.h, U.f, DM.e, E.j 
Inappropriate staff assignment (e.g., lack of the skills needed) D.h, U.f, DM.e, E.j 
Key decisionmaker’s knowledge and ability are inadequate to make the 
decision (e.g., lack of required qualifications or experience) 

DM.a, DM.b, DM.c, 
DM.d, DM.e 

Lack of administrative control on fitness for duty Overarching 
 

Table B-10 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Procedures, Guidance, and Instructions 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Procedure is inadequate. Overarching 
The procedure design is difficult to use. Overarching 
The procedure lacks details. Overarching  
The procedure is confusing. Overarching 
The procedure is available but does not fit to the situation (e.g., it 
requires deviation or adaptation). 

D.a, D.b, U.b, U.c, 
U.d, DM.c, E.b, E.h 

The procedure is not available for skill-based tasks. D.a, D.b, U.b, U.c, 
U.d, DM.c, E.b, E.h 

The procedure is not available; thus, personnel have to find ways to 
perform the task based on their knowledge. 

E.b, E.h 

The procedure is misleading. D.b, U.b, U.c, 
DM.c, E.b, E.h 
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Table B-11 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Training 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Training frequency is low (greater than 6 months between sessions). Overarching 
Training duration or the amount of training is not adequate. Overarching 
Training on procedure adaptation is inadequate.  The training focuses 
on following procedures without adequately training personnel to 
evaluate all available information, seek alternative interpretations, or 
evaluate the pros and cons of procedural action plans. 

U.a, U.b, U.c, 
DM.a, DM.b, DM.c, 
DM.d, DM.e 

Training is inadequate on collaborative work process as a crew 
(e.g., inadequate supervision in monitoring actions and questioning 
current mission; inadequate leadership in initiating assessment of 
action scripts, facilitating discussion, and avoiding tunnel vision). 

D.h. U.f, DM.e, E.j, 
E.n 

Training or experience with sources of information (such as scope and 
limitations of data and information on the failure modes of the 
information sources) is inadequate. 

U.a, U.b, DM.b 

Experience in diagnosis (e.g., not being aware of and coping with 
biases, not seeking additional information, and not avoiding tunnel-
vision) is inadequate. 

U.a, U.b, U.c 

There are gaps in team knowledge and expertise needed to understand 
the scenario. 

U.c 

There is inadequate specificity on the urgency and criticality of key 
information such as key alarms, system failure modes, and system 
design to the level of detail needed for responding to the situation. 

U.c 

The training is inadequate or practice is lacking in the step-by-step 
completion of action execution. 

E.b, E.g, E.h, E.i, 
E.j 

The training lacks practicality. Overarching 
Hands-on training on action execution is lacking (e.g., training consists 
of virtual training, classroom training, or demos only without hands-on 
practice). 

E.g, E.h, E.i, E.j, 
E.l, E.m 

Experience or training is lacking on procedures, guidelines, or 
instructions for the type of event (e.g., use non-operators to perform 
some actions outside the control room). 

U.b, U.c, E.b, E.h, 
E.j 

The action context is infrequently part of training or personnel rarely 
perform the actions under specific context (greater than 6 months 
between performance). 

E.b, E.h 

Personnel are not trained on the procedures or the type of actions. Overarching 
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Table B-12 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Teamwork and Organizational Factors 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Inadequate team information management D.a, U.a, U.f, DM.b, 
E.b, T.e 

Inadequate teamwork resources D.h, U.f, DM.e, E.n, 
T.a, T.b, T.c, T.d, 
T.e, T.f 

Distributed or dynamic operational teams D.h, U.f, DM.e, E.n, 
T.a, T.b, T.c, T.d, 
T.e, T.f 

Inadequate team decisionmaking infrastructure DM.a, DM.d, DM.e 
Team coordination difficulty E.n 
Authorization difficulty T.b, T.c 
Inadequate communication capabilities between teams T.d 
Inadequate teamwork practices or drills together D.h, U.f, DM.e, E.n, 

T.a, T.b, T.c, T.d, 
T.e, T.f 

Table B-13 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Work Processes 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Poor work prioritization, scheduling Overarching 
Lack of or ineffective instrumentation (e.g., pre-job briefing) for 
personnel to be aware of potential pitfalls in performing the tasks 

Overarching 

Lack of or ineffective instrumentation (e.g., supervision) for safety issue 
monitoring and identification 

Overarching 

Lack of or ineffective instrumentation for safety reporting Overarching 
Lack of or ineffective instrumentation for corrective actions Overarching 
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Table B-14 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Information Availability and Reliability 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Updates of information are inadequate (e.g., information perceived by 
one party who fails to inform another party). 

D.g, U.a, U.b, 
DM.b, E.b, E.f, E.h, 
T.d, T.e, T.f 

Information of different sources is not well organized. U.a, U.b, U.d, D.b, 
D.c 

Conflicts in information U.a, U.b, U.d, 
DM.b, DM.c, T.d, 
T.e, T.f 

Information updates are inadequate. U.a, U.b, DM.b, 
E.b, E.f, E.h, T.d, 
T.e, T.f 

Different sources of information are not properly organized. U.b, DM.b, T.d, T.e, 
T.f 

Personnel are unfamiliar with the sources or meaning of the 
information. 

D.g, U.a, U.b, 
DM.c, T.d, T.e, T.f 

Pieces of information change over time at different paces; thus, they 
may not all be current by the time personnel use them together. 

U.a, U.b, DM.b, 
T.d, T.e, T.f 

Feedback information is not available in time to correct a wrong 
decision or adjust the strategy implementation. 

DM.e, E.j, T.b, T.c 

Information is unreliable or uncertain. U.a, DM.b, T.d, T.e, 
T.f 

Primary sources of information are not available, while secondary 
sources of information are not reliable or readily perceived. 

U.a, DM.b, T.d, T.e, 
T.f 

Information is misleading or wrong. U.a, DM.b, T.d, T.e, 
T.f 

Table B-15 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Scenario Familiarity 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Scenario is unfamiliar. U.c, DM.c 
A bias or preference for wrong strategies exists. DM.d 
Personnel are unfamiliar with system failure modes. U.c 
Personnel are unfamiliar with worksites for manual actions. E.b, E.h 
Plans, policies, and procedures to address the situation are lacking. U.c, DM.c 
Unpredictable dynamics U.c, U.d, DM.c, 

DM.e 
Dynamic decisionmaking is required. DM.b, DM.c 
Shifting objectives DM.a, DM.b, DM.c, 

DM.e 
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Table B-16 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Multi-tasking, Interruptions, and Distractions 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Excessively frequent or long interruption during the continuous 
performance of critical tasks 

D.c, D.d, U.d, U.e, 
E.c, E.d, E.h, E.i, 
E.j 

Distraction by other ongoing activities that are relevant to the critical 
task being performed 

D.c, D.d, U.d, U.e, 
E.c, E.d, E.h, E.i, 
E.j 

Concurrently detecting (monitoring or searching) multiple sets of 
parameters where the parameters in different sets may be related 

D.b, D.c, D.d, D.f 

Concurrently diagnosing more than one complex event that requires 
continuously seeking additional data to understand the events 

U.b, U.c, U.d, U.e 

Concurrently making decisions or plans that may be intermingled DM.b, DM.c 
Concurrently executing intermingled or inter-dependent action plans E.d, E.j, E.j 
Command and control multitasking T.b, T.c 

Table B-17 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Task Complexity 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Detection criteria are complex.  For example, there are multiple criteria 
to be met or complex logic; information of interest must be determined 
based on other pieces of information and may involve complex 
computation; or detection criteria are ambiguous. 

D.g 

Detection overloading.  For example, personnel may need to 
concurrently track the states of multiple systems, monitor many 
parameters, and memorize many pieces of information detected. 

D.d, D.f 

Detection requires sustained attention.  For example, determining a 
parameter trend during unstable system status or monitoring a 
slow-response-system behavior without a clear time window to 
conclude the monitoring requires attention for a prolonged period. 

D.c 

Cues for detection are not obvious.  That is, alarms or instructions do 
not directly cue detection, so personnel must actively search for 
information. 

D.a 

Multiple causes for situation assessment:  Multiple independent 
“influences” affect the system, and system behavior cannot be 
explained by a single influence. 

U.b, U.d, U.e 

Relations of systems involved in an action are too complicated to 
understand 

U.e 

Key information is cognitively masked (e.g., hidden coupling, cascading 
effects, cognitive masking, and complex logic) and the source of a 
problem is difficult to diagnose because of cascading secondary effects 
that makes it difficult to connect the observed symptoms to the 
originating source. 

U.b 
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Table B-17 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Task Complexity (continued) 
 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

The potential outcome of situation assessment consists of multiple 
states and contexts (not a simple yes or no). 

U.d 

Decision-making involves developing strategies or action plans. DM.c 
Decision criteria are ambiguous and subject to different interpretations. DM.a 
Multiple, intermingled goals or criteria need to be prioritized. DM.a, DM.c 
Conflicting goals (e.g., choosing one goal will block achieving another 
goal, and multiple competing goals cannot be prioritized). 

DM.a, DM.c 

Decisionmaking requires integration of a variety of types of information 
with complex logic. 

DM.c 

Decisionmaking requires diverse expertise distributed among multiple 
individuals or parties who may not share the same information or have 
the same understanding of the situation. 

DM.c, DM.e 

Competing strategies DM.c 
Personnel may need to unlearn or break away from automaticity of 
trained action scripts. 

E.d, E.g 

Controlled actions that require monitoring action outcomes and 
adjusting action accordingly. 

E.f, E.j 

Action criteria are difficult to use E.h, E.j 
Action requires out-of-sequence steps E.h 
Long-lasting, non-continuous action sequences, or long-time gap 
between the cues for execution to initiation of the execution are 
necessary. 

E.c, E.g 

Action sequences are parallel and intermingled. E.i 
Action execution requires close coordination of multiple personnel at 
different locations. 

E.n 

Action execution requires long sustained attention. E.d, E.e 

Table B-18 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Mental Fatigue 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Sustained, high-demand cognitive activities (e.g., procedure-situation 
mismatches demand constant problem-solving and decisionmaking; 
information changes over time and requires sustained attention to 
monitor or frequent checking) 

Overarching 

Long working hours with cognitively demanding tasks Overarching 
Sleep deprivation, exposure to noise, disturbed dark and light rhythms, 
and air pollution 

Overarching 
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Table B-19 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Time Pressure and Stress 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Reluctance to execute an action plan due to potential negative impacts 
(e.g., adverse economic impact or personal injury) 

E.b 

High time pressure due to perceived lack of adequate time to complete 
the task 

D.g, U.b, U.d, 
DM.c, DM.e, E.j, 
E.l, E.m 

Emotional stress (e.g., anxiety, frustration) Overarching 
Physical stress (e.g., auditory noise, disturbed dark and light rhythms, 
and air pollution) 

Overarching 

Table B-20 Cognitive Mechanisms for PIF Physical Demands 

PIF Attribute 
Cognitive 

Mechanism 
Identifier 

Action execution requires high accuracy fine motor skills, fine motor 
coordination, or skills of craft. 

E.l, E.m 

Fine or difficult motor actions, such as installing or connecting delicate 
parts, must be performed. 

E.m 

The task is physically strenuous (e.g., lifting heavy objects, 
opening/closing rusted or stuck valves, moving heavy things in water or 
high wind). 

E.a 

There is resistance to motor movement (e.g., wearing heavy clothes, 
lifting heavy materials, opening/closing rusted or stuck valves, 
executing actions in water or high wind; extreme cold or heat or on 
unstable ground). 

E.a 
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APPENDIX C 
INSIGHTS INTO PERFORMANCE-INFLUENCING FACTORS FROM THE 

COGNITIVE LITERATURE 

In treating the contribution of PIFs to HEPs, HRA methods either model the effects of individual 
PIFs (e.g., THERP [3], CBDT [10]) or holistically consider the combined effects of multiple PIFs 
(e.g., MERMOS1 [76], ATHEANA [8], [9]).  When modeling the effects of individual PIFs, some 
methods treat the effect in a binary fashion (i.e., a PIF is either high or low, or present or 
absent).  Other methods use discrete levels of multipliers (i.e., the contribution of a PIF to the 
HEP is a multiplier to a baseline HEP). 
 
Cognitive and behavioral scientists have experimentally measured the effects of many PIF 
attributes under controlled conditions.  The experiments measured human error rates in 
cognitive tasks while systematically varying PIF attributes.  Metadata studies have also 
synthesized the experimental results for a given PIF attribute.  This section presents some 
examples of experimental studies where error rates in human performance were measured by 
varying one or more PIF attributes.  Section C.1 presents four example studies.  Section C.2 
presents the effects of a particular PIF attribute on human errors synthesized from multiple 
studies. 
 
C.1 Example Studies Demonstrating the Effects of the Performance-Influencing 

Factor Attributes on Cognitive Errors 

Example 1:  The effect of incomplete information on decisionmaking in simulated pilot de-icing 
(by Sarter and Schroeder [77]) 
 
Twenty-seven human subjects used a flight simulator to make a decision about de-icing during 
icy weather.  They were tested with and without an information display providing additional 
information about the weather.  The accuracy of the information provided was varied.  The 
results showed that providing additional accurate information improved the percentage of 
correct decisions on handling of icing encounters.  However, performance dropped below the 
baseline when the information display gave inaccurate information (high uncertainty).  Table C-1 
shows the percentage of stall (i.e., wrong decision).  The processor in this example is “DM3—
Acquire and select data for decisionmaking.”  The PIF attribute that varied is “Information is 
unreliable or uncertain.” 

Table C-1 Decisionmaking Error Variation with Information Accuracy 

 Accurate and incomplete 
information 

Accurate and additional 
information 

Inaccurate 
information 

% 
Stall 30 18.1 89 

 
  

                                                 
1  MERMOS is an acronym in French and it stands for Méthode d'Evaluation et de Réalisation des Missions Opérateurs 

pour la SÛreté. 
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Example 2:  The effect of detection complexity on monitoring air traffic (by Cummings and 
Tsonis [78]) 
 
Thirty human subjects performed simulated air traffic management tasks with a traffic timeline 
display.  The task was to detect information in the timeline and meanwhile monitor dangerous 
aircraft shown in a simulated radar display next to the timeline.  The number of aircraft and 
number of color-coded categories shown on the timeline were varied.  The results showed that 
information misperception slightly increased as the number of aircraft increased from 10 to 20 to 
30. 
 
Information misperception increases by a factor of 2 from sequential to non-sequential arrival 
patterns.  Detection omission error increases by a factor of 2 as the number of categories 
increases from 6 to 9, as shown in Figure C-1.  The processor in this example is “D3—Perceive, 
recognize, and classify information.”  The PIF attribute is “detection complexity,” indicated by the 
number of aircraft, number of information categories, and the logic patterns of information 
presentation (sequential versus non-sequential arrival pattern). 
 

 
Note: The horizonal axis represents the number of information categories, and the vertical axis represents 

detection time, percent of detection accuracy, and percent of omission errors in the upper, middle, and lower 
panel, respectively.  Omission errors increase when the number of information categories is greater than six. 

Figure C-1 The Effect of Detection Complexity on Information Detection. 

Example 3:  The effect of sleep loss on situation assessment (by Baranski, et al. [79]) 
 
The task is for groups of human subjects to assess the situation of threat on a military 
surveillance task by varying the time that the subjects did not sleep.  The study also examined 
the effects of feedback information as well as supervision and peer-checking.  The results in 
Table C-2 show that error rates in the situation assessment task increased with the number of 
days of no sleep, decreased with supervision and peer-checking, and had no significant change 
with or without feedback information. 
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The processor in this study is “U3—Integrate data and mental model in Understanding.”  The 
PIF attributes are sleep deprivation under the PIF Mental Fatigue and lack of peer-checking 
under the PIF Work Process. 

Table C-2 Assessment Error Rate (%) 

 Day 2 Day 3 
Full feedback 4.2 5.5 
No feedback 4.5 6 

Individual 6 8 
Team 4.5 5.5 

 
Example 4:  The effect of unfamiliar scenarios on pilots’ decisionmaking (by McKinney and 
Davis [80]) 
 
This study examines the effects of deliberate practice on crisis decision performance.  The pilots 
all participated in deliberate practice.  The study examined the pilots making plans in response 
to 160 airborne mechanical malfunctions.  The results show that deliberate practice enhanced 
performance for wholly practiced decision scenarios.  Deliberate practice was not related to 
aggregate decisionmaking on partially practiced crisis scenarios—it helped situation 
assessment but not decisionmaking (choosing actions).  The decision error rate was 15/83 for 
familiar (wholly practiced) scenarios and 22/77 for unfamiliar (partially practiced) scenarios. 
 
The macrocognitive functions in this study involve understanding and decisionmaking.  The 
reported error rate was only for the processor “DM4—Make judgment or plan.”  The PIF 
attribute was “Scenario is unfamiliar” under the PIF Scenario Familiarity. 
 
C.2 Synthesized Data or Evidence on the Effects of the Performance-

Influencing Factor Attributes on Cognitive Errors 

Multitasking 
 
A dual-task paradigm is a procedure in experimental psychology that requires an individual to 
perform two tasks simultaneously to compare performance with single-task conditions.  
Experiments show that error rates on one or both tasks are generally 1–3 times higher when 
they are done simultaneously compared to being done separately.  For example, Drews et al. 
[81] showed that students made errors about 5 percent of the time when performing speaking 
and action execution tasks simultaneously, compared to 4 percent when performing just one 
task. 
 
Interruption and distraction 
 
Lee et al. [82] showed that drivers had a 22 percent error rate in avoiding car collisions when 
distracted by cell phone calls compared to a 7 percent error rate without distraction in a driving 
simulator study. 
 
Bailey and Konstan [83] found that subjects had an average error rate of 22 percent in selection 
tasks interrupted by a reasoning task compared to an error rate of 15 percent with no 
interruption. 
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Cognitive complexity 
 
Cummings and Tsonis [78] measured the performance of simulated air traffic control 
management tasks (multitasking with information detection and understanding) by varying the 
number of airplanes managed (quantity), number of information categories (variety), and arrival 
patterns (predictable versus unpredictable).  They found that the mean rate of omission errors 
was 25 percent for 10–20 aircraft and 50 percent for 30 aircraft.  They also found an error rate 
of 30 percent for three to six information categories and 50 percent for nine categories. 
 
Prinzo et al. [66] analyzed pilot communication errors and reported that the error rate increased 
nonlinearly with the complexity of the message communicated.  The error rate was around 4 
percent for a message complexity index (i.e., the number of messages transmitted per 
communication) of 1–8, 30 percent for an index of 12–20, and greater than 50 percent for an 
index greater than 20. 
 
Human-system interface 
 
Cummings et al. [84] investigated the effects on driver performance of an auditory alarm 
scheme, reliability (measured by the percent of false alarms), and task complexity.  They found 
that participants had a 14 percent error rate with high reliability alarms and a 42 percent error 
rate with low-reliability alarms. 
 
Hameed et al. [85] examined the effectiveness of using peripheral visual and tactile cues to 
support task interruption management.  Participants had a 0.8-percent error rate in detection 
tasks when there were cues to alert them of an interruption.  This compared to a 16.7-percent 
error rate when there was no cue alert.  The error rate for arithmetic tasks was 3.6 percent with 
the alert and 6.2 percent without the alert. 
 
Speier et al. [86] investigated the influence of interruptions on different types of decisionmaking 
tasks and the ability of information presentation formats to alleviate errors.  The participants’ 
error rate for symbolic tasks was 28.1 percent with a graph presentation format and 24.6 
percent with a table format.  The error rate for spatial tasks was 20.7 percent with a graph 
presentation format and 32.8 percent with a table presentation format. 
 
Training and experience 
 
Patten et al. [67] explored the effects of experience on automobile driver performance in a 
driving simulator.  They reported that experienced participants had a 12 percent error rate while 
low-experience participants had a 21 percent error rate. 
 
Stress 
 
Keinan [87] tested the proposition that deficient decisionmaking under stress results, to a 
significant extent, from the individual’s failure to systematically consider all relevant alternatives.  
College student participants were asked to solve decision problems while being exposed to 
controllable stress, uncontrollable stress, or no stress at all.  There was no time constraint on 
the performance of the task.  The controllability of the stressor was found to have no effect on 
the participants’ performance.  However, those who were exposed to either controllable or 
uncontrollable stress showed a significantly stronger tendency to offer solutions before all 
available alternatives had been considered.  The mean error rate was 5 percent for no stress 
and 9 percent for high stress. 
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Note that the numeric values of human error rates measured in cognitive experiments cannot be 
directly interpreted as HEPs of cognitive failure modes because (1) the error rates are 
measured under special, controlled conditions and (2) an experimentally measured error rate 
typically involves multiple cognitive failure modes.  Nevertheless, the analysis was found that 
the error rate data are generally convergent across different studies.  For example, most studies 
of dual tasks show that the error rate in dual tasks is between 1 to 2 times higher than that in a 
single task.  The results obtained in simple, controlled laboratory tasks and those in complex 
simulation tasks also showed consistency.  This suggests that the results from laboratory 
studies may serve as a baseline reference for estimating HEPs in more complex, real life 
scenarios. 
 
C.3 Summary 

The above examples are just a few out of the large body of cognitive experiments.  The purpose 
of this discussion is not to propose direct adoption of the observed error rates for HRA, but to 
identify potentially useful insights and trends. 
 
Some PIF attributes, such as task complexity, directly challenge cognitive capacity limits and 
can lead to high human error rates once the cognitive demand (represented by the PIF 
attributes) makes the cognitive mechanisms exceed their capacity limits.  Other PIF attributes, 
such as some human-system interface features, only moderately increase error rates. 
 
This review of the literature indicates that the major root causes of human errors in goal-directed 
tasks are human cognitive limits, which are generic to humans.  Various factors of task context 
and working environment affect the cognitive limits and may lead to performance errors.  This 
appendix presented some experimental findings in the literature to demonstrate how some of 
those factors may lead to human performance errors.  These findings have been used in the 
formulation of the qualitative analysis and quantification approach in IDHEAS-G.  In particular, 
most of the experiments reviewed suggest relatively small—not orders of magnitude—effects 
from PIFs and their additivity.  The potential for large changes in HEPs arises when demands 
exceed resources. 
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APPENDIX D 
COGNITIVE BASIS FOR THE COMBINED EFFECT OF 

PERFORMANCE-INFLUENCING FACTORS ON HUMAN ERROR 
PROBABILITIES 

An important human action modeled in HRA typically involves more than one PIF.  HRA 
methods treat the combined effect of multiple PIFs in two ways: 
 
(1) Holistic estimation—Experts estimate the failure probability of an important human action 

or a cognitive failure mode for a given set of PIFs considering, but not explicitly modeling 
the combination of PIFs. 

(2) Multiplication—The HEP is the product of a baseline HEP with multipliers associated 
with individual PIFs.  (Most current HRA methods use this the approach.) 

To understand the cognitive basis for the quantitative treatment of PIF combinations, the 
cognitive experimental literature was searched for those studies that examined the individual 
and combined effects of two or more PIFs.  The error rate data were extracted in the following 
format: 
 
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0: Baseline error rate when both PIFs have no or low impact on error rates 
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵: Error rate when PIF A has a high impact and PIF B has no or low impact 
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏: Error rate when PIF A has no or low impact and PIF B has a high impact 
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏: Error rate when PIFs A and B have a high impact 
 
The weights for the PIFs are then calculated as: 
 

 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0
 (D.1) 

 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0
 (D.2) 

 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅0
 (D.3) 

 
If the combined effect is multiplicative, then: 
 

 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 = 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 × 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 (D.4) 
 
On the other hand, it may be possible to model the combined effect as the simple linear addition 
of the effects of the individual PIFs.  If the combined effect is additive, then the increased error 
rate of the combined PIFs from the baseline error rate should be equal to the sum of the 
individual PIF weights: 

 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 = 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 + 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 (D.5) 
 
The above analysis was applied to 23 sets of data from the literature.  One example is the study 
performed by Patten et al. [67] that explored the effect of task complexity and experience on 
driver performance.  Table D-1 shows the error rates for two PIFs:  low experience versus high 
experience and low-complexity (simple) versus high-complexity tasks. 
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Table D-1 Mean Error Rate (% Incorrect) in Patten et al. [67] 

 High Experience Low Experience 
Low complexity 12 21 
High complexity 25 32 

 
In this example, 
 
• the weight for driving experience is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 = (21 − 12) 12 = 0.75⁄ , 
• the weight for task complexity is 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = (25 − 12) 12 = 1.08⁄ , and 
• the joint weight for both PIFs is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 = (32 − 12) 12 = 1.67⁄ . 
 
Using the multiplication rule, 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 × 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = 0.75 × 1.08 = 0.81, which is less than 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏.  Using the 
additive rule, 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 + 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = 0.75 + 1.08 = 1.83, which shows that the sum of the individual effects is 
closer to the combined effect than the results of the multiplicative rule.  Table D-2 lists several 
other examples.  The columns from left to right are for the references, task type, PIFs, error 
rates (in a similar format as Table D-1), and calculated PIF weights. 

Table D-2 Error Rates for Individual and Combined PIFs 

Reference Task 
Type PIFs Error Rates (%) PIF Weights 

𝒘𝒘𝒂𝒂 𝒘𝒘𝒃𝒃 𝒘𝒘𝒂𝒂𝒃𝒃 

Lee et al. 
[82] 

Driving 
simulation 

A: Warning 
time 
B: Driving 
speed 

B             A 
More  

warning 
time 

Less 
warning 

time 21 2 30 
Low speed 1 22 
High speed 3 31 

Cummings 
and 
Tsonis [78] 

Air traffic  
control  
simulation 

A: HSI 
format 
B: Task 
load 

B           A 
Good 
HSI 

format 

Poor 
HSI 

format 
1 2 4 Medium 

task load 4 8 

High task 
load 12 20 

Colquloun 
[88] Detection 

A: Signal 
saliency 
B: Criterion 

B            A Salient 
signal 

Non-
salient 
signal 

0.8 0.8 1.8 Good 
criterion 25 45 

Poor 
criterion 45 70 

Strayer and 
Johnston 
[89] 

Driving  
simulation 

A: Dual task 
B: 
Distraction 

B              A Nondual 
task 

Dual 
task 

0.6 1 1.4 Less 
distraction 2.5 4 

More 
distraction 5 6 
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For all of these examples, the additive rule seems to fit the data better than the multiplicative 
rule because the results of 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 + 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 are closer to the value of 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 than the results of 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 × 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏. 
 
An exception to the trend shown by the examples in Table D-2 is a study of the effects of 
message complexity on pilot communication errors by Prinzo et al. [66].  Table D-3 shows the 
error rates for low versus high complexity and task difficulty (Departure versus Approach). 

Table D-3 Mean Error Rate (% Incorrect) in Prinzo et al. [66] 

 Departure Approach 
Low complexity 4 5 
High complexity 8 20 

 
In this example, 
 

• the weight for task difficulty is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 = (5 − 4) 4⁄ = 0.25, 
• the weight for task complexity is 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = (8 − 4) 4⁄ = 1, and 
• the joint weight for both PIFs is 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 = (20 − 4) 4⁄ = 4. 

 
According to the multiplication rule, 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 × 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = 0.25, which is less than 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏.  According to the 
additive rule, 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 + 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = 1.25, which is also less than 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏.  This appears to be an unusual case 
where neither the multiplicative rule nor the additive rule works.  The reason may be that, in fact, 
both PIFs challenge the same cognitive limit—the capacity of working memory.  When both 
PIFs demand working memory, the working memory load exceeds the capacity limit, leading to 
the high error rate. 
 
Since the experimental data were not systematically mined nor was a meta-analysis performed, 
conclusions are not drawn from the limited sample of the literature.  However, the following are 
the observations from the 23 sets of data reviewed: 
 
• The additive rule can roughly estimate the combined effects of PIFs on error rates. 

• The individual and combined weights (𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 , 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 , 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏) of PIFs are typically in the range of 
0.5–5 and rarely exceed a value of 10. 

• The individual and combined effects of PIFs may behave differently if the PIFs show a 
demand on cognitive resources that exceeds the cognitive limits. 

Future extensive meta-analysis of the data available in the literature should be performed to 
establish the cognitive basis for combined effects of PIFs. 
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APPENDIX E 
SCENARIO ANALYSIS 

This appendix describes how to perform scenario analysis in IDHEAS-G.  The purpose of 
scenario analysis is to understand human performance from a holistic view of the event.  
Scenario analysis includes three parts: assessment of scenario context, development of 
operational narrative, and identification of important human actions.  This appendix provides the 
guidance for the first two parts in Sections E.1 and E.2, respectively, and APPENDIX F has the 
guidance for identification of important human actions.  This appendix also provides guidance 
for collecting information in scenario analysis (Section E.3) and discusses HRA interaction with 
other technical disciplines in a PRA (Section E.4). 
 
The scenario context provides a broad view of the conditions that affect human performance, 
including those that impact the systems, personnel, and the tasks to be performed.  The 
scenario context influences event progression, the human actions and tasks to be performed, 
the failure modes of the tasks, and the states of the PIFs. Scenario context describes the 
mission and goals of the event, the objectives (i.e., expected outcomes) of the event, the 
system functions and high-level tasks that need to be accomplished to achieve the objectives, 
the systems involved, and the personnel who perform the tasks. 
 
The purpose of the operational narrative is to develop an in-depth understanding of the event 
evolution.  The operational narrative provides a detailed account of the event scenario, including 
a storytelling-style representation and timeline.  The timeline provides a chronological view of 
the expected or potential event evolution in the scenario.  The operational narrative specifies the 
initial condition, initiating event, and boundary conditions of the event, as well as the scenario 
progression and consequence. 
 
The three parts of scenario analysis support one another to provide a holistic representation of 
the event.  Since the information from one perspective supplements the other perspectives, the 
three parts should be performed iteratively to obtain an integrated understanding of the event. 
 
E.1 Assessment of the Scenario Context 

Analyzing human events makes sense only within the context of the scenario.  Scenario context 
refers to the conditions that affect human performance.  For HRA, assessment of the scenario 
context focuses on the conditions that could affect human actions important to prevent the 
undesired consequence or to mitigate the event consequence.  The context affects event 
progression, the human actions and tasks to be performed, and the failure modes of tasks.  In 
IDHEAS-G, the PIFs are the modeling representation of scenario context.  In quantifying the 
HEP of an event, the context is represented by the states of the PIFs. 
 
Assessment of scenario context requires a search process.  To guide a systematic search, 
IDHEAS-G divides scenario context into four parts:  environment and situation context, system 
context, personnel context, and task context. 
 
E.1.1 Development of a Human Performance Model for the Event 

A simple human performance model may be initially sketched to serve as the framework to 
assess the scenario context and to develop the operational narrative.  A human performance 
model for an HRA event may consist of the following elements: 
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• The goal of the event:  HRA focuses on safety; therefore, the goal of an event must 
relate to safety.  For NPP events, the mission is to operate the plant in safe status or 
mitigate an unsafe plant status.  Specifically, the goal is to protect the reactor and 
containment.  For nuclear fuel- or material-handling events, the goal is to prevent a 
radiological release and protect personnel and members of the public. 

• The objectives and functions: The objectives represent the desired outcomes of the 
event in achieving the goal.  Examples in NPP operation are restoring electrical power, 
initiating feed and bleed, and evacuating personnel. To achieve the objectives, a set of 
functions must be performed.  Systems, personnel, or a combination of both can perform 
these functions.  It helps to understand human performance by identifying the functions 
and the nature of the work, such as performing a routine task, responding to an 
abnormal situation, or handling unforeseen events.   

• The systems:  IDHEAS-G uses the term “systems” to broadly refer to structures, 
systems, and components, as well as sensors, equipment, instrumentation and controls, 
and HSIs.  Systems encompass everything necessary to achieve the objectives.  
Systems include the following: 

– physical structures (and their locations) for personnel and systems to do the work 

– front line systems that perform accident mitigation functions 

– systems that support primary systems or personnel; NUREG-2122 [49] defines 
“support system” as follows: 

[I]n a PRA, support system failures are evaluated to determine the effect of these 
failures on the operability of other plant systems and components.  Often one 
support system, such as component cooling water, provides functionality to 
multiple systems or components and, therefore, needs to be considered in PRA 
modeling to assess what happens if that capability is lost to multiple systems.  
Examples of support systems include electrical power, cooling water, instrument 
air, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. 

– event-related systems that do not support the mission and expected outcomes of 
the event, but are related to the event by sharing common resources, personnel, 
or physical structures 

– instrumentation and controls, sensors, equipment, HSIs, and any items that 
support systems or personnel 

It is important to understand the operational concepts of the systems (i.e., how the 
systems are intended to work and how they are intended to interact with personnel).  
The following are examples of different types of HSI: 
 
– Personnel operate systems—Systems perform their functions as directed by 

personnel, such as a radiologist operating a remote-afterloading brachytherapy 
system to perform radiotherapy for patients. 

– Personnel supervise process control systems—Such systems, under normal 
operating conditions, require only occasional fine tuning of system parameters to 
maintain satisfactory performance, and personnel have overall responsibility for 
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control of the system; examples are NPP control systems (e.g., feedwater 
control, inventory control) and medical patient-monitoring systems. 

– Personnel support autonomous systems—Systems automatically perform all of 
the mission-critical tasks, and the major tasks for personnel are to program 
changes in inputs or control routines and to serve as a backup in the case of a 
failure or malfunction in a system component.  Examples are small modular 
reactors and unmanned vehicles. 

– Passive system—The system operates on gravity and does not need personnel 
for operation (it would still need personnel for installation and maintenance, and 
personnel may decide to intervene in its operation). 

• The personnel:  Personnel include all of the people who perform the tasks in an event.  
Personnel may work in various structures: 
– Individuals—Every person has his or her own roles, responsibilities, and 

assigned tasks. 

– Team—A group of individuals works collaboratively for common goals. 

– Organization—This is a framework to outline authority and communication 
processes of individuals and teams.  The framework usually includes policies, 
rules, and responsibilities for each individual in the organization. 

Explicit consideration of personnel structures and team processes is important in analyzing 
human performance.  This allows HRA analysts to systematically identify the performance 
challenges and opportunities for error that arise when the event involves a complex organization 
with individuals distributed across multiple locations with complex communication, and 
command and control structures.  Analysis of actual emergency responses makes clear the 
importance of communication, cooperation, and coordination across multiple individuals 
distributed in time and space.  The personnel structure, lines of communication, and chain of 
command play a critical role in successful performance.  The Fukushima event offers many 
examples of performance delays and performance failures resulting from miscommunications, 
lack of clear understanding of roles and responsibility, and complex chains of command and 
control. 
 
Example 1:  Human performance model for a “see-and-flee” event—Workers handling 
nuclear materials see indications of a chemical release and flee away for personnel safety. 
 
In this hypothetical scenario, workers are performing a routine uranium conversion process in 
the feed materials building.  The workers on the third and fourth floors of the building are 
cleaning a UF6 valve with hot steam, which causes a UF6 release.  The workers in the building 
need to flee from the building to avoid being exposed to UF6. 
 
The focus of the analysis is that workers detect the cues of release and flee from the building 
through any available safety evacuation path.  There could be other actions to (1) contact 
central control/command authority to inform them of the release, (2) inform other workers in the 
area, (3) secure the immediate release, if possible, and (4) minimize the spread of 
contamination (e.g., stop ventilation).  These actions are not related to the goal of this analysis. 
 
Goal:  To protect personnel from chemical contamination. 
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Objective:  Personnel flee the building as quickly as possible without being contaminated. 
 
Systems:  The building where workers work and the building structure through which the 
workers are evacuated.  Other systems such as communication systems or auxiliary steam 
supply are not related to the goal of the analysis. 
 
Personnel:  Workers on the third floor and fourth floors of the building who have access to an 
emergency exit. 
 
Example 2:  Human performance model of a radiation brachytherapy event—Application of 
radiotherapy to patients through a brachytherapy system. 
 
A patient was prescribed a dose of 8 gray (800 rad) to the coronary artery during a Cordis 
Checkmate™ IV brachytherapy procedure using 10 iridium-192 seeds emitting a dose of 8,991 
megabecquerels (243 millicuries).  In one operation, the diameter of the artery instead of the 
radius was incorrectly used in the treatment plan calculation.  This error resulted because the 
physician (an authorized user) using the Cordis device was more familiar with the procedures 
for a Novoste™ device also in use at this institution.  The Novoste device uses the diameter of 
the artery in the dosimetry calculations, whereas the Cordis device uses the radius.  The 
authorized user provided the wrong dimension (diameter instead of radius), which led to the 
calculation of an incorrect dose.  As a result, the patient received an actual dose of 14.6 gray 
(1,460 rad) to the outer coronary artery site instead of the prescribed 8 gray (800 rad).. 
 
These are routine tasks conforming to procedures or protocols.  A crew identifies the patient 
and prepares the patient for the treatment, and a physician operates a brachytherapy system to 
administer the radiotherapy to the patient. 
 
Goal:  For the patient to receive radiotherapy correctly and safely. 
 
Objective:  The right patient safely receives the correct dose of radiation at the desired 
locations. 
 
Systems:  Multiple systems are involved in the event: 
 
• the remote-afterloading brachytherapy system as the main operational system to 

execute the work 

• the computer or paper-based log system that documents patient information 

• the computer system that supports the technician (e.g., gathering information, assessing 
situation, and developing or modifying action plans) 

• the equipment (e.g., camera, oral communication systems) for the physician monitoring 
and communicating with the patient  

• the operational room where the technician operates the brachytherapy system, the 
patient room where the patient receives treatment, and the building structure through 
which the patient is moved and placed in the treatment room. 

Personnel:  The crew that prepares the patient for treatment may include multiple individuals, 
each performing their own preassigned tasks.  Hand-off briefings may be needed between the 
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individuals.  Other personnel include the physician(s) who operates the remote-afterloading 
brachytherapy system, other doctors and experts who may be called on as needed, and the 
clinic or hospital as the organization with whom the personnel are affiliated. The hospital had 
procedures that were supposed to be followed and perhaps even second checks on 
calculations.  The cause of the event was probably closely related to a failure to follow 
procedures and second-check calculations.  The organization involved is the hospital; it has 
programmatic features in place to ensure that the proper dose was received; however, these 
could be violated. 
 
E.1.2 Search for Scenario Context 

The search for scenario context identifies the conditions that can impact the macrocognitive 
functions for human performance:  detection, understanding, decisionmaking, action execution, 
and teamwork.  The scenario context is classified into four categories:  environmental, systems, 
personnel, and tasks.  These categories are not intended to represent an exclusive 
classification of context.  Rather, they are intended to guide the search.  The NRC staff provides 
some probing questions to identify the context that can significantly impact the macrocognitive 
functions.  Analysts may develop additional questions to probe the possible conditions that can 
affect human performance. 
 
Environmental Context 
 
Environmental context is the performance-challenging conditions in the personnel’s work 
environment and the situation in which important human actions are performed.  It includes 
weather, radiation, or chemical materials in the workplace, and any extreme operating 
conditions.  Hazards such as steam, fire, toxic gas, seismic events, or flooding can introduce 
environmental conditions that impede personnel performance.  According to NUREG/CR-5680 
[43], [44], many environmental conditions can adversely affect human performance.  Risk 
analysis typically considers the following environmental conditions: 
• temperature and humidity 
• noise 
• radiation or chemical contamination 
• light and glare 
• smoke and fog 
• high winds 
• standing or running water 
• debris 
• vibration  
• seismic aftershocks  

Below are some considerations for the environmental context: 
 
• Noise, smoke, and precipitation affect information detection. 

• Harsh environmental conditions, such as extreme heat or cold, may lead to early 
termination of situation assessment because personnel are unwilling to seek additional 
data to reconcile conflicts in the information. 
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• Harsh environmental conditions adversely affect decisionmaking (e.g., reducing 
decisionmakers’ ability and effort in evaluating available strategies, thoroughly 
deliberating decisions, or mentally simulating action plans). 

• Environmental conditions on travel paths and at worksites can restrict personnel’s motor 
movement, reduce their motor skills, or limit the time that they can steadily perform 
motor activities.  Examples of these conditions are wearing heavy protective clothes, 
high water on travel paths, high winds, extreme heat or cold, earthquake aftershocks, 
and chemical or other toxic contamination. 

• Environmental conditions such as noise or smoke can impede interteam collaboration. 
 
Questions for probing the environmental context include the following: 
 
• Where do personnel perform actions?  Are there environmental considerations? 

• Are there things affecting accessibility or habitability of workplace, including travel 
paths? 

• Does the workplace have good visibility needed for human actions? 

• Is there noise in workplace and communication pathways? 

• Is the work environment very cold, hot, or humid? 

• Is there resistance to personal or vehicles’ physical movement, such as strong wind or 
still or moving water?   

System Context 
 
System context refers to conditions that arise in systems and could negatively or positively 
affect human performance.  For example, in an NPP fire event, some valves or breakers are 
designed to automatically open, close, or reset upon system disturbances.  System context 
specifies the conditions affecting the systems’ capacity to perform their designed functions and 
subsequently lead to human failures.  Identification of system context should focus on 
conditions that create conflicting priorities, confusion, and distractions to human performance.  
Those conditions often involve non-safety systems and equipment that is not the focus of an 
event analysis (so they may be not modeled in the PRA).  For example, NPP operators may be 
concerned about possible damage to major plant equipment that is not directly relevant to the 
PRA event scenario, failures or interruptions of non-safety power supplies that are not explicitly 
modeled, disruptions of low-voltage instrumentation and control power supplies that are not 
modeled, or investigation of false fire alarms.  The scenario context should include these 
elements of the event scenario for a complete description of the conditions during which 
personnel need to perform the specific actions (modeled in the PRA) to achieve the mission. 

Below are some general considerations for assessing the system context: 
 
• Systems may become unavailable or behave abnormally because of accidents, 

incidents, hazards, maintenance, repairs, aging, or concurrent activities to protect 
workers or major equipment.  For example, computer systems may become temporarily 
unavailable because of network congestion, some sensors of NPP systems may 
become unreliable as the result of an electric fault, or operational system components or 
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equipment may be disabled by problems in related systems (such as other reactor units 
in multiunit NPPs). 

• Electrical faults may reset systems or components to an undesirable status. 

• The designed operational range of the system, structure, or component could be 
exceeded and functions needed to support the component or instrument operation may 
be inadequate. 

• Structures may have degraded environmental conditions or be inaccessible because of 
hazards or construction activities. 

• Automated systems could be intentionally turned off based on a well-intentioned, but 
incorrect, belief by the crew. 

Situations like those listed above could impact human performance by affecting the states of 
PIFs such as the following: 
 
• transparency of systems to personnel 

• information for personnel, including information availability, completeness, reliability, and 
whether or not information is presented in a timely manner 

• transparency of equipment, instrumentation and controls  

• functionality of HSIs 

• time available for personnel to perform required actions 

Questions for probing the system context: 
 
● What are the safety issues and the causes (e.g., core damage caused by a loss of 

coolant accident)? 

● How do systems react to the failure of the system of interest (e.g., reactor trip and safety 
injection actuation)? 

● What are the systems, structures, and components needed to mitigate the event?  What 
are the constraints on implementing them? 

● What are the system and human responses required to mitigate the safety issue?  What 
are the setpoints for the automatic system responses? 

Personnel Context 
 
The personnel context includes the conditions that challenge or facilitate the human to perform 
the tasks.  For example, in the “see-and-flee” example, workers perform the tasks in a facility 
where accessibility to the emergency exits of the building is limited to authorized personnel; 
workers on floors other than 3 and 4 could not see the release when it initially occurred.  
Personnel context specifies the conditions affecting individuals, teams, or organizations.  The 
context affects personnel’s task performance in detecting information, understanding the 
situation, making decisions, executing planned actions, and teamwork. 
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Below are some considerations for the personnel context: 
 
• Availability of personnel—Consider the amount and types of personnel available to 

respond to the event compared to the personnel needed.  Personnel may become 
unavailable for reasons such as multiple simultaneous events, environmental effects, or 
duties unrelated to the event.  

• Operational limitations of personnel—Personnel may not perform work as expected for 
reasons such as physical limitations, not being prepared or trained for the type of events, 
or conformation to special safety or regulatory requirements. 

• Organizations may not have adequate infrastructure to support teamwork for reasons 
such as safety culture, authorization restrictions, conflict of interest or goals, or lines of 
communications. 

• Availability of personnel support—Personnel may lack necessary support such as 
training, tools, procedures or protocols, or expertise for reasons such as hazards, 
“surprise” of the event, beyond-design-basis accidents, lack of experience using the 
supporting items, and the need to share the limited supporting items.   

• Environmental conditions (such as fire, smoke, flood, earthquake, noise, illumination, 
temperature extremes, and high radiation) that directly impact human performance may 
change during the evolution of the scenario. 

Considerations for personnel context may also address safety culture.  Safety culture is the 
attitude, beliefs, perceptions and values that employees share about safety.  Different 
organizations define various safety culture metrics.  In its Final Safety Culture Policy Statement 
[90], the NRC defines nuclear safety culture as the “core values and behaviors resulting from a 
collective commitment by leaders and individuals to emphasize safety over competing goals to 
ensure protection of people and the environment.”  The policy statement defines traits of a 
positive safety culture such as leadership safety value and actions, problem identification and 
resolution, and effective safety communication.  Event analyses and research indicate that the 
extent to which an organization prioritizes safety over competing goals (e.g., cost, production, 
schedule) primarily has indirect effects on human performance by affecting the state or 
condition of other PIFs.  For example, in response to perceived financial pressure on the 
organization, leaders may decide to defer maintenance of equipment, reduce staffing, delay or 
cut training, not purchase enough tools and field equipment, or otherwise limit the amount and 
condition of resources available to support human performance. 
 
Personnel context may affect the states of PIFs such as: 
 
• time pressure and stress 
• availability of procedures, guidance, and instruction documents 
• staffing and decisionmakers  
• training, knowledge, and expertise  
• team and organizational factors 

Questions for probing the personnel context include the following: 
 
• What is the personnel structure?  
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• What are key concepts of operations (e.g., staffing, training, validation)? 

• Are there fitness-for-duty (fatigue, substance abuse, or illness) requirements? 

• What are the manpower and skillsets needed to respond to the safety issue? 

• What are the potential issues that could occur in the teamwork and communication 
areas? 

Task Context 
 
The task context includes special conditions of the tasks that need to be performed, how these 
tasks are expected to be performed, the demands of the tasks, and the success criteria for the 
tasks.  The conditions may change which human tasks are required, task requirements, or task 
difficulty.  Task difficulty refers to the demand for personnel cognitive resources and 
collaboration.  The characterization of the human-system interactions and conduct of operations 
specify how tasks are performed.  Some aspects such as burden and pace of the tasks may be 
better understood from the perspective of the conduct of operations and operational experience. 
 
Below are some general considerations for task context: 
 
• Use of computerized HSIs and supporting systems add work for personnel. 

• Multiple, simultaneous events may lead to multitasking, interruptions, and distraction. 

• Failure or unavailability of operational system components may make the event 
progression unpredictable. 

• Unusual event evolution may reduce the time available for required human actions. 

• Complex events often require personnel to perform tasks in distributed locations. 

• Personnel may need to perform additional tasks upon failures of automated systems. 

• Personnel may make nonrequired changes to system status or interfere with system 
automation with good intentions, yet the changes may lead to undesirable 
consequences. 

Questions for probing the task context include the following: 
 
● What are the constraints in implementing the human tasks? 

● What is the potential task interference (e.g., sharing the same resource with other, 
concurrent tasks) and task dependency (e.g., tasks must be performed in sequential 
order, such as obtaining external permission to perform the task)? 

● Cues for detection:  This refers to cues that would lead an operator to notice the safety 
issue. 

– What are the cues that directly point to the safety issue? 
– How are the cues generated? 
– How are the cues detected and by whom and where? 
– What training is related to the cues in the scenario?  
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– What are the key factors affecting detection of the cues? 

● Diagnosis and situation awareness for understanding:  This refers to the information and 
mechanisms for the operator to understand the situation and diagnose the problem. 

– What information is needed for the situation diagnosis?  How is each individual 
piece of information generated and obtained, by whom, and where? 

– What is the basis (e.g., which procedure) for making the diagnosis and situation 
awareness, who makes the diagnosis, and where is it implemented? 

– What operator training is related to the diagnosis? 

– What are the key factors affecting the diagnosis? 

● Decisionmaking:  This uses the information based on the understanding of the situation 
to make decisions responding to the situation. 

– What are the criteria or rules for making the decisions? 

– How is the decision made and what is it based on (e.g., which procedure), by 
whom, and where? 

– What are the competing goals and alternative options for the decision? 

– What are the key factors affecting the decision? 

● Action:  This refers to implementing the decision by interacting with the system to 
change the scenario direction. 

– How is the task performed and what is the basis for the performance (e.g., which 
procedure), who performs it, and where? 

– What are the success criteria of the actions? 

– What are the key factors affecting performance of the action? 

– Action execution—Are the manual actions physically strenuous?  

● Teamwork:  This refers to interactions between multiple entities (individuals, teams, and 
organizations) involved in the event. 

– What decisionmaking authorities are involved (and what other organizational 
factors and interactions might come into play)? 

– How are communications, resource allocations, information, and knowledge 
managed? 

The following two examples show context generic to the scope of HRA applications for NPP 
internal, at-power events and for extremely hazardous events.  The context identified here may 
not always apply to the scopes of HRA analysis.  For example, teamwork may involve personnel 
outside the control room crew in a complicated internal, at-power fire event.  These examples 
demonstrate that scenario context can vary greatly for NPPs. 
 
Example 1:  The generic context for HRA applications of NPP internal, at-power events 
includes the following: 
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• Environmental context:  Environmental factors are not considered for main control rooms 
unless the event is a control room fire. 

• System context:  The system modeled is an NPP reactor.  Personnel operate the reactor 
systems from a main control room using well-designed HSIs.  System time available for 
personnel to perform actions usually has adequate time margins. 

• Personnel context:  Personnel modeled are well-trained crew members.  They meet 
fitness-for-duty requirements and use procedures to perform required human actions.  
Fatigue and stress are not assumed to be severe enough to affect crew performance for 
most internal, at-power events.  

• Task context:  Human actions are those allocated to control room operators in internal, 
at-power events.  Human tasks are prespecified in control room normal or emergency 
procedures.  The tasks mainly involve the macrocognitive functions of detection, 
understanding, and action execution.  Decisionmaking is limited to choosing among 
alternative strategies and implementing strategies based on procedures.  Control room 
shift supervisors make decisions.  Teamwork is within the control room crew. 

Example 2:  The generic context for HRA applications of NPP external hazard-induced events 
includes the following: 
 
• Environmental context:  The work environment may be harsh or hazardous.  The 

worksite can be inside and outside NPP control rooms.  Some actions may be performed 
outside of a sheltered area. 

• System context:  The modeled systems include NPP reactor systems, containment, 
spent fuel pool, HSIs, portable equipment, tools, and NPP structures.  The systems may 
be damaged, degraded, or unavailable.  The event may involve multiple reactor units. 

• Personnel context:  Personnel include the trained crew as well as untrained individuals; 
staffing may be inadequate.  Personnel work in distributed locations. 

- Procedures, guidelines, and instructions may not be available or applicable, or 
they may be less detailed, less prescriptive, and of lesser quality. 

- Fitness for duty may be impaired.  Stress, anxiety, and fatigue may be significant. 

• Task context:  Human tasks involve all of the macrocognitive functions.  In particular, 
decisionmaking and teamwork can be challenging.  Innovative solutions may need to be 
developed.  Personnel may have to perform actions in complex socio-technical and even 
chaotic conditions.  Normal command and control may be affected.  Action execution 
may be manually strenuous (e.g., placement of flood barriers, hauling FLEX equipment 
from its storage location to where it will be temporarily installed). 

 
E.2 Development of the Operational Narrative 

The operational narrative is a means for the HRA analysts to develop an in-depth understanding 
of the scenario progression.  Scenarios can be identified using the risk triplet [2]: (1) what can 
go wrong; (2) how likely is it to wrong; and (3) what are the consequences.  Consideration of the 
risk triplet (i.e., scenario, frequency, and consequence) is the highest guiding principle for 
developing the operational narrative. Scenario identification starts with developing a baseline 
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scenario that represents the actual event or the expected event progression. Failures of 
important human actions and system responses would lead to identification of new scenarios. 
 
A baseline scenario describes the expected event evolution.  Then, the baseline scenario is used 
as a reference scenario to identify the alternative scenarios that could have risk impacts on the 
goal of the event.  Altogether, several representative scenarios (including the baseline scenario) 
may be identified, and together, they represent different potential evolutions of the event.  A 
complete operational narrative is required for the baseline scenario.  Because all the scenarios 
with the same initiating event share similarities in important human actions and system 
responses, a complete operational narrative is not generally needed for each scenario.  The 
operational narratives for other scenarios should emphasize differences from the baseline 
scenario.  If a scenario contains dramatic differences in important human actions or system 
responses as compared to the baseline scenario, then developing a complete operational 
narrative for the new scenario is recommended. 
 
The operational narrative includes two scenario documentation techniques:  scenario narrative 
and scenario timeline.  The scenario narrative is a storytelling-style documentation of the 
scenario progression.  The scenario timeline documents a scenario’s important human actions 
and system responses in chronological order.  Figure E-1 summarizes the structure of 
organizing information in an operational narrative. 
 

 

Figure E-1 Composition of an Event Operational Narrative  

E.2.1 Development of the Baseline Scenario 

A baseline scenario is used as the reference scenario for the analysts to gain an understanding 
of the event progression and to identify the other risk-important scenarios.  A multidisciplinary 
team (e.g., operations experts, system engineers, human performance experts) jointly develops 
the baseline scenario.  Post-event analysis (or event and condition analysis) uses a failure 
memory approach—the failures are set to actions failed, and the successes are kept at their 
nominal values.  The PRA should consider which actions are needed for success and then 
develop failure paths as needed to reach an acceptable state of completeness. 
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Existing PRA guidance (e.g., NUREG/CR-2300 [91]) describes how to identify and document 
baseline scenarios.  Development of the scenario for IDHEAS-G should focus on the pieces that 
are relevant to the HRA. For the analysis team, the baseline scenario serves two objectives: (1) 
it is a means for the analysis team to establish a common understanding of the scenario and to 
identify the safety issues and causes, and (2) it serves as the reference scenario to identify 
other risk-important scenarios.  To achieve the two objectives, the baseline scenario is 
presented in two levels of detail.  The first level is a detailed scenario description, and the 
second level is a summarized representation of the detailed scenario description for performing 
a safety analysis.  Two techniques—scenario narrative and timeline—are discussed to 
document the detailed scenario description.  The detailed scenario description is similar to the 
concept of directing a documentary film that not only documents the scenario progression but 
also provides more detailed descriptions for the issues related to safety.  Developing the 
detailed scenario description helps the HRA analysts become familiar with the important human 
actions and systems relevant to the scenario.  The summarized scenario representation is used 
as a model for safety analysis.  It typically includes only the systems and important human 
actions that if not performing their designed functions would change the scenario course and 
consequence.  Because the failures of the systems and humans to perform their designed 
functions would result in different scenarios, the techniques to document the analysis results 
typically include many scenarios developed from the same beginning state.  The representative 
techniques are the event sequence diagram and event tree. 
 
E.2.1.1 Scenario Narrative 

Scenario narrative is a storytelling technique to present the scenario.  The construct of the 
storytelling is analogous to making a documentary film that presents the scenario with various 
scenes.  A scene or combination of scenes is used to describe a safety issue in the scenario.  
The story is told by presenting these scenes in a proper relation (e.g., causal relation or 
chronological order).  At a high level, the story covers the beginning of the scenario, its 
progression, and the consequence (or end state).  Before presenting the scenes, a scenario 
overview is provided to highlight the safety issues of the scenario.  This section provides 
guidelines for developing narratives for the scenario overview, the beginning of the scenario, the 
scenario progression, and the consequence. 
 
Scenario Overview 
 
The scenario overview documentation includes a title and a scenario summary.  The title should 
be descriptive and provide a clue for the readers to predict the content.  Therefore, the title 
should highlight the key safety issues and consequence.  The scenario summary covers when, 
where, and how the event occurred; the safety issues; how the safety issues were mitigated; 
and the consequence. 
 
Beginning of the Scenario 
 
The beginning of the scenario should be clearly specified at a level of detail suitable for the 
analysis and agreed on by the analysis team members.  It is very important for all technical 
disciplines represented by the analysis team to apply consistent assumptions.  For example, to 
analyze a fire event, the initial causes of the fire, location, magnitude, propagation, and the 
damage to systems, structures, and components are the core assumptions that should be 
clearly specified for the analysis.  The core assumptions should be communicated to and 
applied by all technical disciplines represented on the analysis team.  Each discipline could 
have discipline-specific assumptions.  For example, HRA may assume that the initial fire does 
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not cause personnel injury.  The discipline-specific assumptions should not conflict with the core 
assumptions.  The discipline-specific assumptions should be communicated to all team 
members to prevent potential conflict.  The beginning of a scenario includes three scenes:  
initial condition, initiating event, and the boundary conditions. 
 
The initial condition describes the initial system and human conditions that have implications for 
the scenario progression and safety.  The discussion should include environment, system, 
personnel, and task context.  Important features to be identified include the following: 
 
• Systems, structures, and components with latent failures, unavailable (tagged out), and 

having historical unreliable performance (especially the ones that would affect the 
operator’s decisions and the scenario). 

• The facility operating modes (e.g., at-power, low-power, and shutdown in nuclear reactor 
operations). 

• Special or temporary system alignment. 

• Workers not in their normal locations.  In the NPP fire event example [92], the shift 
manager and the shift technical advisor were in another building away from the main 
control room for shift turnover. 

• Operating team not in normal configuration.  Temporarily, one individual may be 
performing dual responsibilities to fill in for a missing team member. 

• Personnel substitution.  Temporary substitution of the individual familiar with the tasks by 
another individual who does not normally perform the tasks is likely to affect human 
performance. 

• Other ongoing activities performed at the same time of the initiating event that can affect 
the scenario. 

The ASME/ANS PRA Standard [42] defines an initiating event for nuclear reactor safety as 
follows: 
 

[A]n event either internal or external to that which perturbs the steady state operation of 
the plant by challenging plant control and safety systems whose failure could potentially 
lead to core damage or release of airborne fission products. These events include 
human-caused perturbations and failure of equipment from either internal plant causes 
(such as hardware faults, floods, or fires) or external plant causes (such as earthquakes 
or high winds). 

 
For a nuclear fuel processing facility, the initiating event can be an external event such as a 
hurricane or earthquake, a facility event external to the process being analyzed, deviations from 
normal operations of the process, or a failure of an item relied on for safety [93]. 
 
An initiating event could be triggered by a system failure or a human error.  The initiating event 
narrative should be described at a level of specificity such that knowledgeable readers 
conversant with the design of the facilities in general, but not familiar with the details of the 
specific facility, can generally understand the scenario (e.g., a small loss-of-coolant accident at 
a hot leg, a loss of offsite power event because of the grid failure, and the loss of an essential 
electric bus causing reactor trip because of human error in maintenance). 
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The boundary conditions specify the analysis scope and the assumptions applied to the 
analysis.  This could include limiting the analysis scope to focus on the primary issues and to 
make simplified assumptions such as deterministic assumptions about the status of systems 
(e.g., damage associated with the initiating event) and personnel (e.g., personnel availability). 
 
Scenario Flow and End State 
 
The scenario flow documents the scenario development following the given initial condition, 
initiating event, and boundary conditions.  The purpose is to provide a good understanding of 
the scenario flow with sufficient details to perform a detailed HRA.  The scenario flow is 
represented by a number of scenes.  Principally, a scene describes a safety issue.  A scene 
could have subscenes or a specific topic related to the safety issue.  Collectively, the scenes 
cover all safety issues. 
 
It is a good practice to analyze the scenario from the eyes of the human in the scenario.  The 
HRA analysts need to know the mindset of the operators in different stages of the scenario 
(e.g., their view of the situation, their task priorities, their concerns, and their locations).  The 
narrative includes a description of the safety issue and the responses of systems and humans 
to the safety issue.  At a high level, these responses can be summarized using an analogy to 
the following macrocognitive functions: 
 
• cues for detection 
• diagnostic information for understanding and decisionmaking 
• physical actions for action execution 
• interaction between teams for teamwork 

The cues are the information that raises attention for detection and triggers a person’s cognitive 
process to address the safety issue.  The diagnostic information is the information required to 
make a diagnosis and have an appropriate situation awareness for understanding.  
Decisionmaking refers to making a response decision based on the situation awareness and 
diagnosis.  Action execution refers to steps taken implement the response decision.  For each of 
the bullets above, the topic should be described in the context of the environment, system, 
personnel, and task.  Table E-1 provides guidelines for the content. 
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Table E-1 Narrative Information Coverage of a Safety Issue 

Safety issue: 
- What is the safety issue? 
- How does it occur? 
- What is the safety significance? 

Cues: 
- What are the credible cues?  
- How are the cues generated? 
- What are the credible means to detect the cues? 

Diagnosis and decisionmaking: 
- What is the credible information for diagnosis? 
- How are the diagnoses made and the decisionmaking performed?  What are the basis 

and constraints of diagnosis and decisionmaking? 
- What is the information that could mislead the human to a wrong diagnosis? 

Physical actions: 
- What are the automatic system responses to the safety issue? 
- What are the manual actions needed to mitigate the safety issue?  How are the 

actions performed?  What are the constraints on performing the actions? 
Teamwork: 

- What kinds of communication, coordination, and collaboration among different entities 
are required? 

- What factors could have significant effects on team responses? 
 
Scenario Timeline 
 
The scenario timeline describes the scenario events in chronological order.  Each event is a 
force that drives the scenario direction.  The final scenario direction is based on the integral 
effects of all driving forces.  Developing a scenario timeline is essential for retrospective event 
analysis because the time information provides clues to probe human performance issues.  For 
predictive event analysis, developing a timeline is beneficial to knowing the approximate 
scenario flow, recognizing that large uncertainties could exist in the estimated time and in the 
event sequence. 
 
Constructing the scenario timeline is an effective way to develop a coherent scenario story.  The 
system-generated data should be used as the primary data source to establish the time and 
sequence of the anchor events because this is the most objective information.  The information 
obtained from interviews is placed next to the anchor events.  The information obtained from 
interviews provides rich context and causal relation information, but the information accuracy is 
subject to the reliability and subjectivity of interviewees’ memory.  IDHEAS-G recommends that 
team members discuss any risk considerations that might be missed from the event list and try 
to resolve the conflicting and unclear information.  For conflicting, unclear, or missing 
information that the analysis team cannot resolve, the interviewees should be contacted to 
resolve the issues.  After the draft scenario timeline is available, the scenario should be verified 
with the interviewees.  The information and understanding obtained through this process 
provides the materials to develop the scenario narrative and scenario timeline. 
 
For retrospective analysis, such as the ASP analysis of the H.B. Robinson nuclear power plant 
fire event [94], the analysis focus is on the operators possibly failing to detect the loss of RCP 
seal cooling and the degraded RCP seal injection condition and restoring either of them prior to 
RCP seal failure.  The ASP analysis estimates the HEP of restoring the RCP seal cooling and 
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RCP seal injection based on the conditions of the events (represented by the status of PIFs) 
regardless of whether the crew in the actual event succeeded or failed to perform the tasks.  
The ASP analysis considers both the crew success and failure in the actual event merely as a 
sample of the probabilistic estimate.  In general, the ASP analysis uses the failure memory 
approach for the modeling (failures set to true and successes set to nominal – or adjusted as 
needed to better represent the event).  Also, ASP is a special case since it is not used to 
calculate a change in core damage frequency – for the SDP, a decision would need to be made 
about how to adjust the baseline risk model in addition to the ASP case. 
 
The conventional timeline uses a two-column structure with the first column showing the date 
and time, and the second column showing all other information. The NRC staff recommends 
adding symbols in front of each statement in the second column to distinguish the information 
types.  The following are instructions for using the two-column format. 
 
Column 1—Date and Time 
 
For predictive (hypothetical) event analysis, the initiating event occurs at time zero.  For 
retrospective (actual) event analysis, the initiating event starts at the local date and time that the 
actual event occurred.  The actual local date and time has hidden information for assessing 
human performance.  For example, if an event happens during a Sunday night, it could imply a 
reduced staffing level.  If incidents occurred before the initiating event, the incidents should be 
indicated in the timeline.  In this case, these events are placed before the initiating event as part 
of the background information. 
 
Column 2—All Other Information: System Response, Cues, Human Response, and Notes 
 
The information in the second column is classified into four types to improve the understanding 
of the human-system interactions.  Each information type is denoted by a bold letter as 
described below: 
 
• System automatic responses (S):  The “S” indicates that the information is a system 

automatic response based on the setpoints or logic of the automatic component 
actuations or that a system failed to perform its designed function.  An example is  
“S:  safety injection injected coolant into the RCS at 1,600 psig.”  

• Information needed for human responses (I):  The “I” indicates the information generated 
from a system or other source that is available for the human to diagnose the situation or 
make decisions.  Examples are the alarms that trigger operator notification about a 
system abnormality. 

• Human responses (H):  The “H” indicates important human cognitive activities that 
include detecting the cue, making a diagnosis, entering or exiting procedures, making 
decisions important to the scenario, and performing actions.  The actions could be either 
physical interference with a system to change the scenario progression or the actions 
that should be performed and, if not performed, allow safety degradation of the scenario.  
Each human response should include the task and the individual who performs the task.  
For example, a reactor operator’s (RO) action can be denoted as H(RO).  If every crew 
member could perform the action, it can be denoted as H(Crew). 

• Notes (N):  The “N” is used to provide background, explanation, context, or supplemental 
information to the system automatic responses (S), key information (I), and human 
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response (H).  For example, an H(RO) is “depressurize the reactor pressure vessel to a 
certain pressure range at a rate less than 100 °F/hr.”  The (N) is “the task takes about 2 
hours by periodically manually opening and closing a safety relief valve.” 

Realizing that constructing a detailed timeline is resource consuming and may be impractical, 
the analysis should be done at a level of detail that is technically justifiable to capture human 
actions that are important to achieve the goal and objectives of the event. 
 
E.2.2 Identification of Additional Scenarios 

The PRA identifies scenarios leading to undesired consequences to perform a risk assessment.  
During the development of the baseline scenario, the system responses and human actions that 
have safety impacts are identified.  Identifying additional scenarios is performed by asking “what 
if” questions on the failures and effects of the systems and human actions.  Each system 
response and human action is a branching point in the baseline scenario.  Failure of the system 
or humans to perform their required functions would generate new scenarios from the branching 
points.  Each new scenario has its own branching points which, in turn, would generate more 
new scenarios.  This results in generating many safety-related scenarios that share the same 
initial condition, initiating event, and boundary conditions.  The event sequence diagram [95] 
and event tree [91] are two techniques to represent the scenarios.  The event sequence 
diagram uses pivotal points to represent the branching points.  The event tree uses a set of top 
events for all branching points of all scenarios.  The difference is that, in the event sequence 
diagram, the same task in different scenarios is represented by two pivotal events, but in the 
event tree, the task is represented by the same top event.  Tools (software) are available to 
develop event sequence diagrams and event trees and to quantify the risk. 
 
The focus on identifying additional scenarios is to develop a high-level risk perspective.  The 
scenario progression and the system responses and human actions that if failed would change 
the scenario course are identified and represented by branching points.  However, performing a 
detailed analysis to assess the human performance is not the focus of the identification of 
additional scenarios. 
 
Example: The main steam line radiation alarm is an important cue to identify the steam 
generator tube rupture.  The question “What if the radiation alarm failed?” is about the 
probability that the human action can successfully isolate the broken steam generator. 
 
The failure modes and mechanisms of a system response or human action failure could affect 
the scenario progression; therefore, the failure modes and failure mechanisms should be 
identified when the system responses and human actions are identified. 
 
Example:  The human action of not depressurizing or overly depressurizing the reactor 
pressure vessel could result in different scenario consequences.  Depending on the analysis 
objectives, the two failure modes may need to be modeled separately. 
 
Example: A turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump failure could be a mechanical 
failure of the auxiliary feedwater pump or loss of control power due to depletion of direct current 
(DC) power.  The mechanical failure of the AFW pump only affects the auxiliary feedwater 
system.  The DC power depletion has a wide range of effects and may impact many systems in 
addition to AFW.  Because of the significant differences affecting human responses and 
scenario progression, the two failure mechanisms should be modeled separately. 
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It may not be practical to document the scenario narrative and scenario timeline for every new 
scenario.  However, IDHEAS-G recommends providing brief descriptions of why the new 
scenarios are generated (e.g., the related failure modes of system responses or human 
actions). 
 
E.2.3 Scenario Analysis Based on Relevant Probabilistic Risk Assessment Models 

Since the 1975 publication of WASH-1400 [96], PRA modeling has become more efficient after 
decades of improvement.  It is more likely that a new PRA model will be developed by modifying 
existing PRA models rather than by developing a new model from scratch (e.g., developing a 
fire or security PRA based on an internal events PRA). 
 
Example: In scenarios in which the internal events operator actions are assumed failed 
because of impacts to the instrumentation or equipment, for the analysis of a different initiating 
event, the HRA analyst may need to credit additional actions.  For example, the operator 
manually starting a pump from the main control room could be the only human action to start the 
pump.  However, a fire scenario could fail the main control room switch.  This results in a human 
error probability of 1.0 (certainly fail).  For the fire PRA, the HRA analyst may wish to credit a 
local action to start the pump. 
 
To have a good understanding of the scenario progression, even though a relevant PRA model 
is available, the HRA analysts still need to develop the operational narrative that includes a 
detailed baseline scenario (scenario narrative and scenario timeline if practical) and other 
representative risk-important scenarios for the new analysis.  The operational narrative is 
necessary because it establishes familiarity with the scenario and provides the foundation for a 
quality HRA.  Without developing the detailed baseline scenario, the foundation of the HRA 
becomes questionable.  The existing PRA serves as a reference to facilitate the identification of 
representative risk-important scenarios and key systems and human responses to be modeled 
for the new analysis.  Once the new model is available, the existing PRA model serves as a 
reference model to check if any important scenarios, systems, or human responses are missing 
from the new model. 
 
E.3 Collection of Information for Human Reliability Analysis 

The quality of information collection directly affects the quality of the scenario narrative and 
scenario timeline, which in turn affects the HRA quality.  Several NRC documents, such as 
NUREG/CR-2300 [91], SHARP1 [97], [98], and ATHEANA [8], [9] have provided guidance on 
collecting information for HRA.  Taylor [99] developed the handbook for HRA scenario analysis 
with structured guidelines on how to collect information for HRA.  This section summarizes and 
discusses the common techniques for HRA information collection and provides guidance on 
addressing biases and uncertainties associated with the information collected. 
 
E.3.1 Techniques for Collecting Information for Human Reliability Analysis 

Commonly used information collection techniques include the following: 
 
● simulation data review 
● observation of simulator exercises and review of operational documentation 
● operating experience review 
● talk-through and walk-through 
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Information collection may involve all or some of these techniques, depending on the availability 
of the resources required for each technique.  For example, HRA analysts may not always have 
access to simulator exercises.  IDHEAS-G uses NPP events as an example to describe how 
each technique works, while the guidance in the description of each technique applies to 
nuclear-related HRA applications in general.  Also discussed in this section are addressing 
uncertainties in the information collected and handling potential biases in information collection 
and interpretation. 
 
The information collection activities typically include collecting the information in the system data 
logs, computing data and recorders, observing simulated exercises, reviewing related 
procedures, training materials, drawings, system descriptions, photos, and operating 
experience, walk-through and talk-through interviews (i.e., interviewing the individuals involved 
in or familiar with the event), and developing a coherent scenario story. 
 
HRA includes both retrospective analysis of real events and predictive analysis of hypothetical 
events.  For retrospective analysis of real events (e.g., the NRC’s ASP program and SDP), the 
information collection’s goal is to collect the event facts to reconstruct the event with sufficient 
information coverage and details to perform an HRA.  For predictive analysis of hypothetical 
events or the analysis of the normal work process, the information collection’s goal is to 
assemble reliable predictions about the scenario progression with sufficient information and 
details to perform an HRA.  A team made up of members from multiple technical disciplines 
related to the analysis generally collects the information.  The team needs to be familiar with the 
operating system and must be able to integrate the pieces of the collected information to 
develop an integral understanding of the context affecting human behavior and performance in 
the scenario under analysis.  The specific technical disciplines required are analysis dependent.  
The general experts include HRA, PRA, operations, and system engineering.  Other domain 
expertise is added based on the scenario’s risk considerations. 
 
System Data 
 
For retrospective event analysis, the system data logs provide an objective time and sequence 
of the events that occurred (based on the recorded parameters) in the scenario.  Most 
U.S. nuclear power stations have sequence of event recorders or other equipment that 
continuously records an extensive set of plant parameters.  The data are recorded to monitor 
plant performance and to support event investigations.  The events recorded in the sequence of 
event recorders are in chronological order.  It is an objective information source used to 
understand the initiating event and to identify the event sequence and timing in the scenario.  
The control room data strips, either on paper or digitized charts, record key system parameters 
before and after the initiating events.  The data strips should cover the time of the whole event.  
Plant computers may constantly record certain plant parameters.  In addition, shift turnover logs 
and operator logs provide information about system status and the operator activities that may 
relate to the event.  These information sources provide objective information for understanding 
the scenario.  The information, if available, should be used as the anchoring events to integrate 
the information obtained from other sources.  The operations (e.g., starts/stops and open/close) 
of the safety- and non-safety-related systems, structures, and components used for the event 
mitigation or the ones that affected the safety-related systems involved in the scenario and 
results should be included as the anchoring events to develop the scenario narrative and 
timeline. 
 
For predictive event analysis and predictive analysis for normal operation, the term “system 
data” refers to computer simulation data that provide information about system parameters and 
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system responses.  With reasonable timing, estimations of human actions, and quality 
assurance of simulation fidelity, the events’ timing can be used as anchoring events to develop 
the scenario narrative and timeline. 
 
Simulator Exercises 
 
This discussion applies to both retrospective event analysis, predictive event analysis, and 
predictive analysis of normal operations.  Observing simulator exercises to demonstrate how the 
tasks are performed provides the timing information and other considerations (e.g., complexity 
and the needed resources) related to the task performance.  The information could resolve 
technical questions related to the task and its effects on safety or cues to identify other safety 
considerations.  Before observing a simulated exercise, analysts should examine whether there 
are any potential accident conditions under which the procedures might not match the situation 
as well as would be desired (e.g., potentially ambiguous decision points or incorrect guidance 
provided under some conditions).  Information about such potential vulnerabilities will be useful 
later during quantification and may help identify actions that need to be modeled.  While a 
walkdown of the control room and observations of simulator exercises and talk-throughs with 
crews about various accident scenarios are probably most important during the modeling phase, 
if time and resources allow, they may also be useful during the identification phase to help 
analysts understand the procedures and how the crews implement them. 
 
Operating Experience 
 
This discussion applies to retrospective event analysis, predictive event analysis, and predictive 
analysis of normal operations.  Operating experience from similar events in similar facilities 
would provide not only human behavior information for real events but also cues to identify 
additional safety considerations.  The HRA analysts are encouraged to include operating 
experience relevant to the analysis in their documentation.  The operating experience could be 
from similar events or from performing similar tasks in similar facilities. 
 
In principle, in developing questions for each of the macrocognitive functions listed above, 
analysts must be aware that a team is most likely responding to the safety issue.  The 
teamwork-related considerations such as communication, supervisor, and team coordination 
should be considered.  A general check to ensure that the interview questions adequately cover 
each macrocognitive function is to examine whether the when, what, who, where, why, how, 
and how-much aspects are covered as comprehensively and in as much detail as practical. 
 
For retrospective event analysis, the interviewers should try to reduce the interviewees’ anxiety 
as much as possible by clearly stating the purposes of the interview, not criticizing the 
individuals, and not giving an impression of interrogation.  The interviewers should document 
the interviewees and their positions.  They should start the interview with open-ended questions 
to let the interviewees describe the scenario from their viewpoint.  During the interview, 
establishing a dialogue by sharing information appropriate for the conversation with the 
interviewee will make the interviewee comfortable speaking and recalling information.  The 
interviewee’s statements can provide cues for more or specific questions.  Reviewing the draft 
questions prepared for the interview to ensure that all questions are addressed is important. 
 
E.3.2 Resolution of Uncertainties or Contradictions 

HRA analysts often have to deal with uncertainties in information collection.  They may receive 
contradictory information from different sources.  For example, information from a talk-through 
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with different operators may not be consistent because it may include both objective experience 
and subjective judgment.  Taylor and Le Darz [100] interviewed HRA analysts for their 
experience in information collection and documented the following in the report: 
 

Although most of the interviewees agreed that they often have to deal with uncertainty in 
their analyses, there was a difference of opinion regarding whether they would usually 
encounter contradictory information.  Some interviewees stated that they would almost 
never receive contradictory information, whereas others said that they do sometimes get 
this and it is not unexpected because people can sometimes be out of date in their 
information.  In both cases, however, the interviewees noted that the best way to resolve 
this is to talk to additional operators to cross check the information received.  If possible, 
also observe the scenario to confirm the information received.  Sometimes the HRA 
practitioner will have to make a judgement about which person is the most trustworthy 
information source.  This requires experience, but such judgements should always be 
documented clearly and objectively. 

 
Taylor and Le Darz [100] discussed sources of uncertainties in information collected: 
 

Uncertainty can occur in scenarios that take place over a long timescale (e.g., many 
hours or days), when there may be no operating procedures available, or where the 
operating procedures are not fully developed.  Uncertainty can also occur in situations 
where the task is particularly complex and where there may be variability in operators’ 
opinions about what actions they would take and the potential human errors that could 
occur.  In these cases, the interviewees reported that they would discuss the uncertainty 
with other HRA and PRA analysts and with the operating personnel to agree on how to 
deal with this in the HRA (usually by making conservative assumptions), and then 
document this qualitatively in their analyses. 

 
E.3.3 Safeguarding Against Bias or Misinterpretation 

Information collection, especially when conducted through observation, walk-through, and talk-
through, involves knowledge elicitation, interpretation, and integration.  These processes are 
subject to bias and misinterpretation.  Taylor and Le Darz [100] discussed the sources of bias 
and safeguarding against the bias.  They noted the following in the report: 
 

Here are two main forms of bias that could affect an HRA: the HRA practitioner could 
develop a bias as a result of information obtained from one or more information sources 
during the scenario analysis, or the plant personnel could develop a bias as a result of 
the information provided by the HRA practitioner during the scenario analysis (e.g. 
during an interview).  Equally, there can be misinterpretation on behalf of both the 
practitioner (in terms of understanding the information received) and the plant personnel 
(in terms of understanding what information the practitioner is looking for). 
 
Some of the interviewees (the HRA practitioners interviewed) noted that it can be difficult 
to manage bias and misinterpretation during scenario analysis.  To safeguard against 
this, some of the interviewees reported that they treat every analysis separately and 
always work on the assumption that every plant is different.  Some interviewees pointed 
out that, although they frequently review previous analyses to learn what has been done 
before and to build on this previous knowledge, they do not directly copy from these 
previous analyses and they strive to reflect the reality of how the plant is operated now.  
For example, if the previous analysis made a recommendation to improve a procedure, 
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the practitioner will check that the improvement has actually been made and has been 
effective, rather than merely assuming so and crediting this recommendation in the new 
analysis.  Thus, it is important for HRA analysts to cross check the information collected 
against plant specific procedures, the [updated final safety analysis report], training 
lessons plans, and operator logs, and the plant licensing basis as ways to safeguard 
against biases. 
 
Other ways that interviewees manage bias and misinterpretation is by having more than 
one HRA practitioner take part during interviews (and comparing notes afterwards), and 
by interviewing multiple people to ensure a balanced view.  A good quality assurance 
process should also help to manage bias and misinterpretation.  If a previous analysis or 
other information source seems overly simplistic or conservative, then the practitioner 
should investigate this in more detail.  However, this ability to judge simplicity or 
conservatism may only come with experience. 

 
E.4 Interaction with Other Disciplines for Analysis 

A risk analysis team, traditionally referred to as a “PRA team,” requires expertise in multiple 
technical disciplines that generally represent the collective expertise of various people.  For 
example, the technical disciplines of a reactor safety analysis to support a complex risk analysis 
may include thermal-hydraulic analysts, PRA analysts, consequence analysts, HRA analysts, 
seismologists, system engineers, and an operations expert who has in-depth knowledge about 
the plant-specific information of the reference plant used for the study.  Interacting with team 
members to apply consistent modeling assumptions and having coherent information is very 
important, especially because the scope of the risk analysis, information availability, and 
information detail could vary significantly from one case to another.  NUREG/CR-2300 [91] and 
NUREG-1792 [11] provide guidance on the interaction. 
 
HRA analysts need information from the other disciplines to perform the analysis.  As part of a 
team, one discipline’s analysis results could affect the other disciplines’ analyses.  This could 
occur at any stage of the analysis process.  Each discipline’s revised results could be fed back 
to the team to affect the other disciplines’ analyses.  These team interactions are a dynamic 
process as stated in the PRA Procedures Guide [91]: 
 

The event sequence diagram tends to include a significant amount of design and 
operational information relative to the potential success paths.  Their construction is an 
iterative process with input from various PRA team members, particularly those who 
have transient analysis, operational, and simulator experience. 

 
Therefore, the HRA analysts in the analysis process should closely communicate with the 
analysts from other disciplines to ensure that the team members apply the same modeling 
assumptions and use consistent information.  This would avoid undesirable surprises at later 
stages of the analysis process.  An example of useful communication is refining the draft 
scenario narrative and timeline to be consistent with inputs from other disciplines, such as PRA 
assumptions, and the system response timing generated by simulation of the scenario.  Another 
example is to communicate the “what if” questions to the PRA analysts to facilitate integration of 
HRA results into a PRA model.  For the HRA analysts, this process provides opportunities to 
broaden and deepen their understanding of the scenario.  This understanding is essential to 
improve the analysts’ sensitivity in identifying human performance considerations for more 
reliable scenario modeling and human reliability estimates. 
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In addition to the interactions between the technical disciplines of the analysis team, the 
additional information or knowledge gained at early stages of the HRA process could affect the 
HRA at later stages.  For example, new risk-important human actions or new scenarios may be 
identified because new knowledge is gained by performing a more detailed analysis or obtaining 
information that was overlooked.  It is important to have a solid qualitative analysis to set a good 
foundation for later stages of the analysis process.  Otherwise, the quality and efficiency of the 
HRA analysis are likely to become an issue. 
 
E.5 Summary 

In summary, this chapter discusses scenario analysis using a human performance model, 
scenario context, and operational narrative to establish the foundation for performing a quality 
HRA.  The scenario analysis provides a framework to systematically document the basic 
information about the scenario and enhance the HRA analysts’ understanding of the scenario.  
The information and understanding will serve as the basis for the rest of the HRA analysis, such 
as identifying human failure events, analyzing tasks in the human failure events, identifying task 
failure modes, assessing PIFs, and analyzing time uncertainties.  The outcomes of the scenario 
analysis also serve as a means to communicate with analysis team members from different 
technical disciplines to ensure a cohesive understanding of the assumptions applied to the 
analysis. 
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APPENDIX F 
IDENTIFICATION AND DEFINITION OF IMPORTANT HUMAN ACTIONS 

The important human actions (IHAs) are the human actions explicitly modeled in risk 
assessments and safety analysis.  They are called “human failure events” (HFEs) in PRA [91], 
“items relied on for safety” in integrated safety analysis [93], [101], and “risk important human 
actions” in some other places. 
 
Before the IHA identification, the analysts need to specify the study objectives and acquire 
substantial information related to the system design and operations.  IHAs are identified through 
an integrative and iterative process of divergent search and convergent screening to identify the 
scenarios (including an initiating event, and the components and human actions needed to 
respond to the event), component failure mechanisms, human error modes, dependency 
mechanisms, and end states (or consequences). 
 
The master logic diagram [102] (as shown in Figure F-1) is a technique to construct the relations 
between end state, system functions, system, component, and component failure modes.  The 
failure mode and effect analysis is a technique used to construct the master logic diagram to 
develop the component failure modes and their effects (including causing an initiating event) 
and to identify the systems, components, and human actions to respond to the identified 
initiating events.  The identification of the initiating events, systems, components, and human 
actions to be modeled in a risk assessment or safety analysis is supported by the knowledge of 
system design, system operations, operating procedures and training.  An iterative process 
refines the set for final representation in the risk assessment or safety analysis. 
 

 

Figure F-1 A Master Logic Diagram Structure. 
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IHAs are the human actions explicitly modeled in the risk assessment or safety analysis and are 
divided into three groups: initiator, pre-initiator, and post-initiator.  The initiator IHAs cause the 
initiating events.  The pre-initiator IHAs are the maintenance and surveillance testing actions 
that work on the systems or components needed to mitigate the initiating events.  Failure of the 
pre-initiator IHAs causes the systems and components to be unable to perform their designed 
functions to respond to the event.  This type of failure is called latent failure.  The post-initiator 
IHAs are the human actions to respond to the initiating events. 
 
F.1 Identification of Pre-Initiator Important Human Actions 

Component reliability is calculated based on component performance data which include latent 
failures contributed by human error. Therefore, the pre-initiator IHAs are typically not modeled 
separately.  If the analysts want to separately model the pre-initiator IHAs, the analysts should 
ensure no overlap between the component reliability contributed by human error and by the 
other causes. For nuclear reactor safety, the pre-initiator IHAs, if separately modeled, are 
typically the actions of calibration and alignment, affecting multiple trains or multiple systems. 
 
The Electric Power Research Institute report, “Data and modeling of pre-initiator human failure 
events in probabilistic risk assessment” [103] provides the following instruction to identify the 
mis-alignment and mis-calibration IHAs in PRA: 
 

Historically, a systematic “brute force” review of all plant maintenance procedures was 
done to identify potential pre-initiator events.  However, it can be far more efficient and 
effective to identify such activities by a review of plant planned maintenance, testing, or 
inspection schedules.  Particularly, in the US, the “Maintenance Rule” in 10 CFR 50.65 
(a)(4) provides a rich data source.  The Maintenance Rule requires that a risk evaluation 
be performed prior to maintenance.  Each maintenance, testing, or calibration activity 
that is planned is carefully reviewed to determine the impact on the availability of the 
associated equipment (as well as the potential for the activity to lead to a plant trip).  For 
plants that assess maintenance risk using PRA, the group or department tasked with the 
implementation of the Maintenance Rule paragraph (a)(4) (e.g., Work Control) will have 
already determined the PRA impact of the planned activities.  However, there is much 
variation in how the Maintenance Rule is implemented from site to site (e.g., some plants 
assess the impact of maintenance at the functional level, while others go down to the 
system or equipment level; some plants document each assessment in a separate 
database or tool, while others just include the assessment as a check in the work control 
process paperwork).  Therefore, the needed information may or may not be in a form 
that is directly usable by the HRA analyst, and the analyst will need to ask the right 
questions of the right people to obtain the records.  In order to do that, the analyst needs 
to understand the PRA well and needs plant systems knowledge to be able to interpret 
the records.  The Maintenance Rule and Work Control personnel should already have a 
good grasp of the mapping or interface between equipment modeled in the PRA and 
plant systems and should be able to provide the right information if the analyst explains 
to them what is needed. 

 
The process could identify a large number of pre-initiator IHAs.  Many of the human actions can 
be screened out.  SHARP1 [97], [98] recommends screening out the following pre-initiator IHAs: 
 
(1) If the components that are reconfigured are misaligned but not disabled and would 

receive a realignment signal on system demand, the activity can be screened out. 
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(2) If the activity is a maintenance activity and a full function test is carried out on completion 
of maintenance, the activity may be screened out. 

(3) If the status of reconfigured components is indicated in the control room and if the 
reconfiguration frequency is low, the activity may be screened out. 

(4) If the frequency of the activity is low and there is a high frequency of verification of 
status, the activity may be screened out. 

In summary, the pre-initiators IHAs to be included in the model have the following 
characteristics: 
 
• The human actions involve a mechanism that simultaneously affects redundant or 

diverse equipment that is required for event prevention or event mitigation (e.g., there is 
a general consensus that, because of its common cause potential of mis-calibration, the 
common mis-calibration of a whole group of sensors (e.g., all level sensors) is most 
important).  Thus, it is normal to see PRA models with common mis-calibration events 
included in the plant logic model (e.g., for high high-level containment pressure or for 
refueling water storage tank level) [97], [98]. 

• The IHAs have all of the following characteristics: 

- They cause the systems or components to not be able to perform their required 
functions in the scenario. 

- The failure or degradation of the systems and components affects the event 
prevention or event mitigation. 

- The failure or degradation of the systems and components is unlikely to be 
detected before the initiating event. 

F.2 Identification of Initiator Important Human Actions 

The initiating event frequencies are calculated based on operating experience, which includes 
the contribution of human error and the other causes.  Therefore, the initiator IHAs are typically 
not modeled separately.  If the analysts want to separately model the initiator IHAs, the analysts 
should ensure that there is no overlap between the initiating event caused by human error and 
by other causes.  For nuclear reactor safety, the initiator IHAs, if separately modeled, typically 
involve the support systems that support multiple frontline components and systems.  Failure 
mode and effect analysis is an effective approach (e.g., using fault tree analysis) to identify the 
support systems’ failure modes causing initiating events.  The initiator IHAs are identified by 
finding the opportunities for human action to cause the specified failure modes [104]. 
 
F.3 Identification of Post-Initiator Important Human Actions 

The post-initiator IHAs are identified by reviewing operating procedures, interviewing operating 
personnel, conducting walk-throughs, observing simulator training, and reviewing operating 
experience.  Because of the dynamic nature of human-system interactions, identifying the 
representative scenarios following an initiating event requires a significant combination of 
knowledge of the responses and reliabilities of systems and components, operator training, and 
procedure instructions.  For reactor safety, the ASME/ANS PRA standard [42] had the following 
three high-level requirements relevant to the identification of the post-initiator IHAs: 
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(1) A systematic review of the relevant procedures shall be used to identify the set of 

operator responses required for each of the accident sequences. 

(2) Human failure events shall be defined that represent the impact of not properly 
performing the required responses, in a manner consistent with the structure and level of 
detail of the accident sequences. 

(3) Recovery actions (at the cutset or scenario level) shall be modeled only if it has been 
demonstrated that the action is plausible and feasible for those scenarios to which they 
are applied. 

F.4 Identification of Errors of Commission 

An IHA could be desired or undesired.  The desired IHAs mitigate the event. Failure to 
successfully perform the desired IHAs is a human error, an error of omission (EOO). The 
undesired IHAs degrade the event.  Performing the undesired IHAs is a human error, an error of 
commission (EOC).  The previous three sections have discussed the identification of the desired 
IHAs.  This section discusses the identification of the undesired IHAs (EOCs). 
 
NUREG-1880 [9] defines EOC as follows: 
 

A human failure event resulting from an overt, unsafe action, that, when taken, leads to a 
change in plant configuration with the consequence of a degraded plant state.  
Examples include terminating running safety-injection pumps, closing valves, and 
blocking automatic initiation signals. 

 
NUREG-1921 [75] describes the undesired action as a subset of EOC in a fire scenario: 
 

An undesired action is defined as a well-intentioned operator action that is inappropriate 
for a specific context and that unintentionally aggravates the scenario.  Undesired 
responses consist primarily of shutting down or changing the state of mitigating 
equipment in a way that increases the need for safe shutdown systems, structures, and 
components.  The key criterion in identifying undesired operator actions is that the action 
leads to a worsened plant state (e.g., turning a transient initiating event into a 
consequential loss of coolant accident).  For example, spurious indications occur when 
electrical cables routed through a zone in which the fire is postulated are shorted, 
grounded, or opened as the cable insulation is burned.  These instrument wires feed 
alarms and control indications that act as cues for operator actions.  Therefore, an 
undesired action can be triggered through a false cue that tells the operator to take an 
action that is potentially detrimental to safe shutdown.  For example, an action is 
classified as undesirable if the operators conclude, from false cues, that the safety 
injection (SI) termination criteria are met and then shut down SI when it is inappropriate 
to do so. 

 
NUREG-1921 emphasizes that EOCs are well-intentioned actions.  This is a key principle for 
EOC identification.  EOCs that occur at random are typically not modeled because that would 
require additional analysis effort without yielding practical benefit.  However, well-intended 
actions that lead to undesirable risks need to be modeled because they occur for a rational 
justification and can dominate the outcomes of event responses.  Operational experience with 
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nuclear power plants has shown that operators may delay or inhibit a necessary function of the 
standby safety systems for various reasons in responding to initiating events. 
 
ATHEANA [8] and the “Fire Human Reliability Analysis Guidelines” [75] discuss in detail the 
identification of the undesired IHAs (EOCs).  The discussions are summarized in the following 
items: 
 
• The action directly disables or does not start the system, subsystem or component 

needed to provide the system function required in the scenario. 

• There is a rational justification to indicate that the EOC is well-intentioned.  The common 
situations are (1) there are competing goals and (2) personnel cannot fully evaluate the 
consequences of the decided action, or personnel do not understand the systems and 
consequences of the decided action. 

• The unintended (slip type) human errors have EOO and EOC considerations that need 
to be analyzed separately.  For example, if the wrong pump is switched off because the 
pump switches are close together, two analyses are needed because, first, the intended 
pump was not switched off (an EOO), and second, an unintended pump was switched 
off (an EOC).  Whether the EOC should be explicitly modeled depends on the EOC’s 
impact on the scenario.  The EOC should be modeled explicitly if it has a cascading 
effect on the scenario progression.  If the EOC affects only the worker’s performance 
(e.g., it increases workload), then the EOC does not need to be explicitly modeled. 

F.5 Composition of Important Human Actions 

An IHA typically comprises several human cognitive and physical activities and could be jointly 
performed by more than one person.  The end point of the IHA is the human physical actions to 
deliver the desired function (for intended IHAs) or to negatively affect the scenario (for the 
unintended IHAs).  An IHA comprises the activities starting from the worker sensing the need to 
do something (e.g., perceiving an alarm or receiving a work order to perform a routine task) that 
starts a sequence of cognitive and physical activities to the end point of the IHA. The cognitive 
and physical activities between the two points include diagnosis of the situation, communication, 
movement to different physical locations, performing probing actions to verify hypotheses, 
deciding the appropriate procedure to implement, recovering from error, etc.  Explicitly modeling 
the activities individually is impractical and unnecessary.  The task analysis in IDHEAS-G 
provides guidance to model IHA reliability. 
 
In some situations, IHAs are grouped to reduce the total number of IHAs in the risk assessment 
or safety analysis to control the model size (e.g., the event tree in PRA) for practical 
assessment.  An example is, in an extended loss of alternating current power (ELAP) event, to 
shed the DC load and use the portable generator to charge the station battery.  The plant has 
two levels of DC load shed: (1) an initial DC load shed after a station blackout event is declared; 
and (2) a deep DC load shed after an ELAP event is declared.  The human actions and effects 
are summarized as the following (Figure F-2): 
 
• If operators fail to perform the initial DC load, the station battery will deplete within 2 

hours. 

• If they successfully perform the initial DC load shed but no other actions, the station 
battery will deplete within 5 hours. 
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• If they successfully perform the initial DC load shed and the deep DC load shed but no 
other actions, the station battery will deplete within 7 hours. 

• If they successfully use the portable diesel generator to charge the essential batteries 
but without fuel replenishment, the station battery’s operation time is extended for an 
additional 12 hours.  

• When successfully using the portable diesel generator to charge the essential batteries 
with fuel replenishment, the station battery can operate throughout the whole scenario. 

In the above example, the human actions may be combined to have fewer IHAs to balance the 
analysis effort and gain risk insights.  This requires evaluating different failure effects on 
scenario progression, demands on components and systems, effects on human behavior, and 
other factors to ensure that the IHA combination does not significantly affect the risk profile. 
 

 

Figure F-2 Example of DC Availability in an ELAP Event Related to Human Error in 
Shedding the DC Load 

F.6 Summary 

This appendix describes IHA identification as summarized below: 
• Failure to perform the desired IHA is an EOO.  Performing the undesired IHA is an EOC. 

• The pre-initiator and initiator IHAs are typically not explicitly modeled.  If modeled in 
reactor risk assessment, the pre-initiator IHAs typically are the human actions of 
calibration or system alignment and affect multiple trains or multiple systems; the initiator 
IHAs typically are the human actions of working on the support system that could affect 
multiple trains or multiple systems. 

• The identification of undesired IHAs (EOCs) focuses on the well-intended human actions 
that have a significant negative impact on scenario safety. 

 
• An IHA includes all the cognitive and physical activities from sensing a need to act to the 

end point of the physical actions to achieve the IHA’s function.  The task analysis in 
IDHEAS-G provides guidelines to model the IHA’s reliability. 

ELAP The whole scenario
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APPENDIX G 
TASK ANALYSIS 

In Kirwan and Ainsworth’s book, “A Guide to Task Analysis” [105], task analysis is described as 
follows: 
 

Task analysis covers a range of techniques used by ergonomists, designers, operators 
and assessors to describe, and in some cases evaluate, the human-machine and 
human-human interactions in systems.  Task analysis can be defined as the study of 
what an operator (or team of operators) is required to do, in terms of actions and/or 
cognitive processes, to achieve a system goal.  Task analysis methods can also 
document the information and control facilities used to carry out the task. 

 
In IDHEAS-G, the purpose of task analysis is to identify and characterize tasks within a human 
action.  HRA quantification is performed on the critical tasks of an important human action.  
Task analysis identifies the tasks critical to the success of the event and analyzes the cognitive 
activities in the tasks.  The cognitive activities in a task are assessed according to the five 
macrocognitive functions: detection, understanding, decisionmaking, action execution, and 
teamwork.  Task analysis is performed and documented with several graphic representations: 
 
• A task diagram identifies the task sequences or paths that lead to the success. 

• A timeline represents all of the tasks from the beginning of the important human action 
and key timing information such as the onset of important cues and time available for the 
tasks. 

• A teamwork diagram illustrates the required interteam collaborative activities (e.g., 
communication, coordination, and cooperation). 

Many task analysis techniques and methods have been developed for various human factors 
applications.  Most of those were developed for purposes other than HRA (such as interface 
design, staffing, and training program design).  IDHEAS-G integrates existing task analysis 
methods to develop the HRA task analysis guidance presented in this appendix.  The overall 
structure and the outcomes of this HRA task analysis guidance are organized for performing 
HRA quantification analysis.  The guidance is focused on the structure and outcomes, along 
with high-level guidance for the process of achieving the outcomes.  Section G.1 introduces the 
definitions of tasks and critical tasks.  Section G.2 describes task identification and graphic 
representations.  Section G.3 includes the guidance for characterizing critical tasks in an 
important human action.  Section G.4 introduces task analysis methods in general and several 
task analysis techniques that have been demonstrated useful for HRA. 
 
G.1 Task Structure and Critical Tasks 

G.1.1 Task Structure 

A “task” usually refers to a clearly defined piece of work, sometimes of short or limited duration, 
assigned to or expected of a person.  A task is a set of related human activities to achieve a 
common goal.  In IDHEAS-G, the term “task” refers to a clearly defined piece of the important 
human action required to achieve the success criteria of that action.  In short, an important 
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human action can be divided into a set of tasks.  An entire human action may be performed by 
different people or teams, at various locations, and in different time intervals.  Breaking an 
important human action into discrete tasks can facilitate the analysis of human performance and 
quantitatively assess the likelihood of human errors in performing the tasks. 
 
Not all of the tasks in an important human action are essential to the success of the action.  
Some required tasks are confirmatory, and incorrectly performing them would not necessarily 
lead to failure of the important human action.  Personnel may also perform secondary tasks that 
do not necessarily relate to the success criteria of the important human action.  The critical 
tasks are the ones that are essential to the success of the important human action, and failure 
of any of the critical tasks will fail the important human action.  Thus, each critical task 
represents an opportunity for failure.  HEP quantification of an important human action is 
performed for the critical tasks (i.e., the HEP of an important human action is the combined HEP 
of all of the critical tasks (see Equation (4.2)). 
 
Figure G-1 shows the IDHEAS-G task structure (i.e., how a task is represented in relation to the 
various levels of analysis in IDHEAS-G).  A task is at the lowest level of IDHEAS-G qualitative 
analysis: scenarios have one or more important human actions, and an important human action 
is divided into multiple tasks.  On the other hand, a critical task is the basic element on which 
HRA quantification analysis is performed.  The HEP of an important human action is the 
combined HEPs of all the critical tasks in the important human action.  A task consists of 
cognitive activities, which are achieved through macrocognitive functions.  Failure of the 
macrocognitive functions is represented with various cognitive failure modes.  The HEP of a 
critical task is the combined HEPs of all its cognitive failure modes (see Equation (4.3)). 
 

 

Figure G-1 IDHEAS-G Task Structure 

G.1.2 Definition of a Task 

An important human action can be broken into tasks at any arbitrary level of granularity.  One 
traditional question in performing an HRA is the level of detail at which an important human 
action should be decomposed into tasks.  A related question is how to define the boundaries of 
the tasks in an important human action.  In human factors and HRA practice, the level of 
dividing tasks depends on the specific application and analysis purpose.  There are no 
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universally applicable criteria for task breakdown.  IDHEAS-G provides the following general 
guidance on dividing and identifying tasks: 
 
• What is a task? 

- A task constitutes a recognizable and consequential unit of human activities; 

- A task needs to be performed by humans to achieve a desired plant status; 

- Successful performance of the action portion of the task will alter the scenario 
course toward safer plant status 

• Boundaries between tasks can be distinguished by any of the following: 

- Clearly defined goal 
- Clearly defined initial or entry state 
- Clearly defined ending or exit state (i.e., consequences or outputs) 

 
• The scope of a task is as follows: 

- A task may be represented with one or several macrocognitive functions 

- A task does not have to involve physical manipulations.  A task could be 
information collection, situation assessment, decisionmaking, or coordination of 
teams. 

• The basis of task breakdown for HRA quantification is as follows: 

- The tasks in an important human action for HRA quantification should be broken 
down to the level where data or evidence (experts, job performance behavior, 
models) of human performance measures exists for HEP estimation. 

- In the IDHEAS framework, an important human action should be broken into 
tasks at a level that retains the important human action context and can be 
represented with macrocognitive functions. 

Note that the basis for task breakdown in HRA also serves as the basis for HEP estimation.  
One problem in HRA quantification is mismatches between the data used to estimate HEPs and 
the task analysis.  For example, an HRA method may provide the HEP values of the failure 
modes based on data of personnel performing individual steps of a procedure, while HRA 
analysts may apply the HEP values to a task that consists of many steps of a procedure or 
several procedures.  Thus, task breakdown in an important human action should be based on 
the data or evidence used for probability estimation. 
 
Example: Level of detail of task breakdown.  In a NPP flooding event, one important human 
action is to cool down the reactor using portable pumps.  One task of the important human 
action is setup of the portable pump, which includes clearing of debris and connecting the pump.  
Clearing of debris could involve use of heavy or light equipment. Connecting the pump could 
involve fine motor skills.  Because flooding is a rare event, there is little data or evidence 
available to estimate the time needed for and the failure probability of setup of a portable pump 
when the worksite is flooded.  However, data and experts are available, respectively, for 
estimating the likelihood of failing to operate debris-removal equipment and the likelihood of 
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failing to connect a pump.  Therefore, the task of setup of a portable pump should be further 
broken into two tasks, both of which are critical for the important human action. 
 
G.1.3 Critical Tasks 

Critical tasks are identified through analyzing the consequences of failing the tasks, 
opportunities for error correction, and the level of human involvement in the tasks.  Reviewing 
existing documentation is usually the first step in identifying critical tasks.  The critical tasks for 
an important human action may have already been defined in training programs, quality 
assurance documents, fault tree analysis, safety integrity level assessment, and other formats.  
Yet, to use the documentation to achieve an inventory of critical tasks requires good knowledge 
of safety assessment techniques, such as the ability to understand and interpret the documents 
and relate the information to the tasks. 
 
While the primary criterion for a critical task is the importance of the task to the success of the 
important human action, identification of critical tasks may also consider the error recovery 
opportunities.  Because there may be opportunities for the operating personnel to recover from 
an error within the time window, the task analysis may also identify these opportunities.  During 
a scenario, the cues to an important human action may occur at different times (e.g., additional 
alarms).  Also, additional cues generated by expected scenario progression may be credited for 
error recovery opportunities.  For tasks involving manipulation of systems, the error correction 
opportunities may arise from monitoring system feedback (e.g., indications that the system is 
not responding as would be expected if the intended action had been completed correctly).  In 
general, tasks in safety-critical operational systems such as nuclear reactors typically have 
multiple error recovery opportunities as the result of redundancies in system design, 
procedures, and personnel work processes. 
 
G.1.4 Uncertainty in Identification of Critical Tasks 

Identification of critical tasks deals with uncertainty in judging task criticality and error recovery 
credibility.  This uncertainty is associated with information incompleteness, contradictory 
information obtained from various sources, and analysts’ mindset or misinterpretation.  
Uncertainty can particularly occur in scenarios that take place over a long timescale (e.g. many 
hours or days), when there may be no operating procedures available, when the task is 
particularly complex, and when personnel’s opinions about what actions they would take may 
vary [99], [105].  Uncertainty should be discussed with other HRA and PRA analysts and with 
operations personnel to agree on how to address it in the HRA.  An HRA should always 
document uncertainty in identification of critical tasks. 
 
G.2 Identification and Graphic Representations of Critical Tasks 

For HRA quantification analysis, it is important to capture all of the critical tasks, their relations, 
cues for the tasks, consequences of failing a task, and timing information.  Graphic 
representations of the tasks and their relationships help identify critical tasks and organize the 
outcomes of task analysis.  A thorough task analysis should identify and represent the tasks in 
an important human action and key information for important human action quantification in 
three formats of graphic representation: a task diagram, a timeline, and a teamwork diagram. 
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G.2.1 Task Diagram 

A task diagram is a tree or network structure with nodes, branches, and paths that 
systematically represent the tasks and their relations to the systems’ operational states.  
Developing a task diagram is a good place to start a task analysis because it makes the analyst 
think through the process and identify variability and challenges.  A task diagram begins with the 
presence of the cues of the important human action and ends with the important human action 
success criteria.  In between the beginning and end points of the diagram are the sequences, 
paths, or branches of tasks required to change the states of the systems to achieve success. 
 
The relationship among the tasks is important for combining the HEPs of individual critical tasks 
into the HEP of the important human action.  For example, some tasks can be carried out in any 
order or in parallel, and some tasks must be performed in a linear sequence; for others, the 
relationship is conditional (e.g., if such a condition exists for task A, perform task B).  Some 
tasks may involve coordinated actions among crew members or between control room crew 
members and personnel in the field.  Figure G-2 illustrates four task diagrams representing 
important human actions from simple to complex, as described below: 
 
(a) A simple important human action may have only one task, meaning that an individual or 

a coherent team performs the entire action in a set time period and the status of PIFs 
remain the same for different parts of the action. 

(b) An important human action may consist of tasks that form a single path to the success 
point.  Failing a critical task breaks the success path. 

(c) A complex important human action may consist of multiple intermingled paths and 
branches of tasks. 

(d) A simple or complex important human action may have parallel, alternative paths to 
success.  While performing the tasks along any of the paths will lead to the success, the 
failure modes and context can be quite different.  Thus, different paths can result in 
different HEPs for the same important human action. 
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Figure G-2 Types of Task Relations Illustrated with Task Diagrams 

Example: Task diagram in the “see-and-flee” event.  As shown in Figure G-3, the important 
human action has two parallel task paths for third floor and fourth floor workers, respectively.  
Each path has two critical tasks: detect the chemical release and decide to flee and flee from 
the building.  Yet, the cues for the two paths are different.  The chemical release occurred on 
the third floor, so the workers perceived smoke as the direct cue for contamination.  The fourth-
floor workers either perceived the smoke later or received the direction to flee from other 
personnel.  The event may also be represented with a different task diagram by combining the 
two critical tasks on each path, detect the chemical release and decide to flee and flee from the 
building, into one critical task.  The diverse ways of breaking down the tasks in the important 
human action result in the same set of macrocognitive functions; therefore, they are equivalent 
for the purposes of the quantification analysis. 
 

 

Figure G-3 An Example Task Diagram for the See-and-Flee Event 
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G.2.2 Timeline 

A timeline represents the evolution of an important human action.  For time-critical actions, the 
timeline can be used to determine and represent the overall time available and the tasks 
required to achieve a system state, the sequence and intervals at which tasks occur, the 
duration of a task, and the timing when the cues become available.  Parallel timelines may be 
developed for scenarios that involve several individuals or teams working simultaneously and 
independently. 
 
A timeline represents the occurrence of cues, critical tasks, and important transitions of system 
states along the timeline.  It also represents noncritical tasks along the timeline for assessing 
their impact on personnel performing critical tasks.  Noncritical tasks may include such things as 
peer-checking, routine monitoring, or maintenance activities.  The timing information of 
concurrent noncritical tasks determines the status of some PIFs such as multitasking, 
interruptions, and distractions.  In addition, noncritical tasks may share resources (e.g., 
personnel, tools, job aids) with the critical tasks. 
 
Furthermore, estimates of time allow a determination of whether there is adequate time to 
perform the tasks.  While precise timing of individual tasks is not required, it is important to 
identify the ordering of critical points (e.g., when does a system parameter reach a critical value 
that triggers a response, and when do personnel perform noncritical tasks in relation to the 
timing of performing critical tasks).  Such timing information can be used to estimate the 
probability distribution functions of time available and time needed for the important human 
action.  The probability distribution functions are used to estimate HEPs attributable to having 
inadequate time to perform an action (details are described in Chapter 5, “Time Uncertainty 
Analysis”). 
 
Example:  Timeline for a “see-and-flee” event.  In this hypothetical scenario, the workers on the 
third and fourth floors of the building are cleaning a uranium hexafluoride (UF6) valve in a 
55-gallon drum on a decontamination pad with hot steam, which causes a UF6 release.  The 
workers in the building need to flee from the building as quickly as possible to avoid exposure to 
UF6.  Workers detect the cues of contamination and flee from the building through any available 
safety evacuation paths.  This scenario may have other actions such as actions to (1) contact 
central control/command authority to inform them of the release, (2) inform other workers in the 
area, (3) secure the immediate release if possible, and (4) minimize the spread of contamination 
(e.g., stop ventilation). 
 
The important human action “see and flee” is that workers handling nuclear materials see 
indications of chemical release on the third floor and flee for personnel safety.  The goal of the 
action is to protect personnel from chemical contamination.  This is an urgent action but is not 
time critical because there is no specification of the time available for workers to complete the 
action.  However, the avoidance of a health effect from the release may impose a constraint on 
the available time to leave the area. 
 
A timeline is developed to show the order of cues and tasks, as illustrated in Figure G-4.  The 
timeline also indicates the potential overlap of third- and fourth-floor workers fleeing from the 
building.  The information associated with the timeline includes: 
 
• Beginning point:  Chemical release occurs 
• t0:  Cues for chemical release are present    
• t1:  Third-floor workers detect the release 
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• t2:  Third-floor workers begin to flee 
• t3:  Fourth-floor workers detect the release 
• t4:  Fourth-floor workers begin to flee 
• Ending point:  All of the workers are outside the building 
 
Notice that the estimated time periods for the “flee” tasks starting at the third and fourth floors 
may overlap in time.  That means that the workers on both floors may share the same resources 
(staircases, doors) in fleeing. 
 

 
Note:  The array bar represents time; the thinner horizontal bars represent the estimation of time needed to complete 

the task indicated. 

Figure G-4 An Example Timeline for the See-and-Flee Event. 

G.2.3 Teamwork Diagram 

For events that involve collaborative teamwork across multiple entities, a teamwork diagram is 
used to represent the task sequences of the teams and the required teamwork activities, such 
as communication, coordination, command and control, distribution of decisionmaking, and 
authorization chains.  A teamwork diagram delineates how the various teams work together.  
The information represented in a teamwork diagram can be used to analyze and quantify the 
failure of the teamwork macrocognitive function involved in the critical tasks. 
 
Example – Nuclear power plant crisis management teamwork.  This example is adapted from 
Le Bot et al. [106].  In an NPP emergency, different operational states of the facility are 
anticipated.  Because of the severity of the situation, an in-house emergency plan is initiated, 
leading to the mobilization of a multi-level crisis organization: 
 
• locally:  local command post, local crisis team, shift manager 

• nationwide:  national technical support team, national command post, AREVA crisis 
team, Institute for Radiological and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) crisis team (regulatory), and 
SEPTEN crisis team (another utility’s team of experts). 

Figure G-5 shows the teamwork diagram for the situation. 
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Figure G-5 A Teamwork Diagram in NPP Crisis Management [106] 

G.3 Characterization of Critical Tasks 

G.3.1 Task Characterization for Human Reliability Analysis 

Once the critical tasks are identified, detailed characterization of each critical task should be 
documented.  The objective of task characterization is to specify the context of the critical tasks 
for quantitative analysis.  The characterization of a task determines the states of PIFs that are 
relevant to the task.  The characterization also includes identifying cognitive activities involved in 
the task.  The activities determine the macrocognitive functions and cognitive processes 
required for the task, thus these are the basis for determining the CFMs applicable to the task.  
Characterization of a critical task should include, but is not limited to, the characteristics listed in 
Table G-1. 
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Table G-1 Task Characterization for HRA 

Task characteristics Description 
Task goal  The expected outcome of the task with respect to the desired system 

states (e.g., reach hot shutdown within 3 hours, flee from the building). 
Specific requirements Specifications for the task goal such as timing requirements or how the 

task goal should be achieved (e.g., monitoring parameters at a certain 
time interval, using secondary cues when the primary cues are not 
available, cooling down RCS within a certain rate). 

Cues and supporting 
information 

The cues to initiate the task and key information needed to perform the 
task.  A cue could be an alarm, an indication, a procedure instruction 
or others (e.g., onsite report).  The supporting information is in addition 
to the cue required to perform the task. 

Procedures  Available procedures, guidance, or instructions designed for the task. 
Personnel  Types of personnel needed for the task, minimum staffing required, 

special skillset required. 
Task support  Job aids, reference materials, tools, and equipment needed. 
Location Where the task is performed, special environmental factors at the 

location.   
Cognitive activities Cognitive activities involved in the task that place demands on their 

corresponding macrocognitive functions. 
Concurrent tasks Concurrent tasks that compete for personnel’s cognition and 

resources (e.g., tools, job aids).   
Teamwork 
considerations 

Interteam collaborative activities required for the task and 
requirements for communication facilities (e.g., equipment, tools, 
devices, etc.). 

 
G.3.2 Assessment of Cognitive Activities Involved in a Task 

Cognitive activities in a task are assessed to determine the macrocognitive functions needed for 
achieving the task.  Performing a critical task involves the successful performance of one or 
more specific cognitive and behavioral activities, such as collecting data and comparing data to 
a decision criterion.  In operational documents and domain expert interviews, tasks are 
generally described in terms of human behaviors with respect to systems.  Such descriptions 
usually provide information about what macrocognitive functions are involved in a task.  In the 
cognition model described in Chapter 2, IDHEAS-G provides a taxonomy of cognitive activities 
for each macrocognitive function.  This taxonomy can be used to assess cognitive activities 
involved in a task and subsequently identify the macrocognitive functions involved.  Table G-2 
summarizes the taxonomy. 
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Table G-2 Taxonomy of Cognitive Activities 

Macrocognitive 
function Types of cognitive activities 

Detection • Detect cues (through carefully monitoring, searching, 
inspecting, or comparing, etc.) 

• Acquire information (checking, reading, 
communicating/chatting, computing, etc.) 

Understanding • Maintain situational awareness 
• Assess status based on indirect information 
• Diagnose problems and resolve conflicts in information 
• Predict or form expectations for the upcoming situation 

development 
Decisionmaking • Make a go/no-go decision for a pre-specified action 

• Select among multiple options or strategies 
• Change or add to a preexisting plan or strategy (e.g., 

changes of personnel, criteria, sub-goals, etc.) 
• Develop a new strategy or plan  

Action Execution • Execute cognitively simple actions 
• Execute cognitively complex actions 
• Execute long-lasting actions 
• Execute control actions 
• Execute fine motor actions 
• Execute physically strenuous actions 

Teamwork • Communication 
• Cooperation 
• Coordination (including command and control) 

 
G.4 Task Analysis Techniques 

Many task analysis techniques are available to obtain the expected outcomes described in 
Sections G.1, G.2, and G.3.  Selection of a task analysis technique for HRA depends on the 
nature of the event being analyzed and resources available for conducting task analysis [99].  
Kirwan and Ainsworth [105] examined many task analysis techniques and recommended 10 
techniques alone or in combination for HRA purposes.  Taylor and Le Darz [100] piloted five 
task analysis techniques in an HRA case study and demonstrated that a combination of different 
task analysis techniques is typically more effective than the use of a single technique.  A 
combination of techniques can provide comprehensive insight into how personnel perform the 
task and interact with other people and systems, and the factors that could influence the 
likelihood of personnel making errors in task performance.  This section introduces several task 
analysis techniques that have proven useful for HRA. 
 
G.4.1 Hierarchical (Functional) Task Analysis and Tabletop Analysis 

Hierarchical task analysis is usually depicted graphically.  It describes the task in terms of its 
top-level goals and the individual operations or actions below each goal.  The main task goals in 
a hierarchical task analysis may be developed based on initial information from the important 
human action definition and subject matter experts.  Hierarchical task analysis is often 
performed with the tabletop technique, which is a talk-through with subject matter experts to 
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identify the main functions or objectives of the event, types of personnel and systems 
associated with the functions, and expected tasks for the functions. 
 
Tabular task analysis is a task description technique that records information in a columnar 
tabular format.  The column titles will vary depending on the purpose and focus of the analysis.  
It is usually used in conjunction with the hierarchical task analysis to further investigate and 
provide more detail about the tasks described in the analysis.  The tabular task analysis format 
can be a useful tool for screening tasks and human errors and for documenting task 
characterization.  A tabular task analysis may be developed to collate the information collected, 
identify knowledge gaps, and identify areas of focus.  The tabular task analysis may be updated 
several times throughout the HRA as additional information and clarification are received.  The 
tabular task analysis can document the information needed to identify CFMs, quantify HEPs, 
and document the links between the evidence to substantiate quantification calculations. 
 
Both analysis techniques involve consulting with a group of experts who understand the 
systems to define and assess aspects of those systems.  The discussions are typically directed 
around some basic framework (e.g., procedures).  This technique can create detailed task 
information and can analyze that information in a problem-solving and explanatory way.  Before 
consulting experts, analysts may gather information via document review to gain a basic 
understanding of response operations (e.g., necessary tasks, equipment, and personnel).  
Experts are then asked targeted questions aimed at validating analysts’ understanding of 
response operations, gathering missing information, identifying gaps, and gaining a deeper 
understanding of specific aspects of response operations. 
 
Example: Task diagram developed through a hierarchical (functional) task analysis with the 
tabletop analysis technique (from NUREG-2180 [107]): 
 
HFE Definition:  Respond to Very Early Warning Fire Detection Systems in Nuclear Facilities 
(in-cabinet, fire suppression strategy) 
 
Response operations primarily involve four types of personnel:  (1) main control room operators, 
(2) field operators, (3) digital instrumentation and control (DI&C) technicians, and (4) fire 
brigade.  Main control room operators are responsible for detecting an alert, using the correct 
alarm response procedure, dispatching personnel to the fire location, and, on alarm, activating 
the fire brigade.  The field operator is responsible for serving as the initial fire watch (with 
suppression capabilities) and opening cabinets.  The DI&C technician is responsible for 
gathering necessary equipment, traveling to the fire location, and using the equipment to find 
the incipient fire source.  The fire brigade is responsible for suppression duties once it arrives on 
the scene.  A tabletop analysis was performed for these four personnel groups or teams.  The 
results are represented in the task diagram as shown in Figure G-6 (from Figure 9-2 in NUREG-
2180). 
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Figure G-6 Generic Depiction of Operations in Response to an In-cabinet Aspirating 
Smoke Detection VEWFD (Very Early Warning Fire Detection Systems) Alert 
Followed by Alarm where a De-energization Strategy is Being Used 

G.4.2 Crew Response Diagram 

The crew response diagram (CRD) is a part of the qualitative analysis guidance in the IDHEAS 
At-Power Application [20].  It applies to events with procedure-driven human responses.  A CRD 
graphically represents and documents the task sequence in an important human action.  A CRD 
starts with the first credible cue for personnel to perform the expected responses to succeed in 
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the important human action.  Following the cue, the responses that must be successfully 
completed to make the important human action successful are identified.  A node is identified for 
each significant transition point in the response, such as entering a procedure, transitioning to 
another procedure, deciding how to respond to the situation, and execution.  Each node also 
has a branching point followed by a success branch and a failure branch.  The sequences 
leading to the success of the important human action are referred to as success paths.  One or 
several tasks may be associated with each node.  If the consequence of failing a task leads to 
the failure branch of the node, the task is identified as a critical task. 
 
A CRD analysis also includes developing a timeline in parallel.  The timeline captures the 
following: 
 
• the operational system status trajectory in terms of the timing of cues and other system 

process parameters that are required to trigger personnel to respond to the situation, to 
perform the right actions, and to realize an opportunity for error recovery 

• the time at which personnel are expected to reach critical steps in the procedure or the 
critical tasks are performed 

The objective of developing the CRD is to identify the expected crew response paths within the 
important human action that lead to success.  This includes providing information to understand 
the path progression (e.g., procedure transitions).  There could be more than one success path 
with or without explicit procedure transition paths.  Identifying the success paths is beneficial for 
understanding the variations in performing the important human action.  Trying to identify all 
possible paths (based on procedure instruction) may be time consuming and thus not practical 
for some PRA applications.  The HRA analysts should maintain a balance between the number 
of success paths identified and the amount of effort to be invested in the analysis.  Identifying 
too many success paths could make it more difficult to maintain adequate situational 
awareness. 
 
The following describes the process of developing a CRD. 
 
(1) Develop a Crew Response Diagram 
 
• Identify the operating procedures or training materials that apply to the scenario of 

analysis.  The focus is on identifying the procedures (titles and identifications) and key 
parts of the procedures (procedure steps, foldout pages and checklists, etc.) that guide 
personnel to respond to the actions. 

• Determine the relevant cues and their timing.  Cues could be alarms, plant indications, 
field reports, and procedure instructions, etc. to trigger personnel responses.  Computer 
simulation of system responses could provide timing information for certain cues (e.g., 
tank water level is below a certain threshold or pressure is exceeding a certain level in 
NPP reactor systems).  It is particularly important to identify the cues that lead personnel 
to enter the correct procedure(s) for the important human action. 

• Identify the credible proceduralized and non-proceduralized responses that lead to 
success.  In some cases, no written procedure applies to the important human action.  
Personnel would rely on training, engineering judgment, and skill-of-the-craft to 
implement the expected responses in the important human action.  The identification of 
such responses requires understanding the systems and interviewing operations staff. 
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(2) Identify and Define the Critical Tasks in the Crew Response Diagram 
 
The purpose of this stage is to identify and analyze the tasks critical to the success of the 
important human action.  Failure of any of these tasks will fail the important human action.  
When constructing a CRD, the critical tasks are represented under the response nodes.  There 
is considerable flexibility in the number of nodes to be included in the diagram versus the 
numbers of critical tasks under the nodes.  A node could include one or several critical tasks.  
There is a tradeoff between the number of response nodes in the diagram and the number of 
critical tasks for each node.  An analyst may choose to use a response node to represent only 
one critical task or to cluster several critical tasks in one response node. 
 
Identification of critical tasks begins with reviewing available procedures, guidelines, or 
instructions for the human response of the node.  Each individual step in the procedures or 
guidelines may be viewed as a subtask; subtasks may involve different cognitive activities (e.g., 
a step may direct the crew to collect information, to verify plant status, to perform a plant state 
assessment, to make a decision such as transferring to another procedure or branch of a 
procedure, or to execute the required manipulations).  A critical task is identified by grouping the 
subtasks according to a common goal.  If no procedure is available, critical tasks are identified 
by analyzing what personnel have to do to achieve the expected response. 
 
(3) Identify Potential Recovery Opportunities 
 
Common practice in PRA for NPPs is to consider recovery opportunities for important human 
actions.  One advantage of a CRD is that it helps identify potential recovery opportunities.  Each 
of the critical tasks represents an opportunity for failure.  This is represented on the CRD as a 
downward arrow.  The purpose of this step is to explore the possibilities for recovery given a 
failure at one of the nodes of the CRD.  This step identifies the opportunities for error correction 
(i.e., for recovery of the failure to correctly perform the task(s) represented by the node). 
 
The critical tasks represented in the diagram nodes include not only manipulations but also 
information collection, assessment and response selection tasks.  The opportunities for 
recovery can come from a number of sources.  Information collection, assessment and 
response selection tasks are usually associated with a procedure entry, procedure transfer, or 
initiation of an action.  No matter the reason for failure at a node, the assumption is made that, 
following the failure to take the correct path, the operators are still using their procedures.  
Consequently, the error correction opportunities relate to subsequent procedure steps (or steps 
in other applicable procedures) that have the potential to place the crew on an alternative 
success path or that act as additional cues to perform the correct task or perform the correct 
procedure transfer.  In addition, plant conditions may evolve and generate new alarms or key 
parameter changes that crews would normally be monitoring and would serve as cues for 
identifying the need for a different response. 
 
For manipulation tasks, the error correction opportunities will primarily arise from a monitoring 
activity that is capable of detecting that the plant is not responding as would be expected if the 
intended action had been completed correctly.  These opportunities focus on the crew’s 
detection and assessment of the plant feedback. 
 
(4) Develop Timeline in Parallel with the Crew Response Diagram 
 
In parallel with the development of the CRD, a timeline should be developed for each success 
path identified on the diagram, as necessary, to support assessment of the feasibility and error 
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recovery of the responses.  The timeline indicates the expected time of the occurrence of the 
plant cue (plant event) and the expected time for the completion of the crew tasks.  The timeline 
could be critical to specifying the states of PIFs for estimating HEPs. 
 
In summary, the CRD organizes the outcome of the task analysis.  The graphic representation 
of the CRD illustrates the success path, failure paths, and recovery paths.  The supporting 
information for each node should also be summarized and documented as a part of task 
characterization.  On the other hand, while CRDs may be a good choice for proceduralized 
responses (e.g., NPP EOPs), it may not be the best tool for other responses that are less linear 
or have multiple success paths.  For complex scenarios with parallel important human actions 
and much coordination, an integrated timeline showing key decision and communication points 
may be a better option than a CRD.  The ATHEANA method [8], [9] provides guidance for 
constructing such an integrated timeline.  Nevertheless, a CRD is a good place to start because 
it forces the analyst to think through the process and identify variability and challenges. 
 
Example: CRD for an important human action in an NPP fire event.  This event has multiple 
important human actions that are defined as HFEs in the PRA model.  This example 
demonstrates the CRD for one of the HFEs: HFE-3. 
 
Event overview:  At 18:52 with the plant operating in Mode 1 at approximately 100-percent 
power, an electrical feeder cable failure caused an arc flash and fire on a nonvital electrical bus.  
The electrical bus failed to isolate because of a breaker failure, and the fault persisted much 
longer than design expectations.  The effects were widespread throughout the electrical 
systems.  The electrical isolations and automatic repowering also created time sequences that 
caused inadvertent equipment actuation and damage.  The fault condition reduced voltage to 
reactor coolant pump (RCP) B, causing an automatic reactor trip on RCS loop low flow.  
Pressurizer level and pressure decreased due to RCS cooldown, resulting in an automatic SI.  
Multiple equipment malfunctions further complicated plant response. 
 
Loss of RCP seal injection and cooling: Within the first minute of the initiating event, RCP seal 
cooling (via component cooling water (CCW)) is lost due to the closing of flow control valve 
(FCV) 626, the CCW thermal barrier outlet isolation valve.  FCV-626 closed due to an 
inaccurate high-flow signal when the flow sensor lost power during electrical realignments 
resulting from the fault. 
 
Approximately 27 minutes into the event, chemical and volume control (CVC) Valve 310A fails 
open.  When valve CVC valve 310A fails open, the charging flow is diverted from the RCP seals 
to the RCS and RCP seal injection becomes inadequate (there is some injection flow, but it is 
inadequate to fulfill its safety function).  As a result, the RCP seals begin to heat up. 
 
Expected operator response: With both RCP seal cooling from CCW unavailable and seal 
injection inadequate, the appropriate crew response would be to restore seal cooling from CCW 
to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchangers.  For successful recovery, operators would have to 
reopen FCV-626 from the control room before voiding within the RCPs occurs.  Based on 
Westinghouse calculations, the RCP seals will experience voiding conditions approximately 19 
minutes after all RCP seal cooling and injection are lost. 
 
HFE-3 definition:  Failure to restore CCW to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchangers by 
reopening FCV-626. 
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Crew Response Diagram for HFE-3:  Figure G-7 shows the CRD for HFE-3, which is followed 
by a description of the nodes of the CRD. 
 

 

Figure G-7 Crew Response Diagram for HFE-3 in the Example of NPP Fire Event 

Node 0:  Enter Path-1 upon automatic reactor trip 
 
The crew enters Path-1 (Emergency Procedure Flow Path) upon automatic reactor trip at 18:52. 
This node is for information only; no critical tasks are associated with it. 
 
Node 1:  Enter EPP-4 
 
The crew enters End Path Procedure (EPP) 4, “Reactor Trip Response from Path-1,” when they 
decide that no SI is required.  No critical tasks are associated with this node. 
 
Node 2:  Reenter Path-1 upon automatic SI 
 
The crew reenters Path-1 at 19:00 upon automatic SI due to a rapid cooldown.  No critical tasks 
are associated with this node. 
 
Node 3:  Identify loss-of-seal cooling (LOSC) from CCW and enter procedure 
“APP-001-D1” 
 
One step in Path-1 will direct the crew to check the RCP thermal barrier cooling water low-flow 
annunciator.  This provides an opportunity for the crew to recognize loss-of-seal cooling from 
CCW due to the closure of FCV-626.  The critical tasks associated with Node 3 include: 
 

Check the RCP thermal barrier cooling water low-flow annunciator per the diamond step 
in Path-1 

 
Node 4:  Identify loss-of-seal injection and enter “Abnormal Operating Procedure 
(AOP)-018, Section C” 
 
The procedure step for identifying loss of seal injection is listed below: 
 

IF FCV-626 has failed closed, THEN PERFORM the following: 
 

VERIFY RCP seal injection flow 6 gallons per minute (gpm) to 20 gpm. 
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ATTEMPT to reopen FCV-626 
 

IF FCV-626 will NOT reopen, THEN INITIATE action to restore FCV-626 to OPERABLE 
status and CONTACT Engineering for assistance. 
 

The critical tasks associated with Node 4 include: 
 

Verify RCP seal injection flow rate between 6 and 20 gpm 
 
Check elapsed time since all RCP Seal Cooling was Lost 
 

Node 5:  Transfer to Step 10 at Step 2 
 
Check elapsed time since all RCP seal cooling was lost – GREATER THAN 15 MINUTES 
IF RCP Seal Cooling is NOT OR can NOT be restored in less than 15 minutes, THEN go to 
Step 3. 
 
Go to Step 10. 
 
Node 6:  Open FCV-626 at Step 10 
 
Step 10 of Section C of AOP-018 is the procedural direction for opening FCV-626.  It takes 1 
minute to transfer to Step 10 and 1 minute to open FCV-626 (i.e., 19:28).  Thus, the RCP seal 
cooling is restored within 15 minutes after it was lost. 
 
The critical tasks associated with Node 6 include: 
 

Open FCV-626 at Step 10, which is a simple execution. 
 

Node 7:  Recovery of Nodes 3 and 4 
 
At Node 3, the crew may choose not to enter APP-001-D1 if there is not enough manpower. A 
later step asks the crew to check if at least one charging pump is running.  This step may 
reinforce the crew’s decision that restoring seal cooling from CCW is not a priority because 
charging pump B is providing sufficient seal injection.  In this case, the crew, based on training, 
would enter Section C of AOP-018 upon RCP B and RCP A high bearing temperature alarms. 
 
At Node 4, the crew may fail to recognize loss of seal injection when they see the seal injection 
flow rate is below 6 gpm at APP-001-D1 Step 4.  Similar to recovery in Node 3, RCP B and RCP 
A high bearing temperature alarms give the crew an opportunity to enter AOP-018.  The RCP B 
high bearing temperature alarm, reinforced by the low seal injection flow, should make the crew 
realize the loss of seal injection. 
 
CRD Timeline:  Figure G-8 illustrates the timeline for HFE-3.  The green color represents actual 
events or boundary conditions, and the cyan color represents predicted events and estimates. 
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Figure G-8 Timeline for the Example HFE in the NPP Fire Event 

The following information was obtained through discussion with plant staff. 
 
• It will take 30 minutes for the crew to reach the diamond step after the reactor trip (i.e., 

19:22). 

• It takes about 1 minute to check RCP seal injection flow rate at Step 4 of APP-001-D1. 

• It takes about 2 minutes to transfer to Section C of AOP-018 from APP-001-D1 (i.e., 
19:25). 

• It takes about 1 minute to reach Step 2 after entry into Section C of AOP-018. 

• It takes about 1 minute to transfer to Step 10 from Step 2. 

• It takes about 1 minute to open FCV-626 at Step 10. 

According to the guidance of AOP-018, the crew needs to open FCV-626 within 15 minutes 
after all seal cooling is lost, which is within the 19-minute window specified for HFE-3. 
 
G.5 Collecting Data and Information for Task Analysis 

Collecting information for task analysis often uses a combination of data collection techniques, 
such as examination of operational documents, interviews with personnel (talk-through), walk-
through on the site with interactive observations of real or simulator operations, and collection of 
data through constructive questionnaires. Analysts may choose one or a combination of the 
techniques based on the specific application, availability and accessibility to operational sites 
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and personnel, and personal training and experience.  Moreover, analysts should examine how 
tasks are carried out in practice, not only how they should be carried out according to written 
procedures or guidance.  Many books and guidance documents for task analysis have detailed 
descriptions of the techniques.  Among those, the “Handbook for HRA Scenario Analysis” [99] 
provides practical guidance on how to collect information.  IDHEAS-G gives analysts the 
flexibility to choose task analysis and information collection techniques. 
 
G.6 Summary 

This appendix provides high-level guidance on task analysis.  The purpose of task analysis is to 
identify and characterize critical tasks.  The outcome of task analysis for the same important 
human action may represent various levels of task breakdown or diverse ways of grouping 
simple activities into a single task (i.e., defining task boundaries differently).  Note that 
performing a task analysis to a greater level of detail would not necessarily lead to a greater 
number of CFMs being relevant for any individual important human action since the CFMs apply 
to different macrocognitive functions.  In any case, the end result of the qualitative analysis is a 
clear definition of the tasks and activities required for success of the important human action.  
Given this and an understanding of the cognitive characterization for each task, HRA analysts 
can screen which of the CFMs are relevant for each task and assess the states of relevant PIFs. 
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APPENDIX H 
IDENTIFICATION OF COGNITIVE FAILURE MODES 

Reliability analysis uses failure modes to quantify error probabilities.  “Failure modes” refer to 
the classification of the ways, or modes, in which something might fail.  HRA uses human failure 
modes as the taxonomy to describe the ways that failure of important human actions may occur 
and quantify their likelihood.  Existing HRA methods use various classification schemes for 
human failure modes.  The schemes are based on task objectives (e.g., close a valve, line up 
pumps), the ways tasks are performed (e.g., use HSIs, use procedures), the cognitive nature of 
tasks (e.g., diagnosis, action), or representative (generic) tasks. 
 
IDHEAS-G uses macrocognitive functions and their processors to model critical tasks.  
Consequently, the failure of a task can be modeled with the failure of macrocognitive functions 
and the processors.  IDHEAS-G thus has a set of cognitive failure modes (CFMs) that can 
adequately represent the failure of any human task within the application scope of an HRA 
method.  This appendix provides guidance on how to use the IDHEAS-G CFMs in HRA. 
 
H.1 A Basic Set of Cognitive Failure Modes 

The cognition model of IDHEAS-G is the basis for developing a set of CFMs. The cognitive 
basis framework describes how a critical task is achieved, as illustrated in Figure H-1(a): 
 
• Any critical task can be achieved through the five macrocognitive functions: detection, 

understanding, decisionmaking, action execution, and teamwork. 

• Each macrocognitive function is achieved through a set of processors that are carried 
out through cognitive mechanisms.  

• PIFs affect the capacity limits of the cognitive mechanisms.  

This framework delineates the success path of cognitively achieving a critical task.  IDHEAS-G 
uses the same taxonomy to represent the ways that a critical task might fail, as illustrated in 
Figure H-1(b): 
 
• The cognitive failure of a critical task is the result of failure of any macrocognitive 

function. 

• The failure of a macrocognitive function is the result of erroneous cognitive processes, 
which can result from the failure of any processors of the macrocognitive function. 

• Failure of the processors is the result of ineffectiveness of one or several cognitive 
mechanisms. 

• PIF attributes challenge the capacity limits of the cognitive mechanisms, which lead to 
the cognitive mechanisms being less effective or ineffective; therefore, the PIF attributes 
increase the likelihood of errors in the processors. 

The above framework for cognition failure suggests two classification schemes of CFMs:  a 
high-level classification based on the failure of the macrocognitive functions and a lower-level 
classification based on the failure of the processors. 
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Figure H-1 (a) Macrocognition Taxonomy and (b) Cognition Failure Taxonomy 

H.1.1 Failure of the Macrocognitive Functions as High-Level Cognitive Failure Modes 

According to the cognition failure taxonomy in Figure H-1(b), failure of an important human 
action can be represented by the failure of one or more macrocognitive functions of the critical 
tasks.  This classification scheme results in five CFMs, as described in Table H-1. 

Table H-1 Failure of the Macrocognitive Functions as the High-Level CFMs 

Macrocognitive Function Cognitive Failure Mode 
Detection Failure of detecting cues/information  
Understanding Failure of understanding/assessing the situation 
Decisionmaking Failure of making decisions/planning actions 
Action execution Failure of executing planned actions 
Teamwork Failure of interteam teamwork 

 
This set of high-level CFMs constitutes a complete representation of cognition failure.  They are, 
theoretically, nonoverlapping because each macrocognitive function is defined with its own 
scope.  They link to the PIFs, but are not specific enough.  For example, two tasks that demand 
the same macrocognitive function may involve different sets of processors, which leads to 
different sets of PIFs and may result in different HEPs.  However, if the two tasks are modeled 
with the failure of the same macrocognitive function, then their HEPs would be the same.  
Therefore, the failure of the macrocognitive functions as CFMs are not specific enough to 
differentiate changes in the context. 
 
H.1.2 Failure of the Processors as Cognitive Failure Modes 

Another classification scheme is to use the failure of the processors as a set of middle-level 
CFMs.  As shown in Figure H-1(b), the failure of the processors of the five macrocognitive 
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functions forms a complete representation of macrocognition failure.  The CFMs do not overlap 
because the processors are intended to be nonoverlapping.  These CFMs have explicit links to 
a limited set of cognitive mechanisms.  The first column in Table H-2 through Table H-5 and all 
the rows in Table H-6 list the processor failures for each of the macrocognitive functions, 
respectively. 
 
Theoretically, the failure of the processors forms a set of CFMs that are complete, 
nonoverlapping, and specific.  However, these CFMs are not observable to support HEP 
estimation.  They represent the ways that the internal cognitive process of achieving a 
macrocognitive function might break down.  Most of those internal processes are not 
behaviorally observable, and they are not directly related to data or evidence of existing human 
performance measures.  Thus, it is difficult to assess the effects of PIFs on a CFM to estimate 
HEPs. 
 
H.1.3 Behavioral Characteristics of Processor Failure as Detailed Cognitive Failure 

Modes 

To make the processor failure observable, a set of characteristics of processor failure should be 
developed to represent the behaviorally observable ways that processor failure occurs. These 
characteristics constitute a set of detailed, observable CFMs.  They represent processor failure 
and make use of data and evidence for HEP estimation. 
 
The criteria for developing the set of such detailed CFMs are the same as those for any failure 
modes: completeness, nonoverlapping, specificity, and observability.  The detailed CFMs are 
most useful when they are application-specific, i.e., they describe characteristics of human 
actions for the given HRA application.  Because IDHEAS-G is independent of any application, 
the NRC staff developed a generic set of detailed CFMs. They can either be used directly or 
adapted to a specific HRA application. 
 
The generic detailed CFMs are based on the following aspects of a processor: 
 
• The processor is not achievable. 
• The processor is achievable, but personnel do not perform it. 
• The processor is achievable, but personnel perform it incorrectly. 

Several examples are provided below to demonstrate the development of the detailed CFMs. 
 
Example 1—The processor failure D1 is “Fail to initiate detection.”  Two middle-level CFMs can 
represent this middle-level CFM: 
 
• D1-1 Detection is not initiated (e.g., skip steps of procedure for detection, forget to check 

information, fail to realize the need to check information, fail to check the right 
information) 

• D1-3 Fail to prioritize information to be detected 

Example 2—The processor failure D2 is “Fail to select, identify, or attend to sources of 
information.”  The following two detailed CFMs can represent this middle-level CFM: 
 
• D2-1 Fail to access the source of information 
• D2-2 Attend to wrong source of information 
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D2-1 represents “The processor is not achievable,” and D2-2 represents “The processor is 
achievable, but personnel perform it incorrectly.”  “The processor is achievable, but personnel 
do not perform it” is represented by D1-1, “Detection is not initiated.” 
 
Example 3—The processor failure D3 is “Fail to perceive, recognize, or classify information.”  
The following detailed CFMs represent this middle-level CFM: 
 
• D3-1 Unable to perceive information 

• D3-2 Key alarm not perceived 

• D3-3 Key alarm incorrectly perceived  

• D3-4 Fail to recognize that primary cue is not available or misleading 

• D3-5 Cues not perceived 

• D3-6 Cues misperceived (e.g., information incorrectly perceived, fail to perceive weak 
signals, reading errors, incorrectly interpret, organize, or classify information) 

• D3-7 Fail to monitor status (e.g., information or parameters not monitored at proper 
frequency or for an adequate period of time, fail to monitor all of the key parameters, and 
incorrectly perceiving the trend of a parameter) 

D3-1 represents the situation “The processor is not achievable.”  The remaining detailed CFMs 
represent various types of detection activities:  responding to alarms or alerts, checking cues or 
information, and monitoring system status, which correspond to the processor being achievable, 
but either the personnel do not perform it or they perform it incorrectly. 
 
Example 4—The processor failure E4 is “Fail to perform the planned action.”  The following 
detailed CFMs represent this middle-level CFM: 
 
• E4-1 Fail to follow procedures (e.g., skip steps in procedures)  

• E4-2 Fail to execute simple action 

• E4-3 Fail to execute complex action (e.g., execute a complex action with incorrect timing 
or sequence, execute actions that do not meet the entry conditions) 

• E4-4 Fail to execute physically demanding actions 

• E4-5 Fail to execute fine-motor actions 

This example demonstrates that a processor failure can be further divided to represent 
distinctive types of cognitive activities.  Here E4, “Fail to perform the planned action,” can be 
represented by three detailed CFMs:  E4-1, “Fail to follow procedures;” E4-2, “Fail to execute 
simple action;” and E4-3, “Fail to execute complex action.”  Depending on the specific HRA 
application, analysts may use E4-3 to represent failure of complex actions in general, or they 
may choose to use the more specific attributes of E4-3.  For example, if an HRA involves 
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assessing important human actions required for maintenance or NPP shutdown, the specific 
attributes of E4-3 can better model the failure of various manual actions. E4-4 and E4-5 
emphasize physically demanding actions, such as repairing or installing equipment in a flooding 
hazard. 
 
The right column of Table H-2 through Table H-5 shows the full set of detailed CFMs, which 
represent the behaviorally observable failures of the processors, for the detection, 
understanding, decisionmaking, and action execution macrocognitive functions, respectively. 
The different CFM levels represent human failures from macrocognition to very detailed 
behavioral aspects of the underlying cognitive processes.  Notice that Table H-6 does not 
develop detailed CFMs for teamwork.  Compared to other macrocognitive functions, the failure 
modes of interteam collaborative activities and their relation to PIFs are not well addressed in 
the literature.  Also, the purpose of developing detailed CFMs is to have behaviorally observable 
failure modes for HRA, while the processor failures of teamwork are already behaviorally 
observable. 

Table H-2 Detection CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Detection 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Detection 

Fail to initiate 
detection 

D1-1 Detection is not initiated (e.g., skip steps of procedure for 
detection, forget to check information, fail to realize the need to 
check information, fail to check the right information, no mental 
model for detection) 

D1-2 Wrong mental model for detection (e.g., incorrect planning on when, 
how, or what to detect) 

D1-3 Failure to prioritize information to be detected 
Fail to select, 
identify, or 
attend to 
sources of 
information 

D2-1 Fail to access the source of information  
D2-2 Attend to wrong source of information 

Fail to perceive, 
recognize, or 
classify 
information 
 

D3-1 Unable to perceive information 
D3-2 Key alarm not perceived 
D3-3 Key alarm incorrectly perceived 
D3-4 Fail to recognize that primary cue is not available or misleading 
D3-5 Cues not perceived 
D3-6 Cues misperceived (e.g., information incorrectly perceived; failure to 

perceive weak signals; reading errors; incorrectly interpret, organize, 
or classify information) 

D3-7 Fail to monitor status (e.g., information or parameters not monitored at 
proper frequency or for adequate period of time, failure to monitor all 
of the key parameters, and incorrectly perceiving the trend of a 
parameter) 
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Table H-2 Detection CFMs (continued) 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Detection 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Detection 

Fail to 
verify the 
perceived 
information 

D4-1 Fail to self-verify the perceived information against the detection 
criteria 

D4-2 Fail to peer-check the perceived information  

Fail to 
communicate 
the acquired 
information 

D5-1 The detected information not retained or incorrectly retained 
(e.g., wrong items marked, wrong recording, and wrong data entry) 

D5-2 The detected information not communicated or miscommunicated 

Table H-3 Understanding CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Understanding 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Understanding 

Fail to assess 
or select data 

U1-1 Incomplete data selected (e.g., critical data dismissed, critical data 
omitted) 

U1-2 Incorrect or inappropriate data selected (e.g., failure to recognize the 
applicable data range or recognize that information is outdated) 

Incorrect 
mental model 

U2-1 No mental model exists for understanding the situation 
U2-2 Incorrect mental model selected 
U2-3 Failure to adapt the mental model (e.g., failure to recognize and adapt 

mismatched procedures) 
Incorrect 
integration of 
data and 
mental model 

U3-1 Incorrectly assess situation (e.g., situational awareness not 
maintained, and incorrect prediction of the system evolution or 
upcoming events) 

U3-2 Incorrectly diagnose problems (e.g., conflicts in data not resolved, 
under-diagnosis, failure to use guidance outside main procedure 
steps for diagnosis) 

Fail to iterate 
the 
understanding 

U4-1 Premature termination of data collection (e.g., not seeking additional 
data to reconcile gaps, discrepancies, or conflicts, or failing to revise 
the outcomes based on new data, mental models, or viewpoints 

U4-2 Failure to generate coherent team understanding (e.g., assessment or 
diagnosis not verified or confirmed by the team, and lack of 
confirmation and verification of the results) 

Fail to 
communicate 
the outcome 

U5-1 Outcomes of understanding miscommunicated or inadequately 
communicated 
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Table H-4 Decisionmaking CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Decisionmaking 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Decisionmaking 

Inappropriate 
decision model 

DM1-1 Incorrect decision model or decisionmaking process (e.g., incorrect 
about who, how, or when to make decision, decision goal is not 
supported by the decision model or process) 

DM1-2 Incorrect decision criteria 

Incorrect goals 
or priorities 

DM2-1 Incorrect goal selected  
DM2-2 Unable to prioritize multiple conflicting goals  

Data are 
under- 
represented 

DM3-1 Critical information not selected or only partially selected (e.g., bias, 
under-sampling of information) 

DM3-2 Selected information not appropriate or not applicable to the 
situation  

DM3-3 Misinterpretation or misuse of selected information 
Incorrect 
judgment or 
planning 

DM4-1 Misinterpret procedure 
DM4-2 Choose inappropriate strategy or options 
DM4-3 Incorrect or inadequate planning or developing solutions (e.g., plan 

wrong or infeasible responses, plan the right response actions at 
wrong times, fail to plan configuration changes when needed, plan 
wrong or infeasible configuration changes) 

DM4-4 Decide to interfere or override automatic or passive safety-critical 
systems that would lead to undesirable consequences 

Failure to 
simulate or 
evaluate the 
decision/ 
strategy/plan 

DM5-1 Unable to simulate or evaluate the decision’s effects (e.g., fail to 
assess negative impacts or unable to evaluate the pros and cons) 

DM5-2 Incorrectly simulate or evaluate the decision (e.g., fail to evaluate 
the side effects or components, or fail to consider all key factors) 

DM5-3 Incorrect dynamic decisionmaking 

Failure to 
communicate 
or authorize 
the decision 

DM6-1 Decision incorrectly communicated  
DM6-2 Decision not authorized 
DM6-3 Decision delayed in authorization 
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Table H-5 Action Execution CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Action Execution 
Middle-Level 

CFMs Detailed CFMs for Action Execution 

Fail to assess 
action plan and 
criteria 

E1-1 Action is not initiated 
E1-2 Incorrect interpretation of the action plan (e.g., wrong 

equipment/tool preparation or coordination) 
E1-3 Wrong action criteria  
E1-4 Delayed implementation of planned action 
E1-5 Incorrect addition of actions or action steps to manipulate safety 

systems outside action plans (e.g., error of commission) 
Fail to develop 
or modify action 
scripts 

E2-1 Fail to modify, adapt, or develop action scripts for a high-level action 
plan  

E2-2 Incorrectly modify or develop action scripts for the action plan 
Fail to 
coordinate 
action 
implementation 

E3-1 Fail to coordinate the action implementation (e.g., fail to coordinate 
team members, errors in personnel allocation) 

E3-2 Fail to initiate action 
E3-3 Fail to perform status checking required for initiating actions 

Fail to perform 
the planned 
action 

E4-1 Fail to follow procedures (e.g., skip steps in procedures)  
E4-2 Fail to execute simple action 
E4-3 Fail to execute complex action (e.g., execute a complex action with 

incorrect timing or sequence, execute actions that do not meet the 
entry conditions) 

E4-3A Fail to execute control actions 
E4-3B Fail to execute long-lasting actions 
E4-4 Fail to execute physically demanding actions 
E4-5 Fail to execute fine-motor actions 

Fail to verify or 
adjust action 

E5-1 Fail to adjust action by monitoring, measuring, and assessing 
outcomes 

E5-2 Fail to complete entire action scripts or procedures (e.g., omit steps 
after the action criteria are met) 

           

Table H-6 Teamwork CFMs 

High-Level CFM:  Failure of Teamwork 

Middle-Level 
CFMs 

T1 Fail to establish or adapt the teamwork infrastructure 
T2 Fail to manage information 
T3 Fail to maintain shared situational awareness 
T4 Inappropriately manage resources 
T5 Fail to plan or make interteam decisions or generate commands 
T6 Fail to implement decisions or commands 
T7 Fail to control the implementation 

 
In summary, IDHEAS-G provides a basic set of CFMs at three levels:  failure of macrocognitive 
functions (high-level CFMs), processor failure (middle-level CFMs), and detailed observable 
CFMs.  A specific HRA may choose to use the CFM levels as appropriate depending on the 
purposes of the HRA and data available to assess the HEPs of the CFMs.  A specific HRA may 
also choose to use the combination of different levels as needed.  For example, if the event 
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being analyzed consists of mainly planned manual actions without complex situation 
assessment and decisionmaking, the analysis may use the detailed CFMs for failure of action 
execution and use the failure of macrocognitive functions (high-level CFMs) for the rest. 
 
H.2 Development of Application-Specific Cognitive Failure Modes 

Theoretically, the basic set of CFMs can be used to perform HEP estimates for any HRA 
application.  However, assessing the full set of processor failures (middle-level CFMs) or 
detailed CFMs can be very time-consuming.  Therefore, a subset of the basic CFMs may be 
selected or adapted from the basic set to meet the need of a specific HRA application.  For 
example, the IDHEAS At-Power Application [20] uses 14 detailed CFMs to model control room 
crew failures. 
 
Developing a set of application-specific CFMs from the basic set in IDHEAS-G is a trade-off 
between method generalization and specification.  An application-specific CFM set is a subset 
or a simplified version of the basic set.  This means that some CFMs in the basic set are 
eliminated or simplified.  Such a simplified CFM set generally works for events that meet the 
assumed scope of the application.  However, there may be scenarios where one or several 
assumptions do not apply; therefore, some eliminated CFMs can be critical for the specific 
scenario.  Thus, an application-specific CFM set should be reviewed for its applicability to the 
event being analyzed.  When the application-specific CFM set is not adequate for an “outlier” 
scenario, HRA analysts should revisit the basic set of IDHEAS-G CFMs to add cognitive failure 
modes as necessary. 
 
H.2.1 Selection and Adaptation of the Cognitive Failure Modes from the IDHEAS-G Basic 

Set 

The selection and adaptation of the CFMs should comply with the general criteria:  the CFMs 
should adequately represent possible failures of the tasks in the application (completeness), be 
nonoverlapping, link to PIFs (specificity), and be behaviorally observable.  Special attention is 
needed to ensure the criterion of adequate representation because a subset of the CFMs from 
the basic set may result in gaps in representing all of the possible cognition failures.  The 
fundamental principle for developing an application-specific subset of CFMs is that a rationale 
must be provided if a CFM is not selected for the application-specific set. 
 
IDHEAS-G recommends the following process for selecting and adapting the basic set of CFMs: 
 
(1) Select the applicable CFMs related to the macrocognitive functions.  If a macrocognitive 

function is not needed for performing the tasks or is not necessary to model because the 
cognitive activities involving those functions are very simple and straightforward, all of 
the CFMs associated with that macrocognitive function are not included in the specific 
set. 

Example—Elimination of CFMs associated with macrocognitive functions.  The human 
tasks in the “see-and-flee” example in APPENDIX G do not involve interteam teamwork; 
thus, the CFMs associated with teamwork are not selected.  The goal of the 
“see-and-flee” action is to flee the workplace upon detecting the chemical release.  The 
cognitive activities involving understanding are very simple and straightforward—
knowing that it is a chemical release by seeing the smoke.  Thus, the CFMs associated 
with the understanding and teamwork macrocognitive functions are not selected.   
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(2) Select applicable processor failures.  This is done by examining every processor of the 
selected macrocognitive functions.  Not all of the processors in a macrocognitive 
function are needed to achieve the tasks in a specific application.  The context of 
environment, systems, tasks, and personnel together guide the selection. 

Example—Elimination of processor failures.  The processors of detection are examined 
against the context for the “see-and-flee” example: 
 
• D1—Personnel need to have a mental model of the signs of chemical release. 

• D2—Personnel do not need to attend to the source of the signs because 
personnel flee regardless of where the source of the release is. 

• D3—Personnel need to perceive the signs. 

• D4—Personnel do not need to iteratively verify the signs of release. 

• D5—Personnel do not need to retain or communicate the detection of the signs. 

Therefore, D1 and D3 are selected for the set of CFMs. 
 

(3) Select and adapt detailed CFMs.  Depending on the nature of the HRA application, the 
detailed CFMs for a given application can be derived from the basic set in various ways: 

• Eliminate:  Some detailed CFMs may not apply and, therefore, can be eliminated.  
For example, the IDHEAS At-Power Application [20] assumes that 
decisionmaking is limited to choosing and implementing the strategies specified 
in procedures; therefore, many detailed CFMs for the decisionmaking 
macrocognitive function can be eliminated.  A caution is that some eliminated 
processors may be present in a specific scenario of event analysis.  The 
elimination may lead to gaps in CFM representation and result in underestimation 
of the HEP.  Once again, the principle for eliminating a CFM from the basic set is 
that a rationale must be provided for elimination. 

• Merge:  The attributes of some processors may not be behaviorally 
distinguishable, or the effects of the PIFs on these detailed CFMs are 
indistinguishable.  Thus, the detailed CFMs can be merged into a single CFM for 
HEP estimation.  A caution for merging detailed CFMs is that the combined 
detailed CFMs may become insensitive to differences in event context. 

• Split:  An HRA application may involve very specific types of human actions.  In 
this case, it may be beneficial to split a detailed CFM into more specific failure 
modes.  A caution for splitting detailed CFMs is that information about event 
context or PIFs may get lost when CFMs are too detailed. 

• Refine and adapt:  The description or definition for the basic set of detailed CFMs 
is generic and may not well match the given HRA application, or the definitions 
may be difficult to interpret in the context of the application.  They can be refined 
or adapted with more application-specific descriptions.  A caution in refinement is 
that the scope of a detailed CFM may change with the new definition and that 
may lead to inadequate representation of cognition failure.  That may also result 
in underestimation of HEPs. 
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H.2.2 Define the Application-Specific Cognitive Failure Modes 

If application-specific CFMs are used, the analyst should clearly define the meaning and 
applicability of the CFMs.  The CFM definition should be described with respect to the context of 
the HRA application. The IDHEAS At-Power Application [20] defines the meaning of the CFMs 
specific to control room crew tasks along with the applicability in control room proceduralized 
task performance. Below is an example adapted from Chapter 6 of NUREG-2199, Vol. 1 [20]. 
 
Example:  Summary of NUREG-2199 definition of the CFM Key Alarm Not Attended To 
 
This CFM represents the failure to respond to a key alarm. A key alarm is one that is the first 
indication of the need for a response, and in this context it is considered to be unexpected. 
Furthermore, a key alarm is not necessarily a single alarm, but instead it could be multiple 
annunciators that form a recognizable pattern. It is expected that the response for a key alarm is 
well trained and essentially automatic. Failure includes both the failure to perceive the alarm 
and failure to understand the alarm.  For those alarms for which the response is memorized, 
simple, and ingrained (e.g., pressing the scram control on receipt of a scram alarm), this could 
also include the failure to act. For alarms that lead to entering a procedure (such as an alarm 
response procedure), any actions in that procedure should be addressed separately using 
appropriate CFMs. 
 
This CFM applies to a task for which the principal cue is an alarm and a failure to respond would 
lead to the failure of the important human action being modeled.  This CFM applies to important 
human actions where:  (1) the alarm is the principal cue and is sufficient for a correct 
assessment of the plant status so that the required response is unambiguous for a nominal 
situation, or (2) the alarm is a trouble alarm that leads to entry into an alarm response 
procedure.  This CFM does not apply to alarms that serve as reminders associated with 
parameters that are being monitored. 
 
Finally, the resulting set of specific CFMs for a given HRA application should be viewed as an 
adequate representation of failures of human tasks for the assumed scope and context of the 
application.  There may be unusual scenarios that have special system, task, or personnel 
features outside the assumed contexts.  In that case, the basic set of IDHEAS-G CFMs should 
be reexamined to consider adding detailed CFMs that are applicable to the special scenarios. 
 
H.3 Determination of the Cognitive Failure Modes 

A prerequisite for identifying CFMs is the characterization of the critical tasks in terms of the 
specific activities identified as essential for success and their requirements, since this will be 
used to identify the relevant CFMs.  The outcomes of the task analysis, along with the outputs of 
the scenario analysis, provide the structured context for the important human action or critical 
tasks being analyzed.  From the operational narrative, definition of the important human action, 
and the description of the critical tasks and activities needed for success, HRA analysts identify 
the CFMs applicable to the critical task. 
 
The rationale for identifying potentially applicable CFMs should be clearly documented.  It is 
recommended to use probing questions to capture the rationale.  Table H-7 provides reference 
questions for identifying failures of the macrocognitive functions.  The first column of the table 
contains the reference questions.  The questions probe the types of cognitive activities required 
to achieve the critical task, and such information is documented as the output of task analysis. 
For each macrocognitive function, if the answer to the question is “yes” for the critical task being 
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evaluated, that CFM is determined to be applicable to the critical task.  Those for which the 
answer is “no” are screened out from consideration of the HEP because the CFMs are not 
applicable.  Table H-7 has a third column (not shown) for HRA analysts to document their 
justification if the answer to a question is “no.” 

Table H-7 Reference Questions for Identifying Failures of the Macrocognitive Functions 
Applicable to a Critical Task 

Reference questions 
Applicable high-level 

CFM if YES to the 
question 

 Does the success of the task require monitoring and detecting 
cues, checking and acquiring information, or recognizing and 
responding to alarms? 

Failure of detection 

 Does the success of the task require maintaining situational 
awareness, assessing status, diagnosing problems, resolving 
conflicts in information, or making predictions for the upcoming 
situation development?  

Failure of understanding 

Does the success of the task require selecting among multiple 
options or strategies, making changes or additions to a preexisting 
plan or strategy, or developing a new strategy or plan? 

Failure of 
decisionmaking 

 Does the success of the task require executing planned physical 
actions that manipulate the systems or equipment being operated 
or the personnel working on the task (e.g., traveling from one 
working area to another)?   

Failure of action 
execution 

 Does the success of the task require multiple teams and require 
communication, coordination (including command and control), or 
cooperation between the teams? 

Failure of teamwork 

 
The reference questions for identifying failure of processors (middle-level CFMs) or detailed 
CFMs should be developed and phrased with respect to the context of the event. Table H-8 
provides some example reference questions for detailed CFMs.  Because these questions are 
adapted from the IDHEAS At-Power Application [20], they were phrased in the context of NPP 
control room operation.  The first column of the table describes the macrocognitive functions 
and only those involved in the critical task need be addressed.  For example, if the critical task 
being evaluated does not involve action execution, then none of the detailed CFMs for action 
execution would apply.  The second column contains the detailed CFMs for the relevant 
macrocognitive function.  Then, for each relevant macrocognitive function, if the answer to the 
question in the third column is “yes” for the critical task being evaluated, that detailed CFM is 
determined to be applicable to the critical task.  Those for which the answer is “no” are screened 
out from consideration of the HEP because the CFMs do not apply. 
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Table H-8 Example Reference Questions for Identifying Detailed CFMs in NPP At-Power 
Internal Event Applications (adapted from NUREG-2199, Vol. 1) 

Macrocognitive 
Function Detailed CFM Reference Question 

Detection 

Key Alarm Not Attended to 
Does the critical task include failure to 
respond to an alarm as the primary 
cue for success? 

Data Misleading or Not Available 
Does success require acquiring data 
or information? Wrong Data Source Attended to 

Critical Data Misperceived 

Understanding 
(Status 
Assessment) 

Critical Data Dismissed or 
Discounted 

Does success require data collection to 
assess plant status? 

Premature Termination of Critical 
Data Collection 

Does success require evaluating 
changes of critical plant parameters 
or seeking additional information? 

Decisionmaking 
(Response 
Planning) 

Misinterpret Procedures 
Does success require a decision 
(e.g., transfer to another procedure or 
initiate action)? 

Choose Inappropriate Strategy Does the procedure allow a choice of 
strategies? 

Action Execution 

Delay Implementation 
Does success require responding 
when a critical value is reached (given 
that the value has been recognized)? 

Critical Data Not 
Checked/Monitored with 
Appropriate Frequency 

Does success require monitoring for a 
critical plant parameter as a cue to 
initiate response? 

Fail to Initiate Execution 

Does the task require action on plant 
systems? 

Fail to Correctly Execute 
Response (Simple Task) 
Fail to Correctly Execute 
Response (Complex Task) 

 
In summary, IDHEAS-G provides a basic set of CFMs.  The definitions of the CFMs are 
cognition based and system neutral so that they can be applied to a wide range of HRA uses 
(e.g., fuel and radioactive material safety, spent fuel pool and dry cask storage, radioactive 
medicine, new reactor construction, before and after core damage, actions taking place inside 
and outside of the main control room).  Application-specific sets of CFMs can be developed 
from the basic set to calculate the HEP of important human actions for a given HRA application, 
such as NPP at-power, internal event applications.  For a specific application, HRA 
quantification may exclude the CFMs that are not relevant to the application.  This allows for 
flexibility while ensuring that the HRA quantifications for different applications all have a 
common cognitive basis.  The basic set of CFMs adds another flexibility by offering three levels 
of CFMs.  An HRA application may choose to use one level or the combination of different 
levels of CFMs based on the purpose of the HRA and the human error data available for HEP 
estimation. 
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APPENDIX I 
ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE-INFLUENCING FACTORS 

IDHEAS-G provides a structure of PIFs consisting of PIFs and their attributes.  IDHEAS-G uses 
PIFs to model the context of an important human action. The modeling includes selecting 
applicable PIFs based on the context and assessing the presence or absence of the PIF 
attributes.  This appendix first introduces the process of assessing PIFs and then provides an 
example to demonstrate the PIFs in NPP control rooms. 
 
I.1 The Process of Assessing Performance-Influencing Factors 

Assessment of the PIFs affecting an important human action may take the following steps: 
 
(1) Select PIFs within the context of the important human action. 

 
The IDHEAS-G PIF structure provides 20 PIFs.  Many PIFs may not be relevant to the 
context; therefore, they are not selected.  If a PIF is not selected, a rationale must be 
given for why it is not relevant to the application. 
 

(2) Select PIF attributes relevant to the CFMs. 
 
Elimination of some PIF attributes may be necessary so that the total number of PIF 
attributes associated with a CFM is manageable for the purposes of HEP estimation.  
The PIF attributes that do not contribute significantly to the CFM may be eliminated.  A 
rationale must be provided for the elimination of the PIF attributes. 
 

(3) Represent contexts that positively affect human performance 
 
While IDHEAS-G defines context as the conditions that challenge or positively affect 
human performance, the PIFs are defined as neutral.  The PIF attributes all have a 
negative impact on HEPs.  The contexts that positively affect human performance are 
represented by alleviating some PIF attributes.  For example, the baseline state of 
training means that training is good enough and would not increase HEPs.  The context 
that training is better than the baseline means that the training may alleviate some PIF 
attributes in procedures, guidance, and instructions; teamwork and organizational 
factors; or other PIFs. 
 

(4) Identify additional PIFs and PIF attributes. 
 
The list of PIFs and PIF attributes in Chapter 3 represents the NRC staff’s present state 
of knowledge.  New PIFs and/or PIF attributes may be needed for new scenarios, 
applications, technologies, or conduct of operations.  Whenever a new PIF or PIF 
attribute is identified, it should be assessed against the cognitive mechanisms to 
establish its links to the CFMs. 

I.2 Demonstration of Assessment of Performance-Influencing Factors in 
Nuclear Power Plant Control Rooms 

The PIFs and their attributes are generalized across various systems, events, and applications.  
The description of the PIFs and their attributes is intended to be generic without reference to a 
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specific HRA application.  Thus, it is not obvious how they are related to a specific application or 
event.  This section documents some considerations for PIFs in NPP control room operations as 
an example to demonstrate assessment of PIFs in a specific application.  The information is 
intended to facilitate readers’ understanding of PIFs.  The example does not provide an 
assessment of all PIFs in the list.  Instead, this example assesses only some PIFs that may 
challenge the macrocognitive functions. 
 
I.2.1 Performance-Influencing Factor Considerations for Detection 

The main control room crew constantly monitors a set of plant parameters key to plant safety.  
Examples for a pressurized water reactor during normal operation include sub-cooling margin, 
RCS temperature and pressure, SG water levels and pressures, and pressurizer water level.  
During a severe accident situation, reactor pressure vessel water level; core exit temperature; 
containment temperature, pressure, and hydrogen concentration; electric power supply; and 
water supply may become important to the decisionmakers.  Examples of important parameters 
in a boiling water reactor include reactor pressure vessel water level and pressure, containment 
pressure and temperature, suppression pool water level and temperature, hydrogen 
concentration, electric power supply, and water supply.  If the instrument is available and 
performs its designed functions, then detection would mainly depend on whether the operator is 
checking the correct instrument, whether there are HSI issues, or other considerations that 
could affect the detection. 
 
During abnormal or emergency events, the AOPs and EOPs provide step-by-step instructions to 
handle the event.  The procedures explicitly specify the plant parameters to check and the 
decision criteria.  These parameters are directly indicated by plant instrumentation.  Examples 
of procedure instructions are “check if the pressurizer pressure is greater than X psig,” “check if 
a valve is open,” and “check if the pressurizer pressure is stable or increasing.”  In this case, 
there is no need to integrate different information (shown in other indicators) to determine the 
values or status of the parameters. 
 
Human-System Interface 
 
Detection may not be prompted by procedures, but rely on an operator’s response to the 
presence or onset of the information, such as response to the onset of an alarm.  Detection of 
the presence or onset of information is vulnerable to the saliency of the signal relative to all 
other information available.  For example, the unique dynamics of the electrical fault in the fire 
event at the H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant closed a component cooling water flow control 
valve (FCV-626) [92].  The operators did not expect this closure because the valve remained 
open in simulator exercises of similar scenarios.  In this event, the operators did not detect the 
valve closure until later in the scenario.  In the event, several hundred alarm tiles were lit and 
created high “noise” for operators.  The signal (the alarm indicating that FCV-626 was closed) 
was relatively weak compared to the noise.  This example shows the difficulty of noticing a plant 
abnormality when the operator is not expecting it, and the information (signal) is presented 
among many other irrelevant pieces of information (noise). 
 
Situations may occur where instrumentation is not available (or does not exist) to directly 
indicate system status.  Examples are identifying a ruptured SG, determining whether the 
reactor pressure vessel has been breached in a severe accident, and identifying the release 
path of a radioactivity release event.  In such situations, detection requires that operators 
calculate or derive a parameter from several pieces of information.  The HSI may provide only 
the low-level information (e.g., main steamline radiation and SG water levels) for the operator to 
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integrate to generate the desired high-level information (e.g., tube rupture of a certain SG).  
Main control rooms with advanced digital instrumentation and controls may have sophisticated 
logic to provide direct indications of plant parameters that are not directly indicated in 
conventional control rooms. 
 
Some information may be displayed only in a location that is not constantly monitored, which 
may reduce opportunities to detect the information.  For example, although most information is 
available in the main control room, some information may be detected only on remote panels 
outside the control room. 
 
HSIs are generally designed to facilitate information perception.  Yet, the HSI may impede 
information perception in various scenarios such as the following: 
 
• Some indicators are calibrated only to operate within a certain range.  The individual has 

to know the range to correctly interpret the information. 

• Digital displays may use display format (e.g., change font color and blinking fonts) to 
indicate the parameters’ status (e.g., not reliable). 

Procedures, Guidance, and Instructions 
 
In most NPP abnormal events, procedures explicitly instruct the operators to detect specific 
parameters.  Yet, procedures do not cover all of the pieces of information that operators should 
detect, especially during events with system, component, or instrument failures. 
 
I.2.2 Performance-Influencing Factor Considerations for Understanding 

To correctly understand a situation, operators must form a holistic picture, including plant status, 
task priorities, and potential conflicts among any concurrent tasks.  Therefore, correct 
understanding relies on having the information about the current plant status and having a 
mental model of the plant responses to predict near-term plant status (instead of current plant 
status).  For example, operators may use currently available information to estimate the time to 
exceed a plant threshold (e.g., time to exhaust the essential batteries, time to core damage, and 
time to containment reaching a high-pressure status). 
 
Assessing plant status requires integrating multiple plant symptoms, available information, and 
considerations of indication reliability to predict event evolution.  The cognitive activities involve 
integrating multiple pieces of information and reasoning to reach a conclusion.  For example, to 
determine the reactor pressure vessel water level in a loss of instrumentation power situation, 
personnel would calculate the reactor pressure vessel water level with input from decay heat, 
injection flow rate, vessel geometry, and leakage flow, etc.  Personnel assess the water level by 
integrating multiple pieces of information. 
 
Instrument and Control—Indicator Failure 
 
In certain situations, an indicator may fail to display a correct value.  The operator is trained not 
to rely on a single indication for information but to check other redundant or relevant indications 
to reach a confident conclusion.  Typically, redundant indications or other information is 
available for the operator to conclude that an indication has failed.  Therefore, success of the 
detection macrocognitive function means to detect the “correct value (or status)” instead of the 
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face value (or face status, as shown in a failed indicator).  In other words, successful detection 
also includes confirming that the information is valid. 
 
If an indicator presents off-scale indications (e.g., above the upper bound or below the lower 
bound), the indications may be informative depending on the diagnosis need.  For example, 
even if the exact parameter value of an indicator is not available for off-scale indication, the 
display provides the information that the parameter’s value is above the upper bound setting of 
the indicator.  Other forms of instrumentation failure could include the following: 
 
• A miscalibrated tool is used to calibrate the instrument. 

• The indicator operates outside of its operational condition.  For example, water level 
measurement is sensitive to the water density of the indicator’s sensing and reference 
lines.  In an adverse environment, the water in the reference line may be evaporated, 
boiling, or have a significant density change because of changes in surrounding 
temperature.  In these situations, the indication is no longer reliable.  EOPs generally 
include additional guidance for operators when there are adverse environmental 
conditions that adjust the thresholds for instrument readings. 

Information Availability and Reliability 
 
When there is a large-scale instrumentation failure (e.g., due to the loss of instrumentation 
power such as in the H.B. Robinson fire event [92]), many indications may be unavailable or 
unreliable.  In this condition, assessing plant status can be challenging because of incomplete 
or inaccurate information. 
 
Procedures, Guidance, and Instructions 
 
Even though procedures are available to assist operators in diagnosing an abnormal event, 
procedures can never address every possible situation.  Human judgment is needed to apply 
the procedure properly and understand the situation.  For example, in a pressurized-water 
reactor, soon after the accumulator actuation following a loss-of-coolant accident, the RCS 
temperature will decrease for a brief time and then rise again.  The operator should know the 
RCS temperature trend to respond to the loss of heat sink EOP when it asks the operators if 
there is sufficient RCS heat removal capability.  The accumulators provide only temporary 
cooling, so operators must understand that the RCS does not have enough cooling to follow the 
procedure correctly. 
 
In implementing procedures, operators are expected to constantly maintain awareness of the 
scenario progression and look ahead in the procedures to maintain awareness of the procedural 
path.  The control room crew independently applies its mental models to understand the event 
in parallel to implementing procedures.  The operators know the plant operational history and 
the current specific plant configurations.  This knowledge helps them to apply the procedures 
correctly.  The consistency between the operators’ mental model and procedural instructions is 
a key factor affecting the operators’ confidence in following the procedure.  A lack of 
consistency between the operators’ mental model and the procedure increases the likelihood 
that operators will decide to deviate from the procedure.  Therefore, HRA analysts should not 
heuristically conclude that the diagnosis or understanding of the event is straightforward simply 
because procedures are available.  Instead, they should check the consistency between the 
procedure instruction and the event specifics. 
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Scenario Familiarity—Cognitive Bias 
 
Previous similar symptoms or misleading indicators can bias operators’ understanding of the 
plant situation.  For example, in the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station accident, operators were 
unable to resolve conflicts between plant parameters because their mental model was biased by 
a misleading indicator about the status of a pressurizer power-operated relief valve.  Moreover, 
they had not been trained to recognize that a high pressurizer water level may indicate a steam 
bubble in the reactor vessel (i.e., under certain conditions, the pressurizer is not a reliable 
indicator of reactor system water inventory).  Also, bias may lead operators to believe that they 
have already reached an adequate understanding and to prematurely terminate data collection 
needed to fully diagnose or understand a problem. 
 
I.2.3 Performance-Influencing Factor Considerations for Decisionmaking 

An NPP has many procedures that provide response plans for a wide range of incidents and 
accidents.  The AOPs and EOPs typically provide clear step-by-step instructions as response 
plans for situations.  For example, the “Steam Generator Tube Rupture Procedure” in a 
pressurized-water reactor specifies the response plan for isolating the broken SG(s), including 
adjusting the ruptured SG power-operated relief valve controller setpoints, checking that the 
ruptured SG relief valves are closed, closing steam supply valves from the ruptured SG(s) to 
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, verifying that blowdown isolation valves from the 
ruptured SG(s) are closed, and closing the ruptured SG main steamline isolation and bypass 
valves.  After completing these actions, the procedure guides the operator to check the ruptured 
SG water level to ensure that the actions were performed properly.  However, the SG water 
level will not confirm that the actions to isolate were all completed; SG water level will continue 
to increase until RCS pressure is reduced.  Other actions would have opposite impacts on the 
water level (e.g., isolating auxiliary feedwater supply compared to isolating blowdown). 
 
There are typically different levels of procedure use and compliance outlined at nuclear plants.  
EOPs are generally continuous procedures to which operators are expected to adhere.  
However, other types of procedures have a different level of compliance expectations (and 
many typical actions that are considered “skill of the craft”).  Unless they have strong 
justifications, the operators are expected to follow the response plan as specified in the 
procedures.  This expectation does not mean that operators would implement a procedure 
exactly as instructed by the procedure.  The operator is permitted a certain flexibility in 
implementing procedure instructions.  For example, if a procedure-specified component is not 
available in the scenario, the operator must choose an alternative to achieve the same plant 
function.  In some situations, the operators may decide to deviate from the procedure 
instructions.  For example, if the operator senses that the procedure is guiding the crew towards 
a destination that is inconsistent with the operator’s perception of the situation or in a direction 
that the operator is hesitant to go (e.g., the decision has high economic consequences), the 
operator may choose to deviate from the response planning as specified in the procedure.  An 
example is the decisionmaker’s choice to deviate from the procedure instructions in the 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station loss of all feedwater event [108]. 
 
Procedures, Guidance, and Instructions 
 
In situations where there is no appropriate procedure to provide a response plan, the operator 
must develop the response plan, on the scene, based on knowledge (e.g., implementing a 
creative alignment to remove decay heat when the preplanned options are not available).  In 
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such situations, the response plan is likely to be less comprehensive and more prone to error 
than if a suitable procedure were available. 
 
Training 
 
Operators may not have adequate training on how to recognize the discrepancy between the 
situation and procedures and, subsequently, how to modify response plans.  In addition, 
operators may not have adequate training on recognizing the urgency of responding to some 
plant abnormalities. 
 
I.2.4 Performance-Influencing Factor Considerations for Action Execution 

The plant operators are trained and licensed or certified to operate plant components and 
special equipment.  Therefore, the operator can be assumed to have the required knowledge, 
skills, and abilities (e.g., to know the action location and how to perform the action) to complete 
the actions.  The action reliability could depend on some of the factors discussed below. 
 
Task Complexity 
 
Actions can be as simple as turning a switch in the control room, navigating through the 
computer user interface, or manually opening valves.  On the other hand, actions can be as 
complex as performing multiple procedure steps to maintain control of a plant parameter, or 
they may require precise timing coordination.  Actions can be short, such as pushing a button, 
or long, such as performing an event procedure (e.g., the SG tube rupture procedure), slowly 
depressurizing the reactor pressure vessel with monitor-and-control types of actions (e.g., a 
cooldown rate not exceeding 100 degrees Fahrenheit per hour), or setting up a portable pump 
to inject coolant into SGs. 
 
Environment and Situation Factors 
 
Actions could be performed in an air-conditioned and well-lit workplace (e.g., the main control 
room) or at an onsite location with poor lighting (e.g., shedding direct current load in a station 
blackout event), ergonomically challenging displays and controls, and harsh environmental 
conditions (e.g., high temperature, high humidity, and high radiation levels).  The work 
environment includes not only the environment of the worksite but also the travel path to the 
worksite.  Harsh environmental conditions in the travel path and at the worksite could prevent 
the actions from been executed.  Work in high radiation areas would have time limitations on 
how long an individual can stay in the work area.  Entering certain areas of the plant requires 
wearing protective clothing.  These aspects of the work environment may affect human 
performance. 
 
Human-System Interface—System Feedback 
 
Actions on components typically provide immediate feedback to confirm that the action has 
been successfully performed.  For example, when changing a valve’s position by turning the 
valve’s control switch, the valve position may be confirmed by noting that the valve position 
indication light changes color or noting a change in the flow rate.  The effects of some actions 
may take longer to appear.  For example, injecting coolant into a boiling SG would initially result 
in a decrease in the SG water level (because of condensing the steam bubbles) followed by a 
later increase in water level.  When coolant is injected into an overheated core, it may take a 
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while before the reactor pressure vessel temperature begins to trend down and the indications 
show an increase in water level. 
 
Staffing 
 
After the Fukushima Daiichi event, U.S. plants procured portable equipment to mitigate 
hypothetical extended loss of heat sink and loss of ultimate heat sink events.  The mitigating 
strategies are referred to as FLEX strategies.  Implementing the strategies requires team effort 
to clean debris in the equipment transportation route and staging locations, move the portable 
equipment to the staging locations, and set up and operate the portable equipment.  Performing 
the mitigation strategies requires not only a sufficient number of personnel, but also certain skills 
to operate the equipment.  In an extreme event when site accessibility is limited, lack of staffing 
and skillsets could limit the success of the required actions. 
 
In summary, assessment of PIFs should start with the 20 PIFs in the IDHEAS-G PIF model.  
HRA analysts first select the PIFs applicable to the important human action being analyzed and 
justify not selecting some PIFs.  For every applicable PIF, HRA analysts assess the PIF 
attributes based on the information obtained through scenario and task analysis.  Finally, new 
PIFs or PIF attributes may be needed for new scenarios, applications, technologies, or conduct 
of operations. 
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APPENDIX J 
QUANTIFICATION OF HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITY 

IDHEAS-G models an important human action with time uncertainty, critical tasks, applicable 
CFMs, and PIFs.  An HEP model is needed to calculate the HEPs of the CFMs for any given 
combination of PIFs.  An HEP model should include the following elements: 
 
• quantitative modeling of PIF attributes 
• a method or rule for combining the effects of multiple PIFs on the HEP of a CFM 
• estimated HEP distributions of the CFMs for given PIFs 

There could be multiple approaches to each of these elements.  Selecting an approach is often 
a tradeoff between the thoroughness and resource-demands of an HRA.  Thus, in developing a 
HEP model for a specific HRA application, the analyst needs to consider the purpose of the 
HRA application, the resource demands of the model, and the data available to support the 
model.  This appendix discusses various approaches to these elements. 
 
J.1 Approaches to Quantitatively Model Performance-Influencing Factors 

The effect of an individual PIF on HEPs generally follows a logarithmic function.  However, it is 
difficult to define the states of a PIF along a continuum.  Defining the states of a PIF is a tradeoff 
between the number of PIF states (simplicity) and the practicality of the quantitative relationship 
to estimate the HEP.  Below are some typical approaches for defining the states of a PIF: 
 
1) Binary states:  A PIF is simply modeled as the “good” or “poor” state.  This is simple for 

modeling, but it introduces great subjectivity in HRA analysts’ judgment of the good 
versus poor state.  The difference in judgment, in turn, can introduce great variability in 
the resulting HEPs. 

2) Multiple states:  Representing a PIF with multiple states is to make finer samples along 
the PIF continuum compared to binary states; therefore, the variability in resulting HEPs 
can potentially be reduced.  Yet, multiple states lead to an exponential increase in the 
number of combinations of PIF states.  Depending on the method of calculating HEPs, 
this could make it impractical to develop a method that can estimate HEPs for numerous 
combinations of PIF states. 

3) Continuous scale:  Some PIFs can be represented with a continuous scale.  For 
example, cold or heat can be represented with temperature, visibility can be measured 
by the luminance of ambient lights at the worksite, and information availability and 
reliability can be measured by the percentage of information missing.  Using a 
continuous, measurable scale reduces the variability in subjective judgment.  The 
challenge is the practicality—whether an HRA analyst can obtain the measurements and 
whether the quantitative relationship between the measurements and resulting HEPs is 
known.  

In choosing an approach to model PIFs, the analyst should consider the following: 
 
1) The states of a PIF should be explicitly defined so that they can be assessed 

unambiguously. 
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2) The effect of the PIF states on resulting HEPs can be estimated or empirical data are 
available to support the estimation of the effect. 

3) The number of PIF state combinations should be manageable for an HEP model 
because the number of combinations increases exponentially with the number of PIF 
states. 

J.2 Approaches to Combine the Effects of Multiple Performance-Influencing 
Factors 

A CFM is affected by multiple PIFs.  Many PIFs interact, which affects the CFMs.  There are two 
approaches for modeling the combined effects of multiple PIFs. 
 
Holistic approach.  This approach estimates the HEPs by considering all the impacts of the 
applicable PIFs together; that is, the HEPs are estimated for the given combination of states of 
the multiple PIFs.  Decision trees are often used to represent PIF combinations in the holistic 
approach.  Each branching point of the tree represents one PIF, and the different branches 
represent the states of a PIF.  Thus, each path of a tree represents one possible combination of 
PIF states.  HEPs are estimated for every path.  This approach avoids explicitly modeling the 
interaction of PIFs.  However, the paths of a decision tree exponentially increase as the number 
of PIFs and PIF states increases.  Moreover, there may not be any empirical evidence 
supporting the estimation of the HEPs of all the paths. 
 
When using the holistic approach, the analyst should consider the following: 
 
1) The number of PIF attributes should be limited.  The combination of too many PIF 

attributes may result in HEPs that are insensitive to individual PIFs. 

2) The number of PIF combinations exponentially increases with the number of PIF 
attributes. 

3) Data or evidence and experienced domain experts should be available for eliciting 
expert judgment of the HEPs. 

4) Adding new PIF attributes to an existing HEP model is difficult because a new PIF 
attribute changes all of the PIF combinations; hence, all of the HEPs in the model need 
to be re-estimated. 

Individual approach.  This approach first considers the effects of individual PIFs, then combines 
the individual effects.  The number of PIFs or PIF attributes does not limit this approach.  
However, the potential dependency of the PIFs does challenge this approach.  If the states of 
one PIF depend on the states of another PIF, the combined effect would double count the 
individual effects.  Another challenge is the rule of combining the individual effects.  HRA 
methods prevalently use multiplication of individual effects.  Yet, the combination rule highly 
depends on how the effect of a PIF on HEPs is modeled.  IDHEAS-G proposes to model the 
effect as the percent of increase in a HEP that results when a PIF changes from its base state 
to a poor state.  Empirical data suggest that the combined effect of multiple PIFs can be roughly 
modeled by adding such defined individual effects. 
Analysts using the individual approach should consider the following: 
 
1) whether the effect of individual PIFs on HEPs is clearly defined 
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2) whether data or evidence is available for estimating the effect of individual PIFs to the 
HEPs 

3) whether there is empirical data or evidence supporting the rules of combining individual 
effects for the definition of PIF effects used 

 
J.3 Estimation of Human Error Probability Distribution 

A HEP can be interpreted as the number of errors in performing a human action divided by the 
number of times the action is performed.  In the real world, there is not adequate data to 
precisely compute the HEPs of rare events.  As a common HRA practice, the HEPs of human 
failure modes in an HRA method are typically estimated through a Bayesian approach, which 
characterizes what is known about the parameter in terms of a probability distribution that 
measures the current state of belief in the possible values of the parameter.  The next three 
sections briefly describe three approaches for estimating HEPs:  data generalization and 
extrapolation, Bayesian estimation, and expert judgment. 
 
J.3.1 Bayesian Estimation 

When limited numerical data are available in the form of the number of failures in a given 
number of demands, the HEP distribution can be estimated through Bayesian analysis.  
NUREG-2122 [49] discusses the definition of Bayesian analysis: 
 

In a PRA, Bayesian analysis is commonly used in the computation of the frequencies 
and failure probabilities in which an initial estimation about a parameter value (e.g., 
event probability) is modified based on actual occurrences of the event.  The parameter 
value may have a probability distribution associated with it.  Thus, the event probability 
to be determined is based on a belief, rather than on occurrence ratios.  Any actual 
occurrence or lack of occurrence of the event is used to measure consistency with the 
original hypothesis, which is then modified to reflect this evidence.  The modified or 
updated hypothesis is the most meaningful estimate of the parameter. 
 
The initial hypothesis is called the “prior.”  The prior should be as relevant as possible to 
the parameter value in question.  The final parameter estimate will depend on the prior 
chosen to a certain extent.  For example, industry average (generic) data may be used 
as the prior.  Non-informative priors can be used if no basis for making an educated 
guess exists.  The prior is modified by actual observations of the event occurrences 
(e.g., plant-specific data) to calculate the “posterior” or best estimate of the parameter.  
The process is called “Bayesian update.” 
 
Bayesian analysis is used when occurrences of an event are sparse or nonexistent, 
such that probability estimates using the proportion of actual event occurrences 
(frequentist approach) are not reliable.  It also can be used to produce a probability 
distribution for the parameter in question. 
 
In risk analysis, both frequentist and Bayesian analysis may be used. Frequentist 
analysis is used when the occurrence data is sufficiently abundant, Bayesian analysis is 
used otherwise. 
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The terms Bayesian analysis, Bayesian estimation, and Bayesian statistics are used 
interchangeably. 

 
Bayesian estimation (or inference) requires specifying a prior distribution and a likelihood 
function.1  Prior distributions can be broadly classified as informative or noninformative.  In PRA, 
the likelihood function is used to model the process that gives rise to the data—data are 
observable [109].  An informative prior is based on historical data on the distribution of the 
parameter of interest.  To perform a Bayesian update on a parameter of interest, the data in the 
update need to be independent from the data used to develop the informative prior.  A 
noninformative prior is one that expresses ignorance as to the true value of the parameter being 
estimated. In general, a noninformative prior is one in which data dominate the Bayesian 
update.  The noninformative prior should reflect any information that is known independent of 
the data used in the Bayesian update [109].  The Jeffreys noninformative prior is often used 
when data are scarce. 
 
The frequently used probability distribution functions for the prior include the normal, lognormal 
and beta distributions.  It is generally considered that normal or lognormal distribution is better in 
modeling physical phenomena while the beta distribution is better for modeling probabilities. 
Yet, there have been no data-based studies comparing the applicability of these functions in 
modeling HEPs. 
 
J.3.2 Expert Judgment 

When numerical data are unavailable or sparse, the judgment of experts with knowledge in the 
specific technical field is used to arrive at “best estimates” of the distribution of the probability of 
a parameter or basic event.  The process of obtaining these estimates typically is called “expert 
judgment elicitation,” or simply “expert judgment” or “expert elicitation,” and it is usually used 
when studying rare events.  Ideally, this approach provides a probability distribution with values 
for the central tendency of the distribution and of the dispersion of the distribution, which 
represents the expert or “best available” knowledge about the probability of the parameter or 
basic event. 
 
As new experiential or empirical data become available, the data can be used to verify or modify 
the expert information, or the experts can use the new data to update their judgment.  As 
additional information becomes available, the Bayesian approach provides a methodology to 
account for new information, without having to repeat the expert elicitation process.  As the 
influence of the evidence increases, the influence of the prior based on expert elicitation 
decreases. 
 
Guidance for Formal Expert Judgment 
 
Expert judgment is the information provided by experts in response to a technical question 
[110].  It represents an informed opinion or belief about the state of knowledge of a technical 
issue based on experts’ training and background.  The NRC has used expert elicitation to inform 
many important regulatory decisions.  Notably, expert elicitation has been an essential part of 
the NRC’s use of PRA methods.  In response to SRM COMGEA-11-0001, “Utilization of Expert 
Judgment in Regulatory Decision Making” [111], the NRC staff developed practical guidance for 
conducting formal expert elicitation to support decisionmaking activities [112], [113].  The 
                                                 
1  As noted by Kelly and Smith [109], a likelihood function is also referred to synonymously as a “stochastic model,” 

“probabilistic model,” or “aleatory model.” 
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guidance describes the basic principles and process of conducting expert elicitation, along with 
lessons learned from piloting the guidance.  The basic principles were generalized from 
NUREG/CR-6372 [50], [51], developed by the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee, 
which describes a process to guide the performance of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis 
through formal expert judgment.  The following is a brief summary of the basic principles and 
process of expert elicitation. 
 
1. Basic Principles for Eliciting Expert Judgment 

The ultimate objective of conducting an expert elicitation is to appropriately represent the center, 
body, and range of the technical community’s views about a technical problem.  When expert 
judgment is used to support decisionmaking, the elicitation should be performed in a manner 
that ensures confidence in the results.  As such, expert elicitation should conform to the 
following principles, regardless of the scale, level of effort, and the method or procedures used 
for the elicitation process: 

1) Representation of technical community—The resultant expert judgment should 
represent the overall community’s views and beliefs about the state of knowledge for the 
technical problem.  The expert panel should (1) be an adequate sample of the overall 
technical community, (2) have sufficient breadth of knowledge that it can evaluate the 
available data, and (3) include leaders in the technical field who can capture the 
community’s degree of consensus and diversity.   

2) Independent intellectual ownership—While the project sponsors have legal ownership 
of the project deliverables, the expert panel collectively has intellectual ownership of the 
results (i.e., the panel is responsible for the robustness and defensibility of the results).  
To ensure intellectual ownership, all inputs to the elicitation should be shared with every 
expert.  To maintain the independence of intellectual ownership, expert judgment must 
be based on the experts’ knowledge and expertise, not the positions of the project 
sponsors or organizations with which the experts are associated.  Each expert should 
also maintain independence from the other experts on the team to avoid (or mitigate) a 
group-think bias risk.   

3) Avoidance of conflicts of interest—To minimize bias in the elicitation, careful 
consideration should be given to potential conflicts of interest before selecting experts.  
Experts should be free from direct and potential conflicts of interest to the extent 
practical.  In all cases, potential conflicts of interest or even the appearance of conflicts 
of interest should be disclosed up front. 

4) Breadth of state of knowledge—The expert panel should evaluate a range of data and 
models that are representative of the overall technical community to obtain the range of 
knowledge and interpretations of the technical issue. 

5) Interaction and integration—To represent the knowledge and interpretations of the 
technical community, experts should interact with each other as they accumulate and 
evaluate existing knowledge and make interpretations.  Experts should make their 
interpretations based on the integration of their own knowledge and inputs from other 
experts.  The final results should be the integration of the individual judgments to 
represent the center, body, and range of the state of knowledge. 

6) Structured process—An expert elicitation should employ a structured process to 
facilitate interaction and integration and reduce biases in the outcomes. 
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7) Transparency—Often the results of an expert elicitation serve a range of users with 
diverse needs.  To ensure that the results are used appropriately, the information 
generated must be documented in a transparent way.  Transparency includes the input 
data and models that were considered, the process used, the results obtained, and the 
caveats and limitations of the inputs, process, and results.  Transparency also helps to 
demonstrate the stability and integrity of the results. 

 
2. Expert Elicitation Process 

A structured and systematic process should be used that encompasses all of the basic 
principles.  This section describes a recommended systematic expert elicitation process that 
consists of 10 steps across four phases.  Figure J-1 illustrates the recommended expert 
elicitation process. 
 

 

Figure J-1 Diagram of a Formal Expert Elicitation Process 

Phase 1:  Planning and preparation—The purpose of this phase is to ensure that the 
elicitation problem is sufficiently defined to address the regulatory application of interest; that the 
project team, expert panel, and elicitation process are adequate to address the elicitation 
problem; and that the experts are provided with necessary information before the actual 
elicitation. 

• Step 1.  Define the expert elicitation (objective and expected outcomes, intended use of 
the outcomes, technical issues, boundary conditions). 

• Step 2.  Form the expert panel. 

• Step 3.  Develop the project plan. 

Phase 2.  Pre-elicitation work—The purpose of this phase is to ensure that the dataset is 
compiled with the involvement of the expert panel, and all of the team members understand the 
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project, the technical problems, the individual’s role and responsibilities, and the theories of 
probabilities and uncertainties. 

• Step 4.  Assemble and disseminate the dataset. 
• Step 5.  Become familiar with and refine the technical issues. 
• Step 6.  Conduct training and piloting. 

Phase 3.  Elicitation—The purpose of this phase is to elicit expert judgments through 
interactive workshops.  The expert panel interacts to evaluate the data and models, make 
interpretations, form initial judgments, and integrate the judgments to represent the distribution 
of views in the technical community. 

• Step 7.  Elicit expert judgments through face-to-face, facilitated, and structured 
workshop(s). 

• Step 8.  Integrate expert judgments to find the center, body, and range of the 
community’s state of knowledge. 

Phase 4.  Final documentation and sponsor review—The purpose of this phase is to develop 
final documentation of the process and results and have the technical staff of the sponsor 
organization review the documentation for regulatory assurance. 

• Step 9.  Document the process and results and conduct sponsors’ technical review. 

All-Phase.  Participatory peer review—This is not a separate phase.  Rather, the purpose of 
this all-phase activity is to ensure that participatory peer review occurs in all phases of the 
expert elicitation process. 

• Step 10.  Conduct participatory peer review 

The above expert elicitation guidance provides a structured, systematic approach to conducting 
expert elicitation.  The guidance has been piloted in several PRA modeling developments, 
including HEP estimation in the development of the IDHEAS At-Power Application [20].  
Depending on the intended use of the expert judgment and available resources, the staff may 
choose to implement an expert elicitation process at varying levels of effort.  Nevertheless, 
regardless of the detailed implementation of the process, expert elicitation of HEPs using 
IDHEAS-G should follow all of the basic principles described. 
 
J.4 Assessment of Data and Evidence in Human Error Probability Estimation 

In a Bayesian approach, regardless of the quantity of data available (even massive amounts of 
data), expert judgment is still needed to consider the applicability of the data, whether there are 
gaps in the data, and where there may be uncertainties in the data.  Whether Bayesian 
computation or expert elicitation is the chosen approach, the data and evidence used for 
estimating HEPs should describe the human errors associated with the tasks or CFMs at the 
same level as those in the IDHEAS-G quantification model.  Because HRA data are rare, 
estimating HEPs often requires using available data from different sources.  First, the data need 
to be assessed to determine the tasks represented by the data and their applicability to the 
generic tasks and CFMs in IDHEAS-G.  In addition, the context of the data needs to be 
assessed to ensure that it is used appropriately for corresponding combinations of PIFs. 
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Example—Misuse of data because of various levels of tasks.  Operating experience data in 
NPPs may be collected for human errors in specific procedural steps or for types of HFEs.  
Such data cannot be directly used for HEP estimation of IDHEAS-G CFMs because the CFMs 
describe human errors in performing critical tasks that may constitute many procedural steps. 
 
Example—Misrepresentation of data.  One implicit assumption in HRA is that the HEPs are for 
“average” crews.  In reality, human performance varies greatly from crew to crew.  While this 
crew variability can be represented with the distribution of an estimated HEP, the available 
operating experience data can be biased and thus does not represent the average or the full 
range of crew performance. 
 
J.5 Documentation and Communication of Estimation of Human Error 

Probability Distributions and the Assumptions Made for the Estimation 

IDHEAS-G provides a set of CFMs, PIFs, and a HEP model to estimate HEPs of important 
human actions.  When using IDHEAS-G to calculate the HEP of an important human action, 
HRA analysts need to verify the following: 
 
1) The critical tasks identified for the HFE are at the same level of detail as those assumed 

in the HEP estimation. 

2) The CFMs identified are within the same scope as those assumed in the HEP 
estimation. 

3) The states of the PIFs are consistent with the definitions of states used in the HEP 
estimation. 

Communicating the assumptions with HEP distributions ensures that HRA analysts properly use 
the HEP values in the quantification.  An effective way of communicating is by using examples 
to demonstrate the assumptions. 
 
In summary, when estimating HEPs, analysts should comply with the following guidance: 
 
1) HEP distributions should be estimated with a Bayesian approach. 

2) Data or evidence used in the Bayesian approach should be assessed for applicability 
and uncertainties. 

3) Using expert judgment for HEP estimation should comply with the seven basic principles 
described in Section J.3.2. 

4) Assumptions made for HEP estimation should be documented and communicated along 
with the estimated HEP distributions. 
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APPENDIX K 
INSIGHTS INTO THE TREATMENT OF DEPENDENCY BETWEEN 

HUMAN FAILURE EVENTS 

The HEP of an important human action is a conditional probability.  In other words, the HEP is 
estimated based on the assumed specific conditions or context in which the important human 
action is performed.  The context of an important human action in a PRA model (HFE) may 
change significantly as a result of the performance of its preceding important human action.  
Dependency represents the effects of success or failure of an important human action on the 
performance of the subsequent action.  WASH-1400 [96] refers to dependency as “coupling,” 
and THERP [3] refers to it as “dependence.”  Dependency may exist when actions performed 
earlier in a scenario affect subsequent actions or when actions overlap in time. 
 
The present version of IDHEAS-G does not make new developments in the treatment of 
dependency.  This appendix provides an overview of potential future directions in advancing 
dependency modeling in HRA.  Additional work is needed to develop detailed guidance to 
improve the treatment of dependency.  Advances to guidance for dependency treatment are 
expected to be a part of future IDHEAS-G developmental activities. 
 
K.1 Current Understanding of Human Failure Event Dependency 

K.1.1 Dependency Types 

The following three types of dependency are identified for the tasks performed to achieve a 
common goal.  The purpose of this discussion is to establish a common understanding of 
dependency effects before discussing how to model dependency.  Therefore, the “task” used in 
the following discussion is meant to be general instead of complying with certain techniques 
(e.g., PRA): 
 
• Consequential dependency:  The outcome of one task directly affects the performance 

of the other tasks.  THERP [3] refers to this as direct dependence. 

Examples: 

o Taking a longer time to complete a task results in less time available to complete 
the subsequent tasks.  For example, taking longer to diagnose the problem 
would result in less time available to perform actions to solve the problem.  

o A task failure results in failure to perform subsequent tasks because the tasks 
have to be performed in sequence.  For example, repair work requires a specific 
part; if the part is not delivered, the repair work cannot be completed. 

o A task failure results in the subsequent tasks being implemented on the wrong 
subject.  For example, using a wrong patient record could result in applying the 
wrong radiation dose and location to the patient in a radiation therapy.  

o A task failure increases the workload of performing the subsequent tasks.  For 
example, additional actions may be required because of the actuation of an 
automatic system. 

o Tasks performed simultaneously require close coordination to achieve success.  
A task failure may increase the difficulty of performing the other tasks.  For 
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example, the personnel performing task 1 are expected to support performance 
of task 2 after completing task 1.  If task 1 cannot be performed in time, then 
task 2 must be performed with less manpower than expected. 
 

• Resource-sharing dependency:  This type of dependence occurs when two tasks 
share the same resources (e.g., containment spray and RCS cooling share the same 
water source, or there is limited manpower to perform multiple tasks).  In a 
resource-sharing situation with a thin margin of sufficient resources to meet all demands, 
the decisionmaker would need to consciously decide to either take a risk to achieve both 
tasks by carefully maneuvering the limited resources or applying the resources to one 
task to ensure reliable completion while sacrificing the other task. 

• Complacency dependency:  When an undesired consequence can be prevented by 
any one of two or more individuals or groups but one individual or group relies on the 
other individual or group to take the action.  Consequently, neither group performs the 
action or verifies performance of the action (e.g., performs the peer check).  This 
dependence does not require that the individuals or groups be in the same physical 
location. 

It is important to note that conditions such as an adverse environmental condition can 
simultaneously affect the performance of multiple tasks.  The adverse environmental condition 
is referred to as a “common factor” and is not part of the dependency discussed in this report.  
This is because the success or failure of a task does not change the environmental condition in 
performing the other task. 
 
Example:  Consequential dependency.  On April 17, 2005, at 8:29 a.m., Millstone Power 
Station, Unit 3, a four-loop pressurized-water reactor, experienced a reactor trip from 
100-percent power.  The trip was caused by an unexpected “A” train safety injection (SI) 
actuation signal and main steamline isolation [114] caused by a spurious “Steam Line Pressure 
Low Isolation SI” signal.  As a result of the main steam isolation signal, the main steam isolation 
valves and two of the four main steamline atmospheric dump valves automatically closed.  With 
the closure of the main steam isolation valves, the main steamline safety valves opened to 
relieve secondary plant pressure.  Control room operators entered EOP E-0, “Reactor Trip or 
Safety Injection,” and manually actuated the “B” train of SI and actuated the “B” main steam 
isolation train in accordance with station procedures.  Both motor-driven AFW pumps started to 
maintain steam generator levels.  The turbine-driven AFW pump attempted to start but 
immediately tripped on overspeed.  Operators were dispatched to investigate the cause of the 
turbine-driven AFW pump trip. 
 
At approximately 8:42 a.m., the shift manager noted that a “B” main steam safety valve had 
remained opened for an extended period of time.  In consultation with the unit supervisor and 
shift technical advisor, the shift manager declared an alert based on a stuck open main steam 
safety valve.  The crew determined that the stuck open main steam safety valve represented a 
non-isolable steamline break outside containment.  The main steam safety valves were in fact 
functioning as designed to relieve post-reactor-trip decay heat with a main steamline isolation 
signal present.  In this event, the main steam safety valves closed once the operators took 
positive control of decay heat removal by remotely opening the atmospheric dump bypass 
valves. 
 
At 8:45 a.m., because of the addition of the inventory from the safety injection, the pressurizer 
reached water solid conditions and the pressurizer power-operated relief valves cycled many 
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times to relieve RCS pressure and divert the additional RCS inventory to the pressurizer relief 
tank.  No pressurizer safety valve actuations occurred, and the pressurizer relief tank rupture 
diaphragm remained intact.  At approximately 8:59 a.m., the operating crew transitioned from 
EOP E-0 to ES-1.1, “Safety Injection Termination.”  The safety injection was reset, the crew 
terminated safety injection at 9:12 a.m., and normal RCS letdown was reestablished at 
9:20 a.m.  Millstone Unit 3 entered hot shutdown at approximately 7:03 p.m. 
 
Discussion:  The Millstone event shows consequential dependence.  The operator failed to 
perform timely control of the RCS temperature and SG pressure (an upstream important human 
action), which caused a chain reaction affecting the performance of the subsequent important 
human actions (e.g., resetting SI and hot shutdown of the reactor).  In this event, failure to 
promptly control the RCS temperature and SG pressure caused the main steam safety valves to 
be open for a prolonged period.  This misled the operator to believe that the main steam safety 
valve was stuck open so that the operator had to perform additional tasks such as deciding 
whether the main steamline break procedure should be entered and evaluating the emergency 
activation level for the stuck-open main steam safety valve event.  This, in turn, slowed the pace 
of implementing the procedure to terminate SI.  The delay contributed to the pressurizer 
becoming liquid-solid, which, in turn, added tasks such as having crew debriefs to communicate 
the situation and deciding whether the pressurizer block valves should be closed.  The SI was 
not terminated until 30 minutes after the initiating event. 
 
This event shows the consequential dependency of an important human action (timely control of 
RCS temperature and SG pressure) on subsequent important human actions (termination of SI). 
 
Example:  Consequential dependency.  On March 5, 2002, the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 
Station discovered a cavity in the reactor pressure vessel head.  The cavity was discovered 
following a plant shutdown for a refueling outage, during which the plant was conducting 
inspections for vessel head penetration nozzle cracking in response to NRC Bulletin 2001-01 
[115].  Upon further examination, the station found that the cavity extended completely through 
the 16.8-cm (6.63-inch) thick carbon steel reactor pressure vessel head down to a thin internal 
liner of stainless steel cladding.  This implied that immediately before the plant shutdown for 
refueling, the stainless steel cladding was acting as the primary system pressure boundary over 
the region of the cavity.  In this case, the cladding withstood the primary system pressure over 
the cavity region during operation.  However, the cladding is not designed to perform this 
function. 
 
Discussion:  The NRC inspection report [116] concluded that the reactor pressure vessel head 
cavity was likely a result of multiple years of acid corrosion.  At some point in the latter half of 
the 1990s, the combination of flange leakage and leakage through vessel head penetration 
nozzle 3 caused the formation of the wastage cavity discovered in March 2002.  This implies 
that there could have been more than five opportunities (five refueling outages) to identify the 
problem.  However, the NRC inspection report states the following: 
 

Information gained through interviews of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station 
and NRC staff indicated that a mindset had developed that boric acid corrosion 
on the RPV head would not result in significant wastage because of the elevated 
temperature of the RPV head, resulting in dry boric acid deposits.  Given this 
mind set, there was a presumption that boric acid deposits would not be a 
concern because the corrosion rates would be extremely low. 
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This example shows consequential dependency—the station did not appreciate that boric acid 
would corrode the head, so it failed to act on the head corrosion. 
 
K.1.2 Dependency in Pre- and Post-Initiators 

Dependency could occur in pre-initiators (e.g., such as valves or switches left in a wrong 
position, calibration errors, or use of incorrect fuel, lubricant or additives), initiators (e.g., the 
supporting system initiating events modeled by a fault tree with dependence between the basic 
events of the fault tree), and post-initiators [117], [118].  NUREG-1792 [11] states the following: 
 

Dependencies among the pre-initiator human failure events, and hence the 
corresponding human error probabilities in an accident sequence, should be 
quantitatively accounted for in the PRA model.  This is particularly important so that 
combined probabilities are not inadvertently too optimistic, resulting in the inappropriate 
decrease in the risk-significance of human actions and related accident sequences and 
equipment failures.  In the extreme, this could result in the inappropriate screening out of 
accident sequences from the model because the combined probability of occurrence of 
the events making up an accident sequence drops below a threshold value used in the 
PRA to drop sequences from the final risk results. 

 
The PRA model should quantitatively account for dependencies among the post-initiator HFEs 
and hence the corresponding HEPs in an accident sequence by virtue of the joint probability 
used for the HEPs.  This is to account for the evaluation of each sequence holistically, 
considering the performance of the operators throughout the sequence response and 
recognizing that early operator successes or failures can influence later operator judgments and 
subsequent actions.  This is particularly important so that combined probabilities that are overly 
optimistic are not inadvertently assigned, potentially resulting in the inappropriate decrease in 
the risk significance of important human actions and related accident sequences and equipment 
failures.  In the extreme, this could result in the inappropriate screening out of accident 
sequences from the model because the combined probability of occurrence of the events 
making up an accident sequence drops below a threshold value used in the PRA to drop 
sequences from the final risk results. 
 
K.2 State of Practice in Modeling Dependency 

This section summarizes common practices in modeling dependency.  In general, existing HRA 
methods perform dependency analysis in three parts:  understanding the PRA scenario and 
identifying those HFEs that are potentially dependent on scenario perspectives, assessing 
dependency factors and determining the level of dependency, then applying rules to adjust the 
HEP of the HFE.  Next is a brief summary of the dependency approaches in existing HRA 
methods. 
 
K.2.1 Factors to Assess Dependence Influence 

Existing HRA methods model more or less the same set of dependency factors:  crew, similarity 
of cognition demands (e.g., common mental models for understanding and decisionmaking), 
cues, manpower, similarity of actions, location, sequential timing, and stress.  THERP [3] uses 
five factors in the set; SPAR-H [7] uses four factors, the Fire HRA Guidelines [75] uses seven 
factors.  This section discusses these factors.  All of the approaches determine the level of 
dependency based on the similarities of the factors.  The assignments of dependency levels in 
different methods follow the same principle as described in the HRA Good Practices [11]:  the 
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more commonalities and similarities exist, the greater the potential for dependence among the 
HFEs.  The Fire HRA Guidelines [75] present a traceable table that defines the correspondence 
of the dependency factors to dependency levels, and the table follows this general principle.  
The Fire HRA guidance does not provide justifications for specific level assignment.  
Nevertheless, using the table would greatly reduce the variability that different analysts may 
produce. 
 
THERP [3] provides the following guidelines for assessing the level of dependence: 
 
1) Evaluate the spatial and time relationships among all events.  Dependence between any 

two events increases as the events occur closer in space and time.  For example, 
displays or controls that are physically close to each other or that must be manipulated 
at about the same time have a higher level of dependence than items that are widely 
separated either spatially or as to the time of their manipulations. 

2) Evaluate the functional relationships among events.  Dependence between any two 
events increases with their functional relatedness.  For example, events within a 
subsystem have a higher level of dependence with respect to each other than to events 
in some other subsystem. 

3) Evaluate the effects of stress on dependence among personnel.  Dependence increases 
with stress, and this tendency is more pronounced for the dependence of less 
experienced personnel on more experienced personnel. 

4) Evaluate the similarities among personnel with respect to all relevant factors.  
Dependence among personnel increases with similarity in status, training, responsibility, 
and many social and psychological factors. 

THERP guidelines specify that dependence is modeled only between the task of interest and 
the task that immediately precedes the task of interest in the model.  The factors mentioned for 
assessing dependence levels include spatial and time relationships, functional relationships, 
psychological stress, and similarity in personnel (e.g., status, training, responsibility, and many 
social and psychological factors).  Other dependence models explicitly specify the factors for 
assessing dependence levels.  The coverage of the considered factors is generally consistent 
with THERP’s guidance.  For assessing the pre-initiator dependence, the following factors are 
mentioned for consideration [94], [119]: 
 
• same crew, same shift performing the actions (common “who” mechanism) 

• common incorrect calibration source (common “what” mechanism) 

• common incorrect tool, process, procedure/training, or inadequate material (e.g., wrong 
grease) (common “what/how” mechanisms) 

• proximity in time and/or space/location of similar multiple actions (common “when/where” 
mechanisms) 

• common cues (e.g., same indications, labels, alarms, procedures, steps) (common “why” 
mechanism) 

• action similarity 
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For assessing the pre-initiator dependence, the following factors are mentioned for 
consideration [12]: 
 
• The same crew member(s) is responsible for the actions. 

• Common cognition exists. 

• The actions take place relatively close in time such that a crew “mindset” or 
interpretation of the situation might carry over from one event to the next. 

• The procedures and cues used along with the plant conditions related to performing the 
actions are identical (or nearly so) or related, and the applicable steps in the procedures 
have few or no other steps in between the applicable steps. 

• Similar PIFs apply to actions (e.g., no feedback, misleading feedback, masking of 
symptoms, disbelieving indications, incorrect situation assessment or understanding of 
the event in progress, situation mimics an often-experienced sequence, situation triggers 
a well-rehearsed, well-practiced response, time demand, workload, and task complexity 
such that a slip, lapse, or mistake is more likely). 

• The actions are performed similarly and in or near the same location. 

Overall, the dependence approaches do not change much from THERP guidelines, including 
the set of factors and the level of detail to be considered to assess dependence, regardless of 
pre-initiator or post-initiator dependence.  These factors do not directly address the causes of 
dependence at a level to mitigate the dependence effects.  As a result, they add little value for 
understanding the dependence occurrence mechanisms and preventing dependence from 
affecting human performance. 
 
K.2.2 Quantifying Dependence Influence 

THERP [3] proposes to adjust the HEP of an HFE based on the level of dependency between 
the HFEs in a PRA cutset.  THERP defines five dependency levels:  Zero, Low, Moderate, High, 
and Complete.  For each dependency level, THERP provides an equation to adjust the HEP of 
the HFE.  All of the existing HRA methods and the HRA Good Practices [11] in general use a 
THERP-like dependency model to adjust conditional HEPs, with or without minor modifications.  
Fire HRA uses the THERP model; while the HRA Good Practices recommends THERP-like 
practices, the assigned HEP values are arbitrary without technical basis or justifications.  Some 
common technical issues in applying THERP’s dependence modeling include variability in 
determining whether the dependence adjustment to the HEPs should be applied, variability in 
assessing the levels of dependence, and stiff HEP changes from one dependency level to 
another. 
 
As noted, WASH-1400 [96] uses the term “coupling” for dependence.  Note that four levels of 
coupling were used in the dependency analysis:  no coupling (i.e., complete independence), 
loose coupling, tight coupling, and complete coupling (complete dependence). 
 
K.3 Insights on Advancing the State of Practice for Dependency Analysis 

Some initial efforts were made to advance the state of practice for dependency analysis while 
developing IDHEAS-G.  There were multiple sessions of formal and informal knowledge 
elicitation from the NRC staff and the broad HRA/PRA technical community on dependency 
analysis.  Existing HRA methods, practices, and experience with treating HFE dependency were 
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also reviewed.  Through those activities, this study identified several key areas for improvement 
in treating dependency.  Further, the NRC staff analyzed the causes or sources of dependency 
to provide a better understanding of HFE dependency.  Finally, this study discusses how 
IDHEAS-G may address those areas for improvement based on cognitive and behavioral 
science. 
 
K.3.1 Insights for Areas of Improvement in Treating Dependency 

Cognitive foundation for dependency 
 
The factors typically used to model dependencies do not directly address cognitive mechanisms 
for dependency.  As a result, the reliability of the assessment is questionable, and a large 
uncertainty is likely.  Consider an event in the IDHEAS-G cognitive framework where a 
response involves different macrocognitive functions:  personnel have a correct understanding 
but fail to execute the first response correctly, which results in the HFE.  This type of failure is 
likely to cue the personnel to pay more attention when performing the subsequent actions, 
which then results in better, not worse, performance in the subsequent HFEs.  However, if 
personnel fail the first HFE because of an incorrect situation assessment, this could have a 
significant negative impact on subsequent HFEs as compared to errors caused by slips or 
lapses.  The latter errors are more likely to be remedied in a teamwork environment.  
Essentially, cognitive modeling is needed to accurately model the dependency. 
 
Explicit consideration of different portions of the HEP of a human failure event 
 
Existing dependency approaches share common practices for determining the entry condition 
for modeling dependency (i.e., identification of the potentially dependent HFEs in a PRA cutset).  
The assumption for dependency is that the failure of a response would influence subsequent 
responses.  In fact, failure in one HFE from an incorrect situation assessment is a more 
important concern for subsequent dependency effects on later HFEs because most slips or 
lapses in one HFE would be recovered or would not necessarily affect situation assessment and 
decisionmaking in later HFEs.  Existing approaches make dependency adjustments to the HEP 
of the entire HFE (e.g., the sum of the cognitive and execution components).  Yet, the 
dependency between these different components can be very different.  Hence, an area for 
improvement is that dependency should include explicit consideration of both the action and 
diagnosis portion of the HEP. 
 
Basis for dependency factors 
 
The existing approaches rarely provide the basis for why and how the HEP would increase 
given the presence of the dependency factors.  THERP, which is the basis for existing 
approaches, did perform some analysis to justify the dependency factors.  However, this was to 
assess the dependency between the specific actions within an HFE.  These considerations 
would need to be reevaluated when applying the same set of factors to assess the dependency 
between HFEs.  Most of the “rules” for dependency from THERP are more concerned with, and 
related to, slips and lapses rather than incorrect mental models.  This comes from focusing on 
intra-HFE dependency rather than dependence between HFEs.  As a result, the dependency 
factors in the existing HRA methods are loosely defined.  Analysts have to use their subjective 
judgment to determine the presence or absence of the factors, which can lead to variability in 
results.  The ultimate solution to this issue is to better understand the underlying mechanisms or 
causes of dependency. 
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Basis for human error probability adjustment 
 
Lastly, none of the dependency approaches were empirically based.  The approaches were 
based on the belief that some commonalities (similarity and proximity) between two events may 
increase the chances of human errors.  Čepin [120] compared several dependency approaches. 
The results show large differences in the calculated HEPs for the same events within the same 
PRA.  The differences are the consequence of the subjectivity in dependency treatment.  
Providing more specific guidance supported by sufficient examples would help reduce the 
subjectivity. 
 
K.3.2 Strategy to Advance Existing Dependency Approaches 

The representative HRA technical community involved in IDHEAS-G development 
acknowledges that simply improving individual parts of the current dependency approaches, 
such as providing detailed guidelines on assessing dependency factors, is not the solution to 
the fundamental problem, which is the lack of a technical basis for existing dependency 
approaches.  The technical community believes that future work should fundamentally advance 
dependency analysis instead of merely improving the existing approaches or practices.  The 
technical community provides the following high-level direction to advance modeling of 
dependency: 
 
• Dependency analysis needs to identify dependency at the cognitive process level, and 

cognitive and behavioral science should inform the treatment of dependency. 

• Dependency analysis should be performed as an integral portion of an HRA instead of at 
the end of an analysis process.  HFE dependencies can be appropriately captured in 
IDHEAS-G only if identification of possible dependencies is an integral, early step in the 
IDHEAS-G modeling process. 

• Future work should more thoroughly investigate how to appropriately model and 
incorporate dependencies in IDHEAS-G.  Future research should develop a more 
appropriate approach to performing dependency analysis based on the IDHEAS-G 
framework. 

K.3.3 Insights into Modeling Dependency in IDHEAS-G 

Figure K-1 shows a simple diagram to explain HFE dependency.  Two HFEs, HFE 1 and HFE 2, 
are performed in sequence.  HFE 2 could be performed under the same conditions as HFE 1 
with success or failure.  In HRA, if HFE 2’s HEP in both conditions is identical, then there is no 
dependence between HFE 1 and HFE 2.  If there is dependence between HFE 1 and HFE 2, 
then HEP22 is expected to be larger than HEP21.  Two modeling approaches account for the 
dependence effects on the HEPs: 
 
• By changing the status of HFE 2’s PIFs.  This addresses the consequential dependence.  

For example, the failure of HFE 1 changes the system configuration, which increases the 
workload associated with performing HFE 2. 

• By applying a dependency model.  This can address the dependence not explicitly 
covered by PIFs. 

For example, assume that regardless of the success or failure of HFE 1, the status of the PIFs 
for HFE 2 remains the same.  Assume that skipping a key procedure step is the only credible 
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failure mode for HFE 1 and HFE 2.  It is reasonable to assume that HFE 1 failure creates a 
cognitive state such that skipping a key procedure step is more likely in HFE 2.  Therefore, 
HEP22 is expected to be larger than HEP21.  This is because HEP21 includes only 
independent failures, but HEP22 includes both independent failures and the failure caused by 
dependency.  The dependency model calculates the combined effects of independent failures 
and dependence effects. 
 

 

Figure K-1 A Simple Diagram to Explain Dependency Modeling 

Because HEPs depend on context, the dependency effects in Figure K-1 can be represented by 
the context difference between HFE21 and HFE22.  The context difference can result from one 
or more of the following dependency types: 
 
• consequential dependency 
• complacency dependency  
• resource-sharing dependency 

The IDHEAS-G cognitive framework defines progressively more detailed levels of context as the 
basis for quantification of the HEP.  The various levels of context are the outcomes of the 
IDHEAS-G process steps.  IDHEAS-G explicitly delineates how each level of context contributes 
to the final HEP of an HFE.  Figure K-2 illustrates the structured context in IDHEAS-G.  The 
levels of the context are described as the following: 
 
• HFE definition—The HFE definition defines the context specifically applicable for the 

event, such as its beginning and desired end states.  Every HFE also inherits event 
context (i.e., the conditions of the systems, personnel, and tasks that affect human 
performance). 

• Time uncertainties—For time-critical important human actions, uncertainties in time 
available and time needed contribute to the HEP of the HFE. 

• Critical tasks and task characterization—The HFE definition is propagated to identify and 
characterize critical tasks in the event; critical tasks are the basic units for quantification 
of the human failure event. 

• Macrocognitive functions required for a task and the CFMs of a task—The next level of 
analysis focuses on the macrocognitive functions involved and, therefore, determines 
the CFMs applicable to the critical tasks. 

• Applicable PIFs and their status—The HEPs of the CFMs are determined by the status 
of the applicable PIF attributes. 

This framework allows analysts to systematically identify changes to the HFE 2 context resulting 
from the failure of HFE 1 and to recalculate the HEP of HFE 2 based on the changes. 
 

HFE 1 HFE 2Success

HFE 2Failure

HEP21

HEP22
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Figure K-2 Illustration of Dependency Adjustment of HEP Based on IDHEAS-G Context 
Structure 

Example—Failure of HFE 1 results in a reduction in the time available for HFE 2.  Performing 
HFE 1 takes excessively longer than expected.  This may alter the timeline of HFE 2 and reduce 
the time available for performing HFE 2 (by the same or a different set of personnel).  Since the 
same critical tasks will be performed for HFE 2, the HEP attributed to time uncertainties should 
be recalculated based on the new time uncertainty analysis. 
 
Example—Failure of HFE 1 results in different critical tasks in HFE 2.  Performing HFE 1 takes 
excessively longer than expected, and personnel recognize that the time needed for performing 
HFE 2 is inadequate.  Personnel may decide to take an alternative successful path that might 
require less time to achieve the desired end states of the HFE.  The alternative path involves 
different critical tasks.  The HEPs for the new set of critical tasks should be recalculated. 
 
Example—Failure of HFE 1 results in misleading information for HFE 2.  A different set of 
personnel in a different location perform HFE 2 and rely on the information for decisionmaking.  
The HEP of HFE 2 should account for the effect of misleading information on decisionmaking. 
 
These examples suggest that IDHEAS-G should be capable of systematically identifying 
changes to the context of an HFE that result from the failure of the preceding HFEs and 
recalculating the parts of the HEP that are affected by the changes to the context.  This 
approach does not rely on similarities between the HFEs.  As shown in the last example, the 
HEP of HFE 2 can be altered by the failure of HFE 1 even though the two HFEs do not have 
many similarities in the factors used in existing dependency approaches.  In short, IDHEAS-G 
can treat dependency based on changes to the HFE context. 
 
K.4 Minimum Joint Error Probability 

A topic related to dependency is the minimum joint HEP of related HFEs.  The conditional 
probability of a PRA failure event sequence can be reduced by implementing more event 
mitigation options, as long as these options are not completely dependent on each other.  In 
theory, the sequence’s conditional probability can be infinitely reduced by applying more and 
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more mitigation options.  However, operational experience does not support that theory.  For an 
HFE that can be accomplished by successfully performing any of multiple available manual 
actions, operational experience suggests that an HFE reliability threshold exists.  NUREG-1792 
[11] states that the total combined probability of all the HFEs in the same accident sequence or 
cutset should not be less than a justified value. 
 
NUREG-1792 suggests establishing reliability threshold values (or a minimum joint HEP).  The 
primary purpose in adopting a minimum or limiting value is to recognize that there may be 
causes of human failure that have not been thought about, or that are not accounted for in the 
particular HRA method used.  In this way, the limiting value is one way to treat completeness 
uncertainty of the “unknown unknown” kind [121].  On the other hand, setting the minimum joint 
HEPs to be too conservative would affect the risk profile of the PRA model and increase 
regulatory burden on the NRC’s licensees. 
 
NUREG-1792 suggests minimum joint HEPs without specifying their applicable conditions, and 
the values lack strong data support. 
 
K.5 Summary 

The current version of IDHEAS-G provides some insights for improving dependency analysis in 
HRA.  Future research should develop a more appropriate approach to dependency analysis 
based on the IDHEAS-G framework.  A successful IDHEAS-G methodology would necessarily 
identify the dependencies as an integrated element of the analysis process. 
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APPENDIX L 
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS AND DOCUMENTATION 

Identifying and understanding uncertainties are important parts of the process of achieving 
technical acceptability in risk-informed activities.  Regulatory Guide 1.200 [122] notes the 
following: 
 

An important aspect in understanding the base PRA results is knowing the sources of 
uncertainty and assumptions and understanding their potential impact.  Uncertainties 
can be either parameter or model uncertainties.  Assumptions can be related either to 
PRA scope and level of detail or to model uncertainties.  The impact of parameter 
uncertainties is gained through the actual quantification process.  The assumptions 
related to PRA scope and level of detail are inherent in the structure of the PRA model.  
The requirements of the applications will determine whether or not they are acceptable.  
The impact of model uncertainties and related assumptions can be evaluated 
qualitatively or quantitatively. 

 
The NRC’s guidance for treatment of uncertainty in PRA, NUREG-1855 [123], classifies three 
types of uncertainty according to their source:  model uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, and 
incompleteness uncertainty.  NUREG-1855 provides detailed guidance for treating uncertainties 
in PRA.  IDHEAS-G adopts NUREG-1855 guidance on treating the three types of uncertainty in 
HRA.  It is recommended that every step of the IDHEAS-G process include identifying sources 
of the three types of uncertainty and analyzing the impact whenever possible.  The sources and 
potential impacts should be documented along with the outputs of each step. 
 
L.1 General Guidance on Treatment of Uncertainty 

IDHEAS-G describes an HRA process that includes four stages, which are described in  
Chapter 4.  Treatment of uncertainties is a part of the integrative stage, but it should be 
performed at every stage.  The following is the general guidance for treatment of uncertainty in 
IDHEAS-G: 
 
• Treatment of uncertainty should be performed at every IDHEAS-G stage. 

• Treatment of uncertainty includes identifying sources of uncertainty; analyzing the 
impact, if possible; and documenting uncertainties. 

• Treatment of uncertainty should be performed with all three types: model, parameter, 
and incompleteness uncertainty. 

L.2 Specific Guidance for the Three Types of Uncertainty 

This section includes specific guidance for each type of uncertainty.  The guidance is adopted 
from NUREG-1855 [123]. 
 
L.2.1 Model Uncertainty 

Model uncertainty relates to the uncertainty associated with some aspect of the HRA process 
that can be represented by any one of several different approaches, none of which is clearly 
more correct than another.  Consequently, uncertainty is introduced in the HRA results because 
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there is no consensus about which resulting HRA outcomes most appropriately represent the 
aspect of the event being modeled. 
 
Key model uncertainty is related to an issue for which no consensus approach exists and where 
the choice of approach is known to influence the HRA outcomes (e.g., introduction of new 
HFEs, alternative choice of critical tasks, and introduction of new CFMs and PIFs).  Model 
uncertainty may result from a lack of knowledge about how systems and personnel behave 
under certain conditions.  Model uncertainty can arise for the following reasons: 
 
• The phenomenon being modeled is itself not completely understood (e.g., behavior of 

gravity-driven passive systems in new reactors, human behavior with a new conduct of 
operations, and some system and human behaviors under extreme operating 
conditions). 

• For some phenomena, other data or information may exist, but need to be interpreted to 
infer system and personnel behavior under conditions different from those in which the 
data were collected (e.g., personnel behavior in response to actual severe accidents 
versus the behavior in severe accident response exercises). 

• The nature of system failure modes is not completely understood or is unknown (e.g., 
failure modes of digital instrumentation and controls).  

• The choice of approaches used to estimate HEPs in the application-specific 
quantification method (e.g., Bayesian computation versus expert judgment for estimating 
HEPs, use of a decision tree or other means for estimating the combined effects of 
multiple PIFs). 

Treatment of model uncertainty includes identifying and evaluating the sources of uncertainty 
and related assumptions that are key to the specific application.  When performing an HRA, 
analysts typically make assumptions about the constituent parts of model uncertainty.  For 
transparency and traceability of an HRA, the assumptions should be made explicit and be 
clearly documented.  For key uncertainties, HRA analysts should understand and document 
how reasonable alternatives would affect the final outcomes of the HRA and PRA and the 
decisions that led analysts to determine which of the outcomes of the HRA should be applied. 
 
Example—Model uncertainty in extreme long-lasting scenarios.  Helton et al. [124] discussed 
some key sources of model uncertainty in extreme long-lasting scenarios of NPP severe 
accidents and how IDHEAS-G addresses the uncertainties.  They noted the following: 
 

Performing HRA for severe accident scenarios with current HRA methods is 
challenging, particularly for long-running scenarios.  A typical HRA includes 
identifying critical [important] human actions or HFEs in the [probabilistic safety 
assessment (PSA)] scenarios, failure modes of the [important] human actions, 
and the context factors that challenge the success of the [important] human 
actions.  For severe accident scenarios, identification of these elements 
introduces uncertainties that are not adequately addressed in existing HRA 
methods.  These uncertainties combine to influence what (operationally) will be 
done or attempted and stems broadly from lack of standardization in 
requirements (e.g., qualifications, team composition, training) for operator 
response for this context.  Some of the contributing uncertainties include: 
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• Key [important] human actions to be included in HRA—Unlike in 
emergency operating procedures (EOPs) where key [important] human 
actions are specified in procedures, key [important] human actions 
following core damage and in very long accident scenarios can vary with 
differences in scenario progression and mitigation strategies.  Though 
severe accident management (and other) guidelines do provide structure 
for this response, novel solutions could introduce new [important] human 
actions outside PSA models.  Assumptions on the ending point of PSA 
simulation can also affect identification of key [important] human actions.  
Additionally, changes in the composition and role of the response 
organization and changes to the decision-making process that can evolve 
during long-duration scenarios are not typically modeled in traditional 
PSAs. 

• Success criteria for key [important] human actions—HRA is to assess the 
likelihood that operating personnel can successfully perform the required 
actions.  Uncertainties in PSA simulations propagate to the success 
criteria of the [important] human actions.  Unlike in EOPs where the 
success criteria for [important] human actions are more clearly 
understood, severe accident management strategies often cannot 
explicitly define the success criteria for [important] human actions.  This is 
particularly true when the actions involve decision-making based on 
incomplete, erroneous, or unreliable information, and this uncertainty 
directly interacts with uncertainties discussed in the preceding and 
proceeding sections. 

• Context factors that challenge [important] human actions—Context 
factors in very-long accident scenarios are far beyond those typically 
modeled in existing HRA methods.  As an example, accumulated 
responsibilities of operational personnel in numerous ongoing activities 
other than performing key actions, although not explicitly modeled, can 
impact human reliability of the modeled key actions.  Meanwhile, various 
environmental factors impose uncertainties to human reliability, and 
staffing level and composition vary during a very-long scenario.  
Assessment of such context factors may vary with different choices of 
simulation end-time. 

• Time uncertainties—Time available for [important] human actions is the 
most important factor in determining the feasibility and reliability of 
[important] human actions.  Time availability is determined by the system 
time allowed for completing the key [important] human action and the time 
needed by operating personnel to perform the action.  Existing HRA 
methods typically treat the system time available for an [important] human 
action as a constant value from thermal-hydraulic simulation.  While this 
approach may be adequate for normal and emergency operation, it is less 
satisfying for post-core damage and long-running scenarios.  In these 
cases, assessment of both system time available and time needed for 
[important] human actions can vary more widely with different 
assumptions made in the PSA, and different underlying uncertainties and 
variations within a particular PSA accident sequence.  Essentially, just the 
time factor alone can dominate the uncertainties in HRA results. 
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IDHEAS-G provides a systematic framework and guidance for defining HRA scope, developing 
an operational narrative of the PRA scenario progression, identifying important human actions in 
the scenario, identifying contexts that challenge important human actions, performing time 
uncertainty analysis, and quantifying HEPs for the important human actions.  IDHEAS-G 
provides a structured process for identifying important human actions in complicated, 
long-lasting scenarios.  It also has explicit guidance on treating time uncertainties in important 
human actions.  The overall IDHEAS-G framework can assist HRA analysts in determining the 
analysis scope and assumptions. 
 
L.2.2 Parameter Uncertainty 

Parameter uncertainty is the uncertainty in the values of the parameters of an HRA model given 
that the model has been determined to be appropriate.  Parameter uncertainty relates to the 
uncertainty in the computation of HEPs.  Probability distributions that relate to the analysts’ 
degree of belief in the values of these parameters can characterize the uncertainty. 
 
Treatment of the uncertainty includes identifying the sources of parameter uncertainties, 
characterizing the uncertainty through probability distribution, evaluating the impact on the 
resulting human error probabilities, and propagating these uncertainties through the PRA model 
to characterize the uncertainty in the numerical results of the analysis.  In this manner, the 
impact of the parameter uncertainties on the numerical results of the PRA can be assessed 
integrally. 
 
IDHEAS-G describes three constituent parts of the HEP of an important human action:  𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 is the 
error probability associated with time uncertainty, 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 is the error probability of failure of the 
macrocognitive functions for the critical tasks of the important human action, and adjustment to 
the HEP according to dependencies between important human actions.  IDHEAS-G requires 
estimation of 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 and 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 with probability distributions.  Regarding combining multiple parameters 
involved in an HRA process, NUREG-1855 [123] states the following: 
 

When the parameters are combined algebraically to evaluate the PRA numerical results 
or some intermediate result such as a basic event probability, these uncertainty 
distributions can be mathematically combined in a simple way to estimate the 
uncertainty of those numerical results. 

 
L.2.3 Incompleteness Uncertainty 

Incompleteness uncertainty relates to risk contributors that are not accounted for in the 
HRA/PRA model.  This type of uncertainty may further be categorized as either being known but 
not included in the model, or unknown.  Both known and unknown types of uncertainty are 
important.  The sources of completeness uncertainty are as follows. 
 
• The scope of the HRA/PRA does not include some classes of initiating events, hazards, 

modes of operation, or system failure modes.  Some contributors or effects may be 
knowingly left out of the model for a number of reasons.  For example, methods of 
analysis have not been developed for some issues, and these gaps must be accepted 
as potential limitations of the technology.  Thus, the impact on actual risk from 
unanalyzed issues cannot be explicitly assessed.  A specific example is that the 
decisionmakers managing a severe accident may vary greatly in their experience, 
competencies, and methods for making decisions. 
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• The level of analysis may have omitted phenomena, failure mechanisms, or other 
factors because their relative contribution is believed to be negligible.  For example, the 
resources to develop a complete HRA model may be limited, which could lead to a 
decision not to model certain contributors to risk (e.g., time of the day when a task is 
performed). 

• Some phenomena or failure mechanisms may be omitted because their potential 
existence has not been recognized or no agreement exists on how a PRA/HRA should 
address certain effects, such as the effects on risk arising from interpersonal differences 
or organizational cultures.   

Incompleteness uncertainty expresses the limitations in the scope of the HRA model.  The 
limitations in scope can result in uncertainty about the full spectrum of risk contributors in a PRA 
model or other HRA applications.  The treatment of incompleteness uncertainty identifies key 
uncertainties and documents them.  To account for unknown risk factors, PRA/HRA models 
consider them in the range of the key parameter probability distribution and typically establish 
some conservative lower limits in the important outcomes.  For example, minimum HEP values 
are assumed for CFMs when all the PIF attributes are in a nominal state. 
 
IDHEAS-G considers incompleteness uncertainty in both qualitative analysis and quantification.  
In the guidance for scenario analysis, the HRA analysts are to work with the PRA team to 
determine the analysis scope, the event boundary conditions and termination criteria, and the 
systems that should be included in the analysis.  The HRA and PRA teams explicitly or implicitly 
perform some kind of screening analysis to demonstrate that a particular item (e.g., a hazard 
group, an initiating event, a component failure mode) can be eliminated from further 
consideration in a PRA being used to support a risk-informed application.  This screening can 
be accomplished by showing that either the item has no bearing on the application (qualitative 
screening) or that the contribution of the item to the change in risk associated with the 
application is negligible (quantitative screening).  Furthermore, the process of identifying 
important human actions is a qualitative screening process because it identifies only those 
important human actions that have impacts on safety. 
 
L.3 Summary 

Uncertainty analysis is not an add-on step to the HRA process defined in IDHEAS-G.  Instead, it 
is a part of all HRA stages.  Without properly addressing uncertainties, the resulting outcomes of 
HRA may be misinterpreted or inappropriately used in their associated applications.  In addition, 
systematically identifying and documenting sources of uncertainties can help in reconciliation of 
analyst-to-analyst variability in the resulting HRA outcomes. 
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APPENDIX M 
DEMONSTRATION OF THE IDHEAS-G HUMAN RELIABILITY 

ANALYSIS PROCESS 

This appendix uses two examples to demonstrate the implementation of the IDHEAS-G process 
for performing a Human Reliability Analysis (HRA).  One example analyzes an actual event and 
the other analyzes a hypothetical event. The examples demonstrate how the information 
collected in one stage of the process is used in other stages.  The demonstration does not 
intend to perform a comprehensive HRA. 
 
As a reminder, the IDHEAS-G HRA process is structured as follows: 
 
• Stage 1—Scenario analysis 

o Operational narrative 
 Event overview (for hypothetical event) or review for (actual event) 
 Initiating event 
 Boundary conditions 
 Scenario timeline 
 Baseline scenario 
 Deviation scenarios 
 Operational experience review 

o Context analysis 
 Environment and situation context 
 System context 
 Personnel context 
 Task context 

o Identification and definition of important human actions (IHAs) 
 
• Stage 2—Modeling of IHAs 

o Task analysis 
 Task diagrams 
 Identification of critical tasks 
 Characterization of critical tasks 

o Applicable cognitive failure modes (CFMs) of every critical task 
o Performance-influencing factors (PIFs) relevant to every critical task 
o Time uncertainty analysis of the IHA, if it is time critical 

 
• Stage 3—Human error probability (HEP) estimation of every IHA 

o Calculation of 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡; the HEP attributed to time uncertainties, if the IHA is time 
critical 

o Calculation of 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐; the HEP attributed to the applicable CFMs of all the critical 
tasks 

 
• Stage 4—Integrative analysis 

o Dependency analysis of IHAs (or human failure events (HFEs)) in a probabilistic 
risk assessment (PRA) cutset 

o Analysis and documentation of uncertainties in the HRA process 
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Note that the two examples below do not include Stage 4 because it involves the integration of 
an HRA to the PRA while the scope of the examples is to demonstrate the IDHEAS-G process. 
 
M.1 Analysis of an Actual Event 

This example uses the fire event that occurred at the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant on 
March 28, 2010 [92] to demonstrate how to apply IDHEAS-G for an HRA.  The analysis is based 
on readily available information, such as the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
augmented inspection team report [92], the NRC Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program 
analysis report [125], and other related documents (including the H.B. Robinson’s corrective 
action report and an earlier site visit that included interviewing the operators and instructors). 
 
The following acronyms are used in this section: 
 
AO:  auxiliary operator 
AOP:  abnormal operating procedure 
ARP:  alarm response procedure 
ASME/ANS:  American Society of Mechanical Engineers/American Nuclear Society  
BOP:  balance of plant 
CCW:  component cooling water 
CFM:  cognitive failure mechanism 
CVCS:  chemical and volume control system 
EAL:  emergency activation level 
EDG:  emergency diesel generator 
EPP:  end path procedure 
gpm:  gallons per minute 
HEP:  human error probability 
IHA:  important human action 
LCV: level control valve 
MCC:  motor control center 
MCR:  main control room 
MOV:  motor operated valve 
MSIV:  main steam isolation valve 
MSR:  moisture separator reheater 
PIF:  performance-influencing factor 
RCP:  reactor coolant pump 
RCS:  reactor coolant system 
RHR:  residual heat removal 
RNO:  response not obtained 
RO:  reactor operator 
RWST:  refueling water storage tank 
SI:  safety injection 
SM:  shift manager 
SS:  shift supervisor 
STA:  shift technical advisor 
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SUT:  start-up transformer 
Tavg:  average temperature of hot leg and cold leg (𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = (𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 + 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) 2⁄ ) 
UAT:  unit auxiliary transformer 
VCT:  volume control tank 

 
M.1.1 Scenario Analysis 

The scenario analysis includes three parts:  operational narrative, event context, and human 
performance model of the event. 
 
M.1.1.1 Operational Narrative 

Event review 
 
Event title:  H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant electric fault with a near miss of reactor coolant 
pump (RCP) seal damage 
 
The event title provides a concise highlight of the analysis: 
 
• Where:  H.B. Robinson plant 
• What happened:  an electric fault 
• What was the consequence or risk:  a near miss event of RCP seal damage 

The real event had two fire events.  The second fire was triggered after the first fire was 
extinguished and the reactor was stabilized.  The following discussion only covers the events 
related to the first fire. 
 
On March 28, 2010, at 18:52 local time, the H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant Unit No. 2, a 
Westinghouse three-loop reactor, was operating in Mode 1 at 99.3-percent power with a power 
reduction in progress to a scheduled refueling outage.  A fault occurred in a 4,160 volt (V) 
(referred to as 4 kilovolt (kV) for the remainder of this chapter) feeder cable from Bus 4 to Bus 5 
due to a cable insulation failure.  When the fault occurred, Breaker 24 (see Figure M-1) did not 
clear the fault as expected and remained closed throughout the event.  The breaker failure to 
open led to internal damage to the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT) and a lockout of the UAT 
on fault pressure that caused the Main Generator lockout relay to operate. 
 
As a result, the fault persisted on 4 kV Buses 4 and 5 while the time over-current protection for  
4 kV Bus 4 Feeder Breaker 20 began to time.  The voltage for 4 kV Buses 4 and 5 became 
significantly depressed due to the fault, and the ‘B’ Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) motor slowed, 
which actuated the low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) flow reactor protection logic for the ‘B’ 
RCS loop resulting in a reactor trip.  The fault current was initially fed from the UAT.  After three 
to four seconds, the internal failure of the UAT tripped the fault pressure protection, which 
locked out the UAT and the Main Generator.  The fast transfer from the Main Generator lockout 
signal opened Breaker 20 and closed Breaker 19, which transferred the fault from the UAT to 
the Start-Up Transformer (SUT).  Following the transfer of the fault to the SUT, voltage for 4 kV 
Bus 3 became significantly depressed resulting in actuation of the loss-of-voltage relays for the 
480 V E-2 safety bus.  The 480 V E-2 safety bus then separated from 4 kV Bus 3, the ‘B’ 
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) started automatically and connected to the 480V E-2 safety 
bus, and the load sequencer operated as designed.  After several seconds, the time over-
current relays for Breaker 19 actuated and tripped the breaker, which cleared the fault and 
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ended the first electrical fault event.  The entire sequence of automatic protective actions 
occurred in 20 seconds (18:52:22 to 18:52:42).  After this point, the plant electrical configuration 
was as follows (see Figure M-1):  
 

• 4 kV Buses 1, 2, and 3 were powered from the SUT  

• 480 V E-2 safety bus was powered by the ‘B’ EDG  

• 4 kV Buses 4 and 5 were de-energized  

• 480 V Buses 3, 4, and 5 were de-energized  

• MCC 4, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 21 were de-energized 
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Figure M-1 A Simplified Electric Diagram 
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After the disruption to the electric plant and reactor trip, a series of equipment problems and 
operator performance issues increased the overall significance of the event.  The following 
equipment conditions existed after the reactor trip: 
 

• When the 480 V E-2 safety bus momentarily lost power, flow control valve (FCV)-626, 
the component cooling water (CCW) return valve from the RCP thermal barrier heat 
exchanger closed and isolated CCW flow to all the RCP thermal barriers.  This condition 
went undetected by the operating crew for a period of 39 minutes (18:52 to 19:31). 

• When Motor Control Center (MCC) 4 deenergized, all Moisture Separator Reheater 
(MSR) Drain Tank Alternate Drain valves and MSR Timer valves failed open, providing a 
flow path for the main steam to reach the main condenser via the MSR Shutoff valves 
and MSR tubes.  This flow of main steam resulted in a cooldown of the RCS.  The RCS 
cool down led to an automatic Safety Injection (SI) due to low pressurizer pressure 
(19:00).  The SI injected to the RCS for approximately 12 minutes with a maximum flow 
of approximately 260 gallons per minute (gpm).  Additionally, power was unavailable to 
the MSR Shutoff valves, preventing the valves from being remotely closed from the main 
control room (MCR).  A loss of Instrument Bus 3 occurred during the restoration of the 
‘B’ battery charger to the ‘B’ battery.  The loss of Instrument Bus 3 caused channel 
failures, which satisfied the high steam flow coincident with low RCS average 
temperature (Tavg) logic resulting in the automatic closure of the main steam isolation 
valves (MSIVs), which stopped the RCS cool down at 19:25.  The Tavg decreased to 442 
degrees Fahrenheit (°F). This represents an average cool down rate of 105 °F per hour. 

Note:  The above paragraphs provide a detailed account of the initial condition, initiating event, 
and boundary conditions. 
 
During the event, the expected automatic actions on low volume control tank (VCT) level to 
swap charging pump suction to the refueling water storage tank (RWST) did not occur due to 
equipment failure.  This condition went undetected by the operating crew for a period of 49 
minutes (19:00 to 19:49).  Review of plant indications revealed that the remaining charging 
pump was no longer delivering flow to the RCS or RCP seals after 37 minutes (19:37).  RCP 
seal cooling was maintained through manual action to re-open FCV-626 at 19:31. 
 
At the time of reactor trip, the MCR was manned with a shift supervisor (SS), reactor operator 
(RO), and balance of plant (BOP) operator.  The shift manager (SM) and shift technical advisor 
(STA) were at a pre-shift turnover meeting with the previous crew at another building a few 
minutes walking distance from the MCR and with the telephone line connected to the MCR.  
After the reactor trip, the SS entered the emergency operating procedure (EOP) PATH-1, then 
transferred to end path procedure (EPP)-4, “Reactor Trip Response from PATH-1,” due to no SI 
signal.  Operators started charging pumps ‘B’ and ‘C’ at 18:53, as directed by EPP-4.  The SM 
and STA rushed back to the MCR by hearing the MCR crew announcing the reactor trip through 
the telephone and a loud steam relief noise.  On their way back to MCR, they saw that the 4KV 
Bus 5 was on fire.  They entered the MCR at about 18:56 and announced that the 4KV Bus 5 
was on fire.  Before this point, the MCR crew (i.e., SS, RO, and BOP operator) did not know 
there was a fire.  After this point, the BOP operator was in abnormal operating procedure 
(AOP)-41 (i.e., response to fire event) working with the onsite fire brigade to extinguish the fire.  
The SS and RO continued the EPP-4.  At 19:00, an automatic SI occurred due to low RCS 
pressure caused by the cooldown.  Following the SI, the operating crew entered the PATH-1 
procedure from EPP-4.  The SM was assessing the emergency activation level (EAL) with the 
STA’s assistance. 
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Note:  The above description illustrates the scenario in which crew responded to the situation. 
 
The RCP seals’ integrity was starting to be challenged.  The RCP seals were cooled by RCP 
seal injection (by charging flow) and RCP seal cooling (by CCW).  On time restoration of the 
seal injection, seal cooling, or RCP trip would protect the RCP seals from damage. 
 
RCP Seal Injection - Charging Flow 
 
The charging flow degraded in this event.  The problems included reduced charging flow and 
limited suction source.  At 19:18, valve 310A in the chemical and volume control system (CVC-
310A), which provides charging flow to Loop 1, failed opened.  This caused an increased flow to 
the RCS; thus, reducing the charging system back pressure and reducing injection flow to the 
RCP seals.  The CVC-310A failure was due to several leaks in the instrumentation air.  The 
CVC-310A could not be closed manually in this event. 
 
The charging flow withdrew water from the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) to 
inject into the RCS.  In normal situations, RCS water would return to the CVCS through the 
letdown.  In this event, the steam demand (from the MSR valves failing open) caused a rapid 
decrease in pressurizer water level which triggered a letdown isolation.  This caused RCS water 
not to return to the CVCS.  In addition, when the ‘B’ and ‘C’ charging pumps were manually 
started, the ‘B’ was in manual at the minimum speed and ‘C’ was in automatic.  With the ‘C’ 
charging pump in automatic, the lower pressurizer level resulted in an automatic increase in 
charging flow.  The letdown isolation and increase in charging flow reduced the level of the VCT 
in the CVCS. 
 
When the VCT level decreased below 24.4 inches (62 centimeters (cm)) at 18:57, the makeup 
control system should have automatically recovered the water level.  This did not happen due to 
the earlier electric fault that disarmed the automatic VCT makeup.  When the VCT level reached 
12.4 inches (31.5 cm) at 19:00, the charging suction should, but did not, automatically transfer 
to the RWST due to a latent failure in incorrect configuration of a control module related to the 
water makeup.  The VCT level was indicated at 0” at 19:12.  There was still net positive suction 
head available to the charging pump below the 0” indication.  It was estimated the remaining 
water could support the ‘B’ charging pump operation until 19:37.  Operators did not identify the 
issue until 19:46. 
 
Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Cooling—Component Cooling Water 
 
The FCV-626 was located in the combined CCW return from the three RCP thermal barrier heat 
exchangers.  In its normal open position, it allowed CCW flow to pass through the thermal 
barrier heat exchangers, providing backup cooling to the RCP seals in the event of a loss of the 
primary cooling flow (seal injection) from the charging pumps. The FCV-626 closed when power 
to the 480 V E-2 safety bus was transferred to the EDG.  The valve remained closed for 
approximately 39 minutes before the operators recognized the condition, reopened FCV-626 at 
19:31, and restored CCW cooling to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchangers. 
 
In this event, the RCP seal cooling water was restored about six minutes before the complete 
loss of the degraded seal injection.  The RCP seals remained intact in this event. 
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Note:  The above paragraphs describe the main scene of the integrity of RCP seals.  This 
includes two sub-scenes, one about the RCP seal injection and another about RCS seal 
cooling. 
 
At 19:31, operators reached a step in PATH-1 (see the red diamond in Figure M-2) to check if 
the RCP Thermal Barrier Cooling Water Hi/Lo Flow Alarm Illuminated.   The RO noticed the 
increasing RCP temperature alarms and yellow annunciators for RCP parameters that triggered 
a knowledge-driven diagnosis about RCP abnormality.  This led to knowing of the FCV-626 
closure.  The RO opened FCV-626. This provided RCP seal cooling to the RCP seals. 
 

 

Figure M-2 PATH-1 Pprocedure on the Step of Checking RCP Thermal Barrier Cooling 
Water Hi/Lo Flow Alarm Illuminated. 

At 19:49, the SS and RO reached a step in PATH-1 to verify at least one charging pump running 
and then to establish charging flow as necessary.  They recognized the problems of the VCT 
level and charging flow.  The RO identified the VCT level low and that the RWST swap should 
have occurred.  The RO believed that the swap did occur and turned the switches to level 
control valve (LCV)-115B CLOSED and LCV-115C OPEN, which was an incorrect action.  The 
RO left the suction of the charging pumps aligned to the VCT.  An Auxiliary Operator (AO) was 
then dispatched to perform the pre-start checks on the ‘C’ Charging Pump.  The AO 
communicated with the MCR about the abnormality of the charging pump.  The STA heard the 
crew conversation about the charging flow, so he pulled out plots in a monitor display, which 
showed no charging flow.  The STA then went to the control board and identified that the 
charging pump suction was not properly aligned to the RWST and announced this to the entire 
operating crew.  The RO repositioned the switches from LCV-115B CLOSED to AUTO and 
LCV-115C OPEN to AUTO but obtained no response from the valves.   The RO then realigned 
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the charging pump suction to the RWST by placing the LCV-115B to OPEN and the LCV-115C 
to CLOSE.  The ‘C’ charging pump was then started by the RO to provide RCP seal injection.  
The restoration of the RCP seal injection did not affect the RCP seal integrity because the RCP 
seal cooling was restored 22 minutes before the restoration of the charging flow. 
 
Note:  The above paragraphs describe the restoration of the RCP seal cooling and seal 
injection to prevent RCP seal damage which was a key driver of risk in the event.  The end 
consequence was an RCP seal damage near miss because the CCW was restored to the seal 
cooling before a complete loss of the seal injection. 
 
Initial Condition 
 
Unit 2 was operating in Mode 1 at 99.3-percent power and reducing power toward a scheduled 
refueling outage.  No significant equipment was out of service.  The ‘C’ CCW pump and ‘A’ and 
‘C’ charging pumps were running.  An SS, RO, and BOP operator were present in the MCR.  
The SM and STA were in a building near the MCR for a shift turnover.  A telephone line was 
connected between the MCR and the shift turnover room.  The SS was a staff crew member 
who does not perform stand watch on a regular basis, but performs stand watch only to satisfy 
the minimum licensing requirement to maintain the SS’s senior reactor operator license. 
 
Initiating Event 
 
An electrical fault occurred on a 4 kV feeder cable and caused a fire that resulted in reactor trip. 
 
Boundary Conditions 
 
1. When MCC 4 was de-energized, all MSR Drain Tank Alternate Drain valves and MSR 

Timer valves failed open, providing a flow path for the main steam to the main 
condenser via the MSR Shutoff valves and MSR reheater tubes.  This flow of main 
steam caused an RCS cooldown.  Additionally, power was unavailable to the MSR 
Shutoff valves, preventing the valves from being remotely closed from the MCR. 
 

2. The FCV-626 closed during the electric power transition.  The closure of FCV-626 
isolated the RCP seal cooling from the CCW. 
 

3. An instrumentation air leak caused CVC-310A to fail open, thereby reducing the 
charging flow rate to the RCP seal injection. 
 

4. A latent failure caused the VCT automatic makeup at 24.4 inches (62 cm) to not be 
functional. 
 

5. A latent failure caused the charging suction swapping from the CVCS to the RWST at 
12.4 inches (31.5 cm) VCT level to not be functional. 
 

6. The loss of the 4kV Buses 4 and 5 and the subsequent de-energization and re-
energization of the Bus 3 in a short time interval affected the MCR indications including 
losing some indications through the entire event (e.g., the reactor rod bottom lights) and 
temporarily losing some indications that were restored automatically after Bus 3 was re-
energized.  It was estimated that about a half of the control panel indications were lost 
when Buses 3, 4, and 5 were de-energized.  Most of the indications returned to 
operation after Bus 3 was re-energized. 
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7. Following the first electric fault, the configuration of the electric plant was as follows: 

 
• UAT inoperable 
• 4 kV Buses 1, 2, and 3 were powered from the SUT 
• 480 V E-2 safety bus was powered by the ‘B’ EDG  
• 4 kV Buses 4 and 5 were de-energized  
• 480 V Buses 3, 4, and 5 were de-energized  
• MCC 4, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 21 were de-energized 
 

8. The event occurred on a Sunday night (March 28, 2010).  This site was in an off-shift 
staffing level. 

 
M.1.1.2 Scenario Timeline 

Table M-1 shows the scenario timeline of the H.B. Robinson fire event up to the termination of 
safety injection using the two-column format and symbols in the second column that are 
described in APPENDIX E. 

Table M-1 Scenario Timeline of the Fire Event at the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant 

Scenario overview:  On March 28, 2010, at 18:52 local time, the H.B. Robinson Unit 2, a 
Westinghouse three-loop reactor, experienced a fault in a 4 kV cable, which induced a fire 
event that caused a reactor trip, subsequent SI actuation, and an Alert emergency 
declaration.  During this event, two separate fires occurred approximately four hours apart.  
Latent failures, equipment malfunction, unexpected equipment responses, and human 
performance issues caused a reduction in RCP seal injection capabilities and a loss of RCP 
seal cooling.  The event did not cause damage to the RCP seals because the RCP seal 
cooling was restored in time. 
Time 
(hh:mm) 

S: System Responses 
H(abc): Human Responses; abc: the individual’s position. 
N: Notes 
I:  System generated information 

3/28/2010 
18:52 

The initiating event, an electric fire, occurred. 
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Table M-1 Scenario Timeline of the Fire Event at the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant 
(continued) 

18:52+ (S) Reactor, turbine, and main generator successfully tripped automatically. 
(S) Charging pump ‘A’ was de-energized when its electric bus was de-
energized. 
(S) Charging pump ‘C’ was de-energized and FCV-626, which provides flow 
from the thermal barrier heat exchangers, closed when power to the E-2 safety 
bus was transferred to the ‘B’ EDG.  
(S) CCW pump ‘C’ was de-energized and subsequently started on the 
sequencer. 
(S) CCW pump ‘B’ started when Instrument Bus 4 was de-energized 
(S) MSR Drain Tank Alternate Drain valves and MSR Timer valves failed open, 
providing a flow path for the main steam to the main condenser causing an 
RCS cooldown. 
(S) ‘B’ RCP tripped 
(S) FCV-626 closed 
(S) RCS letdown closed 
H(SS) Entered the PATH-1 EOP and determined that an SI actuation was not 
required 
(I)  Annunciator RCP Thermal Barrier Cooling Water Hi or Low Flow Alarms 
triggered. (N) This annunciator was a key indication in the PATH-1 procedure to 
cue the loss of RCP seal cooling.  
(I)  Within 20 seconds after the reactor trip (18:52:22 to 18:52:42), the loss of 
the 4 kV Buses 4 and 5 and the subsequent de-energization and re-
energization of the Bus 3 in a short time interval affected the MCR indications 
including the loss of some indications throughout the entire event (e.g., the 
reactor rod bottom lights) and the temporary loss of some indications that were 
restored automatically after Bus 3 was re-energized.  It was estimated that 
about a half of the control panel indications were lost when Buses 3, 4, and 5 
were de-energized.  Most of the indications returned to operation after Bus 3 
was re-energized.  The indicator states confused the operators and slowed 
down the procedure progress.  For example, the rod bottom lights were off.  
The operators were not able to identify if all the rods were inserted.  The startup 
rate indication was reading zero instead of negative (i.e., indicating the reactor 
power was trending down) and the digital RCS temperature recorders did not 
have readings.  The RO had to use the less familiar indications (e.g., 
temperature reading on another control panel) to proceed through the 
procedure. 
H(SM and STA) Rushing back to the MCR from the shift turnover room  

18:53 H(RO) Started the charging pumps B (in manual minimum flow) and C (in auto) 
per PATH-1. 
H(SS and RO) Monitored cool down due to the MSR shut-off valves failing 
open, expecting an SI signal. 
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Table M-1 Scenario Timeline of the Fire Event at the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant 
(continued) 

18:56 H(SM and STA) The SM and STA entered the MCR and announced a fire on 
Bus-5. 
H(SS) Entered EPP-4, “Reactor trip response.” 
H(BOP) Entered AOP-041, “Response to fire event,” to coordinate firefighting 
with the fire brigade. 
(N) After this point, the SS and RO run PATH-1.  The BOP runs AOP-041.  The 
SM assessed the emergency activation level.  The STA assisted the SM and 
performed an independent check of the plant status.  

18:57 (S) VCT level reached 24.4 inches (62 cm).  The automatic VCT makeup failed 
to operate. 

18:58 (S) The pressurizer level was off indicating scale low 
19:00 (S) SI actuated due to low pressure 

(S) The VCT level reaches 12.4 inch (31.5 cm).  The charging suction automatic 
swap to the RWST failed. 
H(SS&RO) Transited back to PATH-1 
H(Fire brigade) Used chemical fire extinguisher to extinguish Bus 5 fire 

19:19 (S) CVC-310A failed open causing an increase in charging flow but reduction in 
the flow for RCP seal injection 

19:24 (I) ‘B’ RCP high bearing temperature alarm 
19:26 (S) The MSIVs closed on loss of Instrument Bus 3 which was lost during the 

restoration of the ‘B’ Battery Charger.  This stopped the RCS cool down, and 
the RCS temperature and pressurizer pressure immediately begin to recover. 
(N) The MSIV closure had a positive impact on the event but was not a 
purposeful action by the MCR crew. 

19:30 (I) ‘A’ RCP Bearing High Temperature Alarm 
H(Fire Brigade) An offsite fire department with a fire engine arrived at the site. 

19:31 H(SS and RO) PATH-1 directed the check if the RCP Thermal Barrier Cooling 
Water Hi/Lo Flow Alarm Illuminated.  The operator identified that the RCPs 
were in trouble. 

19:32 H(RO) Opened FCV-626.  This restored RCP seal cooling. 
(N) The actions to open the FCV-626 was knowledge driven, not guided by 
procedure. 

19:33  (I) ‘B’ RCP #1 Seal Leak-off High Temperature alarm 
(I) ‘C’ RCP Bearing High Temperature Alarm 

19:34 H(SS and RO) Entered AOP-018 “RCP Abnormal Conditions”  due to RCP high 
temperature trends and alarms. 
H(BOP) Reintegrated with the SS and RO after completing the coordination 
with the fire brigade to extinguish the fire. 

19:37 (S) Loss of all charging flow. 
19:46 -
19:49 

H(RO) Stopped ‘B’ Charging Pump based on recognition that the VCT is empty 
and swap over to the RWST had failed to occur. 
H(RO) Aligned charging suction to the RWST but performed incorrectly. 
H(STA) Identified the charging suction was not aligned to the RWST.  Made it 
known to the crew. 

19:50 H(RO) Realigned Charging Pump Suction to RWST 
19:53 H(RO) ‘C’ Charging Pump Started to restore RCP seal injection. 
20:26 H(SS) Entered EPP-7 “SI Termination” 
20:44 H(RO) Terminated SI. 
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M.1.1.3 Relevant Operating Experience 

This section discusses an actual event with a similar context as the event being analyzed.  On 
March 12, 1968, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1, experienced a fire in a cable 
tray in the No. 2 480 V switchgear room [126].  At the time of the fire incident, the unit was 
operating at 380 megawatt-electric when, at 12:21 a.m., several alarms were received in the 
control room including: 
 
• Intake Structure Hi Level 
• 480 V System Ground 
• Station direct current (DC) Bus Ground or Low Voltage 
• Hydraulic Stop Gate Trouble 
• "Sphere Heating and Ventilating System Trouble. 
 
At 12:25 a.m., the annunciator panels for the "turbine-generator first out, auxiliary, and electrical 
boards" were lost.  An auxiliary operator reported smoke in the No. 2 480-V switchgear room. 
 
At 12:27 a.m., operators observed blue arcing above the east door window of the No. 2 480-V 
switchgear room. 
 
At 12:32 a.m., fire was observed in three cable trays above the east door. 
 
The reactor was tripped at 12:34 a.m., and began unit shutdown actions at 12:37 a.m.  The 
No. 2 480-V bus was cleared by over-current relay operation. 
 
At 12:35 a.m., assistance was requested from the closest external fire department, which 
happened to be a Marine Corps Fire Department. 
 
At 12:45 a.m., 24 minutes after the first control room alarms were received, the Fire Department 
arrived on the scene.  The electric motor driven fire pumps would not start.  Therefore, the 
gasoline engine driven backup emergency fire pump was started (12:56 a.m.). 
 
The fire was declared extinguished at 1:00 a.m., 39 minutes after the initial control room alarms. 
 
During cooldown efforts following the fire, it was determined that the coolant boron 
concentration was decreasing instead of increasing as expected, so the cooldown was 
suspended for 3 hours and 40 minutes until the problem was diagnosed and fixed. 
 
Post-fire investigation revealed that power and/or control circuits were affected for residual heat 
removal (RHR) suction and discharge valves, the CCW heat exchanger outlet valve, the South 
primary plant makeup water pump, and three annunciator panels.  Damaged cables rendered 
the following equipment electrically inoperable: 
 
• Safety injection recirculation valves 
• West recirculation pump and discharge valve 
• Electric auxiliary feedwater pump 
• Safety injection train valves (West train motor operated valves (MOVs)) 
• Refueling water pump discharge valve to recirculation system  
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The following equipment was lost due to the relay cutout of the No. 2 480 V bus: 
 
• West RHR pump 
• South transfer pump 
• Boric acid injection pump 
• Boric acid storage tank heaters & boric acid system heat tracing 
• South primary plant makeup pump 
• Flash tank bypass valve 
• East and West flash tank discharge pumps 
• Center component cooling water pump 
• Several other MOVs 
 
M.1.1.4 Identify Additional Scenarios 

Because the point of the H.B. Robinson event analysis is to calculate the conditional probability 
of RCP seal failure based on the actual event conditions, the what-if questions are focused on 
the structures, systems, and components (SSCs) and human failures that would fail the RCP 
seals.  In this event, the RCP seal failure probability is dominated by the operating crew 
performance.  Therefore, the what-if question is “what-if the operators failed to open FCV-626 
and trip the RCPs.” 
 
M.1.2 Context Analysis 

The event context includes task context, environment and situation context, system context, and 
personnel context.  The task context discusses how the personnel’s tasks are performed at a 
high-level.  The environment and situation context describes the conditions that facilitate or 
challenge personnel performing the tasks. The system context discusses the operability 
constraints of SSCs important to performing the tasks identified in the task context.  The 
personnel context discusses personnel and organizational constraints on performing the tasks. 
 
M.1.2.1 Task Context 

Before the event, the plant was at 99.3-percent power and reducing power to prepare for a 
scheduled refueling outage.  After the initiating event, the operator’s focus was to bring the plant 
to a hot-shutdown state.  The event required the MCR crew to implement the abnormal and 
emergency operating procedures to protect reactor safety and coordinate the MCR crew, onsite 
fire brigade, and offsite fire brigade to extinguish the fire.  The objective for protecting reactor 
safety was responding to a reactor trip with an uncontrolled cooldown due to steam leakage by 
implementing the PATH-1 procedure to bring the reactor to a safe and stable state (hot 
shutdown).  The critical tasks were restoring the RCS seal cooling and seal injection in time to 
prevent RCP seal damage, tripping RCPs, and terminating SI.  The tasks were performed by 
the SS and RO.  The BOP operator’s main responsibility was to coordinate with the fire brigade 
for firefighting and join the SS and RO to implement procedures after extinguishing the fire.  The 
SM’s main tasks were to monitor the event recovery activities and assess the EAL.  In this 
event, the first fire did not meet the criterion for an EAL declaration.  Only the second fire, which 
was not within the scope of this demonstration, required an Alert EAL declaration.  The fire in 
the 4-kV room was extinguished by 19:04.  There was a report of smoke at the intake area that 
turned out to be a false alarm.  The less important MCR activities included paging the offsite 
emergency response staff to respond to the event and requesting local fire brigade assistance 
to fight the fire.  The timeline of these tasks is shown in Figure M-3. 
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19:00 20:00

20:5018:52

19:31

19:04

19:19 19:53

20:44

Restore RCP seal cooling

Extinguish the first fire

Restore RCP seal injection

Terminate SI
Degraded  1 

1. A complete loss of RCP seal injection  
Note:  The beginning of each task, if any, is the time that the problem occurs. 

Figure M-3 The Critical Tasks and Their Completion Time in the H.B. Robinson Event 

M.1.2.2 Environment and Situation Context 

The event being analyzed occurred in the MCR; thus, the working environment had no special 
challenges (e.g., heat or coldness, visibility, high noise) to human performance.  MCR operators 
were in a challenging situation at the time of the event because there were two fires.  Both fires 
were extinguished by fire brigade coordinating with the MCR crew.  In the first half hour of the 
event, the BOP operator was implementing the fire procedure to extinguish the fire in 
coordination with the fire brigade and was not involved in implementing the emergency 
procedure (PATH-1).  The SS and RO implemented the emergency procedures. This could 
disrupt and distract the crew. 
 
M.1.2.3 System Context 

The main system unavailability affecting the event included the following: 
 
• At the beginning of the event (19:52), a non-isolable pathway was formed from the main 

steam line to the main condenser causing the RCS cooldown 

• CVC-310A failed open causing an increased charging flow rate and a reduced flow rate 
for RCP seal injection 

• The VCT automatic makeup was not available 

• The automatic swap of charging suction from the VCT of the CVCS to the RWST was 
not available 

• The FCV-626 closure due to the electric power transition in the beginning of the event 
was not expected by the operating crew 

The other key system context affecting human performance was the electric power transition at 
the beginning of the event affecting the MCR human-system interface.  Within 20 seconds after 
the reactor trip (18:52:22 to 18:52:42), the loss of the 4 kV Buses 4 and 5 and the subsequent 
de-energization and re-energization of the Bus 3 in a short time interval affected the MCR 
indications, including the loss of some important indications throughout the event (e.g., the 
reactor rod bottom lights) and temporarily the loss of some indications that were restored 
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automatically after Bus 3 re-energized.  It was estimated that about a half of the control panel 
indications were lost when Buses 3, 4, and 5 were de-energized.  Most of them returned to 
operation after Bus 3 was re-energized.  The loss of indicators confused the operators and 
slowed down the procedure implementation.  For example, the rod bottom lights were off.  The 
operators were not able to identify if all rod were inserted.  The startup rate indication was 
reading zero instead of negative (i.e., indicating the reactor power was trending down) and the 
digital RCS temperature recorders did not have readings.  The RO had to use the less familiar 
indications (e.g., temperature reading on another control panel) to obtain the information. 
 
The MCR computer showed that a good portion of the parameters were not reliable (by showing 
text in different colors and blinking).  The STA felt that the inputs to the safety function tree 
shown in the computer were not reliable.  The STA used the hardcopy of the safety function tree 
and walked to the control panel to obtain plant parameters to determine the tree status.  This 
slowed down the STA in performing his responsibilities. 
 
The control panel indicators were relatively small.  The SS, from his standing position, was not 
able to see clearly the needle indications.  The RO had to stand close to the indicators to read 
the indications.  When all control panel parameters were available, the operators normally do 
not need to rely on these indicators for information.  In this event, because some primary 
indications were not available, the SS and RO had to rely on the indicators.  This and the 
combination of the unavailability of some important indications slowed down the pace of the SS 
and RO in implementing the PATH-1 procedure. 
 
M.1.2.4 Personnel Context 

The event occurred on Sunday night.  The staffing was at an off-schedule level.  Immediately 
before the event, a SS, RO, and BOP operator were inside the MCR.  The SM and STA were in 
a building near the MCR for a pre-shift turnover.  A telephone was connected between the MCR 
and the shift turnover room.  There was a senior reactor operator (SRO) on the site serving as 
the fire brigade incident commander and four fire brigade members.  The offsite fire department 
with a fire engine arrived on site at 19:30 to assist the firefighting. 
 
The SS was a staff crew member who did not perform stand watch on a regular basis.  The RO, 
BOP operator, and SM were experienced operators.  The BOP operator was an SRO 
temporarily performing the BOP responsibility on the shift.  The STA had been an STA for a few 
months. 
 
M.1.3 Identification of Important Human Actions 

The key risk consideration of this event was that the RCP seals were close to failure.  RCP seal 
failure would result in a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).  There was a relevant PRA model 
available.  The PRA information could be used to identify the important human actions (IHAs) 
required in an RCP seal failure event.  Figure M-4 shows a PRA fault tree on RCP seal failure.  
The top event of the fault tree is loss of seal cooling, a main mechanism that fails the seals.  
The seal cooling can be provided by CCW (seal cooling) or charging pump (seal injection, 
shown as “FAILURE OF CVC COOLING TO RCP SEALS” in Figure M-4).  In this event, the 
seal cooling was initially lost and the seal injection was degraded then completely lost.  The seal 
cooling was restored when the seal injection was in a degraded state.  Restoring seal cooling in 
this event requires re-opening FCV-626 (circled in Figure M-4).  Regarding the seal injection, 
because CVC-310A failed open and could not be reclosed, the seal injection could not be 
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restored.  From an operational perspective (based on procedure), the operator was required to 
trip RCPs to protect RCP seals. 
 
Based on the analysis above, the IHA in this event were: (1) re-opening FCV-626; and (2) 
tripping the RCPs.  The goal of the operator response was preventing RCP seal failure.  This 
could be achieved by reopening FCV-626 or tripping the RCPs.  Achieving either of the two 
options would prevent an RCP seal failure.  These two actions were combined into one IHA for 
the rest of the HRA. 
 

   

Figure M-4 A PRA Fault Tree on RCP Seal Failure 

Definition of the Important Human Actions 
 
The system responses relating to prevent a RCP seal failure were the following: 
• The FCV-626 closure occurred at the beginning of the event (18:52).  This stopped the 

RCP seal cooling. 

• Approximately 27 minutes into the event (19:19), CVC-310A failed open.  CVC-310A 
failing open diverted the charging flow from the RCP seals to the RCS.  RCP seal 
injection became inadequate (there was some injection flow, but it was inadequate to 
fulfill its safety function).  As a result, the RCP seals began to heat up (27 minutes after 
FCV-626 closure or 19:19).  The RCP seal injection failure was not recoverable in this 
event. 

• For a successful recovery, operators needed to re-open FCV-626 to restore the RCP 
seal cooling or trip the RCPs to discontinue seal heatup.  Both were simple actions 
performed from the MCR.  Typically, the time available was approximately 13 minutes 
(from when all RCP seal cooling and injection were lost) based on studies performed by 
Westinghouse [94], [127], [128].  Therefore, FCV-626 needed to be re-opened by 19:32 
(= 19:19 + 13 minutes) to prevent RCP seal failure. 
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The IHA “Re-opening FCV-626 or tripping RCPs” is defined as follows: 
 
• Success criteria for the IHA—Either reopen FCV-626 or trip the RCPs in less than 13 

minutes after CVC-310A failed open. 

• Beginning and ending points of the IHA—The IHA started when FCV-626 failed open in 
the beginning of the event and ended when either FCV-626 was re-opened or the RCPs 
were tripped. 

• Cue for initiating the IHA—FCV-626 status indication and the alarm “RCP thermal barrier 
Hi or Lo flow alarms illuminated” were available at the same time of FCV-626 failing 
closed. 

M.1.4 Modeling Important Human Actions—Task Analysis 

In analyzing the risk of the event posed to a typical operating crew, one applies the same initial 
condition, initiating event, and boundary conditions of the actual event.  Even though the actual 
event (e.g., the H.B. Robinson fire event) did not progress to an undesired consequence (i.e., 
core damage), another crew responding to the event may have resulted in an undesired 
consequence.   Therefore, the analysis of the event here represents a typical crew’s responses 
to the given initial condition, initiating event, and boundary condition instead of the crew 
responses in the actual event. 
 
M.1.4.1 Identification of Critical Tasks 

Task analysis should identify critical tasks and the macrocognitive functions (i.e., detection, 
understanding, decisionmaking, action execution, and teamwork) involved.  In this event, the 
cues included the following: 
 
• The valve FCV-626 position indication (18:52; 0 minute after1)   
• The annunciator “RCP thermal barrier cooling water hi or low” (18:52; 0 minute) 
• The annunciator “RCP B high bearing temperature” (19:24; 32 minutes) 
• The annunciator “RCP A high bearing temperature” (19:30; 38 minutes) 
• The annunciator “RCP C high bearing temperature” (19:33; 41 minutes) 
• The annunciator “RCP B seal leakoff high temperature” (19:33; 41 minutes) 
• The annunciators RCP A and C seal leakoff high temperature (not mentioned in the 

event) 
 
These cues could be detected by the operator’s situation awareness or directed by the PATH-1 
procedure step “RCP Thermal Barrier Cooling Water Hi or Lo Flow Alarms Illuminated.”  The 
cues were direct indications of RCP abnormality that should lead the operators to enter  
AOP-018, “RCP Abnormal Conditions.”  AOP-018 would lead operators to identify the FCV-626 
closure.  Otherwise, the alarm response procedures (ARPs) of any of the above alarms requires 
the operators to enter AOP-018. 
 
Once entering AOP-018, the expected procedure path included the following steps: 1 to 6 and 
25 to 34.  Steps 2, 3, 4, and 34 were opportunities to avoid a seal failure.  These steps are 
discussed below: 
 
                                                 
1 The time lapse from the point of FCV-626 closure 
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• Step 2, response not obtained (RNO): to perform a cross-check of all RCP parameters 
to determine the cause of the indicated high leakoff flow.  This required the operators to 
perform knowledge-driven diagnoses to identify the causes. 

• Steps 3 and 4:  to trip all RCPs.  This action would prevent RCP seal failure. 

• Step 34:  to open FCV-626. 

Therefore, after entering AOP-018, the actions to prevent a seal failure would most likely be 
performed from steps 2 to 4.  In the actual event, after detecting the alarms, without entering the 
AOP-018, the operator opened the FCV-626.  It was up to the analysts to decide whether the 
knowledge-driven behavior could be credited.  This demonstration considers only the operators 
entering AOP-018 to solve the problem.  In summary, the critical tasks included the following: 
 
• Critical task 1—detecting the alarms pointing to RCPs being abnormal 
• Critical task 2—entering AOP-018, and  
• Critical task 3—reopening FCV-626 or tripping the RCPs. 
 
The above critical tasks are performed in a sequence.  Failure of any of them will certainly 
cause failure of the subsequent tasks.  Figure M-5 shows the task diagram in which the label “F” 
is for “failure” and “S” is for “success.” Failure of any of the three critical tasks leads to the failure 
of the IHA. 
 

 

Figure M-5 Task Diagram to Prevent RCP Seal Failure 

M.1.4.2 Characteristics of the Critical Tasks 

The three critical tasks (i.e., detecting RCP abnormality alarms, entering AOP-018, and 
reopening FCV-626 or tripping the RCPs) are characterized in Table M-2, Table M-3, and 
Table M-4, respectively. 
 
  

Start Detect a RCP 
abnormal alarm Enter AOP-018 Open FCV-626 
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Table M-2 Task Characteristics of Detecting RCP Abnormality Alarms 

Task Goal  Detect RCP abnormal alarms. 
Specific 
Requirement None 

Cue and  
Supporting 
Information 

Detect any of the alarms below: 
- FCV-626 valve position indication (18:52)   
- Annunciator “RCP thermal barrier cooling water hi or lo flow” (18:52) 
- Annunciator “RCP B high bearing temperature (19:24) 
- Annunciator “RCP A high bearing temperature (19:30) 
- Annunciator “RCP C high bearing temperature (19:33) 
- Annunciator “RCP B seal leakoff high temperature (19:33) 
 
PATH-1 has a step to check the annunciator “RCP thermal barrier cooling 
water hi or lo flow alarms.”  The other alarms have to be detected by self-
awareness. 

Procedure PATH-1 instructs to check “RCP thermal barrier cooling water hi or lo flow” 
alarm.  

Personnel SS and RO 
Task Support None 
Location Main control room 
Cognitive Activity Detection—detecting and responding to the alarms 
Concurrent 
Tasks 

The focus of the SS and RO is to implement PATH-1.  Interruptions from 
answering emergency phone calls could occur. 

Teamwork 
Consideration 

The SS and RO implement PATH-1.  This scenario does not have a 
typical three-member crew to implement the procedure.  The BOP 
operator is implementing the fire procedure in coordination with onsite fire 
brigade. 

Others A couple hundred alarms are triggered within a few minutes after the 
initiating event. 
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Table M-3 Task Characteristics of Entering AOP-018 

Task Goal  Enter AOP-018 

Specific 
Requirement 

Verbatim following PATH-1 procedural instruction would not lead to 
entering AOP-018. Operator enters the procedure based on relating the 
perceived alarms to abnormal RCPs  

Cue and  
Supporting 
Information 

Any alarm listed in Table M-2 could trigger the operator to enter AOP-018. 

Procedure AOP-018, “RCP Abnormal Conditions” 
Personnel SS and RO 
Task Support None 
Location Main control room 

Cognitive Activity 
Understanding—understand that the RCP is in trouble, specifically 
knowing that the RCP seal injection flow rate is low to realize that 
charging flow does not reach to the RCP seals. 

Concurrent 
Tasks 

Continue to implement PATH-1.  The AOP-018 and PATH-1 are to be 
implemented in parallel. 

Teamwork 
Consideration 

SS and RO implement PATH-1.  This scenario does not have a typical 
three-member crew to implement the procedure.  The BOP operator is 
implementing the fire procedure in coordination with onsite fire brigade. 

Others Operators know the entry condition to the AOP-018.  There is a competing 
priority of implementing the PATH-1 procedure and AOP-018. 

Table M-4 Task Characteristics of Reopening FCV-626 or Tripping the RCPs 

Task Goal  Reopen FCV-626 or trip the RCPs to prevent RCP seal damage 
Specific 
Requirement None 

Cue and  
Supporting 
Information 

Instructed by AOP-018. 

Procedure AOP-018, “RCP Abnormal Conditions” 
Personnel SS and RO 
Task Support None 
Location Main control room 
Cognitive Activity Action execution 

Concurrent Tasks Continue to implement PATH-1.  The AOP-018 and PATH-1 are to be 
implemented in parallel. 

Teamwork 
Consideration 

SS and RO implement PATH-1.  This scenario does not have a typical 
three-member crew to implement the procedure.  The PATH-1 procedure 
has to be paused to implement AOP-018. 

Others None 
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M.1.5 Cognitive Failure Modes and Performance-Influencing Factors 

Critical Task 1—Detect RCP Abnormal Alarms 
 
The dominant CFM is expected to be “D1—fail to initiate detection.”  The applicable PIFs 
include: 
 
• Information availability and reliability:  The indications for this cue are genuine.  

However, the electric fault causes many indications to be momentarily unavailable.  
Some indications become available after the electric transition, and others remain 
unavailable throughout the event.  The display reliability from the crew’s perspective is 
questionable. 

• Human-system-interface:  The signal (cue) is weak or masked because there are 
simultaneously hundreds of alarms on the alarm panels.  There are also salience 
considerations about the information having a similar appearance with the surrounding 
information, that is, the alarm tiles relating to the cue are in the alarm panels with other 
similar alarm tiles. 

• Scenario familiarity:  The MCR indications do not show a recognizable event pattern to 
the operating crew.  Also, the operators’ expectation on information detection is biased, 
that is, when the crew was trained in the simulator for similar scenarios, the FCV-626 
does not close.  The crew would not expect the FCV-626 closure in this event; therefore, 
the operators do not have the motivation to check for the information. 

Critical Task 2—Enter AOP-018 
 
The dominant CFMs to fail to enter AOP-018 after successful detection of RCP abnormal 
alarms are: 
 
• U3-2—Incorrectly diagnose the problem:  The operators fail to associate the alarms to 

the loss of RCP seal cooling and seal injection. 

• U3-3—Fail to use guidance outside the main procedure steps:  Verbatim following 
PATH-1 will not guide the operators to identify the problem because PATH-1’s 
instructions are to check if any charging pump is running instead of checking if there is 
sufficient RCP seal charging flow.  This requires knowledge-driven diagnosis to 
associate the alarms to the troubled RCP seals. 

The applicable PIFs include: 
 
• Procedures, guidance, and instructions:  The involved procedures are inadequate to 

develop the proper mental model of the situation.  The Crew has to rely on knowledge to 
develop a mental model. 

• Scenario familiarity:  The scenario is unfamiliar with an unexpected combination of 
equipment malfunctions. 

Critical Task 3—Open FCV-626 or Trip the RCPs 
 
Once entering AOP-018, the procedure path of steps 1, 2 RNO, and 10 should be the path to 
open the FCV-626.  The dominant CFMs are: 
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• E4-1—Fail to follow procedures, e.g., skip steps in procedures:  This refers to the 

situation that the operators fail to follow the procedure path of steps 1, 2 RNO, and 10. 

• E 4-2—Fail to execute simple actions:  This refers to the situation in that the operator 
fails to turn the switch to the correct position or turns an incorrect switch. 

There are no obvious adverse PIFs to this critical task.  Therefore, the HEP for this critical task 
is the lowest base HEP for action execution (about 1 x 10-4). 
 
M.1.6 Time Uncertainty Analysis 

The timeline of an IHA includes two high-level elements:  time available (𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵) and time required 
(𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛).  The time required includes three time-segments:  Tdelay, Tcog, and Texe, where: 
 
• Tdelay is the time from the abnormality start until the time at which the cues to the 

abnormality are available for operators to detect; 

• Tcog is the time starting when the cues are available for detection until the response 
decision is made; and 

• Texe is the time taken for the operators to complete the needed action(s) after the 
response decision is made. 

The time available is estimated as 40 minutes.  This starts at the initiating event and ends at 13 
minutes after the CVC-310A failed open.  Tdelay is zero because the cue to the FCV-626 closure 
is immediately available after the initiating event. 
 
Calculating Tcog is complicated in this event.  The cues (FCV-626 closure indication and the 
alarms related to RCP abnormality such as RCP thermal barrier high temperature and high RCP 
bearing temperature) can be detected by operator self-awareness or instructed by the PATH-1 
procedure to check these alarms.  The ASME/ANS PRA standard [42] supporting requirement 
HR-H2 states that the cues (e.g., alarms) that alert the operator to the recovery action are 
adequate provided that procedures, training, or skill of the craft exist.  This supporting 
requirement is consistent with the two different paths to detect the cues.  These two paths of 
cue detection are discussed below separately. 
 
Early Self-Awareness Cue Detection 
 
Even though the cues, specifically the RCP thermal barrier HI or LO flow alarms, were available 
right after the initiating event, the electric fault severely affected the MCR information display 
that made early alarm detection difficult in the scenario.  Several hundred alarms were triggered 
within a short period of time following the initial electric fault.  Most of the secondary side and 
some of the primary side indications failed dark, and some displays went dark and came back to 
power again during the electric transition.  The early alarm detection is not credited (not 
modeled) without additional manpower to support operator tasks given the evidence shown by 
the operator responses in the actual event. 
 
Procedure-Guided and Late Self-Awareness Cue Detection 
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The PATH-1 procedure has a step explicitly checking the cue.  Based on the scenario, PATH-1 
is expected to be entered after the reactor trip then the crew is transferred to EPP-4 “Reactor 
Trip Response” due to no SI signal.  The PATH-1 procedure will be reentered when the SI 
signal occurs at 19:00.  It is estimated that the crew would reach to the procedure step to check 
the cue “RCP thermal barrier HI or LO flow alarms illuminated” at 30 minutes after the initiating 
event.  The PATH-1 step after detecting the cue is to check that at least one charging pump is 
running.  By following the procedure instruction, the “RCP thermal barrier hi or lo flow alarms 
illuminated” alarm would likely lead the operator to realize the lack of RCP seal cooling 
because, following the alarm detection, PATH-1 instructs the operator to check if at least one 
charging pump is running.  The answer is yes.  There are two charging pumps running but little 
injection flow is available for RCP seal injection because CVC-310A failed open.  At about the 
same time, the RCP B high bearing temperature alarm is triggered (19:24, 32 minutes after the 
initiating event).  The operator has to make a conscious decision to enter the alarm response 
procedure APP-001-D1 that leads to check the less than 6 gpm seal inject flow rate, which, in 
turn, would lead the operator to AOP-018 “RCP abnormal conditions” Section 3 “loss of seal 
injection.”  In AOP-018 Section 3, the expected procedural path is the following: 
 
• Step 1: Answer yes to “Check RCP thermal barrier cooling water low flow alarm 

illuminated” 

• Step 2 RNO: Answer no to “All RCPs seal cooling was lost greater than 15 minutes” 

• Step 10: to ensure FCV-626 is open. 

The time estimation is the following: 
 
• 30 minutes for the crew to reach the PATH-1 “RCP thermal barrier hi or low flow alarms 

illuminated” after the initiating event (i.e. 19:22).   
• 1 minute to check RCP seal injection flow rate at Step 4 of APP-001-D1. 
• 2 minutes to transfer to Section C of AOP-018 from APP-001-D1 (i.e. 19:25). 
• 1 minute to reach Step 2 after entry of Section C of AOP-018. 
• 1 minute to transfer to Step 10 from Step 2. 
• 1 minute to open FCV-626 at Step 10. 
 
Therefore, the estimated time to open FCV-626 based on procedure instruction is 36 minutes 
after the initiating event. 
 
If the operator does not enter AOP-018 from APP-001-D1, the later alarms including RCP A 
high bearing temperature (19:30), RCP C high bearing temperature (19:33), and RCP B high 
leakoff (19:33) are likely to catch operator’s attention to enter AOP-018 because, at that time, 
the alarm tiles are relatively static.  The new blinking alarms added into the alarm panels are 
likely to be detected.  After detecting these alarms, the operator is expected to enter AOP-018.  
With the detection of the alarms at 19:33, the FCV-626 will be opened at 19:38 (46 minutes after 
the initiating event). 
 
Assuming that 36 and 46 minutes represent the 5th and 95th percentiles of a normal distribution, 
respectively, with a mean of 40 minutes, time required can be represented as a normal 
distribution with a mean of 40 minutes and standard deviation of 3 minutes 37 seconds.  
Because the time available is 40 minutes, this generates a 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 (the HEP due to time 
uncertainties) of 0.5. 
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In summary, this event analysis demonstrates the IDHEAS-G process for analyzing risks of an 
actual event.  This is performed by applying the system behaviors in an actual event on a typical 
operating crew to analyze the crew and system responses in the event.  The actual event has 
specifications on the event context  such as instrumentation issues (many control panel 
indications were unavailable and computer displays of plant parameters were not reliable), the 
staffing (SM and STA are not in the MCR when the event occurs, and the BOP operator is 
detached from implementing emergency procedures with the SS and RO because the BOP 
operator is implementing fire procedure with the fire brigade), latent failure (CVC-310A fails 
open), training-specifics (the crew biasedly assumed that FCV-626 remains open based on their 
previous simulator training on similar scenarios), and procedure-specifics (the PATH-1 
instruction to ensure the charging pump is running but not to ensure that there is charging flow 
to the RCP seals) are not typically modeled for the analysis of hypothetical events.  These 
considerations are factored into the identification of CFMs and the assessment of the states of 
the PIFs. 
 
M.2 Analysis of a Hypothetical Event 

This section provides an example analysis of a hypothetical event.  This demonstration uses 
NPP core damage as the undesired consequence.  Post core damage scenarios are not 
included in the analysis of this event. 
 
The following are some commonly used acronyms in this section: 
 
AC:  alternating current 
BDB:  beyond design basis  
CFM:  cognitive failure mode 
CST:  condensate storage tank 
DC:  direct current 
EDG:  emergency diesel generator 
ELAP:  extended loss of AC power 
ERO:  emergency response organizations 
FLEX:  diverse and flexible coping strategies 
FO:  field operator 
FSG:  FLEX support guidelines 
HCTL:  heat capacity temperature limit 
HEP:  human error probability 
HPCI:  high pressure core injection 
IHA:  important human action 
LOOP:  loss of offsite power 
MCR:  main control room 
OSC:  operation support center 
PIF:  performance-influencing factor 
PSP:  pressure suppression pressure 
RCIC:  reactor core isolation cooling 
RO:  reactor operator 
RPV:  reactor pressure vessel 
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SBO:  station blackout 
SFP:  spent fuel pool 
SM:  shift manager 
SRV:  safety relief valve 
SS:  shift supervisor 
SSC:  structure, system, and component 
STA:  shift technical advisor 
TSC:  technical support center 
VAC:  voltage alternating current 

 
M.2.1 Scenario Analysis 

M.2.1.1 Operational Narrative 

Event Review 
 
Event title:  A beyond-design-basis seismic event induces an extended loss of AC power at a 
General Electric Type (GE) 4 boiling water reactor (BWR) with Mark 1 containment 
 
A nuclear power station with a single unit on site, a GE Type 4 BWR with Mark 1 containment, 
experiences a hypothetical beyond design basis (BDB) earthquake causing an extended loss of 
alternating current (AC) power (ELAP) event.  All of the installed AC power sources (offsite AC, 
emergency diesel generators, and emergency station black out AC line) are lost following the 
earthquake.  The installed AC power cannot be restored throughout the event.  Because of the 
loss of all AC power for an extended period of time, the crew has to implement FLEX strategies 
to mitigate the event. 
 
Initial condition 
 
The reactor is at 100-percent power steady state operation.  Plant staffing is at the normal 
operation level.  All components and systems are available and are in their normal alignment for 
full power operation. 
 
Initiating event 
 
A beyond-design-basis (BDB) earthquake causes an ELAP event. 
 
Boundary conditions 
 
The following are the plant conditions immediately after the earthquake: 
 
1. Reactivity Control:  The reactor tripped automatically and successfully as designed (i.e., 

all rods inserted, no anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)). 
 

2. Reactor Water Inventory Control, Reactor Pressure Control, and Heat Removal From 
the core: 
 
a. The reactor pressure boundary remains intact. 
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b. The emergency core cooling system is available.  The high-pressure core 
injection (HPCI) system and the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system 
automatically actuate taking water from the condensate storage tank (CST) after 
reaching the set points. 

c. The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) safety relief valves (SRVs) cycle open to 
maintain RPV pressure. 

3. Containment Integrity: Containment is automatically isolated and is intact. 
 

4. Electrical:  An ELAP event with the following specifics: 
 
a. Off-site power is lost due to grid damage and cannot be immediately repaired 
b. All emergency diesel generators fail at load-sequencing and cannot be 

immediately restarted or repaired 
c. The station has an alternate AC source by a station blackout line for connecting 

to a nearby hydraulic power station. This AC source is not available due to the 
hydraulic power station being damaged by the earthquake. 

d. The AC buses being fed by station batteries through inverters remains intact. 
e. The station batteries and connections to the AC buses remain intact. 
f. Without shedding the DC power, the DC power is available for two hours.  The 

site implements a two-stage DC load shed to prolong DC power availability.  The 
initial DC load shed is implemented in the station blackout (SBO) procedure to 
extend the DC availability to five hours.  The deep DC load shed is implemented 
in the ELAP procedure that extends the DC availability to seven hours. 

 
5. Instrumentation: 

 
a. The instrumentation air is lost due to the loss of AC power.  The nitrogen 

cylinders connected to SRVs remain intact. 
b. The AC powered communication system is not available.  The radio 

communication is available but requires setting up a portable antenna to cover 
the whole site area.  Cell phone communication is not available. 

c. The DC-powered MCR indications function as designed. 
 

6. Plant service systems:  The plant service systems (e.g., service water and component 
cooling water) are not available due to loss of AC power. 
 

7. Radioactivity release:  No immediate radiation indications. 
 

8. Spent fuel pool (SFP) and dry cask:  The SFP and dry cask remain intact.  No indication 
of damage except for the loss of the normal SFP cooling system due to the SBO. 
 

9. Concurrent events: 
 
a. No independent concurrent events, e.g., no active security threat nor severe 

weather.  
b. No large fire triggered by the earthquake. 
 

10. Structure, system, component, and accessibility: 
 
a. The main turbine and main generator trip automatically and successfully. 
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b. All seismic class I structures remain intact.  All other buildings suffer various 
degrees of damage. 

c. Personnel need the master key (can be obtained from the main control room) to 
enter the restricted areas to perform mitigation actions due to the loss of access 
control system. 

d. The FLEX equipment remains intact.  Fallen structures and debris are in the 
FLEX equipment transportation paths.  The debris needs to be removed to 
position the portable FLEX equipment in their designated operating locations. 
 

11. Staffing: 
 
a. The event occurs during normal work hours.  The site has sufficient manpower to 

operate the MCR, technical support center (TSC), and operation support center 
(OSC). 

 
A few minutes after the main earthquake ceases, the main control room (MCR) crew recognizes 
that the reactor, the main turbine, and the main generator trip automatically, HPCI and RCIC 
start automatically, offsite power is lost, and the emergency diesel generators (EDGs) fail to 
start automatically (a SBO).  The RO tries to manually start the EDGs from the MCR control 
panels but the EDGs do not start.  The SS enters the RPV control procedure (because of the 
reactor scram) and the loss of offsite power (LOOP) procedure (because of the loss of offsite 
power).  The RPV control procedure is the default entry procedure for a reactor scram event.  
The site has an integrated LOOP-SBO-ELAP procedure with the entry condition of a LOOP.  
Following the RPV control procedure, the reactor operator (RO) maintains the RPV pressure 
and water level.  Following the LOOP procedure, the shift supervisor (SS) instructs the 
transmission operator to configure the emergency SBO line to feed the station’s electric system.  
The emergency SBO line cannot be established because the hydraulic power station connecting 
to the line is damaged. 
Note:  Because this is a hypothetical event, the scenario narrative describes the baseline 
scenario with the emphasis on how personnel and systems are expected to respond to the 
situation. The potential instrumentation failures and latent failures that could significantly affect 
operator performance are not discussed in the hypothetical events mainly because such failures 
are specific to actual events, not hypothetical events. 
The SS enters the SBO procedure shortly after not being able to restart EDGs from the MCR.  
Guided by the LOOP procedure, the SS calls for field operators to come to the MCR to obtain a 
master key (needed to access the restricted area because the accessibility is affected by the 
loss of AC power) and for task assignment.  Field operators are dispatched to restart the EDGs 
locally.  The field operators quickly assess the EDGs’ status in the EDG rooms and conclude 
that the EDGs cannot be restarted within an hour and report the conclusion back to the MCR.  
Field operators are also sent to perform the initial DC load shed to prolong DC availability, 
connect backup nitrogen cylinders to prolong the SRVs operation, and assess the FLEX 
equipment staging locations and transportation routes to prepare for FLEX equipment 
deployment. 
 
The SS enters the ELAP procedure after knowing from the field operators that the AC power 
cannot be restored within an hour, an entry condition to enter the ELAP procedure.  The ELAP 
procedure instructs the crew to activate FLEX mitigation strategies and mobilizes FLEX 
equipment (e.g., deep DC load shed, use FLEX generators to power emergency buses, and use 
the FLEX pump for core cooling), defeat HPCI and RCIC trip logic to prolong their operations, 
vent containment to protect containment integrity, inhibit the automatic RPV depressurization 
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function to conserve RPV inventory and ensure ability to depressurize when needed, etc.  The 
SS works with the two reactor operators in the MCR to implement the procedure. 
 
After the earthquake, the SM oversees the event mitigation activities and assesses the EAL.  A 
SBO (loss of all AC power for more than 15 minutes) is a site area emergency which requires 
the mobilization of the emergency response organizations (ERO) that include the TSC and 
OSC.  There is sufficient manpower onsite to operate the TSC and OSC to coordinate with the 
MCR for event mitigation.  The primary job of shift technical advisor (STA) is to perform 
independent assessment of the plant condition.  Communicators in the MCR communicate with 
the local government, NRC, and onsite/offsite communication (e.g., request for offsite fire 
brigade support).  The non-technical staff is evacuated when accessibility to leave the site is 
available. 
 
M.2.1.2 Scenario Timeline 

Table M-5 shows the timeline of the baseline scenario using the two-column format and 
symbols in the second column that are described in APPENDIX E.  The timeline is developed 
based on [129] with some modification for this demonstration. 

Table M-5 Timeline of the Baseline Scenario 

Scenario overview: A GE Type 4 BWR with Mark 1 containment, single reactor site 
experiences a hypothetical beyond design basis (BDB) earthquake that caused an extended 
loss of AC power (ELAP) event.  All of the installed AC power sources (offsite, emergency 
diesel generators, and emergency station black out AC line) are lost and cannot be restored 
following the earthquake.  The site implements FLEX strategies to mitigate the event. 
Time 
(hh:mm) 

S: System Responses 
H(abc): Human Responses; abc: The individual’s position 
N: Notes 
I:  System generated information 

00:00 S: An extended loss of AC power (ELAP) event caused by a beyond design basis 
earthquake. 
N: Assume that the main ground motion lasts for five minutes. 

00:00+ S: Reactor Scrams & Turbine trips 
S: HPCI and RCIC start automatically on -48-inch (-122-cm) signal. 

00:05 H(MCR): Enter RPV control procedure based on the reactor scram. 
H(MCR): Enter SE-11 “LOOP/SBO/ELAP procedure” based on the loss of offsite 
power. 
H(RO): Shutdown HPCI; N: Because there is no indication of a loss of coolant 
accident event, as long as RCIC is in service, HPCI operation is not required.  The 
operator shuts down HPCI to conserve DC power. 
H(SS): Requests field operators to report to the MCR for task assignments and to 
obtain master keys. N: The master key is necessary to enter the restricted area 
because the security system is disabled with the loss of all AC power. 
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Table M-5 Timeline of the Baseline Scenario (continued) 
 
00:15 H(MCR): Distribute master keys in MCR to field operators (FO). 

H(FO*): Locally start the EDGs per procedure X, attachment A (Texe = 45 min.). N: 
The EDGs cannot be started based on the event assumptions. 
H(FO): Perform initial DC load shed per SE-11, Att. T (Texe = 45 min.); N: The DC 
load shed is performed at the cable spreading room, reactor building and turbine 
building. N: Without shedding DC load, the battery is expected to last for two 
hours. This initial DC load shed extends the essential battery availability to five 
hours. 
H(SM): Declare a site emergency based on MS1 “Loss of all Off-Site and all On-
Site alternating current (AC) power to emergency busses for 15 minutes or longer.” 
H(SM): Declare to mobilize the emergency response organization. 

00:20 H(RO): Open SRVs to reduce RPV pressure to 500 psi, then control RPV 
cooldown and depressurization at a rate close to but not exceeding 100°F/hr until 
the RPV pressure is between 200 and 300 psi. N: This process takes two hours to 
reach to the desired pressure. 

00:30 H(FO): Commence opening RCIC/HPCI room doors per SE-11 Att.U. N: This 
action is taken to prolong RCIC/HPCI availability to prevent a high temperature 
trip. 

01:00 H(SM): Declare a general emergency based on MG1 “Prolonged loss of all Off-
Site power all On-Site AC power to emergency busses” 
H(SS): Enter ELAP procedure because the AC power is not expected to be 
restored within one hour. 
H(FO): Commence deep DC load shed per FSG-012 ELAP direct current (DC) 
Load Shed (Texe = 30 min.). N: With deep DC load shed, the batteries are 
expected to last for seven hours. 
H(FO): Establish backup nitrogen per FSG-044 (Texe = 30 min.); N: The backup 
nitrogen prolongs the RPV SRVs availability to depressurize the RPV. 
H(FO):  To commence debris removal and deploy FLEX equipment. 
H(FO): Defeat RCIC trips and isolation logic (FSG-043); N: This action prolongs 
RCIC operation. 
H(FO): Commence communication antenna deployment and opening hatches and 
doors (FSG-020, FSG-033); N: This action facilitates communication. 
H(RO): Commence containment venting with torus pressure greater than 2 psig; 
N: This action protects containment. 
H: TSC and OSC in operation. 

01:30 H(FO): Complete the deep DC load shed. 
03:00 H(FO): Deploy FLEX generator to charge 480 VAC emergency buses 
04:00 H(FO): Complete deployment of portable fans to supply cooling air flow to the 

RCIC rooms per FSG-042; N: This action prolongs RCIC operation. 
05:00 H(FO): Commence battery room venting per FSG-031; N: This action prevents 

battery performance from being affected by high room temperatures. 
05:30 H(FO): Complete installation of SFP hoses on the refueling floor per FSG-042.  
05:45 H(FO): Commence control room venting per FSG-030. 
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Table M-5 Timeline of the Baseline Scenario (continued) 
 
06:00 H(FO): Commence deployment of portable pump that allows for makeup to the 

RPV, torus, and SFP.  N: The pump staging locations are pre-specified. 
07:00 H(FO): Implement portable generator to power the safety related 480 VAC. 
12:00 H(FO): Commence makeup to the SFP from the FLEX Pump based on lowering 

SFP level. 
30:00 H(FO): Commence injection into torus. 
24:00 – 
72:00  

H(MCR): Continue to maintain critical functions of core cooling (via RCIC), 
containment (via hardened vent opening and FLEX pump injection to torus), and 
SFP cooling (FLEX pump injection to SFP). 

*FO: Field operator could be equipment operator, fire brigade, chemist, digital Instrumentation 
and control technician, reactor protection technician, health physics, and security personnel, etc. 
 
M.2.1.3 Relevant Operating Experience 

The operating experience described below is a direct quote from the executive summary of “The 
official report of The Fukushima Nuclear Accident Independent Investigation Commission” [130]. 
 
On March 11, 2011, the Great East Japan Earthquake triggered an extremely severe nuclear 
accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), owned and operated by the 
Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO).  When the earthquake occurred, Units 1, 2, and 3 of 
the Fukushima Daiichi plant were in at-power operation; and Units 4 to 6 were undergoing 
periodic inspections.  The emergency shut-down feature, or SCRAM, went into operation at 
Units 1, 2 and 3 immediately after the commencement of the seismic activity.  The seismic 
event caused a loss of the offsite power to the Daiichi NPP.  The emergency diesel generators 
automatically started as designed.  The tsunami caused by the earthquake flooded and totally 
destroyed the emergency diesel generators, the seawater cooling pumps, the electric wiring 
system and the DC power supply for Units 1, 2 and 4, resulting in loss of all power - except for 
an external supply to Unit 6 from an air-cooled emergency diesel generator at about 50 minutes 
after the earthquake.  In short, Units 1, 2 and 4 lost all power.  Unit 3 lost all AC power, and later 
lost DC power before dawn of March 13, 2011.  Unit 5 lost all AC power. 
 
The tsunami did not damage only the power supply.  The tsunami also destroyed or washed 
away vehicles, heavy machinery, oil tanks, and gravel. It destroyed buildings, equipment 
installations and other machinery.  Seawater from the tsunami inundated the entire building area 
and even reached the extremely high pressure operating sections of Units 3 and 4, and a 
supplemental operation common facility (Common Pool Building).  After the water retreated, 
debris from the flooding was scattered all over the plant site, hindering movement.  Manhole 
and ditch covers had disappeared, leaving gaping holes in the ground.  In addition, the 
earthquake lifted, sank, and collapsed building interiors and pathways, and access to and within 
the plant site became extremely difficult.  Recovery tasks were further interrupted as workers 
reacted to the intermittent and significant aftershocks and tsunami.  The loss of electricity 
resulted in the sudden loss of monitoring equipment such as scales, meters and the control 
functions in the central control room.  Lighting and communications were also affected.  The 
decisions and responses to the accident had to be made on the spot by operational staff at the 
site, absent valid tools and manuals. 
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M.2.1.4 Identify Additional Scenarios 

The risk-important SSCs and human actions mentioned in the scenario timeline are the 
candidates of drafting the first set of what-if questions.  Additional what-if questions are asked 
based on the newly identified scenarios.  The identification of the risk-important SSCs and 
human actions are dependent on the scope and assumption of the analysis.  For example, the 
baseline scenario assumes the reactor tripped automatically.  The reactor could fail to trip 
automatically.  It is the analysts’ decision on whether to include the question “what if the reactor 
fails to trip automatically?”  Below are some examples of what-if questions: 
 
• HPCI and RCIC:  

o What if HPCI and RCIC fail to start initially after the earthquake?  This leads to a 
new scenario that has a new human action to “black start” HPCI/RCIC. 

o What if HPCI and RCIC fail during operation (for reasons such as tripping due to 
high operation temperature, and other trip logic not bypassed)? 

• DC power: 
o What if operators fail to shed the DC load (including initial DC load shed and 

deep DC load shed)? 
o What if operators fail to charge the DC power with the portable generators? 
o What if additional diesel fuel is not available for long-term operation of the 

portable diesel generator? 
o What if the essential battery fails due to high room temperature?    

• SRVs: 
o What if SRVs fail stuck open? 
o What if SRVs cannot be used to depressurize the RPV? 

• Portable pumps: 
o What if portable pumps are not available for cooling the reactor core and SFP? 
o What if pumps fail during operation? 

• Containment 
o What if containment cannot be vented or vented at different times of the 

scenario? 
o What if the containment vent is left open after venting? 

 
M.2.2 Context Analysis 

M.2.2.1 Task Context 

Immediately after the earthquake the operator’s immediate attention is to ensure sufficient core 
cooling and to restore electricity for a safe unplanned shutdown.  The earthquake is expected to 
affect the MCR displays that slows down the procedure implementation pace.  This also 
reduces the likelihood for operators to detect plant malfunctions in which parameters are not 
mentioned in the procedures. 
 
The MCR primary tasks to protect the reactor safety are guided by the following three 
procedures: 
 
• RPV control procedure.  The procedure entry condition is the reactor scram that occurs 

during the earthquake. 
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• Primary containment control procedure.  The procedure entry condition is the 
containment pressure greater than 2 psig.  Based on the plant simulation model 
calculation, this entry condition is reached at about ten minutes after the earthquake. 

• The LOOP/SBO/ELAP procedure.  The entry condition is the loss of all offsite power that 
occurs during the earthquake. 

The key tasks to protect reactor safety are identified in the scenario timeline.  The tasks are 
regrouped based on their objectives: 
 
• Ensure core cooling.  Specific tasks include: 

o Prevent tripping RCIC.  Specific activities include (the time zero is when the main 
earthquake occurs. Time is specified in hh:mm.): 
 Open RCIC/HPCI room doors (at 00:30) 
 Defeat RCIC trips and isolations (at 01:00) 
 Use fan to cool RCIC room (at 04:00) 

o Vent containment to reduce torus temperature increase rate (01:00).  RCIC 
pumps fail at high torus temperature. 

o Align portable FLEX pump to cool the core (at 06:00) 
• Prolong DC power availability:  Specific tasks include: 

o Shutoff HPCI (at 00:05) 
o Perform initial DC load shed in SBO procedure (at 00:15) 
o Perform deep DC load shed in ELAP procedure (at 01:00) 
o Vent battery rooms (at 05:00) 
o Use FLEX generators to charge DC battery (07:00) 
o Refuel FLEX generators (later scenario) 

• Control RPV pressure. Specific tasks include: 
o Depressurize RPV to between 200 and 300 psig (at 00:20) 
o Disable RPV automatic depressurization system  
o Align Nitrogen bottles to RPV SRVs (01:00) 

• Protect containment.  Specific tasks include: 
o Vent containment (01:00) 

• Protect SFP 
o Align FLEX pump for SFP makeup (04:00) 

• Protect MCR work environment 
o Commence MCR ventilation (05:45) 

• Overarching 
o Remove debris  
o Distribute master keys to the field operators to enter the controlled area because 

the security system is affected by the loss of all AC power 
o Setup antenna to support field communication 

 
In addition to the above safety related tasks, the following tasks are expected: 
 
• Survey earthquake damage to the site  

• Try to restore the installed AC power.  This includes offsite AC power, EDGs, and SBO 
line.  Based on the event assumption, the installed AC power cannot be restored. 

• Make the EAL declaration and mobilize the ERO 
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• Evacuate non-technical staff 

• Communicate with field operators, TSC, and OSC 

• Communicate with the offsite response center, local government, and NRC 

• Answer emergency phone calls for things such as personnel injury. 

Most of these tasks are ex-control room actions. These tasks are to be performed at multiple 
locations, by different groups of people, and in various overlapping time periods.  They require 
extensive coordination and communication. Many of these tasks are rarely performed and 
personnel need to perform their tasks under unfamiliar locations and infrastructure.  Some tasks 
may be inter-dependent or need to be performed in certain orders.  Some tasks may be highly 
physical demanding. 
 
Even though the site has sufficient manpower to perform the above tasks, the MCR is the 
control center of all of these operations.  The MCR monitors the task performance status and is 
involved in all important communications.  The MCR operating crew is expected to be fully 
occupied until there is a good prospective that the core cooling can be maintained to safely 
shutdown the reactor. 
 
M.2.2.2 Environment and Situation Context 

Accessibility 
 
The earthquake causes structural damage affecting accessibility to perform mitigation 
strategies.  For plant-specific analysis, the site map would be used to assess the earthquake 
damage to each risk-important SSCs.  This demonstration is not a plant specific analysis.  The 
accessibility to perform mitigation actions is simply assumed accessible but subject to different 
degrees of delay.  It is assumed that the debris in transportation paths needs to be removed to 
transport the FLEX equipment from the onsite FLEX storage building to their operating 
locations.  The loss of AC power affects the access control system.  The field operators need to 
come to the MCR to obtain a master key to enter the restricted area. 
 
Visibility 
 
With DC load shed, some ex-control room work sites may have weak ambient lights thus the 
visibility may impact personnel’s task performance. 
 
Noise 
 
With the earthquake damage and various rescues and restorations going on, noise can be high 
in worksites and affect aural signal detection and communication. 
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M.2.2.3 System Context 

The following discusses the constraint in SSC to perform mitigation actions. 
 
HPCI/RCIC 
 
The HPCI and RCIC are the only available installed systems to maintain core cooling.  The 
HPCI is shutoff by operators to conserve DC power.  This makes RCIC as the only system for 
core cooling.  To maintain the RCIC in operation, the following conditions have to be met: 
 
• RPV pressure is greater than 150 psig (to drive the turbine-driven RCIC pump) 

• The DC power is used to automatically trip RCIC at high RPV water level and start RCIC 
at low RPV water level.  The DC power also enables operators to control the steam flow 
rate to the RCIC pump and RCIC injection flow rate to the RPV.   

• Sufficient condensate storage tank (CST) or torus inventory (for initially sucking water 
from the RWST then automatically swapping to the torus at low CST level).  The 
automatic swap requires DC power.  If DC power is not available, the valves can be 
manually opened locally. 

• Low torus temperature.  Water temperatures greater than 230 °F would fail the RCIC 
pump due to cavitation.  The torus water temperature increases mainly due to absorbing 
the steam dumped from HPCI, RCIC, and the RPV SRVs.  Venting containment is a 
strategy to reduce the torus temperature’s increase rate.  

• Defeat RCIC trip signals, e.g., high temperature isolation and low suction pressure. 

DC Power 
 
The DC power is critical to operate RCIC and to display plant status.  Without DC power, the 
plant staff has to black start the RCIC.  Without DC power, the operators have no indication to 
control the RPV level. 
 
After the ELAP, the DC power capacity is two hours.  The initial DC load shed instructed by the 
SBO procedure extends the capacity to five hours.  The deep DC load shed instructed by the 
ELAP procedure extends the capacity to seven hours.  Using the FLEX generator to charge the 
batteries enables DC availability as long as the batteries are charged. 
 
RPV SRVs 
 
The plant is designed to use a combination of SRVs and safety valves (SVs) to maintain RPV 
pressure.   Each SRV is self-actuating at the set relieving pressure but may also be opened 
from the main control room, the remote shutdown panel, or the alternative shutdown panel.  If 
an SRV fails to pilot-open at the set pressure (this requires DC power and pneumatic pressure) 
the SRV is designed to mechanically open at a higher pressure to act as a safety valve.  
Operating the SRV to depressurize the RPV requires DC power (to operate control valves and 
sense parameters) and pneumatic pressure (to move the pilot valves).  A nitrogen accumulator 
is attached to an SRV to provide pneumatic energy for relief valve operation after the normal 
pneumatic supply is not available (due to the loss of AC power).  The nitrogen accumulator can 
provide five valve operations.  To extend SRV operation, backup nitrogen cylinders need to be 
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connected to the SRVs.  The SRVs can be opened only when the RPV pressure is greater than 
100 psig.  They close automatically when the RPV pressure is less than 50 psig. 
 
Torus Temperature and Inventory 
 
The torus is critical to absorb energy dumped from the RPV and filter radioactivity released from 
the SRVs.  Three operational boundaries are needed to maintain torus functions: the heat 
capacity temperature limit (HCTL), pressure suppression pressure (PSP), and torus 
temperature.   The HCTL (characterized by torus temperature, torus water level, and RPV 
pressure) specifies the conditions where the torus has sufficient capacity to absorb the heat 
dumped from the RPV.  The PSP (characterized by torus pressure and torus water level) 
specifies the conditions where the torus is capable of suppressing containment pressure.  RCIC 
and HPCI pumps fail when the torus temperature exceeds 350 °F. 
 
Human System Interface 
 
The DC-powered important parameter displays and component controls in the MCR are 
assumed functioning as designed. 
 
M.2.2.4 Personnel Context 

When the event occurs, there is sufficient manpower onsite to run the MCR and to establish the 
technical support center (TSC) and the operation support center (OSC) for event mitigation.  
Personnel injury may occur, and the non-technical staff will be evacuated from the site.  These 
are assumed not to affect event mitigation.  Some actions such as connecting hoses or 
removing debris may be performed by non-licensed personnel. 
 
Procedures are available for all mitigation actions.  FLEX equipment operating manuals and 
procedures are available.  Simulator training for LOOP and SBO events is conducted annually.  
The training on responding to an ELAP event is conducted in classroom and tabletop settings.  
The field operators are trained to operate the FLEX equipment. Yet, such training is infrequent 
compared to EOP training and is not included in plants’ Systematic Approach of Training (SAT) 
Drills to mobilize the TSC and OSC are conducted annually. 
 
After declaring an Alert, the SM serves as the emergency response director who has the 
authority to direct event mitigation. Multiple teams and organizations are involved.  There are 
well established responsibilities, authorities, and lines of communication among the parties. 
However, all the involved parties have not been drilled together in a beyond-design-basis 
scenario. 
 
M.2.3 Identification and Definition of Important Human Actions 

For a long and complex event, there are many human actions that are important to the safety 
goals in mitigating the event consequences.  Examples include shedding DC load (interact with 
DC power supply), depressurizing RPV (interact with SRVs), venting containment, and 
deploying FLEX generators and pumps, etc.  Additional IHAs may be identified in the other 
scenarios of the same initiating event.  Examples are manually transferring RCIC suction from 
the CST to the torus if it is not automatically transferred. 
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This demonstration uses the example important human action of deploying a FLEX generator to 
power the 480 VAC emergency buses and, in turn, to charge the essential batteries. The 
following is the definition: 
 
The action starts right after ELAP is declared. The ELAP procedure directs personnel to deploy 
the FLEX generator. The action ends at the 480VAC emergency buses being powered by the 
FLEX generator.  The success criterion of the action is correctly operating FLEX generator to 
power the 480 VAC emergency buses within the specified time.   The FLEX generator is loaded 
on a trailer in the FLEX storage building.  It needs to be transported from the FLEX storage 
building to its operating location, staged, and connected properly.  There are FSGs to guide the 
action. 
 
Note that the debris in the transportation route needs to be removed before the action can be 
performed.  Removing debris is considered as a separate important human action because it is 
performed by a different group of people and affects the deployment of all FLEX equipment. 
 
M.2.4 Modeling of Important Human Actions—Task Analysis 

M.2.4.1 Identification of Critical Tasks 

The action begins at following the ELAP procedure to deploy the FLEX generator and ends at 
the 480VAC emergency buses being powered by the FLEX generator.  Figure M-6 shows the 
task diagram depicting the success (labeled as “S”) and failure (labeled as “F”) paths of the 
action.  The cue of starting a FLEX generator deployment to power the 480VAC emergency 
buses is explicitly stated in the ELAP procedure. Deploying a FLEX generator to power the 
480VAC emergency buses is a part of the decision of declaring ELAP.  Personnel would follow 
the instructions unless there were strong reasons otherwise.  In US nuclear power plants, 
deviating from an emergency procedure instruction has to be agreed with by two SROs.  
Possible reasons for not deploying a FLEX generator are not having sufficient manpower or the 
FLEX generator transportation routes or set up is not accessible.  None of these reasons exist 
in this analysis. 
 

 

Figure M-6 Task Diagram to Deploy a FLEX Generator 

Deploying the FLEX generator to power the 480 VAC emergency buses starts with the MCR 
giving the order to the OSC manager to deploy a team to implement the order.  The field crew 
needs to communicate with the MCR crew to specify the generator operating locations and to 
align the emergency buses to be powered by the FLEX generator.  Prior to deploying a FLEX 
generator, the SBO procedure instructs the crew to assess the FLEX equipment deployment 
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location, and if needed, remove the debris in the equipment transportation routes.  Performing 
FLEX location assessment and debris removal is modeled separately. 
 
Therefore, the critical tasks for this action are transporting and staging the generator, 
connecting the generator to the emergency buses (including alignment of the buses), and 
operating the generator.  The action is broken down into these three critical tasks because they 
are performed at different locations, by different groups of personnel, with different procedures. 
 
M.2.4.2 Characteristics of the Critical Tasks 

The task characterization for each critical task is summarized in Table M-6, Table M-7,  
Table M-8, and Table M-9, respectively. 

Table M-6 Task Characteristics of Detect ELAP Procedure Instruction to Deploy a FLEX 
Generator 

Task Goal  Detect the ELAP procedure instruction to deploy a FLEX generator 
Specific 
Requirement None 

Cue and  
Supporting 
Information 

An ELAP procedure step explicitly states to deploy a FLEX generator.  

Procedure ELAP procedure  
Personnel SS 
Task Support None 
Location Main control room 
Cognitive Activity Detection 

Concurrent Tasks 
SS concurrently implements the following three emergency procedures: 
(1) ELAP procedure; (2) RPV control procedure; and (3) containment 
control procedure. 

Teamwork 
Consideration 

SS and two ROs implement procedures.  STA performs independent 
situation assessment. SM oversees the event mitigation. 

Others 
The ELAP procedure is part of the LOOP/SBO/ELAP procedure.  The 
symptoms to enter the procedure and to transfer to the ELAP procedure 
are vivid. 
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Table M-7 Task Characteristics of Transporting the FLEX Generator 

Task Goal  Transport the generator from the FLEX equipment building to the 
specified location and stage it properly 

Specific 
Requirement Need to be able to communicate with the OSC. 

Cue and  
Supporting 
Information 

A procedure-instructed task 

Procedure FSG 
Personnel Non-licensed personnel  
Task Support None 

Location From the FLEX equipment building to the specified onsite generator 
location.  

Cognitive Activity Action execution 
Concurrent Tasks No concurrent task for the personnel performing the transportation  
Teamwork 
Consideration 

Coordination with OSC and MCR on clearing the travel path and 
staging the generator. 

 

Table M-8 Task Characteristics for Connecting the FLEX Generator 

Task Goal  Correctly power the 480 VAC emergency buses 
Specific 
Requirement 

Certain steps of aligning the buses and connecting cables have to be 
performed in the exact order as specified in the FSG.  

Cue and  
Supporting 
Information 

The OSC specifies the individuals to perform the task. 

Procedure FLEX support guideline (FSG)  
Personnel Field operators 

Task Support Coordinate the MCR operators to align the 480 VAC emergency buses 
to the FLEX generator 

Location Onsite building or shelter 
Cognitive Activity Action execution 
Concurrent Tasks A team dedicated to the task   
Teamwork 
Consideration 

Based on the available onsite field operators, the team members may 
not have previously worked together for this type of task 

Others The FSGs instructions are clear. 
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Table M-9 Task Characteristics of Operating the FLEX Generator to Power the 480 VAC 
Emergency Buses 

Task Goal  Start the generator and continuously power the 480 VAC emergency 
buses 

Specific 
Requirement 

Starting the generator and continuously powering the 480 VAC emergency 
buses may require opening/closing certain breakers 

Cue  FSG instructed task 
Procedure FLEX support guideline (FSG)  
Personnel Field operators 
Location Onsite building or shelter 
Cognitive 
Activity Action execution 

Concurrent 
Tasks 

Powering the 480 VAC emergency buses requires continuous monitoring.  
The personnel performing this task may have other concurrent tasks.  

 
M.2.5 Cognitive Failure Modes and Performance-Influencing Factors 

Transporting and staging the FLEX generator 
 
The primary failure modes are the following: 
 
• E3-1—Delayed implementation:  The action cannot be performed prior to the FLEX 

equipment transportation route being accessible.  The crew may be reassigned to other 
tasks while waiting for the transportation path to be cleared. 
 

• E4-2—Fail to execute skill-of-craft actions:  This refers to failing to hock up the trailer to 
the transportation vehicle or operate the vehicle through very rough travel paths (even 
though the debris is removed). 

 
The applicable PIFs are the following: 
 
• Accessibility/habitability of workplace including travel paths:  The FLEX generator 

transportation path and deployment location may have accessibility issues.  This example 
does not show event and site-specific analyses to assess the accessibility. 
 

• Workplace visibility:  Low visibility of the travel path and worksites 
 
Connecting the FLEX generator 
 
The primary failure modes are the following: 
 
• E1-1—Incorrectly assess or interpret the action plan (e.g., errors in personnel allocation, 

equipment/tool preparation, or coordination):  This action requires coordinating with the 
MCR to align the emergency buses to be powered by the FLEX generator and is not 
performed until the FLEX generator transportation path and the generator operating 
locations are accessible. 

• E4-1—Fail to follow procedures, e.g., skipping steps in procedures or performing the 
steps in wrong order:  This refers to failing to implement the FSGs. 
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The applicable PIFs are the following: 
 
• Scenario familiarity:  Implementation of the FLEX strategy and equipment is rarely 

performed.  Non-planned situations are likely to occur in a beyond-design-basis event. 
 

• Staffing:  Forming a temporary team to deploy a FLEX generator to power the 480 VAC 
emergency buses is not routinely practiced.  The assigned crew members collectively 
may not have the needed knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform the task. 
 

• Team and organizational factors:  The FLEX generator team needs to communicate with 
the MCR to align the emergency buses to be powered by the FLEX generator and the 
OSC to know the debris removal status and details in setting up the FLEX generator.  
Communication can be difficult because of an unfamiliar communication protocol or less 
than adequate common mental models of various parties.  In addition, the 
communication could be challenged be the unavailability of AC powered communication 
equipment. 
 

• Training:  Staff are under-trained for the types of actions. This is a once-in-a-lifetime 
event.  The site does not emphasize training on this type of event as much as 
responding to more frequent events. 
 

• Procedures, guidance, and instructions:  The procedure for aligning buses and 
connecting the generator may not have adequate detail.  The specifications on some 
steps may not match the situation. 

 
Starting and continuously operating the FLEX generator 
 
The primary CFM is the following: 
 
• E4-2—Fail to perform simple actions:  This refers to failing to start the generator or 

failing to open/close the breakers as needed during the operation. 
 
The applicable PIFs are the following: 
 
• Scenario familiarity:  Implementation of the FLEX strategy and equipment is rarely 

performed.  Non-planned situations are likely to occur in a beyond-design-basis event. 
Starting and operating a FLEX generator may require manipulations that are different 
from those for normal diesel generators. 
 

• Staffing:  Forming a temporary team to deploy a FLEX generator to power the 480 VAC 
emergency buses is not practiced routinely.  The assigned crew members collectively 
may not have the needed knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform the task. 
 

• Training:  Staff are under-trained for the types of actions. This is a once-in-a-lifetime 
event.  The site does not emphasize training on starting and operating the generator as 
much as responding to more frequent events. 
 

• Multitasking, interruption, distraction: Personnel monitoring the status for continuous 
operation of the generator may have other main tasks. 
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M.2.6 Time Uncertainty Analysis 

Time available for performing the action 
 
The success criteria of deploying the FLEX generator to power the 480 VAC emergency buses 
are specified below and shown in Table M-10: 
 
• Shed the DC load: If the initial DC load is successfully performed, the time available is 

five hours; otherwise the time available is two hours. 

• Given a successful initial DC load shed, the time available is seven hours if the deep DC 
load shed is performed successfully; otherwise the time available is five hours. 

Table M-10 shows that if the initial and deep DC load sheds were successfully implemented, 
then the personnel have seven hours to deploy the FLEX generator to prevent a loss of DC 
power.  If the initial DC load shed is successfully implemented but the deep DC load shed fails, 
the available time to deploy the FLEX generator is five hours.  It is assumed that the deep DC 
load shed would fail if the initial load shed fails.  In this case, the available time to deploy the 
FLEX generator is only two hours. 

Table M-10 Time Available for Successful Deployment of FLEX Generator 

Time available (Hours) Initial DC Load Shed 
Success Fail 

Deep DC Load Shed Success 7 N/A 
Fail 5 2 

 
The system window, TSW, for time available is two hours for failing the initial DC load shed.  TSW 
is five hours if the initial DC load shed is successfully performed but the deep DC load shed is 
failed.  TSW is seven hours if both the initial and deep DC load shed are performed successfully.  
The time starts at the initiating event. 
 
The ELAP procedure gives commands to remove debris from the FLEX equipment 
transportation routes and deploy a FLEX generator to power the 480 VAC bus.  These two 
commands are estimated to be given at one hour after the initiating event.  The time required for 
debris removal needs to be estimated based on the site and event specific information.  This 
demonstration does not perform the level of analysis needed to estimate the required time for 
debris removal. 
 
Therefore, if debris removal is not needed, the time available for deploying the FLEX generator 
would be (TSW – one hour for entering ELAP procedure). 
 
If debris removal is needed, the time available for deploying the FLEX generator would be 
(TSW – one hour for entering ELAP procedure – the time needed for removing debris). 
In fact, if TSW is two hours and debris is needed, the action becomes infeasible because there is 
not enough time to perform it. 
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Time needed 
 
The time needed for deploying a FLEX generator is plant specific and can vary greatly with the 
situation and environmental conditions.  For this demonstration, it is assumed that the time 
taken to have the FLEX generator power the 480 VAC emergency buses is represented by a 
normal distribution with a mean of 45 minutes and a standard deviation of 15 minutes. 
 
Assume that debris removal is represented by a normal distribution with a mean of two hours 
and a standard deviation of one hour, 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡, the failure probability of powering the 480 VAC 
emergency buses before battery depletion due to insufficient time is calculated as the probability 
of the time needed being greater than the time available: 
 
• 0.96 if TSW is two hours 
• 0.11 if TSW is five hours 
• 0.001 if TSW is seven hours  
 
M.3 Summary 

Two human events are analyzed and documented in this appendix to demonstrate the HRA 
process with IDHEAS-G.  The analysis develops a baseline event scenario and identifies the 
IHAs, analyzes the critical tasks of an IHA and their CFMs, and discusses the assessment of 
relevant PIFs based on the assumptions made for the operational narrative and event context. 
The outcomes of the analysis constitute the basis to calculate the HEP of the IHAs in the event. 
The analysis also demonstrates how to assess the HEP of an IHA attributing to uncertainties in 
time available for performing the action and time needed (i.e., 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡).  The analysis also 
demonstrates the identification of the cognitive failure modes applicable to the critical tasks and 
the assessment of PIFs relevant to the tasks.  These are the inputs to a HEP model for 
calculating the HEP attributing to cognition failure (i.e., 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐). 
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